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DR. SPRING'S

DOCTRINE OF REGENERATION.

One of the most important objects at which a theologi-

cal teacher should aim, is the acquisition of such views of

religion and such a method of exhibiting them, as, from

their harmony with each other and the dictates of common

sense, are adapted to produce a strong conviction of their

truth ; such views as accord with fact, and such a presen-

tation of them as to give them to bear on the conscience

and heart with their natural and resistless force.

Such was eminently the character of the ministry of the

Son of God. All his doctrines, injunctions, exhortations,

and warnings, were such, and were presented in such a

manner, as to carry along with them a demonstration of

their truth and propriety. His hearers recognised the

accuracy of the pictures which he drew of their obligations

and guilt ; the wicked trembled at the justice of his rebukes,

and the penitent felt the reality and adaptedness to their

wants, of the truths which he revealed and the promises

which he offered for their consolation,
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And such will be the character of every one's instruc-

tions, as far as they accord with the gospel. Truths are

ever the same, and universally consistent with each other.

They are facts, and all exhibitions of them will conse-

quently harmonize with each other and the realities which

they respect.

But any other than such a system of views must obvi-

ously, instead of gaining, be adapted to defeat its object,

A course of instruction fraught with palpable and impor-

tant contradictions, at one time inculcating views that

overthrow the truths which it teaches at another, here sub-

verting the foundation of the obligations which it there

endeavours to enforce, and thence harassing the heart with

temptations, instead of exciting it to obedience, must ne-

cessarily fail to a great extent of its end, and prove the

instrument of multiplying in place of removing the obsta-

cles to the salvation of men.

This fault, however, is apparent in no inconsiderable

portion of the theological systems which prevail in the

protestant church. Many of their important truths are

obscured or overthrown by errors intermingled with them ;

and their doctrines, contradictory to each other and irre-

concileable with revelation, consciousness, and reason,

present strong temptations to unbelief, as well as induce-

ments to obedience.

It were easy to verify this by a reference to several of

the current doctrines and popular works of the day. A

sufficient illustration of it, however, for the present occa-

sion, is furnished by the doctrine of regeneration, as exhi-

bited in " A Dissertation'' on the subject, lately published

by the Rev. G. Spring.



This is selected merely for its recency, not for any no-

velty or peculiarity of its views, or manner of exhibiting

them. They are generally what are found in the current

works on the subject, and often presented with much

greater clearness and force.

The main doctrine of the Dissertation, in relation to

which its others may be most conveniently considered, is,

that the Holy Spirit regenerates the mind by an immediate

or physical agency, wholly exclusive of the instrumentality

of moral means.

" To say nothing of that class of scriptures which attribute the work

of reg-eneration to the immediate eflBciency of the Holy Spirit, the pecu-

liarity of the following passages cannot have escaped our notice," &.C.

" As though he would impress the thought that holiness was the imme-

diate effect of divine power in distinction from all other ways of produ-

cing it, John declares," &c. " We would hesitate in affirming with

some most excellent men, that the principal reason why the immediate

operation of the Spirit of God in the production of holiness is necessary,

is found in any deficiency of intellectual capacity in unregenerated men,

or any deficiency in the moral sense, or that this divine influence is ne-

cessary to make them moral agents, and to originate their obligations to

piety. The principal reason why this influence is necessary is, that un-

regenerated men are enemies to God and holiness, and their hostility is

so unyielding, that no light communicated to their understanding, no ob-

ligations addressed to their conscience^ no motives presented to their

hopes or their fears, can produce holy love." pp. 23—25.

This dogma, the reverse of the doctrine of the word of

God on the subject, it is not my intention to undertake for-

mally to refute. I shall employ myself rather in pointing

out some of the difficulties which attend its adoption and

inculcation, and in contrasting it in that respect with the

opposite doctrine.

I. The first difficulty attending it, to which I shall refer,

is, that it has no support from the scriptures.
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Dr. S. speaks, indeed, of their being a " class of scrip-

tures which attribute the work of regeneration to the im-

mediate efficiency of the Holy Spirit," but has not desig-

nated any such, nor have any of the writers who have em-

ployed themselves in inculcating the doctrine ;—and obvi-

ously because no such class exists. All the passages which

relate to the subject, are employed in either simply stating

the fact that God renews the mind, or that he renews it

through the instrumentality of truth,—none in affirming

that it is accomplished without the aid of means. Such

at least I must regard as the fact, until I am able to disco-

ver, or the advocates of the opposite position to point out,

some passage in which that is plainly inculcated.

The importance of this objection is too apparent to need

illustration.

II. All efforts, consequently, to demonstrate it from the

scriptures, are misapplications of the sacred word.

Such is most obviously the fact with the passages which

Dr. S. quotes for the purpose.

*' When Moses reminded the children of Israel of all the wonders of

mercy and judgment, in which God had passed before them, hetookpar-

iicular pains to inform them, that all these had not availed to their re-

generation. ' Ye have seen all that the Lord did before your eyes in

the land of Egypt unto Pharaoh, and unto all his servants, and unto all

bis land ; the great temptations which thine eyes have seen, the signs

and (hose great miracles ; yet the Lord hath not given you a heart to

perceive^ and eyes to see, and ears to hear unto this day.'''' p. 24.

But this is plainly nothing more than a simple statement

of the fact, that the means of regeneration had not in that

instance been rendered efficacious. It does not affirm nor

imply that they never are, and that regeneration is the effect

of the " immediate efficiency of the Holy Spirit." To al-



lege it, therefore, as proof of that doctrine, is obviously as

unauthorised as to derive from it any other inference. It no

more follovi's from the fact that the means employed in that

instance were not efficacious, that means are never instru-

mental to the renovation of the mind, and that it is regene-

rated solely by an agency wholly exclusive of them, than

from the fact that the publication of the gospel is not in all

instances productive of good, it follows that it is never of

any service ; or from the fact that some who enjoy the in-

fluences of the Divine Spirit are not renewed, it follows that

his agency is never the cause of regeneration ; or from the

fact that means ever in any instance in the moral or physi-

cal world fail of accomplishing the end for which they are

employed, it follows infallibly that they never have any in-

strumentality whatever. But to what conclusions should

we be carried, were we to permit ourselves to reason on

such a principle ? The means of regeneration enjoyed in

a certain instance were not rendered efficacious, therefore

they never are ! It will certainly follow then, and much

more obviously, that no being is ever renewed ; and thence

that there is no such thing as regeneration. A more extraor-

dinary misapplication of the word of God could Scarcely

have occurred.

His next quotations are of the same character.

" As though he would impress the thought that holiness was the imme-

diate effect of divine power in distinction from all other ways of produ-

cing it, John declares of those who were adopted into the family of

Christ, that they were ' born not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh,

nor of the will of man, but of God.'' " p. 24.

This passage however, simply affirms on the one hand,

that the children of God are not born of certain things,
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which confessedly are not the means of regeneration ; and

on the other, that they are born of God. In what manner

then can it possibly, with any propriety, be employed to de-

monstrate the doctrine of the Dissertation ? To infer from

the fact, which it affirms, that the children of God do not

derive their birth from certain things which are not the

means of regeneration, that those means themselves have

no instrumentality whatever in their renovation, is obvi-

ously erroneous to the last degree ; and to infer it from the

fact that they are born of God, is as plainly to run into the

opposite mistake of assuming the very position which the

argument is employed to demonstrate. The question is

not whether it is God who renews the mind, or not, but

whether he accomplishes that effect, or not, by an imme-

4]iate efficiency wholly exclusive of the instrumentality of

truth. What progress then is made in the determination

of this question, by alleging the fact that it is he who re-

news the mind ? Does the fact that a being causes an

event, necessarily prove that he causes it by an " immedi-

ate efficiency," and not by the instrumentality of second

causes ? Does the fact that God saves " them that be-

lieve," demonstrate that he does not " save them by the

foolishness of preaching," but by an " immediate effi-

ciency" t Or is the fact that we are " born of God," any

more to overthrow the doctrine of the scriptures that " of

his own will begat he us with the word of truth,^'' and esta-

blish the opposite doctrine of the Dissertation, that that ef-

fect is not wrought by any such instrumentality, but is the

result solely of an " immediate efficiency," wholly exclu-

cive of means ?
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The next passage from the sacred volume which he em-

ploys to sustain his doctrine, has not even any relation to

the subject of regeneration.

" Paul says to the Ephesians, that they were regenerated, not by that

all pervading- power simply which holds the universe in existence and

sustains the uniform revolutions of the natural world, but ' by the ex-

ceeding greatness of that power which God wrought in Christ when he

raised him from the dead.' " p. 24.

A recurrence however to the passage will show that it

has no reference whatever to their regeneration, but in

place of that, merely exhibits the apostle as praying that

the Father would increase their knowledge of Christ and

his kingdom—as a means undoubtedly of increasing their

holiness—imparting to them just views of the nature of the

hope to which they were called, and of the glory of the in-

heritance which was prepared for them, and of the power

of Christ to advance them to its enjoyment, in the same

manner as the Father had raised him from the dead, and

" set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places."

" Wherefore I also after I heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus and

love unto all the saints, cease not to give thanks for you, making men-

tion of you in my prayers that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Fa-

ther of glory may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the

knowledge of him ; the eyes of your understanding being enlightened

that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, and what the riches

of the glory of his inheritance in the saints, and what is the exceeding

greatness of his power to us-ward who believe, according to the working

of his mighty power which he wrought in Christ when he raised him

from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places."

The apostle's prayer, that God would enlarge their know-

ledge of his truth as a means of continuing and increasing
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their obedience, is thus alleged to demonstrate, that that

truth has no instrumentality in giving birth to that effect,

but that, on the contrary, " holiness" is " the immediate

effect of divine power in distinction from all other ways of

producing it."

These examples furnish a sufficient illustration of the

misapplication of the scriptures in which the advocates of

the doctrine are involved, in attempting to sustain it by

their testimony. Yet the passages chosen by Dr. S. are

undoubtedly as well adapted to the purpose^ as any that

can be selected.

How formidable an objection to the doctrine it is, that it

cannot be attempted to be demonstrated from the sacred

word, except by thus totally perverting its meaning, the

reader cannot need to be told.

III. A still more important difficulty with which the doc-

trine is encumbered is, that it is directly opposed to the plain

testimony of the scriptures on the subject.

Several passages of the sacred volume explicitly repre-

sent that God accomplishes the work of renovation by

means of his word, and many others obviously imply that

it enjoys that instrumentality. Thus it is announced to us,

that Christ entered on the work of redemption with the

purpose of employing the word to accomplish that end.

" Christ loved the church and gave himself for it, that he

might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water hi/

the word, that he might present it to himself a glorious

church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but

that it should be holy and without blemish." Accordingly

he asked in his intercessory prayer, that their renovation
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might be produced by that means. " Sanctify them through

thy truth—thy word is truth." In conformity with this, the

word, we are told, is actually assigned to that office, and

that that effect results from its instrumentality. " The

word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any

two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of

soul and spirit and of the joints and marrow, and is a dis-

cerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart." " The

sword of the spirit is the word of God." " Faith cometh

by hearing, and hearing by the word of God." " The gos-

pel of Christ is the power of God unto salvation to every

one that believeth." And finally, in the following passages

it is explicitly declared, that the individuals to whom they

relate, were renewed by the instrumentality of divine truth.

" Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth."

" Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incor-

ruptible, by the word of God."

What clearer statements than these, that means are em-

ployed in the work of regeneration, can be expressed?

And to these passages and the numerous others of a similar

nature, thus taken in their natural and obvious meaning,

what can Dr. S. oppose ? Are there any passages in the

sacred volume which formally teach the doctrine of the

Dissertation, that regeneration is not accomplished by the

instrumentality of truth, but is caused by an " immediate

efficiency;" or that can authorize even a plausible argument

in favour of that doctrine ? There certainly are not. No
proposition in the whole circle of erroneous theology is

more obviously destitute of all legitimate authority, nor

more palpably dependant on mere assumption and false
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feasoning for all its show of support, than that dogma. II'

this grave asseveration is unauthorized, let it be refuted.

If a single quotation can be made from the volume of in-

spiration fairly to demonstrate that doctrine, or an argument

framed to support it, which is not either a mere assumption

of it, or manifestly false in its conclusions, let it be made

known.

IV. It presents false views of the nature of regeneration.

It plainly proceeds, and all the reasonings employed to

sustain it, on the ground that the effect wrought by the im-

mediate efficiency of the Spirit, is a mere change of the

physical constitution, such as an eradication of some of its

original attributes, or an introduction of others, to qualify

it for the exercise of obedient actions. Why else is it held

that moral means have no adaptation to lead to obedience ?

that their influence is necessarily against that result, and

that a physical agency, wholly exclusive of their instrumen-

tality, is requisite ?

But it is easily demonstrable that if regeneration is pro

duced by a physical agency, wholly independent of their

aid, it must be a mere change of the physical constitution.

For what is regeneration itself? It must undoubtedly be,

either a change of the manner in which the being who is

the subject of it acts, or else a change of the causes which

determine the manner of his acting. But it cannot, ac-

cording to the doctrine of the Dissertation, be a change of

the manner of acting ; that is, in other words, a commence-

ment of acting right. For as, according to that doctrine,

it takes place wholly independently of the instrumentality

of moral means, it is, of course, produced independentlv
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of amj perceptions which as such means—that is, as mo-

tives—affect the voluntary powers. It is not in any respect

the result of any views of any objects whatever in the un-

derstanding, nor consequently of any affections in the heart

toward thenn. But men never ac?, and, of course, never

change the manner of their acting, independently of per-

ceptions—in other words, of motives—and affections to-

ward them. It were absurd to suppose them to act volun-

tarily, independently of any idea of an object toward which

to act, and influence from it as an inducement to action.

To regard regeneration as the commencement of obedience

or the exertion of a first right act, and still to suppose all

instrumentality of motives to be excluded from the exertion

of that act, is to suppose it to be exerted without any idea

of the object, or being, or any affection toward it, to which

the act relates ! Could such an act—were it possible for it

to be exercised—be virtuous, and constitute a proper quali-

fication for pardon and acceptance with God ?

All the statements and reasonings, however, of the Dis-

sertation represent, that regeneration is not a change of the

mode of acting, but the production in the mind of the cause

of its acting in a new manner. If then it be the introduc-

tion into the mind of the cause of its beginning to act

right, it must, according to the doctrine of the Dissertation,

consist in a change of the physical constitution. For the

cause of its acting in a new manner, must be either of a

moral or physical nature ; or, in other words, the reason of

its beginning to act right, must be either that a different

set of motives is brought to bear on it which leads it to

exert the powers it before possessed in a new manner ;—^or
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eise, that a change is wrought in its physical nature by

which tlie same motives produce a different resuU. But it

cannot, according to the Dissertation, be a communication

of new motives, as the doctrine itself of that work is, that

motives have no instrumentality whatever in the change.

It must therefore, to accord with that doc.trine, be a change

of the physical constitution by which the same motives

produce different results.

What other views can be formed of the effect produced

by the Divine Spirit, in any consistency with the doctrine

of the Dissertation ? He must surely be employed either

in exciting the mind to exert—without any alteration of

their nature—the attributes which previously pertained to

its constitution ; in other words, to exert itself in a new

manner ; or else, in changing its physical nature. But how

can it be the first, in any compatibihty with the scheme of

the Dissertation ? He certainly, according to that, is not

employed in communicating views of truth to the under-

standing, as he produces the effect wholly independently of

the instrumentality of truth ; nor in presenting motives, that

being expressly denied, and motives being moreover nothing

but views in the understanding ; nor thence, in exciting

the affections, for they are never excited except toward

perceptions ; nor, consequently, in influencing the will—in

other words, the voluntary conduct, as that is affected only

through the medium of motives. To suppose, however,

that he excites the mind to act without the use of any of

these means, is to fall into the absurdity of supposing it to

act without any perceptions, affections, or volitions ; and

that is, in other words, without any agency whatever.—
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.But if he does not excite the mind to exert the nature it

before possessed in a new manner, his agency plainly must

be employed in changing that nature. If the change

wrought does not lie in the actions of the being who is the

subject of it, what can be more manifest than that it must

be in his physical nature that it takes place ?

The doctrine therefore assumes, that the cause that men

sin, lies in their physical constitution, and is such that no

moral means can lead, or have any tendency to lead them

to obedience ; of course, that it is nothing less than a phy-

sical incapacity to obey, and consequently that regenera-

tion is a change of that constitution, such as to render it

capable of obedience ; and there obviously is no tenable

medium between the admission of all this, together with

the whole train of terrific dogmas belonging to the same

system which result from it, and the total abandonment of

the doctrine of the Dissertation.

This dogma of constitutional depravity, thus involved in

the theory of physical regeneration, is a most formidable

incumbrance to it ; being at once false in fact, and at war

with all the doctrines of revelation—to which it has any

relation—respecting the nature and conduct of men, and

the character and agency of God. Of the obviousness of

this, some. illustrations will occur in the progress of this

work.

V. It contradicts the doctrine of the scriptures and com-

mon sense, that men are antecedently to regeneration capa-

ble of obeying the gospel.

It would seem from the first sentence of the following

quotation, that he felt some reluctance to advance a formal
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denial of their ability to yield obedience, and yet, m the

others he alleges what directly involves it.

" We would hesitate in aflBrrning with some most excellent men,

that the principal reason why the immediate operation of the Spirit of

God in the production of holiness is necessary, is found in any deficiency

of intellectual capacity in unregenerated men ; or any deficiency in the

moral sense ; or that this divine influence is necessary to make them

moral agents, and to originate their obligations to piety. The principal

reason why this influence is necessary is, that unregenerated men are

enemies to God and holiness, and their hostility is so unyielding, that no

light communicated to their understanding, no obligations addressed to

their conscience, no motives presented to their hopes or their fears, can

produce holy love." p. 25.

No amount of means then, however great, which God

can employ, can ever prove the instrument of exciting to

obedience ! But if such be the fact, the reason must plainly

be, either that from the nature of the mind, means have no

adaptation whatever to produce that effect, and this is the

doctrine of the Dissertation ; or else, which amounts to the

same thing, that God is not able to employ a sufficient

quantity of them to accomplish it. But to deny that means

have any adaptation to produce that effect, is manifestly the

same thing as to deny that the mind is capable of being

excited by them to obedience ; and that is clearly to deny

that it is capable of obedience itself In like manner, to

deny the possibihty of employing a sufficient quantity of

means to produce that effect, is to deny their adaptation

to produce it, and thence the mind's capability of being

excited to it by their influence, and therefore absolutely its

capacity of exercising it.

Such indeed is palpably, on the face of it, the import of

the doctrine- How is it that it is impossible even for God
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—while its nature is unchanged—to lead the mind to exer-

cise obedience, unless it be that it is physically incapable

of acting in that manner ? Has he endowed it with a ca-

pacity which even he himself cannot call into exercise ?

—

which lies beyond his control, and must until he changes

its physical constitution ? How is it that there is any ne-

cessity for a change of that constitution, if it is not encum-

bered with any incapacity or disqualification for obedience ?

or of what avail can such a change be ? The idea of its

necessity is obviously absurd on any other supposition, than

that it removes from the mind an obstacle otherwise insu-

perable to its ex-ercising obedient actions, and fits it to be

naturally and easily influenced to exert them. The doc-

trine itself in fact of physical depravity—from which this

theory of physical regeneration is derived—is, that the mind

is incapable of holiness, that its nature fits it only for dis-

obedience, and necessarily causes it to act in that manner.

And such must necessarily be the fact with such a nature as

that which the Dissertation ascribes to the mind. If it is

such that no moral means can possibly induce it, nor have

any tendency to induce it to exercise holiness, but neces-

sarily produce the opposite effect, it assuredly must be be-

cause it has no capacity for acting in that manner. If

while it remains the same, no means exist by which the

effect in question can be produced, what can be plainer,

than that it is incapable of being the subject or agent of

such an effect, precisely as while no means exist by which

it can create a world, it is obvious that the production of such

an effect, lies without the sphere of its capacity ?

The doctrine thus manifestly assumes, that men are ante-
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cedently to regeneration, physically incapable of obeying

the divine requirements, in the same manner as they are of

performing miracles, or creating worlds ; and thence con-

tradicts the scriptares, which—concurring with the dictates

of common sense—every where represent them as possess-

ing, at that period, all the capacity they ever do, and all

that is requisite, to a perfect compliance with the divine

will. To teach it, therefore, is to teach, that to the unre-

newed, all the duties enjoined by the Most High are

absolute impossibilities, that his laws have no adaptation

whatever to their nature, and consequently are not cha-

racterized in any degree by benevolence, wisdom, or

justice.

VI. It is of course equally contradictory to the doctrine

of the scriptures and the dictates of conscience, that men

are, antecedently to regeneration, under obligation to obey

the divine will.

That the sacred volume represents the unregenerate, as

under the same absolute obligation as the renovated, to

yield entire obedience to the will of God, is too obvious a

fact to need to be demonstrated, And to suppose that they

can be under obligation to exert actions of which they are

physically incapable, is too gross an absurdity to require

animadversion. To teach the dogma, therefore, is at once

to contradict the doctrine of revelation on the subject, to

falsify all the decisions of conscience, and to exculpate the

impenitent from the guilt of their transgressions.

VII. It is wholly inconsistent with the fact admitted by

him, that " there are means of regeneration.*'

That there arc such means he thus roadilv allows :
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" It is of some importance that our minds be satisfied that there are.

means of regeneration appointed by God. This sentiment is abundantly

inculcated in the scriptures." "• The scriptures uniformly represent

the kingdom of grace as a kingdom of means. Though God himself

renews the heart, it is not without the instruments and means of his own

appointment.

" We have confirmation of this truth in the results of universal

observation and experience. Apart from the regeneration of infants, so

far as is known to us, God never regenerates the soul without means."

p. 4, 5.

" The means which God has appointed for the regeneration of men

are many and various. If we were to enumerate them, we should say,

among the most important are, the holy scriptures, the christian ministry,

the Sabbath, the worship of God in the sanctuary, the religious services

of the family, social, private, and secret prayer, together with the reli-

gious education of children. Whatever, in a word, is adapted to arrest

the attention of men to moral and spiritual objects, may be considered

a means of regeneration." p. 8, 9.

All this, however, is wholly irreconcileable with his doc-

trine ; as obviously, if that is true, none of these are means

of regeneration, and no such means exist ; for it formally

denies that they either do or can exert any instrumentality

to that end. " They do not change the heart." " Means

cannot reach them." " No light communicated to their

understanding, no obligations addressed to their conscience,

no motives presented to their hopes or their fears, can pro-

duce holy love."

But if they never are used by the Divine Spirit to accom-

plish that effect,—if they have no capacity nor adaptation

to produce it,—if their nature is such that they inevitably

prompt to sin instead of exciting obedience,—if regenera-

tion is a change of the physical constitution, and from its

nature can be wrought only by divine power, wholly exclu-

sive of means,—it is clearly improper to denominate the

3
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truths of tlic divine word, or any instruments of moral

suasion, " means of regeneration." Instruments without

any instrumentality,—without a capability of any ! Why
denominate them causes from an effect, which they have

no agency whatever in producing ?—to which they are

wholly incapable of giving birth ?—whose existence their

whole agency is employed in opposing ? It is plainly only

by a most loose and extravagant metaphor that they are

called such. They are not, in fact, means of regeneration,

any more than any other instruments, which lend no agency

whatever to that effect, are. The pretence that they are, is

wholly false and deceptive, a mere rhetorical flourish. They

might be denominated creative, or preserving means, with

as much propriety as means of regeneration.

The author of the doctrine in question is therefore em-

barrassed by the formidable difficulty in sustaining it, of

offering at once a denial of his own and the doctrine of the

scriptures, that " there are means of regeneration."

yill. It represents that the truths of religion—in other

words, just views of divine things—have no adaptation to

excite obedient feelings. " No light communicated to their

understanding, no obligations addressed to their conscience,

no motives presented to their hopes or their fears, can pro-

duce holy love." p. 25.

Is such a doctrine, however, credible ? Is it a fact that

just apprehensions of the character, rights, government,

and purposes of God, of obedience and sin, of the work of

redemption, and the retributions of eternity, have no adap-

tation whatever to excite right feelings ?—that a being who

regards all these objects, precisely as they are. is no more
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such as they are ?—that had Judas Iscariot, for example,

had precisely the same views of God, of Christ, of the gos-

pel, and all other subjects, which the Saviour himself had,

they would not have had any adaptation to excite him to a

better course of conduct ?—that had the Jewish priests and

rulers cherished identically the views of the character of the

Saviour, his doctrines, and the object of his mission, which

were afterwards entertained by the apostles, it could not

have caused them to have felt or acted differently toward

him?—that had Paul, antecedently to his conversion, had

precisely those ideas, on the one hand of Christ and the

gospel, and of his own conduct on the other, which were

then imparted to him, he must still have regarded them

with the same aversion, and himself with the same com-

placency ?

The views, then, which men entertain have, it seems we

are to believe, no influence on the nature of their conduct

;

or, in other words, the manner in which they act, does not

result at all from the nature of the motives by which they

are affected ; consequently the nature and extent of their

knowledge, experience, and belief, have no agency what-

ever in determining the natureof their conduct, and neither

can be regarded as in any sense a cause of their acting

in the manner they do, nor as presenting any indication

of the course of conduct they will hereafter pursue ! The

differences in the feelings and conduct of individuals have

no connexion whatever with any difl'erences in their views

and belief, nor have those of nations with theirs !
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Such are the results to which the doctrine of pliysicui

depravity carries its disciples. Regarding the mind as

having no capacity for any other moral actions than such

as are sinful, they are thence necessarily driven to the infe-

rence, that no species of means that can be employed for

the purpose, can excite it to any other kind of actions.

No one however, who reflects, can fail to perceive that

this doctrine has no foundation in truth. Every one is con-

scious that he is determined in his conduct by motives

;

that he varies his conduct as his views change, and that

had he at all former periods had the same views that he

now entertains, he should have pursued the same course

of conduct. I appeal to every Christian in the world,

whether had he, antecedently to the period of his regene-

ration, possessed the same views of divine things which he

now enjoys, the conviction is not irresistible that he should

have exerted toward them the same affections as he now

cherishes. And this conviction is sustained by the repre-

sentations of the word of God, which every where exhibit

men as determined in their conduct by the views which

they entertain.

The views of Dr. S. on the subject, are thus at once in-

trinsically absurd, contradictory to all human experience,

and subversive of the word of God.

IX. It involves him in the inconsistency of denying the

representation which he has himself made, that the means

of regeneration serve to " illustrate the obduracy of the

human heart."

" Another object accomplished by the means of regeneration is, that

they illustrate the obduracy of the human heart. The native tendency
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of truth is to enter the heart; and were there no resistance, it would
enter and prove the occasion of all holiness. But the heart reluctates
and resists." p. 29, 30.

In this representation, he obviously assumes that these

means are adapted and ought to influence men to obedi-

ence
;
and that it is owing, not to any defect on their part,

but to a vohmtary and criminal resistance with which they

are met that they do not ; and thence that an illustration

is furnished by their ill success of the obduracy of the

heart.

But his doctrine—which denies that these means have

any adaptation to influence the mind to obedience—wholly

debars him from the right of making that assumption, and

thence of claiming that their not producing that effect, can
furnish any illustration of the obduracy of the heart. If,

as he represents, they have no tendency or fitness t(; excite

to obedience,—if, from their nature, it is physically impos-

sible that they should produce such an effect,—if the mind

is constitutionally unsusceptible of being excited by means
to right actions,—then plainly the cause of its not acting

right, cannot lie at all in its own volition, but must exist

wholly back of that, in its constitution ;—must be a purely

physical cause, wholly beyond the influence of the will.

The failure, therefore, of the means of regeneration to

accomplish that end, furnishes no illustration of the obdu-

racy of the heart, any more than would the use of any

other means wholly unsuited to the production of such an

effect
;
no more than the use of means to induce men to

create a universe, could throw any light on the character

of their hearts by its failure of success.
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Could the inefficacy, at the present day, of the apphca-

tion of clay to the eyes for the purpose of removing blind-

ness, or of bathing in Jordan for the cure of leprosy,

illustrate at all the obduracy of the heart? And why any

more can the use of means to change the heart, wholly un-

suited to the end, furnish such an illustration ?

X. It is equally irreconcileable with the doctrine ad-

vanced by him, that the failure of these means to renew

the heart, illustrates the omnipotence of the Divine Spirit

in accomplishing that effect, p. 32, 34.

If, as his doctrine represents, these means have no capa-

city," nor adaptation to produce that effect, how can their

failure of success possibly throw any light on the nature of

the cause that docs produce it ? How can the impotence

of moral means illustrate the power of a physical cause ?

To talk, on his principles, of an exhibition of the omnipo-

tence of the Divine Spirit, by the use of the means of rege-

neration, is as absurd as it would be to talk of illustrating

the force of a revelation made in a known language, by the

inefficacy of one written in wholly unintelligible charac-

ters ;—is, in short, to talk of illustrating it, without an illus-

tration.

In this representation also—forgetting his doctrine of the

absolute inadequacy of means—he assumes that they are

adapted and ought to produce a change of the heart, and

that it is owing solely to a voluntary and criminal resistance

of them, that they are not successful.

XI. It is equally inconsistent with the fact, admitted by

him, that God uses these means, sincerely desiring that they

should prove efficacious.
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unfeigned sincerity and urgency. All the means of regeneration are ac-

companied with the most solemn declarations of his desire that they may

prove efiectual. That they are no artificial measures, will appear to any

one who reads the Bible." p. 9.

But if, as he teaches, these means are utterly unadapted

to produce that effect, as absolutely so as any other means

whatever, can it be that the Most High uses them with a

rfesire that they should produce it? Does he desire impos-

sibilities ? Does he wish causes to produce effects, to which

they are totally inadequate ?—to exert powers which they

do not possess ?—that is, in other words, that in connexion

with their agency, effects should come into existence with-

out any cause whatever ? The impropriety of such views

is too apparent to need animadversion. It is not the part

of a wise being to expect effects without causes, nor to de-

sire powers to be exerted which do not exist. According

to the doctrine of the Dissertation, however, it lies as en-

tirely out of the region of adaptation and possibility, that

the means of regeneration should prove the instruments of

changing the heart, as it does that they should give exis-

tence to new beings or worlds ; and it were, consequently,

as irrational to expect or desire the one effect to result from

their agency as the other.

XIL It is inconsistent with the fact, admitted by him,

that men are under obligation to use these means as means

of regeneration.

" If means of regeneration have been appointed by God, then are all

who enjoy them under obligation to make such a use of them as will

answer the end of their appointment." p. 10.
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But the obligation to use them, as means of regeneration,

must undoubtedly rest on the fact of their actually being

such, and being appointed by God to be employed for that

purpose.

If they are not such means, and have no adaptation to

produce that effect, it is too apparent to need illustration,

that no obligation can exist to employ them as such. There

is no wisdom or virtue in deliberately using means for an

end, for which it is known they have no adaptation what-

ever.

XIII. It is in like manner inconsistent with the fact,

admitted by him, that men are under obligation to use the

means of regeneration as such with others.

" There are then means of regeneration appointed by God, and we

have great encouragement to use them with our fellow-men." " I see

not why we have not just as much encouragement to use the means of

regeneration with our fellow-men, as we have to actuate them in the

common concerns of life." p. 36, 37.

The propriety and obligation, however, of thus using the

means of regeneration, must rest on the fact of their being

adapted to that end, and actually instrumental to its ac-

complishment. If they have no such instrumentality nor

adaptation, there plainly can be no propriety in regarding

and treating them as though they had. It is not the part

of duty to seek, desire, or expect effects from means,

which it is known they have no capability of producing.

XIV. His doctrine virtually sanctions the neglect—of

which the impenitent are guilty—of the means of regene-

ration, as justifiable.
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If his views of these means are correct, they manifestly

treat them with no more neglect than they deserve. In-

deed if, as he represents, they not only cannot be the means

of leading them to holiness, but must necessarily—unless

prevented by a supernatural interposition—lead them to

greater sin, they act the part of wisdom in avoiding their

influence.

XV. If the reasons for which he adopts his doctrine are

legitimate, they should lead him to deny that means have

any instrumentality in enlightening and convicting men, as

well as in accomplishing their renovation.

" It is thus that the means of regeneration as used by God with un-

regenerated men, and as used by unregenerated men themselves, are

connected with regeneration. They enlighten the understanding; they

impress the conscience." p. 35.

But what better evidence is there that these effects ever

result from the use of means, than there is that regenera-

tion is accomplished through their instrumentality ? The

scriptures as clearly ascribe the illumination and conviction

of men to the agency of the Divine Spirit, as they do their

renovation, and as plainly show that means are not always

efficacious to the production of these effects, as they do

that after these are achieved, they often fail of accomplish-

ing renovation. The connexion between the use of means

and conviction, is no more certain nor clear, than between

their use and regeneration. It is in the view of truth that

men feel their guilt, and equally in the view of it that peni-

tence, love, faith, and other holy affections arise in their

hearts. If, therefore, the grounds on which he rests his

4
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doctrine, that means are never instrumental to the renova-

tion of the mind, are legitimate, they must necessarily carry

him to similar conclusions respecting the illumination and

conviction of men. He must, to be consistent, deny that

means ever " enlighten the understanding," or " impress

the conscience," as well as that they ever " change the

heart." In fact, to avoid inconsistency, he must draw the

same conclusion respecting the influence of truth after re-

generation ; as there is no more evidence of its efficacy on

the mind subsequently to that event, than at the time when

that change takes place.

His doctrine thus virtually involves the denial alike, that

there are any means of sanctification, conviction, or even

illumination, as well as regeneration, and refers all these

effects to the " immediate" agency of God.

Such are some of the difficulties in which the author of

the Dissertation is involved, in inculcating the doctrine of

physical regeneration. It were easy to point out many

others, scarcely less important ; but the conclusions, to

which they must carry us respecting its character, are

already too apparent to leave any further discussion respect-

ing them necessary.

' It is affecting to reflect, that a doctrine so fraught with

error, is thus mistaken for a doctrine of God, and inculcated

as an inspired message that is able to make us wise unto

salvation. How unlike is it to that revelation, the gift of his

infinite knowledge, rectitude, and benevolence, sent down

to call forth our reverence, confidence, and love, and win ujb

to his kingdom.
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which it stands opposed, that the Holy Spirit renews the

mind, through the instrumentahty of moral means. No

such difficulties embarrass the inculcation of that. On the

contrary, it is sustained by the direct testimony of the

scriptures, as is seen by the quotations which have already

been made. It is consistent with all the other passages of

the sacred word which have any relation to the subject. It

accords with all that we learn from consciousness, observa-

tion, or the volume of divine truth, respecting the constitu-

tion, attributes, and operations of the mind ; and thus, at

once, consistently recognises our obligations, vindicates

the rectitude of the divine government, and presents the

strongest inducements to obedience, and the highest en-

couragements to labour for the salvation of our fellow-

men.

Which then,—ministers of the gospel,—will you take on

yourselves the responsibility of offering to your people, as

the doctrine of God, and rely on as his appointed instru-

ment to call forth to himself their submission and love ?

that which, alike contradicting the decisions of revelation

and common sense, exhibits him as " an hard master,

reaping where he has not sown, and gathering where he

has not strawed"—impeaching the rectitude of his admi-

nistration—subversive of the obligations of men, and fruitful

of temptations to rebellion, rather than inducements to

obedience ?—or the opposite doctrine, which entangles you

in no such difficulties,—in which you are sanctioned by the

clear voice of revelation,—by which, in assailing the con-

science and heart, you are sustained by the consciousness
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tlial you arc using means adapted to the end, and appointed

and employed by God for that purpose ; and finally, in the

inculcation of which you may—and to be consistent must,

as far as that can influence you—preach the gospel as it is,

in its simplicity,—as apostles, and prophets, and the Son of

God himself, preached it ?—doctrines as unlike—as " sci-

ence falsely so called" and Christianity—as pernicious error

and the most salutary truth ? How momentous the respon-

sibilities and results of your choice. May that revealing

and renewing Spirit, the knowledge of whose word and

agency you seek, preside over your decisions, and guide

you into the truth.



THE

CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE'S

DOCTRINE OF DEPRAVITY.

The reviewer of Professor Fitch's Discourses in the

Christian Advocate, has advanced several statements and

arguments, on the subject of human depravity, which call

for consideration.

Were regard had only to their deserts, neither the know-

ledge which they exhibit, nor the spirit by which they are

characterised, could entitle them to notice. When preju-

dice and vanity unite their clamours, and attempt by mere

abuse and dogmatism to overpower the voice of truth, it is

ordinarily the part of dignity and wisdom to pass them in

silence. It is only—as in the present instance—when a

factitious reputation, the medium through which they are

presented to the public, or other circumstances, threaten to

give them influence, that it can become worth while to

make them objects of serious animadversion.

In the reviewer's estimation—it would seem from the

confidence with which he asserts his views and denounces
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enlightened minds beyond controversy. Ignorance, weak-

ness, and presumption, alone continue to doubt and disbe-

lieve. There are some, however, who are not able to

concur with him, and who regard themselves as entitled to

the privilege of withholding their assent to his decisions,

until they discover some evidences of their truth. I, for

one, am so little satisfied with his views as seriously to

doubt whether he is himself fully aware of their nature and

the results to which they are adapted to carry him ; and

shall, therefore, make it the object of the present work to

exhibit their import, and point out some of the difficulties

with which they seem to me to be embarrassed.

He is then—as is seen from the following passages—an

undisguised assertor of the doctrine of physical depravity,

as defined in the earlier numbers of this work, and ascribed

to the churches of this country and Europe.

" The single point in debate is, wlielher that nature of the soul, from

which a continual succession of evij thoughts proceeds, is sbi/ul ? Here

lie denies and we afl5rm."

" Where there is a uniform failure of those exercises of love which

the law requires, not only is there a fault in the deficiency of holy acts,

but in that state or nature of the soul, which is the cause of this defect.

And as we understand the scriptures, this corruption of heart, whicli is

antecedent to its acts, and is Uie source of their evil, is often spoken of

in.tbe word of God."

" It is so generally admitted that a succession of thoughts or volitions,

good or evil, must have a principle, or source from which they originate,

that it is commonly assumed as a self-evident truth."

" What we assert, and what Professor F. denies, is, that the causes

of sinful choices, which exist in the disposition, or temper of the soul

itself, are sinful." " The common belief of men is, that the cause of

evil choices is a moral corruption existing in the sow/."

" We admit, indeed, that sin in the heart previously to action, i« la-
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tent and that while it remains so, we can have no direct consciousness

of it. But when by a succession of evil acts it betrays itself, we are as

certain of its existence as of the acts of which we are conscious, and

Jiave no more doubt about the depravity of the principle than of the acts

which proceed from it, just as when from a concealed fountain, poison-

ous streams issue, we are assured that the fountain itself is poisoned."

His doctrine thus is, that the " nature of the soul is sin-

ful," and that the sinfuhiess of its nature is the cause of its

sinful actions. Its import will more fully appear from a

slight consideration of his terms.

To denominate a being sinful, is to ascribe to him wor-

thiness of punishment. In the scriptures, when a being is

denominated sinful, what is always meant is, that he is

worthy of punishment because of his actions ; but when the

term is applied to a being's nature, the meaning is, that

—

apart from his actions—he has a worthiness of punishment

on account of his nature. The reviewer uses the term in

this sense obviously from the foregoing quotations, and from

his stating that he is " conscious of a moral disapprobation"

of his nature, and suffers " a great deal of pain and hu-

miliation" on account of i.. His meaning accordingly is,

that the soul is worthy of blame and punishment, because

its physical nature is such as it is, precisely as it is for its

disobedient actions.

This worthiness of punishment consists—according to his

representation—in the soul's being so constituted that its

nature necessarily causes it to sin in all its agency ; or, in

other words, in their being a cause lodged in its physical

constitution by which it is rendered necessary that it should

exert sinful actions, and those only. '* The cause of evil

choices," he says, exists " in the soul" itself—not in its
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circumstances, or the moral means which influence it

:

and we are made certain of its existence there and de-

pravity by the acts which proceed from it : of course,

therefore, it is in the nature or substance of the soul that it

exists, not in its perceptions or actions which are its eftects.

It is one of its constituent " principles," as he denominates

them—an original created attribute of its physical nature.

His doctrine then is, that the physical constitution of the

soul is such that its own nature necessarily causes it to exert

sinful actions in all its agency, and that, for being of such a

nature, it is justly an object of disapprobation and punish-

ment ; and this is the doctrine of physical depravity.

On the reasons which he offers for the adoption of this

theory, it is not necessary to dwell at length, both because

of their nature, and of the able refutation which they have

received from the author of the Discourses in his reply to the

review : they are briefly the following.

First. He thinks so. " We think otherwise" than the

author of the Discourses.

Secondly. Other people " think otherwise" also. " It is

commonly assumed as a self-evident truth."

Thirdly. There are two or three passages of scripture

which—by construing in direct contradiction to their ob-

vious meaning and to the rest of the sacred volume—he

thinks may be considered as favouring his doctrine.

Leaving him to answer what Professor Fitch has ad-

dressed to him on this subject, before offering any thing

further respecting it, I proceed to point out some of the

otlier difficulties which his doctrine involves.
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I. It implies tliat men are physically incapable of exer-

cising right actions.

Nothing whatever—according to his theory—exists in

their constitutions which can possibly be a cause of such

actions. Their only powers of moral agency are for the

exertion of sinful actions. The exercise of right feelings

and volitions is as much without the range of their capacity,

as the production of any other effect to which they are phy-

sically incompetent. To suppose, therefore, that they can

give birth to them, is to suppose that they can exert them

without being able to be the cause of them ; or, in other

words, that those actions can be thrust into existence with-

out a cause.

This dogma, however, every one who reflects on his con-

sciousness must be aware has no truth in it whatever. At

war with all human experience and the testimony of the

scriptures, it is alike a reproach on our nature and its

author.

II. Consequently it cannot be supposed, according to

that doctrine, that God desires men to exert right actions.

It were to desire them to exert powers which they do not

possess, to produce effects of which they are incapable of

being the cause ; and that were to desire effects to exist

without any cause whatever. What, however, more irre-

concileable with his infinite wisdom can be ascribed to

him?

But while we are as certain that he does not expect or

desire such physical impossibilities, as we are of his infinite

knowledge and rectitude, we are equally sure that he de-

sires men to exert the actions whiclv he requires of them.
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It is demonstrated by the requirement itselt, and, to silence

the cavils of men, is confirmed by his oath—" as I live, saith

the Lord, 1 have no pleasure in the death of the wicked,

but that the wicked turn from his way and live : turn ye,

turn ye from your evil ways, for why will ye die ?"

The scheme of the reviewer is thus, in this respect, again

embarrassed by a total irreconcileableness to all the con-

victions made on us by the government of the Most High

respecting his wishes and character.

III. It involves the denial of God's right to require men to

exert such actions as his law demands.

There is nothing in their nature, according to the doctrine

of the reviewer, which can form a just foundation for claim-

ing such a service. To ask it of them, is to ask them to

produce efiects of which they are physically incapable of

being the cause ; and is as unrighteous, therefore, as to re-

quire them to give existence to any other set of effects

wholly without the reach of their capacity, and for which

no cause whatever has any where an existence. And what

stronger definition of an unjust government can be given,

than that it demands of beings that efiects shall exist with-

out a cause? The character of the government is not

aflected at all by the nature of the impossible act required,

whether it be a mere exertion of the moral powers, or the

production of an external physical eflfect. So long as it lies

wholly without the range of the being's capacity on whom

the law is imposed, the thing required is equally unjust,

whether it be the exercise of an affection, the exertion of

a corporeal act, or the creation of a universe.

IV. In like manner the doctrine authorizes the conclu-
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^lon, that men are not blameable tor their disobedience to

the divine law.

There is no plainer dictate of common sense, than that

no guilt can attach to beings for the violation of laws, re-

quiring of them a service wholly surpassing their physical

ability ; that capacity for actions is indispensable to consti-

tute an obligation to exert them. To suppose that blame

may of right attach to men for not yielding a service of

which their nature renders them physically incapable, is to

suppose that they can be justly blamed because effects will

not exist without a cause.

In teaching, therefore, that they are wholly incapable of

exerting the actions which the divine law requires, as inca-

pable, and in the same sense, as they are of raising the

dead, or rendering themselves immortal, the reviewer has

virtually taught that they are no more blameable for not

giving birth to the one effect, than they would be for not

producing the other.

V. His doctrine exhibits the attempt of the Most High to

lead men to obedience by the influence of moral means, as

irreconcileable with his wisdom.

Those means having no adaptation whatever to the pro-

duction of the result, to use them is of course to waste their

agency for nothing. It is pouring light on beings without

eyes to cause them to see, and words on those who have no

ears to induce them to hear. There is an absolute physi-

cal certainty beforehand that they must be totally ineffica-

cious. They might as well be employed to elicit obedience

from animals or inanimate matter.

But is the whole moral government of God thus nothing
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more tlian a farce ? Ls he a trifler in imposing his laws, in

calling on mankind to comply with them, in deploring and

reproaching their rebellion, and universally in treating them

as though these means were fitted and ought to lead them

to obedience ? Is what he denominates his vineyard, in

truth, nothing but a naked rock or barren waste ; and while

he appeals to his creatures themselves, " what could have

been done more, that I have not done in it ? wherefore,

when I looked, that it should bring forth grapes, brought it

forth wild grapes ?" is the real reason of its unproductive-

ness, his never having done any thing whatever to it by

which it could possibly become physically capable of being

fruitful ? When regretting their perverseness, he exclaims,

" O that thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy

day, the things that belong unto thy peace"—" O that they

were wise, that they understood this, that they would con-

sider their latter end,"—is it in truth all pretence, or at best

nothing more than a wish that they would accomplish im-

possibilities ? .

How is the reviewer to answer these questions, except by

abandoning his system ? If—as his doctrine represents

—

mankind are not proper subjects for a moral government,

why has the Most High attempted to exercise one over

them 1 If there is no fitness whatever in moral means to

sway them to obedience, why does he employ them for that

purpose ?

VI. It results in like manner from his doctrine, that all

the efforts of men to lead the impenitent to obedience,

by the influence of moral means, are utterly useless and

unwise.
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They are attempts to produce the eftect by means which

have no adaptation to it, and which there is a physical cer-

tainty beforehand can never be the instruments of its ac-

comphshment. They might as well attempt, by their instru-

mentality, to convert the beasts of the tield and the fowls

of the air into worshippers of God. The dissemination of

the scriptures is in vain,—the ministry is in vain, and all

other means of imparting the knowledge and enforcing the

sanctions of religion.

VII. His doctrine exhibits regeneration as a change of

the physical constitution.

He pronounces this indeed " a strange notion of regene-

ration." "If" " the cause of evil voHtions" " is a defect

in the soul itself, then [regeneration] must be anew crea-

tion of the soul as to its physical powers, but surely this is

a strange notion of regeneration." Yet the doctrine, that

" a defect in the soul itself" is " the cause of evil volitions,"

is the very peculiarity of his system, for he affirms that it is

a " sinful" " nature of the soul" " from which a continual

succession of evil thoughts proceeds" ; that " where there is

a uniform failure of the exercise of the love which the law re-

quires, not only is there a fault in the deficiency of holy acts,

but in that state or nature of the soul which is the cause of

this defect" ; and that " the common belief of men is, that

the cause of evil choices is a moral corruption existing in

the soul."

" The cause of evil volitions" then being " a defect in

the soul itself"—by his own decision, regeneration " must

be a new creation of the soul as to its physical powers,"

And what—had he not made that decision—could be plainer,
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ihan that, if the cause of the mind's sinning exists in its

physical nature, the removal of that cause must involve a

change of that nature ? The reviewer^ however, does not

happen to perceive that his system is fraught with this for-

midable defect, but even advances it as a difficulty that

fatally embarrasses the doctrine which he opposes !

From this point may again be seen the truth of the posi-

tion, that the doctrine of physical depravity involves the

denial of the ability and obligations of men and the recti-

tude and rights of God.

VIII. The children of God are, according to this scheme,

no more praiseworthy for their obedience, than the unre-

newed are blameable for their transgressions.

The actions of both are the result of mere physical ne-

cessity. It is nothing to the credit of the renewed that they

do not sin ; for no cause of such actions any longer exists

in their constitutions ; nor any more is it that they obey,

such a change having been wrought in their physical nature

that it necessarily causes them to act obediently. EflTects

resulting in that manner from purely physical causes, can

no more subject them to a desert of good or evil, than can

the circulation of the blood, the perception of images re-

flected on the eye, or any other similar physical events.

' IX. Hence his scheme impeaches the wisdom and recti-

tude of the Most High in making the actions of men the

ground of their rewards and punishments.

Their actions being—as his theory represents—wholly un-

avoidable, the mere results of physical causes, in the same

sense as their perceptions of external objects, recollections,

or involuntary motions are,—they can no more affect them
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xvith any just desert of good or evil, than can any of these

events. What ground can exist for any such discrimination

as he makes between them ? What more merit of good or

ill can possibly directly pertain to them from the operation

of one physical cause, wholly superior to their control, than

from another ? Our sensations of hunger and thirst, or

consciousness of present perceptions and affections, and the

memory of such as are past, might as well be made the

grounds of our final destiny.

X. His theory requires him, in order to be consistent with

himself, to believe that "a new creation of the sou!, as to

its physical powers," is wrought in every instance in which

a change takes place in its conduct.

On the one hand, according to him, a corruption of the

physical nature of the mind is the sole cause of its sinning :

that corruption must of course, therefore, be supposed to

exist within it in every instance in which it transgresses, as

well after regeneration as before. On the other, a removal

of that corruption—involving a change of its physical na-

ture—is necessary in order to its exercising holiness. It

must, accordingly, be supposed to be free from that cor-

ruption in every instance in which it exercises obedience.

" A new creation of the soul as to its physical powers," there-

fore, must be believed to take place in every instance in

which it changes its conduct from sin to holiness, or holiness

to sin.

Can the reviewer find any thing in the scriptures, or his

experience, to authorize this monstrous doctrine ? " If men

can please themselves with such philosophy and theology
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as this, they are welcome to all the honour and gratification

which their peculiar notions may obtain for them."

XI. His scheme exhibits God as the author of sin.

—

" The nature of the soul" itself—he holds—is " sinful,"

and sinful at the commencement of its existence. Its sin-

fulness, therefore, is a physical attribute, and, of course,

the author of that nature is the author of its sin.

His system thus accords, in one of its most important

features, with that of Dr. Emmons.

XII. His theory—if he adheres to the principles on which

it rests—carries him to the conclusion, that the Creator

himself is also dej raved, in the same manner as he repre-

sents man to be !

He assumes that the production of sinful effects, demon-

strates that the nature itself, which produces them, is sinful

;

and that, universally, causes must possess in themselves all

the qualities which belong to the effects to which they give

birth.

" To maintain that there is a cause existing in the soul from whicli

all sinful volitions proceed, and yet that this principle has no moral evil

in it, bears very much the appearance of a palpable absurdity. It seems

to vs like saying that there is something, or rather every thing, in an effect

which was not in its cause ; which is the same as to say, there is an effect

without a cause."

If then this assumption—on which his whole theory rests

—is authorized, it must force him inevitably to the conclu-

sion, that God himself is also depraved in the same manner

as the mind is which he creates. He is the sole author of

the mind,—and if its nature is sinful, is the sole author of

its sinfulness. If. therefore, the production of a sinful effect
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demonstrates that its cause is also sinful, and, if universally,

causes must have in themselves all the qualities which exist

in their effects, it follows incontrovertibly, that whatever

sinfulness exists in the soul of man, must have its exact

counterpart in the nature of God, and that every sinful act,

therefore, which man exerts, presents as demonstrative evi-

dence of the depravity of his Creator's nature, as it does of

his own

!

Such is the dreadful climax of the reviewer's system.

Which now—I appeal to the church and world to de-

cide—is true ; this scheme, which thus overthrows every

truth of the gospel and involves these imputations on God;

or the system—advanced in this work—to which it stands

opposed?—or rather, for this is the question at issue, which

is true—this system of absurd " science, falsely so called,"

of the reviewer; or "the gospel of the grace of God"?—for

one or the other of them must manifestly be given up.

They certainly are not the same, and as assuredly cannot

consist with each other. If this scheme is true, it is as cer

tain as is the truth of the scheme, that God is not such a

being as the scriptures represent him, but is, in all his moral

attributes, precisely the reverse ; that his government is not

what they claim it to be, but is the opposite of the justice,

wisdom, and grace, which they ascribe to it ; and that

neither man, nor his obligations, are such as they are there

represented.

To pretend that this scheme—discerning what it is— is

the scheme of the gospel, were, I hesitate not to say, an

outrageous farce, as palpably impious and inexcusable as

(i
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to pretend that the doctrines of idolatry, mahomedanisni.

or atheism, are the doctrines of the Bible. What can be

more fearfully impious than to pretend that the scriptures

authorize the belief that the nature of God is such as neces-

sarily to cause him to sin in all his agency ? Yet such is

the fact, or this system entirely misrepresents them. Or to

teach that God is the author of sin ? Yet such is the fact,

or this scheme is wholly erroneous. Or to claim that he has

no right to require men to obey his laws, and does not de-

sire them to ? Yet such also is the fact, or this scheme is

totally false.

I put it, therefore, to the conscience of the reviewer, whe-

ther he can with the least show of propriety claim that his

doctrine is the doctrine of revelation, and justify himself to

his Creator or fellow-creatures, for teaching it as such ; and

pray him to abandon it, and adhere to the scriptures as the

guide of his faith.

I put it to the consciences of the ministers of religion,

who hold and teach this system, whether, in inculcating it,

they are not manifestly " teaching for doctrines the com-

mandments of men," and entreat them to pause in so de-

plorable a dereliction of their office, and return to the doc-

trines of God.

- I put it to the consciences of their hearers, whether, in

countenancing the inculcation of this system as the system

of revelation, they are not sanctioning a most fatal perversion

of the gospel, and implore them, as such, to reject and de

nounce it, and enforce its abandonment by their teachers.



PROFESSOR FITCH'S

DISCOURSES AND REPLY

ON THE

NATURE OF SIN.

These publications have high claims to the attention of

the Christian public, both from the subjects of which they

treat, and the able manner in which they are discussed.

The Discourses are employed in stating and demonstrat-

ing the doctrine, alike of natural and revealed religion

—

unhappily so generally overlooked or disallowed—that sin

is an attribute of voluntary actions solely, not of the sub-

stance of the mind, as the dogma of physical depravity

represents. The Reply is a vindication of that doctrine

from the misapprehensions and objections of the reviewer of

the Discourses in the Christian Advocate.

The considerations which Professor Fitch alleges in proof

of the doctrine are, the fact that God expressly teaches it in

the scriptures, defining sin as an attribute of voluntary ac-

tions
; that, accordingly, in his moral government he takes
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cognisance solely of those actions, requiring and prohibit-

ing them only, and making them alone the grounds of

rewards and punishments ; that nothing occurs in his word

but what is consistent with and corroborative of this ; that

the mind is so formed that it cannot feel blame for any

thing but its voluntary acts ; and that mankind universally

act on it, in respect to each other, as a self-evident truth.

These facts, perspicuously and forcibly stated, present in

the certainty with which they demonstrate the doctrine, a

striking contrast to the reasonings advanced by the reviewer

in vindication of the scheme which he advocates.

That writer does not pretend that he is authorized to

adopt his theory by any passage of the sacred volume, ex-

plicitly affirming that the nature of the soul, as well as its

actions, is sinful ; nor that any of its requirements or pro-

hibitions formally recognise any such sinfulness of nature :

nor that its existence is directly perceivable by the mind

itself. He confessedly has neither the clear voice of revela-

tion nor consciousness to sustain him.

From what source then—groping without the aid of these

important guides—does he derive his scheme ? Not from

any known fact^ either revealed in the scriptures or ascer-

tained by experience, but by mere inference from an

assumption, a.nd that the extraordinary assumption that mind

as a substance and cause or agent, is governed by the same

laws as matter !

This assumption he has not indeed formally set forth as

the basis of his scheme, but has made it, and reared on it

the whole superstructure of his theory, as undisguisedly as

though he had announced it in so many words.
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"We admit indeed that sin in the heart previously to action js

latent, and that while it remains so, we can have no direct conscious-

ness of it."

How then is it ascertained that any such sin exists ? By

assuming that the nature of the mind itself precisely resem-

bles the actions which it exerts.

'^ But when by a succession of evil thoughts it betrays itself, we are

as certain of its existence, as of the acts of which we are conscious ;

and have no more doubt about the depravity of the principle, than of the

acts which proceed from it ; just as when from a concealed fountain poi-

sonous streams issue, we are assured that the fountain itself is poisoned ;

or when we find bitter or unwholesome fruit produced by a tree, although

the nature of the tree is hidden from us, yet by its fruit we know that it

is evil."

The acts of the mind then, according to this representa-

tion, participate and thence reveal the nature of its sub-

stance, in the same manner as portions of matter—as

streams and fruits—partake and thereby make known to

us the nature of the substance of which they are emana-

tions !

This doctrine he indeed, in another place, announces in

so many words in the assertion, that causes universally

must have in themselves all the attributes which exist in

their effects.

" To maintain that there is a cause existing in the soul from which

all sinful volitions proceed, and yet that this principle has no moral evil

in it, bears very much the appearance of a palpable absurdity. It seems

to us like saying that there is something, or rather every thing in an eject,

which was not in .^s cause ; which is the same thing as to say^ that there

is an effect without a cause.''''

This, then, is the sole foundation of his theory, and is to
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be sustained, or the whole scheme fails. For if the acts ot

the mind are not portions of the mind itself, or, at any rate,

precisely similar subsistences, just as streams are of their

fountains, and fruits of their trees,— as his assumption is

false, his inference from it, of course, is also,—that the

mind itself has such an attribute, as he affirms, inhering in

it, precisely, resembling theirs.

Is this assumption then authorized ? Not by any thing

which the reviewer has advanced. He has not, indeed,

undertaken to vindicate it ; nor could he, were he to at-

tempt it. Whence can he derive any proofs of its truth ?

Certainly not from revelation, nor consciousness. Neither

of these furnish any indications that the acts of the mind

are portions of the mind itself, or similar existences. But

is there any other source from which he can gather any in-

formation respecting it ? And what—were he to his own

conviction to vindicate his assumption, or gain from his

readers an admission of its truth—is he, after all, to do with

it, and the long crowd of corollories, wholly subversive at

once of all revelation and experience, in which it would in-

volve him? A worse predicament can scarcely be imagined

than that in which his position, if authorized, would place

him. Some of its incongruities and absurdities are thus

happily ridiculed in the Reply.

" The very principle on which the supposition proceeds is absurd.

It is this, that the cause must necessarily have the quality which exists

in the effect ; for it is supposed that nothing can pertain to a being

which can in any way become a cause or occasion of sin, without its

being on the very ground of sustaining such a relation, sin in itself."

" Admirable reasoning indeed ; and the world must confess itself

much indebted for tlie discovers of the wonderful axiom on which if
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otherwise there is an effect without a cause ! My volition is the cause

of bodily motion ; is motion, therefore, contained in the volition ? or is

the motion without a cause ? God has created matter ; is, therefore,

matter contained in God, or is it without a cause? Bodily appetite may

lead one to a given purpose of evil ; because the purpose is sinful, is

bodily appetite itself so ? Satan seduced Eve to prefer a forbidden good,

and thus depart from God : because the preference itself was her sin,

were the appetites of her nature, to which the tempter addressed his ap-

peals, also chargeable upon her as her sin ? If so, she was always a

sinner. Satan and all rebellious angels began to sin ; was it without

occasion or cause that sin commenced, or if sin began to be from some

cause, could there be sin in the cause itself, before sin began to be ? Sin

before there was sin ? How is this ? Sin cannot come into being from

any cause, according to this writer, unless it exist previously in the

cause. But as sin is in being, then, according to this writer, sin must

have existed in its cause, and the sin pertaining to that cause must itself

have had a sinful cause, and the sin of that cause a sinful cause preced-

ing it, and so on for ever. According to this writer, therefore, sin has

either existed from all eternity, or it has come into being without a cause.

He is shut up to this dilemma."

Such is the contrast which the doctrine of the Discourses,

with the proofs sustaining it, forms with that of the reviewer

:

the one, proclaimed by the clear voice of inspiration and

consciousness, and corroborated by every part of the volume

of revelation and experience ;—the other, a monstrous

figment of science falsely so called, ahke alien to religion

and human nature, and bearing on its own hideous features

indubitable self-evidence of its erroneousness and folly.

Having thus demonstrated his doctrine, the author of the

Discourses deduces from it several of the important truths

closely connected with it, respecting the distinction to be

made between the mind itself and its acts, and its acts and

the reasons of their being exerted, the consequences of the
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sin ofAdam to his posterity, and our obligations ; and still

further illustrates and confirms them in the Reply.

The two works together thus present an able view of the

doctrine of which they treat, and a successful vindication of

it from the objections of its opposers, and their publication

is a timely and important service to the cause of truth.

The reviewer, indeed, thinks proper to doubt the utility of

such discussions, because forsooth Professor Fitch has taken

the liberty to differ from him, and to expose to the gaze of

the world some of the errors and absurdities of his scheme.

It is not expedient, it seems—he wishes his readers to be-

lieve—for theological professors and ministers to indulge

inquiries respecting the nature of sin, unless they agree with

him ; and, above all, to introduce discussions respecting it

into the pulpit, and endeavour to make their hearers ac-

quainted with what they believe the scriptures teach in

regard to it. A sentiment worthy of one who could offer

to the world, as a doctrine of God, such a system as that of

the reviewer.

It is not easy, however, to discover what theme Professor

Fitch could have selected for a public discussion having

stronger claims to his attention. The question itself is

confessedly of the highest importance, affecting almost

more than any other, by the views which are formed of it,

every other branch of a theological system. What subject

can it be important to us thoroughly to know, if not the

nature of that evil and bitter thing, prohibited by God,

which brings on us guilt and ruin ? How are we to avoid

sin, if we do not understand what it is ?—if so profoundly

ignorant of it as not even to know whether it is an attribute
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ot' our voluntary agency, or of our created nature I How

are we to comprehend our duty, or realize our obligations,

if totally ignorant of our nature, which is the foundation

of those obligations ? How properly feel our need of

the influences of the Divine Spirit, if wholly in error in

respect to the nature and object of his agency ?

And the subject is not only thus intrinsically important,

but has peculiar claims to be made by him a theme of pub-

lic discussion, from the misapprehensions of it which almost

universally prevail. A witness of the extensive diffusion of

these errors, and the fatal efl'ects which they occasion, his

responsibilities to God, his concern for the honour of reli-

gion, and the welfare of souls, his love of truth, impe-

riously require him to step forth and proclaim the doctrine

of the gospel, in opposition to those false views, and invite

back his fellow-men to the knowledge and belief of the

truth. To stand an idle spectator, without an effort to

make known what he believes to be the doctrine ofGod, and

to vindicate his cause, were a most criminal dereliction of

his duty.

On the whole, therefore, it is a subject of congratulation

that Professor Fitch entertains the views presented in

these discussions, and has given them to the public. He

has thereby rendered a most important service to piety,

benevolence, and happiness, as well as to truth ; for the

doctrine he has advanced is not only a doctrine of God,

but is eminently fertile of propitious influences on the affec-

tions and enjoyments of those who embrace it, and of in-

ducements to benevolent exertions for the salvation of

others. The voices of righteousness, of pence, and of good
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will to men, unite with that of truth in recognising and

welcoming him as their friendly promoter in this enterprise,

and in invoking him to continue his labours until the know-

ledge and belief of this important branch of the gospel

shall universally prevail, and give birth as universally to

those just affections toward God and men, which appro-

priate views of them alone can inspire.



THE DOCTRINE

THAT

GOD IS THE ONLY EFFICIENT CAUSE.

The most numerous and important errors in theology

which have gained a prevalence in the church, have related

to the natures and agency of God and man. Overlooking

in their inquiries on these subjects, or misapprehending the

lights which consciousness, reason, and revelation furnish,

and yielding to the sway of imagination and the guidance

of inapplicable analogies, men have contented themselves

with plausibilities in place of facts, and constructed innu-

merable theories, and made them their standards in the

interpretation of the volume of inspiration, utterly unsup-

ported by that word, and subversive of its most essential

truths. Thus, at one time, they have advanced schemes

involving a denial of the attributes of the Supreme Being,

the divinity of the Saviour, the personality of the Holy

Spirit, and the divine agency in preserving and governing

the material and intellectual worlds ; or misrepresenting the
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nature and object of that agency. At another, their sys-

tems have withheld from man the most essential attributes

of his being, or ascribed to him others incompatible with

his constitution and subversive of his obligations. One has

exhibited God as an arbitrary tyrant, calling his creatures

into existence to be crowned with happiness or consigned

to misery, as caprice or interest dictate, without regard to

their rights or character. Another has delineated man as

a fit subject for the sway of such a despot,—a mere ma-

chine, without power, volition, or responsible agency, and

indebted for all his actions to an external force.

The extravagances of one system have thus given birth

to those of another, until error seems to have exhausted all

the shapes it can assume. The doctrine of Augustine

called forth that of Pelagius ; Calvinism produced Armi-

nianism ; Jansenism opposed itself to Jesuitism ; and all

these, perhaps, exerted an agency in producing Socinian-

ism, Unitarianism, Deism, Fatalism, and the numberless

and shapeless errors which have overrun the churches of

the European continent, or introduced themselves into

other sections of the Christian world.

Of the various theories which have been promulgated on

these subjects, no one that has obtained any prevalence in

this country, has exceeded in folly and extravagance, that

which exhibits God as the sole efficient cause in the uni-

verse. This extraordinary system seems first to have sug-

gested itself to Dr. Hopkins. It assumed a more definite

shape in the speculations of Dr. West, and has finally been

sent forth, in its perfected state, in the discourses of Em-

mons and several others.



This theory is presented in the doctrine that God creates

all the actions of mankind, in the same manner as he gives

existence to mind and matter, by his almighty fiat.

The following quotations from one of these writers fur-

nish a sufficient exemplification of the language and man-

ner in which it is taught.

" Since all men are dependant agents, all their motions, exercises,

or actions, must originate from a divine efficiency."

" The heart maj' be created as well as the understanding, or moral

exercises as well as natural faculties. It appears from what has been

said, that the hearts of saints are created, or that their free and voluntary

exercises are the production of divine power."

" It is agreeable to the nature of virtue or true holiness to be created.

Holiness is something which has a real and positive existence, and which

not only may, but must be created."

" It is sometimes proper to ascribe men's good actions wholly to God,

and sometimes equally proper to ascribe their bad actions wholly to him.

We may justly conclude, that the divine agency is as much concerned in

their bad as in their good actions."

" Men are no more capable of acting independently of God, in one

instance, than another. If they need any kind or degree of divine

agency in doing good, they need precisely the same kind and degree of

divine agency in doing evil. This is the dictate of reason, and the scrip-

ture says the same. It is God who worketh in men both to will and to

do in all cases without exception. He wrought equally in the minds of

those who sold and in the minds of those who bought Joseph. He wrought

as effectually in the minds of Joseph's brethren, when they sold him, as

when they repented and besought his mercy. He not only prepared

these persons to act, but made them act. He not only exhibited motives

of action before their minds, but disposed their minds to comply with the

motives exhibited. But there was no possible way in which he could

dispose them to act right or wrong, but only by producing right or wrong

volitions in their hearts. And if he produced their bad as well as good

volitions, then his agency was concerned in precisely the same manner

in their wrong as in their right actions.''^ Emmons.

These boasted claims of the scheme to be received as u
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amine.

I. The first remark I shall make in regard to it is, that if

carries on its face the most decisive marks of improbability.

Like the doctrine of metempsychosis, the non-existence

of matter, and astronomical vortices, it strikes the ear at

once, as chimerical and false. No evidences of its truth

are apparent to consciousness or observation. No medium

is perceptible, by which its certainty can be discovered. It

is felt irresistibly, that if capable of being demonstrated, it

must be by some new and extraordinary step, unknown in

the common range of our speculations, and remote from

our ordinary methods of acquiring knowledge.

II. All the arguments, founded on the word of God to

support it, are assumptions of the doctrine which they are

employed to demonstrate.

No one who has read the volume of inspiration can need

to be told, that no such doctrine is expressly taught on its

' pages ;—that, if inculcated there at all, it must be by the

most remote and questionable implication. Its propaga-

tors do not indeed pretend that it is directly presented in

the scriptures. They derive it only by inference from other

doctrines, or from isolated declarations respecting the

agency of God, or the nature and relations of man. Of

the passages which they allege as furnishing ground for that

inference, the following, respecting the dependence of men

on God, their subjection to his providential and moral

government, and subservience to his will, will serve as

examples.

" In him wc live and move and have our beinor. The wav
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of man is not in himself; it is not in man tiiat walkeili to

direct his steps. The king's heart is in the hand of the

Lord ; as the rivers of water, he turneth it whithersoever he

will. It is God which worketh in you both to will and to do

of his good pleasure. A new heart will 1 also give you, and

a new spirit will I put within you : and I will take away

the stony heart out of your flesh, and 1 will give you an

heart of flesh, and I will put my spirit within you, and cause

you to walk in my statutes."

But these passages say nothing whatever of God's giving

existence to our actions by his creating energy. They sim-

ply state, that he upholds us in existence, that his providen-

tial control extends to all our circumstances and actions,

and that his spirit influences us to obey his will. This is too

plainly the fact to be either denied or overlooked : and the

ground accordingly on which they are alleged as proof that

he creates our actions is, not that they affirm it, but that

that is the only method by which he can produce these or

any other effects in us. " There was no possible way,"

says the writer quoted above, " in which he could dispose

them to act right or wrong, but only by producing right or

wrong volitions in their hearts." But in assuming this

ground, they take for granted all which they attempt to

prove, and their whole pretended argument from scripture

is thus nothing but an undisguised assumption of the doc-

trine ; a mere round assertion of it, unaccompanied by a

shadow of proof ; and all their array of quotations from the

sacred volume, under the semblance of argument, serves

no other purpose than to throw over their decision an air

of divine authority. It must be demonstrated from other
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sources, that God cannot or does not influence the conduct

of mankind, in any other way than by creating it, before

these passages, which merely affirm that he wjluences their

agency, can be alleged as proof that he creates it.

But—it will, perhaps, be asked—may not the position

thus assumed after all be correct, and capable of vindica-

tion ? On what ground can it be sustained ? Not surely on

that of intuitive certainty. It cannot boast of any marks

of self-evidence. No proposition in the whole mass of hu-

man opinions has less claim to that character ; and merely

to (issert its self-evidence, were only again to repeat the

assumption of it. Nor can it on the ground that God has

affirmed its truth. Nothing of that character can, with the

least shew of evidence, be ascribed to his word. But there

are no other sources from which any proofs of its truth can

be derived. Nor is that the only difficulty with which it is

embarrassed. If God cannot influence the conduct of

men, except by creating their actions, it must be still more

preeminently true that creatures cannot affect the agency

of each other, except it be in that maimer. What conclu-

sions, then, respecting their agency are we to form, when

we are told that David " bowed the heart of all thie men of

Judah, even as the heart of one man"—that " Jeroboam, the

son of Nebat, made Israel to sin"—that " the Devil put into

the heart of Judas to betray Jesus"—that " Satan filled

the heart" of Annanias " to lie unto the Holy Ghost" ?

—

That they created these effects, or are these passages to be

set aside as without any meaning whatever? Certainly

one or the other, according to this theory ; for they must

either have created those effects, or—as according to the
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they could have been produced—tliey did not produce them

at all ; and the ascription of them to their agency, is a

mere rhetorical flourish, without a shadow of truth or sig-

nificance.

Neither the scriptures then, nor any of these arguments

which its doctrines are wrested to sustain, furnish the

teachers of this theory any authority for its inculcation.

III. Of the same character are the philosophical argu-

ments employed for its support.

The following, from the same author, furnish a sufficient

exemplification of them.

" It is the dictate of right reason that no created being is capable of

acting independently. Universal and absolute dependance goes into the

very idea of a creature, because independence is an attribute of the

divine nature, which even omnipotence cannot communicate."
" We cannot conceive that even omnipotence is able to form inde-

pendent agents, because this would be to endow them with divinity.

And since all men are dependant agents, all their motions, exercises, or

actions, must originate from a divine eflBciency."

" Since mind cannot act any more than matter can move without a

divine agency, it is absurd to suppo'Se that men can be left to the freedom

of their own will to act or not to act independently of divine influence.

There must be, therefore, the exercise of divine agency in every human
action, without which it is impossible to conceive that God should

govern moral agents, and make mankind act in perfect conformity to

his designs."

The premises, however, of these pretended arguments,

are plainly nothing but so many mere assertions, that God

cannot impart to creatures the power of acting of them-

selves,—on the ground,, that it would be to communicate

an attribute of the divine nature, and render them indepen-

dent of his control,—assertions unblushingly assuming the

8
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whole question at issue, and not attempted to be sustained

by even a semblance of evidence. Yet these are the argu-

ments of which the disciples of this theory so loudly vaunt,

as irresistibly demonstrative of its truth, and imposing on us

an obligation to receive it as a fundamental doctrine of

theology.

It is undoubtedly, to them, a convenient, and, it would

seem, a satisfactory method of settling the question, in this

manner to lay down these formidable propositions as self-

evident truths, and thus, at once, to dispense with all proof

and discussion respecting it. Flattering themselves, per-

haps, that the Most High has created them, and their belief

of them, in their minds, they have allowed themselves to

expect that he would create them in like manner, and a

conviction of their truth, in the minds of their readers also,

and thereby supersede the necessity of efforts on their part

to demonstrate their truth. If such have been their expec-

tations, they have, at least as far as I am concerned, allowed

themselves to be mistaken. They have undoubtedly fallen

into an equal error, if they have permitted themselves to

believe, either that their readers have sagacity enough to

perceive that their propositions are true, without any evi'

dence of it ; or credulity enough to embrace them without

proof. Those who realize the value of truth, the dangers

of error, and the responsibility of adopting and promulgat-

ing false views as revelations from God, will require some-

thing more than the confident assertions of their fellow-

men, to satisfy them of the propriety of recognising such

theories as the doctrines of his word.

But can these writers demonstrate the truth of the assei-
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tion—Oil wliich their argument is thus suspended—that God

cannot impart to creatures the power of acting of them-

selves ? They most assuredly cannot. Whence can they

derive any evidences of its truth? Not from the nature of the

subject itself, nor from the volume of inspiration. How can

they have acquired any such proof? Have they by search-

ing so found out God, as to have discovered a limit beyond

which his omnipotence cannot go ? Have they so mastered

the knowledge of intellectual being, as to have ascertained

that the communication of power is impracticable ? There

is surely nothing apparent in the nature of that, incompati-

ble with its being communicated, any more than of under-

standing, affection, memory, or any other attribute of an

intelligent being. It is no more an attribute of the divine

nature^ than they are, and no more ground exists for ques-

tioning the possibility or fact of its communication to crea-

ted beings, than for denying the communication of them.

But their assumption carries its refutation with itself. Let

them assert on the subject whatever they may choose, it

remains a certain and palpable fact, that God has imparted

to men the power of acting of themselves. That they pos-

sess that power, and exercise it in all their actions, their

actions themselves, and their constitutional and irresistible

conviction that they exert them by their own power, are

incontrovertible proof. They have as much, and indeed

the same certainty—their instinctive conviction of it—that

they are the efficient causes of their actions, as they have

that they exert the actions themselves. They universally

proceed on this conviction in their intercourse with each

other ; and are sanctioned in it by all that God has taught
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on the subject. It is on this ground that they regard them-

selves and others as responsible for their conduct, and em-

ploy means to influence the agency of each other ; and on

this ground that God ascribes their actions to them, in the

same manner as his own agency is ascribed to himself;

employs the means of his moral government to control their

agency, and finally holds them responsible for the effects

they produce. What but consummate folly were the efforts

of men, by laws and persuasions, to control each other, were

not such the fact ? or what better were the measures em-

ployed for the same purpose by the Most High ?

Of the same character is the assertion, that the posses-

sion of power by creatures is incompatible with their sub-

jection to the divine control. The only allegation advanced

in support of this position is, the wretched pretence that by

the acquisition of power, they would escape the necessity

of being governed in their agency by the influence of mo-

tives. That, however, would plainly be to cease to be moral

beings, as no moral agent can act independently of mo-

tives. But if power in one being is thus necessarily incom-

patible with morality, it must of course be equally so in

every other. Their assumption thus precipitates us, at a

single step, to the conclusion that God is not a moral agent,

and of consequence that neither holiness, justice, goodness,

truth, nor any moral excellence, is an attribute of his cha-

racter ! Ignorance, capable of offering such representations

as the dictates of reason and revelation, is scarcely worthy

of a formal refutation.

So much for the arguments—for these are all they have

ever advanced—which the teachers of this monstrous
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scheme have employed to support it. If they have lacked

reason, they certainly have not shown any deficiency of

courage, in venturing to rear so huge a superstructure on

so slender a basis, and to send it forth to the world, as

challenging from the authority of their declarations and its

own intrinsic certainty, an unhesitating acceptance as a

revelation from God. But it is not the only objection to

this system that it is thus unsupported by evidence. It is

embarrassed by still more formidable difficulties, which I

shall proceed to point out.

IV. It contradicts the testimony of our consciousness in

regard to the origin of our actions.

I take it to be a tolerably well ascertained fact, that we

are voluntary beings, and exert all our moral actions from

choice. Yet this new doctrine which is to supersede all

our erroneous ideas in regard to ourselves and our Creator,

and introduce us to exact views of intellectual being, is in

truth nothing more nor less than a flat denial of this fact.

For what is it to exert an act voluntarily ? Plainly nothing

else than to be the efficient cause of it. The terms are

precisely co-extensive, and it is as rank and insolent an ab-

surdity to deny the apphcability of the one, as the other, to

our agency. The very peculiarity of our voluntary actions,

by which they are distinguished from all other events of

which we are the subjects, is, that we exert them of our-

selves, in place of their being produced in us by external

causes. And what higher, or other conception than this,

can we possibly form of efficiency ? What can it be to be

the efficient cause of an aoi, unless it be to exert it of one's

self ? Or what more than this is there in the universal
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undoubtedly as conscious that we exert our voluntary ac-

tions ourselves, as we are that they take place within us,

and as certain, therefore, that we are their efficient causes,

as we are that either they or ourselves exist. All this, how-

ever, is undoubtedly of small consideration in the eye of

these metaphysical empirics. Armed with the all-master-

ing conviction that God himself has created their doctrine,

—and their belief of it,—in their minds, and regarding that

perhaps as decisive evidence of its truth, the slender testi-

mony of consciousness and common sense to the contran'.

is of course of small avail with them.

V. The doctrine denies that man ever sustains, or is

capable of sustaining, the relation of a cause to an effect.

If he possesses no power whatever, he of course pro-

duces no effects, but is as completely alien to the relation

of a cause as though he had no existence. Not a solitary

event in the whole history of human affairs, owes its exis-

tence to him, or can be ascribed to him as its cause, with-

out the grossest injustice both to him and to its real author.

As well might the creation of the universe be ascribed to

the universe itself, or the praise be given to man himself of

the contrivance and formation of his nature.

, This will undoubtedly to most readers be quite a nev\-

fact in their history, and some surprise will be felt tliat it

had never before come to their knowledge. It is certainly

most extraordinary that so palpable a fact—as palpable it

must be, if it be a fact—should have so long escaped the

observation of mankind ; and is greatly to be regretted, con-

sidering the grievous errors into which their ignorance of it
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universally regarded themselves as the real causes of their

voluntary agency. It is on this conviction that their con-

sciences have proceeded in the approval or disapprobation

of their actions, that they have held themselves responsible

to each other and society for their conduct, and that God

has claimed, and they have acknowledged, their responsi-

bility to him. It is the basis of all obligation, of all feelings

of approval and blame, of all requirements and prohibi-

tions, rewards and punishments, both in all human adminis-

trations and in the government of God. The idea of im-

posing laws on beings who have no power to exert the acts

required,—of making them responsible for effects of which

they are not the cause, is preposterous to the last degree.

What but the extreme of injustice—if such are their rela-

tions to our nature—are all laws human and divine ? What

a stupendous system of oppression is the government of

God ? And what a mass of cruelty have the lawgivers and

rulers of the world inflicted on their fellow-creatures ?

Is such, then, their character—or is this doctrine false ?

How are these theorizers to extricate us from this dilemma?

Shall we reject their doctrine ; or shall we, on the authority

of their mere assertion, give up at once all our natural views

of right and wrong, our consciences, our obligations, our

laws, our regard for the common sense of each other,

and our confidence in the rectitude and wisdom of our

Creator ?

VI. According to this doctrine, the motives under which

we act, are never the instrumental cause or reason of our
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whatever on our conduct.

Our voluntary agency not being—according to this

scheme—originated by ourselves, nor any thing within us,

but produced by the divine efficiency, that efficiency is of

course the sole cause that it exists, and that its nature and

mode of existence, or relations to other events, are such as

they are Nothing in the nature of our perceptions, or the

other events which take place within us, which are motives

to us, nor in the fact that they exist in our minds, has any

thing whatever to do with our exeri.ng the affections and

volitions toward them which we do, nor lays any foundation

for the certainty that any such affections and volitions, or

any voluntary agency whatever, is to be exerted toward

them. They sustain toward each other no other relation

than that of proximity in the order of existence,—of ante-

cedents and consequents. No necessity for the existence

of the voluntary agency, arises from the existence of the

motives which are the objects of that agency. The whole

series of motives might exist in the mind, without there ever

being an affection or volition exerted toward them, and

they actually have no more influence on our voluntary

agency, than they would if no such agency were ever ex-

erted. Their connexion is wholly arbitrary ; the immediate

result of the sovereign act of God.

In what an abyss of error are we involved, if this scheme

is true ! What a maze of folly are all the attempts of men

to sway the conduct of each other by knowledge, persua-

sions, laws, rewards and punishments ! How deceived have

teachers, orators, lawgivers, rulers, and men in every rank
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in society, been ; in the impression that their agency has

exerted an influence on the conduct of their fellow-men

;

and what but a deceptive pageant is the government of

God?

Here again—as in the former case—the theory involves

a denial that we are voluntary beings, and reduces us to

mere machines,—as it is not more certain that we do not

and cannot act without power, than it is that we neither do

nor can exert volitions without the inducement of motives.

But if we are to be subjected to the disposal of these wri-

ters, their theory warns us that a still more ignominious and

fatal doom awaits us.

VII. We have no certainty nor probability—according

to their views—of the existence of any material object.

As God—as they represent—creates all our perceptions

of these objects, their existence in our minds, of course, is

not the consequence at all of the objects themselves ac-

tually existing without us, and is therefore no evidence

whatever of their existence. If there actually are such

objects, they have no connexion with our perceptions of

them, and those perceptions form no ground for inferring

their existence. Nor is our constitutional and unavoidable

belief, that they have a real existence, any evidence that

such is the fact ; as that is not any more than our percep-

tion of them, an effect of the objects themselves, but results

directly from the divine efficiency.

Instead of being a plain matter of fact, the world is thus

literally " a fleeting show for man's illusion given." The

heavens, the earth, the loved scenes of our residence, our

friends, the whole crowd of beings with whom we are main-

9
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taining the struggle of life, our very flesh and blood which

we are toiling to protect, nourish, and adorn, are mere

phantasms, as unreal as the fanciful beings that people our

most delirious visions. All the distinctions which we are

accustomed to make between realities and the creatures of

imagination, between history and fiction, are unauthorized

and illusory—or else this theory is false.

VIII. It cuts us oft' from all certainty of our past exis-

tence..

As, according to the scheme, all our mental operations,

whether of consciousness, the perception of external objects,

memory, or volition, owe their existence and nature to the

direct act of God, the fact that they exist and are such as

they are, manifestly furnishes no evidence whatever that we

have before been the subjects of any of the events to which

they seem to relate. The cause of our acts of memory, for

example, is not at all that such events, as are the subjects

of recollection, have ever taken place—even if it be a fact

that they have occurred—but is the divine eflficiency solely.

Our recollections consequently are no evidence whatever

of the previous existence of the events to which they refer.

Nor, for the same reason, is our natural belief of the past

existence or occurrence of those objects or events, any such

evidence, as that is owing, not to that existence, but to the

same supernatural cause.

But thus cut off" from all evidence of our past existence,

from consciousness, memory, and our constitutional belief

of it, we have no evidence of it whatever, and have conse-

quently no rational ground to regard it as a fact. Hence

we have no certainty that we have exerted the acts, which
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we regard as evidences of piety or guilt, and no ground

therefore, either to entertain hope of acceptance, or fear of

condemnation with God, on account of any past agency.

We have no evidence, either that we have ever obeyed or

transgressed the divine law, or have any moral character

whatever. For the same reasons, we have no ground to

anticipate a future existence. Having no evidence of a

past being, we have no materials for an idea of a continued

one
;

or, at any rate, as our present mental state is all that

we are certain of, we have nothing but that from which to

reason in regard to futurity; and that state itself obviously

cannot furnish any ground for a decision one way or

another.

It is scarcely necessary to remark, that, according to this,

the scriptures are false in their records of past events, and
predictions of such as are to come. There is not a parti-

cle of evidence that any-such beings as past generations of
men ever existed, that a Saviour ever came into the world
or had a being, that prophets and apostles preached his

gospel or existed, that men have ever been sanctified and
pardoned, or had a being to be the subjects of such events,

that even God has ever revealed himself to creatures, or

given any evidence of his being. In short, the whole series

of events, recorded in the Bible, is a fable. There are no
such things as past events, history, knowledge, experi-

ence. The present moment comprises the whole circle of
realities.

IX. In like manner it cuts off' all evidence of the exis-

tence of our minds.

Neither our consciousness, as it represents, nor any of
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our mental operations, being caused by our minds—if we

have them—but being the direct productions of divine

power, they cannot constitute any evidence of the existence

of our minds, nor furnish any ground for the inference that

they exist. These effects of a divine cause can furnish no

indication of the existence of such a species of effects, any

more than of any other ; any more than of the existence of

the external objects to which so many of our acts relate.

We are left on precisely the same ground in regard to evi-

dence that we possess minds, that we should occupy if none

of these effects were created in us.

The mind being—as this scheme teaches—totally desti-

tute of power, can never possibly furnish an indication of

its existence. Invisible itself, and incapable of producing

any effect which can form a ground for inferring its exis-

tence, its existence must inevitably remain unknown to

itself, as well as all other beings, like the existence of those

forgotten beings in past ages that have ceased to be.

But it is time to turn from these philosophical objections

to the theory, to such as are furnished by its contradictious-

ness to the scriptures.

X. The views of mankind, and their agency, presented

by this theory, are totally contradictory to those which God

exhibits of them, in his providence and moral administra-

tion.

It will be admitted by all, that God regards mankind as

being precisely such creatures as they really are, and adapts

all the measures of his administration to their nature ;

—

that he does not ascribe to them an existence which they

do not enjoy, nor attributes which they do not possess, nor
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vequire them to produce effects of which they are incapable

of being the cause, nor employ means to produce effects

in them, utterly unsuited to the accomplishment of such

ends.

But it is equally unquestionable, that he does not exhibit

such views of them, as this scheme presents. He does not

conduct toward them as though they had no agency, no

attributes, no susceptibility of influence from motives, no

efficiency, no existence even whatever, but in all these re-

spects represents and treats them as real beings, precisely

such as they regard themselves. What higher testimony

could he give to the fact that they are actual existences,

possessing efficiency to produce effects, than by so arrang-

ing his providence as to make their continued existence and

happiness, to depend on effects to be prod uced by themselves

;

and by establishing overthem a moral government, on the one

hand, expressly requiring them to produce certain effects in a

continuous series, and effects of the highest import, that are

to constitute their character, to gain a record in the ever-

lasting memorials of his government, and exert an endless

influence on himself and his kingdom ; and on the other,

by forbidding their giving existence to certain other effects

equally important in character and influence on their des-

tiny? What stronger proofcould he furnish that mankind are

the efficient causes of their voluntary actions, and governed

in all their agency by the influence of motives, than by

founding his moral government on that fact, and employing

motives, and no other means, to induce them to exert a

right course of action, and restrain them from a wrong ?

Or what further testimony could he add to all this, than by
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holding them responsible for the actions which they exert,

and rewarding them with everlasting life, or punishing them

with everlasting misery, according as they obey or rebel ?

He treats them in the same manner in all his representa-

tions of their nature, ascribing to them as real an existence

and agency as he does to himself, and exhibiting the exer-

tion and desert of their actions as belonging to them, in the

same sense as his own do to him.

To all these palpable truths of the word of God, how-

ever, the representations of this theory are, as has been

seen, flatly opposed. They are, therefore, false.

XI. It contradicts the representations of the scriptures,

respecting the intervention of the Holy Spirit, for the pur-

pose of influencing the conduct of mankind.

The scriptures every where <^xhibit that intervention, as

a peculiarity of the administration of the Most High, super-

added since the fall to the natural means of his moral go-

vernment for the purpose of rendering them effectual, and

as vouchsafed in different degrees, at different periods, and

to different individuals. Thus men are taught to desire

and invoke his influences, and forbidden to grieve and resist

him, and all their obedience is represented as the fruit of

his agency. " And it shall come to pass in the last days,

that I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh." " Except

a man be born of water and of the Spirit he cannot enter

into the kingdom of God." " If ye being evil know how to

give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall

your Heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask

him." " Take not thy Holy Spirit from me."
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But this doctrine, presented in every page of the sacred

volume, is utterly irreconcileable with the theory. There

is no room, according to that, for any such intervention of

the Spirit. If all the actions of mankind are created by the

Most High, it cannot constitute a peculiarity of his admi~

nistration that that particular class, which is in conformity

to his law, is called into existence by his agency.

The scriptures, moreover, exhibit the Holy Spirit as en-

lightening and sanctifying men through the instrumentality

of moral means. Their language is, " The sword of the

Spirit is the word of God." " Sanctify them through thy

truth." " Of his own will begat he us with the word of

truth." " Ye have purified your souls in obeying the truth

through the Spirit." But this is, in like manner, wholly

incompatible with the doctrine of the theory ; as manifestly,

if God creates all the actions of men, these second causes

can have no instrumentality in caUing them into existence.

XH. In like manner, it is wholly at variance with the

doctrine of the scriptures, that the adversary exerts a moral

influence on mankind.

If God creates all the effects of which men are the sub-

jects, no argument can be required to show that none of

them can be produced by the adversary. Besides, if he like

all other creatures—as the theory represents—is totally des-

titute of power, he is, of course, incapable of producing

effects in the minds of men ; and moreover, as if he exerts

an influence on them, it must be through the medium of

motives, if they, as this scheme teaches, have no influence

whatever, it is clear that he cannot produce any effects

through their instrumentality.
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fully taught, and the ground of so many warnings and ex-

hortations, must be given up as erroneous, or this scheme

must be pronounced to be false.

XIII. It involves a denial of the wisdom and justice of

God, in establishing a moral government over mankind.

If they have no power to produce effects, if no necessary

connexion exists between their perceptions and actions, if

they have no certainty of their relations, obligations, nor

past being, if, in a word, they have no souls and no exis-

tence, but are a mere series of perceptions, affections, and

volitions, wholly independent of each other, directly created

by God, what can be more preposterous than to treat them

as real existences, possessed of intelligence, efficiency, and

conscience, and the authors of voluntary actions, and to

establish over them a moral government for the purpose of

controlling their agency ? Or if men are real existences

and enjoy intelligence, but still are destitute of power, and

owe their actions to divine efficiency, what can be more

unreasonable than authoritatively to require them to pro-

duce effects of which they are incapable of being the cause :

or more unjust than to hold them responsible for the na-

ture of the acts which are created in them, and reward or

punish them for them, with everlasting happiness or misery ?

XIV. It is irreconcileable with the doctrine of the scrip-

tures, that God desires men universally to obey his law.

That he desires from them a perfect obedience to his

government, is too apparent to need a formal proof

here. It is demonstrated by his holiness and wisdom, by

his requirements, by his hatred of sin and its perpetra-
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ploys to prevent it and recover men from its service, and

finally, by his oath. But such being his desire, how hap-

pens it that he does not cause men universally to obey

his law, if, as this theory teaches, he is the sole author of

their agency ? How is it that he gives existence to sin
;

that he almost universally contravenes his wishes by creat-

ing actions, which are violations of his law, and displease,

dishonour, and injure him? In what an attitude does this

theory exhibit him,—as, on the one hand, proclaiming,

while he is himself the sole cause of their actions, that such

only as his law requires, are compatible with his rights and

glory, that his will is that they alone shall be exercised, and

threatening vengeance on every disregard of his injunc-

tions; and yet, on the other, almost uniformly neglecting to

create these actions, atid giving existence to those which

he prohibits. No one who knows any thing of the volume

of inspiration, can need to be told that such is not the pic-

ture which that exhibits of the ruler of the universe.

XV. It is utterly inexplicable, on the ground of this the-

ory, from what motive it is, that the Most High gives exis-

tence to the sinful actions of his creatures.

Is it because he delights in sin ? But why then does he

represent it as the object of his abhorrence ? Why prohibit

and punish it ? Is it in order that, by its punishment, he

may display his hatred of it and love of holiness ? But

would an earthly ruler make any such exhibition of his

abhorrence of crime as could be at all creditable, by forcing

his subjects to become the instruments of destroying each

other's lives, and then denouncing and executing them as

10
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murderers ( Besides, how, according to this theory, is the

punishment of sin to produce any such effect on his crea-

tures ? Not by a moral influence, for—as it teaches—no

such influence is ever exerted on them by the measures of

his administration. They never affect their minds as mo-

tives—for they never produce in them any perceptions or

feehngs. No such effects ever exist there, but as they are

created by him. And they moreover, according to the

theory, never exert any influence after being created there.

They are in no sense instrumental to the existence of voH-

tions. They neither possess any influence over their nature,

nor contribute at all to their being ; for these also, like

those, must owe their existence and nature entirely to the

act of God.

Is it in order that he may manifest his benevolence by

the redemption of men from sin and its punishment? But

would an earthly monarch gain any credit for wisdom and

goodness, by spontaneously giving existence to evils that

he might exhibit his skill in remedying them, by breaking

the limbs of his subjects, in order that he might erect hospi-

tals for their gratuitous restoration ?

Such is the picture this theory presents of the benevo-

lence of the Deity

!

' XVI. It obviously follows from this scheme, that God is

the only agent in the universe.

He is the only being that exercises affections, exerts vo-

litions, and produces effects. Men are not causes but effects,

not actors but passive subjects of his agency, not perceivers,

lovers, haters, and choosers, but mere perceptions, affec-

tions, and choices, the results of his volition. They are
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demonstrably no more moral agents than acts are, as ^cts

are, according to the theory, all that belong to their being.

They are no more intelHgent beings, capable of voluntarily

producing effects and being the subjects of rewards and

punishments, than any perceptions, affections, and choices

are ; no more than so many portions of inanimate matter,

or their operations. God is the only moral agent in the

universe, and to him belongs all the morality of all the

actions which he creates, as well as of those which he

exerts.

XVII. What a stupendous work of uselessness, contradic-

tion and folly, according to this scheme, is the whole system

of God's moral administration :—a ruler without an empire,

a government without any subjects, a system of ends without

any means for their accomplishment, requirements and

sanctions confounding all distinction between effects and

causes, between mind and matter, without a trace of wis-

dom, goodness, justice, or truth. What must be the in-

fatuation of those who persuade themselves that such is

the picture which the scriptures exhibit, and which reason

sanctions, of the character and government of the Holy

One of Israel ?

XVIII. But if this theory is true, we have no certainty

that even the Most High himself exists.

Our knowledge of his existence is not direct, but mediate ;

a result acquired by reasoning ; a conclusion from evidence

furnished by his works. But if this theory is correct, there

can be no such thing as certainty, argument, or evidence.

For not having, according to the scheme,—as has already

been shewn—any certainty of our own existence, nor of the
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existence ot any objects external to ourselves, nor of any

past events, we have no means whatever of arriving at the

knowledge of his existence. The only possible indications

of it, that fall within our grasp, are those furnished by the

perceptions, affections, and volitions, which he creates in

us ; and as these cease to be, as soon as they come into

existence, and moreover take place successively, or so that

at most only one perception, affection, and volition, exists

at the same identical moment, we manifestly are never in

possession, at any one time, of sufficient materials for an ar-

gument. The premises cease to exist, ere the conclusion

is created ; the proofs vanish from being, before the result

which they demonstrate is attained.

And even if that were not the fact,—if all the materials

for the argument were to be created simultaneously in our

minds,—we still could have no certainty of the correctness

of our conclusions; for as, according to the theory, neither

the existence nor nature of those conclusions is caused even

instrumentally by the evidences from which they arc de-

rived, but owe their being and nature entirely to the imme-

diate act of God, we plainly can have no certainty that they

actually sustain toward each other the relations which we

ascribe to them, nor that their connexion is not wholly ar-

bitrary and deceptive.

But it were an endless task to trace all the errors and

absurdities of this system. Enough has been said to show

it to be a wretched fiction of weak and infatuated minds,

without a semblance of evidence to sustain it, abhorrent to

all common sense and reason, and undisguisedly at war with

every doctrine of natural and revealed religion. A scheme
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more palpably false, more fatal to all human virtue and

hope, and more fearfully impious in its imputations on the

Most High, it may be safely said has never been devised by

either the fanatical friends or enemies of his cause. It is

matter of amazement that any can have imposed on them-

selves or others the belief of it, by the empty dogmatism

and shallow argument which have been the sole instruments

of its propagation.

The moral influence of the scheme must obviously be of

the most unfriendly character. The views which it pre-

sents of God and his government, of ourselves and our

destiny, in place of awakening joy and confidence in him,

a feeling of security under his administration, and a holy

gratitude for his goodness, are adapted to freeze every such

affection, and inspire the horror of victims who find them-

selves thrown within the grasp of a merciless tyrant, or the

stern and haughty contempt and disregard of those, who

forced to believe that their agency cannot influence their

fate, resolve to dismiss it from their concern. What influ-

ence on the subjects of an earthly monarch, would be ex-

erted by a belief^ that by some inexplicable influence he

created all their actions, and arbitrarily rendered them re-

bellious or obedient as he pleased ; and that he designed,

in the same manner, to pardon or punish them, as his

caprice or interest should dictate ? Could it inspire any

other feeling than that of horror, hatred, or utter reckless-

ness ? And how can this theory, which exhibits our immor-

tal interests as in the hands of such a being, awaken any

better feelings ? While all other religious schemes produce

a character in their disciples corresponding to their own, is.
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it to be expected that this is to prove an exception ? I

appeal to those who have witnessed its influence, whether

such traits have not characterised its disciples?—whether

it has not blunted their finer sensibilities, frozen up their

sympathies, taught them to look forward to their own pos-

sible final destruction with singular indifference, and to

contemplate the sacrifice which they anticipate of their

fellow-men, with a kind of joy, as though it were to be in

vindication of their system. It is, indeed, openly held and

taught by them, that it is as much, and for the same reason,

our duty to rejoice in the destruction of those who perish,

as in the salvation of those who are redeemed ; and to be

as willing that the one destiny should be assigned to our-

selves as the other.

Such being the character of the theory, those who adopt

and inculcate it as a doctrine of revelation, assume a most

fearful responsibility. To say that they take upon them-

selves to teach as from God what his word does not autho-

rize, is to state but half the fact. The system is not only

without authority from him, but involves the total subver-

sion of his word. It is childish, out of any respect to them,

it is criminal to overlook or disguise this fact. The scheme

is totally false, or every fact of revelation, all human know-

ledge, all common sense, are an empty phantasm. It

strikes as sure and fatal a blow at all religion, and cer-

tainty, as does the system of Hume. It, in truth, is hi?

system in its most essential features, merely disguised under

the name of Christian theology, in place of atheistical phi-

losophy ; and its propagators are the propagators of his

sceptical theory as^ainst. the gospel, in place of the gospc?
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itself. No matter what their character is ; no matter what

their intentions are ; no matter how much truth they preach

—inconsistently of course—along with their theory. That

does not alter the fact in regard to the theory itself. So far

as that is concerned, they are the disciples of Hume, not of

Jesus Christ, the inculcators of atheism, not of the gospel

of the grace of God. Is it not time that the church opened

its eyes to this fact, and gave to the system—as to other

fundamental errors—the place which it merits ?



PROFESSOR TAYLOR'S

SERMON

ON THE

NATURE AND CAUSE OF SIN.

One of the most important of the views advanced in the

foregoing pages, and in the earlier numbers of this work, is

that obviously which respects the instrumentality of mo-

tives in determining the voluntary agency of mankind ;

—

the representation that the sole reason of their acting in the

manner in which they do, lies in the moral influence exerted

on them. This fundamental doctrine of theology and phi-

losophy is involved in all the important positions I have

employed myself in sustaining, as well as demonstrated by

the arguments directly alleged for its support.

It obviously results from the fact that men are the effi-

cient causes of their voluntary agency ; as no other mode .

than that of moral suasion of influencing their conduct,

can be imagined to be compatible with their giving birth to
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their actions. To suppose that their agency is determined

by a physical cause, external to themselves, is plainly to

suppose them to be moved like machines, in place of acting

of their own efficiency.

It is the only view compatible with the fact of their equal

physical ability in all instances, either to obey or to violate

the divine law ; as to teach that a physical in place of a

moral cause determines the manner in which they act, is

manifestly to represent them as obstructed by a physical

impossibility from acting in any other manner than that in

which they do. It is consequently the only doctrine con-

sistent with their obligations to exercise, in any instance, a

different series of actions from that which they exert, as

their obligations plainly can never exceed their physical

powers.

No other view is accordant with the fact that motives

are the only instruments which the Most High employs in

his moral government to restrain his creatures from rebellion

and sway them to obedience. It is palpably presented in

the doctrine of the scriptures that the spirit of God employs

the instrumentality of truth in accomplishing the work of

renovation. It is demonstrated to the consciousness of all

by the great fact that motives are the only means by whose

agency we have any knowledge of ever being influenced

ourselves, or to whose instrumentality we ever resort to af-

fect the conduct of each other.

It is the great doctrine of President Edwards, in his

Treatise on the Will, that moral beings are always deter-

mined in their voluntary agency by the motives affecting

them,—choosing or refusing according as the objects of

U
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their preference or rejection are regarded as the greatest or

least good.

It is, in short, a first truth of philosophy and theology.

To deny it is to subvert every cardinal doctrine of both

;

and to advance a step without its guidance, is to involve

one's self in the labyrinths of inconsistency and error.

This great fact, the author of the forementioned dis-

course—though it is manifestly involved in the main doc-

trine which he inculcates—seems not sufficiently to have

kept in his eye in several of the positions which he has

advanced.

I. He has overlooked it in his representation that the

reason that men sin, lies in the nature of their physical

constitution, in contradistinction from the moral influence

exerted on them ; as it implies that their nature—contrary

to his expressed belief—is the physical cause of their

sinning.

" As there can no more be sin, without circumstances of temptation,

than there can be sin without a nature to be tempted, why ascribe sia

exclusively to nature ? I answer, it is truly and properly ascribed to na-

ture, and not to circumstances, because all mankind sin in all the appro-

priate circumstances of their being. For all the world ascribe an effect

to the nature of a thing, when no possible change in its appropriate cir-

cumstances will change the effect ; or when the effect is uniformly the

-same in all its appropriate circumstances. To illustrate this by an ex-

ample. Suppose a tree, which in one soil bears only bad fruit. Change

its circumstances, transplant it to another soil, and it bears very good

fruit. Now we say, and all would say, the fact that it bore bad fruit was

owing to its situation ; to its circumstances ; for by changing its circum-

stances, you have changed its fruit. Suppose now another tree, which

bears bad fruit, place it where you will ; change its situation from one

soil to another, dig about it and dung it, cultivate it to perfection, do

what you will, it still bears bad fruit only. Now every one says the fact

is owing to the nature of the tree ; the cause is in the tree, in its nature.
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and not in its circumstances. So of mankind, change their circumstances

as you may, place them where you will within the limits of their being ;

do what you will to prevent the consequence, you have one uniform re-

sult, entire moral depravity. No change of condition, no increase of

light, nor of motives, no instructions nor warnings, no any thing, within

the appropriate circumstances of their being, changes the result."

" The apostle, using language as all other men use it, traces the uni-

versal depravity of men to their nature, and thus most explicitly teaches,

contrary to the Arminian view, that it is not owing to circumstances.'"

—

p. 14, 16.

The cause, then, that men sin, lies wholly in their physi-

cal nature, not at all in the moral influence under which

they act ;—so far from it, that no modification whatever of

that influence can ever possibly raise it to a control over

their nature, or produce any change in the character of

their actions.

This position, however, is manifestly erroneous, if the

doctrine respecting moral suasion, which I have advanced,

is correct. If motives are the only means which ever influ-

ence men in their conduct, it follows inevitably that if na-

ture is the cause even instrumentally of their acting in the

manner in which they do, it must produce its effect solely

through that medium. To aflSrm both that it is the cause

of their sinning, and that its influence is not exerted through

the instrumentality of temptation, is, in so many words, to

affirm that it produces its eflfect as a mere physical cause.

There plainly are no other causes but such as are either

moral or physical, nor any other methods of producing

effects than either instrumentally by suasion, or directly by

force.

But it is demonstrable beyond controversy that the only

medium through which the physical constitution can exert
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suasion. The only medium through which it can prove

the cause of their sinning, is plainly that of its passions or

affections,—in other words, its susceptibilities of pleasure

and pain. But it is equally obvious, that the only way in

which they exert their agency, is by their influence as mo-

tives. Their sole method of procuring their gratification is

that of making it to be regarded as the greatest apparent

good. They never accomplish their indulgence except by

rendering it a matter of choice, and, of course never render

it an object of choice except by the motives which they

present. It is as plain that the desires of the hungry man

never lead him to eat except as they prompt him as motives

to the choice of it, as it is that he never eats except as he

chooses the indulgence ; and as plain, therefore, that his

nature never exerts any influence over his conduct except

by means of moral suasion, as it is that it exercises any in-

fluence over it at all.

This view of our author is thus clearly disproved by all

our experience on the subject, is in obvious contradiction

to his main doctrine that we are voluntary in all our trans-

gressions, and involves on the face of it the very dogma

which he has formally discarded, that our " nature is the

physical or efficient cause of our sinning."

The position itself being thus erroneous, the arguments

employed for its support are, of course, of the same charac-

ter. This a slight consideration of them will render suffi-

ciently apparent.

His first is founded on the passage adopted as his text,

" and were by nature children of wrath even as others."
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He regards the apostle as employing the term nature to

denote the physical constitution, and as uttering the

declaration for the express purpose of showing that that

constitution is " the cause of all sin." He is thus repre-

sented as affirming that " we are by physical constitution

obnoxious to punishment." If this interpretation is just,

the passage must obviously mean either that we are de-

serving of punishment, because our nature is such as it is,

or else that we become deserving of it in consequence of

possessing such a nature. To ascribe the first to the apos-

tle is to represent him as teaching the doctrine of physical

depravity in so many words. To adopt the latter is to sub-

ject ourselves to the conclusion, either that it exerts its

agency simply as a physical cause, which again involves us

in that doctrine, or that it produces its effect solely through

the medium of moral suasion, the exact reverse of the

position which he employs the passage to sustain. In

neither of these senses, then, will it bear the interpretation

ascribed by him to it ;—the one implying the doctrine which

he disclaims, the other contradicting his position that our

nature causes our sinning in some other way than through

the instrumentality of temptation.

But it is undoubtedly erroneous to interpret the term na-

ture as denoting the physical constitution. It is obviously

employed figuratively for the period or character antece-

dent to regeneration. The apostle had stated to the Ephe-

sians, that he was accustomed daily to pray that God would

increase their knowledge of the great truths of the gospel,

leading them to more enlarged views of the hope to which

they were called, and of the riches of the inheritance to
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which they were destined, and of the power of the Redeemer

to exalt them to its possession ; and apparently to assist

their apprehension of these subjects, reminds them of

what God had already done in converting them from the

slavery of sin, in pardoning their transgressions, and ad-

vancing them to the privileges of children. His language

is equivalent to the following :
—" We were lately dead in

trespasses and sins, living as the world generally does in

the unrestrained indulgence of our passions, and exposed,

whether Jews or Gentiles, while continuing in that course,

to divine wrath, as all the impenitent are. But such are

the riches of God's mercy toward us, that he has of his own

will converted us from that rebellion, rescued us from con-

demnation, and exalted us to the enjoyments of the members

of his household."

He is not, then, employed here in assigning the cause of

all sin, nor in making the remotest allusion to it, but is

simply in illustration of the riches of the divine mercy to-

ward them, reminding them of the state in which they for-

merly lived of rebellion and obnoxiousness to punishment,

and how God had spontaneously interposed and raised

them from that moral death to a life of obedience to Christ,

and exalted them from condemnation to acceptance.

, He founds his second argument on the fact that men sin

unwersally antecedently to regeneration.

" The scriptures in many forms teach the universal sinl'ulness ot

mankind in all the appropriate circumstances of their being." " If

then the absolute uniformity of an event proves that it is by nature, then

does this uniformity of human sinfulness prove that man is depraved by

nature." p. 17, JC.
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But this universality is obviously no better proof that na-

ture is the cause of it, than it is that it results from temp-

tation ; as there is undoubtedly as great a similarity in the

kind of moral influence exerted on men antecedently to

regeneration, as there is in either their nature or their ac-

tions. The temptations which assail them are in kind

essentially the same, addressed to their animal appetites

and the affections exercised by them toward each other,

by the objects surrounding them adapted to afford gratifi-

cation to their susceptibilities of enjoyment. They vary,

indeed, in the order in which they occur, in intenseness,

and in the combinations in which they assail different indi-

viduals, but not more than those individuals vary in the

peculiarities of their conduct.

But beyond this, it is absolutely demonstrable that it is

owing wholly to the circumstances in which men are placed

that they sin as they do, as it is owing entirely to those cir-

cumstances that the susceptibilities of their physical consti-

tution are ever brought within reach of development and

gratification. Thus it is owing to the circumstances in

which the mind is placed—namely, its union with an orga-

nised body, that it becomes the subject of any of the sensa-

tions of which that is the instrument, as touch, taste, sight,

hearing, hunger, thirst, pain ; and it is owing to the cir-

cumstances in which the body is placed—namely, its rela-

tions to other physical objects—that it becomes the medium

of conveying to the mind any of the perceptions derived

from the external universe. And being thus ultimately in-

debted for the very existence of all its perceptions to the

agency on it of objects external to itself, and consequently
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for all the excitement of its desires and affections which its

perceptions occasion, it is as obviously indebted to them

for its choosing the course which it does of indulging its

affections. Their agency being the sole instrument of

calling its susceptibilities into exercise, its nature must, of

course, determine the nature of their excitement, and

thence the choices of the mind in regard to their indul-

gence. It is not more obvious that the soul could never

exercise its affections towards the objects to which it directs

them if they were not brought within the range of its per-

ceptions, than it is that it would never exert them in the

manner in which it does, if its perceptions of them were

not such as they are.

He alleges as a third proof, of his position, " that the

scriptures teach the same thing, by asserting the universal

necessity of regeneration by the Holy Spirit. ' Except a

man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into

the kingdom of God.' Now I ask, how can the interposi-

tion of this divine agent be necessary to produce holiness

in man, if light, and truth, and motives will do it?" p. 18.

This argument, however, either goes against the position

which he employs it to sustain, or else forces him into the

doctrine of physical depravity. For what is it which the

Holy Spirit must be supposed to do in accomplishing the

work of regeneration ;—the simple production of a change

in the moral influence affecting the mind, or of a change in

the physical constitution of the mind itself? Plainly one

or the other. The effect on the agency of the renewed

must be brought about either by a change in their nature,

'jr in the causes which influence that nature. If the first.
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then the change is manifestly a merely physical one, and con-

sists in the removal from the constitution of a physical de-

pravity. But if in place of that the Spirit is employed in

simply changing the moral influence affecting the mind,

that is, in bringing a better one to act on it, then instead of

disproving, it corroborates the position I am advocating. If

nothing but a better moral influence is requisite to lead

men to holiness, it is, of course, clear that the reason of their

not exercising it, except as they do, lies in the nature of the

influence aflfecting them.

As a fourth proof of his position he says :
" The reason

assigned by our Lord for the necessity of the Spirit's agency,

is equally decisive, ' that which is born of the flesh is flesh.'

"

To which I add, " and that which is born of the Spirit is

spirit ;"—the manifest meaning of which is simply, that it is

the body which is the subject of the natural birth, but that

that which is born of the Spirit is the soul. The object, ac-

cordingly, of our Lord in uttering it was, not to assign the

reason of the necessity of the Spirit's agency, but to correct

the misapprehension of Nicodemus that his language im-

plied that the body instead of the soul must be born again,

in order to admission into the kingdom of God.

He presents as a fifth argument, an alleged " express de-

claration" by the scriptures " of the inefficiency of all truth

and motives ; or of all that is called moral suasion. Saith

the apostle, ' I have planted, ApoUos watered, but God gave

the increase ; so then neither is he that planteth any

thing, nor he that watereth, but God that giveth the in-

crease.' " p. 19.

But this, like a former argument, goes against his posi-

12
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tion, or else involves him in the doctrine of physical depra-

vity. For if, as he represents, moral suasion from its nature

is unadapted and incompetent to lead men to holiness,

and consequently is never used by the Divine Spirit as the

instrument of their renovation, the reason of it plainly

is, that the mind is destitute of a capacity for obedience.

Will this author affirm that the mind possesses a capa-

city which even God can never lead it to exercise ? What

is a capacity which cannot be made to be exerted ? How

can its existence be proved ? But if he cannot deny the

possibility of God's leading the mind to obedience by means

of moral suasion, then he plainly cannot infer from passages

simply stating that he leads it to obedience, that he does

not do it through that instrumentality ; and, consequently,

cannot claim that the reason that it does not begin to obey

earlier than it does, does not lie in the nature of the temp-

tations which assail it, but in the peculiarity of its physical

constitution.

He adds, in further support of his views, " an appeal to

human consciousness" in respect to the supreme love of

the world ; but his argument subverts in place of sustaining

his position, as it shows that it is through the medium sim-

ply of temptations, addressed by the world to our suscepti-

bilities of enjoyment from its objects, that we are led to

seek happiness from them supremely.

"What then are they conscious of? They are conscious

that in all sin they do freely and voluntarily set their hearts,

their supreme affections, on the world rather than on God"

—that is, love the world supremely ; and " they are con-

scious that this supreme love of the world is the fountain

and source of all their other sins." What other sins are
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men conscious of, beside all sin ? " They are also con-

scious that they are led to set their hearts on the world, by

their propensities to worldly good which belong to their

nature." But how ? Assuredly—by his own showing

—

through the medium of moral suasion. " They know this

as well as they know why they eat, when they are hun-

gry, or drink when they are thirsty." What then is the

reason that they eat when hungry ? Plainly not simply

that they have that sensation. The inducement to eat is

presented by the perception that food is adapted to afford

relief and gratification. Were it not for the knowledge

of that fact, their hunger would never lead them to eat.

" A man choose the world as his chief good, fix his whole

heart on it as if God were unworthy of a thought, and not

know why he does so ? He knows he does so for the good

there is in it ; for the gratification of those natural propen-

sities for this inferior good which he ought to govern."

—

That is, in so many words, he is conscious that in all this

he acts under the influence of motives^ and that it is the

temptation presented by the world that leads him to sin,

and not his nature in contradistinction from that.

His last argument, on the subject, is an " appeal to facts,"

—to " the moral history of man since the first apostacy,"

—

exhibiting the inadequacy of " means to restrain him from

the greatest sins." p. 20.

But this is the same, in principle, with the former argu-

ment from the universality of sin. If the fact, that ail sin

does not prove that it is owing to their nature, any more

than it does that it arises from the moral influence which

assails them, neither will the enormity of the sins which they
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commit prove that to be the fact, any more than it will de-

monstrate the truth of the other position. Besides, the

pecuharly enormous sins which men commit, are obviously

to be accounted for by peculiar temptations, as much as

any others. Great crimes are the result of great tempta-

tions. The reasons, for example, of the early persecutions

of religion are to be sought in the peculiar views of its per-

secutors ; and the reasons that similar persecutions are not

now prevalent, are found in the different views which are

entertained, and not in any difference between the physi-

cal constitutions of ancient Roman pagans and modern

Roman catholics.

So much for the arguments which he employs to sustain

his position. But he has not only failed in these efforts for

its establishment, but has furnished materials for its subver-

sion in the very doctrine which constitutes the chief pecu-

liarity of his discourse, that all the sin of man lies in his

choices. For his sins being always thus the objects of his

choice, and the reason of his choosing them being—as Ed-

wards has shown and as accords with every one's conscious-

ness—that he regards them as the greatest apparent good,

that is, that the motives which urge him to the choice of

them are stronger than those which excite him to any other

-choice,—it is clear beyond controversy that the reason of

his sinning as he does, lies in the moral influence which

tempts him to it, and not in his physical constitution in con-

tradistinction from that.

The truth on this subject is manifestly simply this : it is

owing to his nature's bemg what it is that man is a moral

agent merely; not that lie is a sinful or a holy one. It
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simply qualifies him to exert voluntary actions, but lays no

foundation of a certainty or probability what the moral

character of the actions is to be which he will exert. That

is determined solely by the moral influence which affects

him.

II. He has fallen into a similar error in representing, that

no moral influence can be adequate to prevent men from

sinning.

•' So of mankind, change their circumstances as you may ; place

them where you will within the limits of their being ; do what you will

to prevent the consequence, you have one uniform result, entire moral

depravity. No change of condition, no increase of light nor of motives, no
instructions nor warnings, no any thing, within the appropriate circum-

stances of their being, changes the result. Unless there be some interpo-

sition, which is not included in these circumstances, unless something be
done which is above nature, the case is hopeless. Place a human being
any where within the appropriate limits and scenes of his immortal
existence, and such is his nature, that he will be a depraved sinner."

p. 1.4.

This position follows, indeed, as a natural result from the

other ; for if the reason that men sin does not lie at all in

the temptations which assail them, but wholly in their na-

ture, it is apparent that no diminution of that temptation,

nor any modification of the moral influence exerted on

them, can change the character of their conduct.

It is, however, an extraordinary position to be advanced

in connexion with the leading doctrine of the discourse, that

men are voluntary in all for which they are guilty. While

it is held that they choose and refuse in all their sinful

agency, it is surely a singular step to affirm that still they

are neither determined nor influenced at all in their choices

by the views which they entertain of the objects of their
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preference and rejection ; and that no possible modifica-

tion of their views can produce any change in the character

of their conduct ?

This is open to essentially the same objections as those

by which the former proposition is embarrassed.

It implies, as has been shown in another place, that the

cause that men sin is wholly physical in its character, inas-

much as moral means have no adaptation to overcome or

counteract it; and, consequently, that they are constitu-

tionally incapable of obedience ; or else involves the absurd

position that men are endowed with a capacity which no

means to be found in the universe are adequate to bring

into exercise, and of the existence of which therefore there

plainly can be no evidence.

It involves a denial that the Holy Spirit renews the mind

by the instrumentahty of moral means ; and, consequently,

implies that regeneration is a change of the physical con-

stitution ; and of course, therefore, proceeds on an assump-

tion of the truth of the doctrine of physical depravity.

It is utterly irreconcileable with the numerous passages

of the sacred volume which represent the manner in which

we act, as resulting from the moral influence to which we

are exposed. The petition, " Lead us not into temptation,

but deliver us from evil," plainly proceeds on the ground

that to be exempted from temptation, is to be prevented

from transgression ; as does the apostohc assurance, " there

hath no temptation taken you but such as is common to

man, and God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be

tempted above that ye are able, but will with the tempta-

tion also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear
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It," A still more striking passage is that of James i. 12-18.

quoted in the discourse, the meaning of which obviously is

summarily this. " Blessed is the man that endureth tempta-

tion. But let no one infer from the fact that temptation is

permitted to overtake him, that God is desirous or willing

that he should yield to it. God has no such desire. It is

man, not God, who cherishes temptation and delights in

sin. Beware that no error is committed here. All the gifts

which come down from God are invariably good, and per-

fectly so. In place of being our tempter, he has of his

sovereign mercy, " with the word of truth," counteracted

our temptations and brought us to obey his will."

It were easy, by tracing the relations of this position to

other truths of the gospel, to add many other evidences of

the difficulties by which it is embarrassed, but these furnish

a sufficient illustration of its erroneousness.

III. He has involved himself in the same error in repre-

senting, that a disposition or bias to sin exists in the nature

of man, antecedently to the commencement of his agency,

and is the cause of all his sinful actions.

" There is an obvious distinction between a disposition or tendency

to sin which is prior to all sin, and a sinful disposition. I am not sayings

then that there is not what with entire propriety may be called a dispo-

sition, or tendency to sin, which is the cause of all sin ; nor that there is

not, as a consequence of this disposition or tendency, what with equal

propriety, may be called a sinful disposition, which is the true cause of

all other sin, itself excepted." p. 7.

According to this representation, then, the nature of the

mind itself, apart from all consideration of what moral in-

fluence may be brought to bear on it, constitutes a certainty
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doctrine of physical depravity. As this disposition is the

cause of all sin, and of course, therefore, exists before the

commencement of moral agency, it is manifestly an attri-

bute of the physical constitution. And as its accomplishing

that effect does not depend at all on the nature of the mo-

tives which affect the mind, it must obviously produce it,

either directly by its own efficiency iis a physical cause, or

indirectly by incapacilating the mind to exert any other

species of actions.

IV. lie is equally at fault in representing it as the doc-

trine generally of the orthodox, that the sin and guilt of the

mind pertain exclusively to its voluntary actions, and in

claiming that to be the doctrine taught by Calvin and

Edwards.

That is most assuredly the doctrine of the scriptures, but

as certainly neither is nor ever has been the doctrine of the

clergy and church generally, since the reformation. So far

is that from having been the fact, that not a single Calvinis-

tic writer, in our language, of cnnnence—unless very recent

—has, so far as I know, formally and distinctly taught, that

sin is attributable to actions only, in distinction from na-

ture, and avoiding the errors of the opposite scheme, exhi-

bited a system consistent with that doctrine. Innumerable

passages may, indeed, be found in all the most distinguished

authors, exhibiting views which involve this doctrine, but

no formal and consistent inculcation of it, accompanied

with an exhibition and rejection of the errors of the system

to which it stands opposed. In place of this, the mode

universally in which Calvinists have accounted for the
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mind's exerting the sinful actions whicU it does, is by a

depravity of its nature.

Thus Edwards, for example, was so far from teaching

or beheving tl»at sin pertains to voluntary actions only, that

he wrote a volume for the express purpose of proving

—

from the fact that men exert sinful actions—that their na-

ture itself is also depraved with a moral depravity antece-

dently to and independently of their agency ; and formally

affirmed that their nature must be created with a moral dis-

position, in itself e\i\\er right or wrong in the highest sense,

antecedently to volition, reflection, or thought, and wholly

independently of them. That the nature of man is thus

depraved, was the doctrine also of all the reformers, and

has been of all the Calvinistic churches to the present day.

Such is now, or was very recently, the doctrine of the great

body of those with whom this gentleman is immediately

surrounded, and of the clergy generally in this country.

Witness the outcry that has been raised even at his very

partial inculcation of the doctrine, mingled, as he has it,

with that of physical depravity ; and this, long after it had

been held and consistently and perspicuously taught by

several others. Witness the severe denunciation with

which, at an earlier period, the first number of this work

was generally received by the clergy. Witness the formal

attempt of the writer in the Christian Advocate to over-

throw the doctrine, and fix on it the stigma of heresy, and

the affecting regrets which he utters at the threatened

abandonment of the ancient doctrine of physical depravity.

The orthodox have, indeed,—most inconsistently to be

sure with their theoretical system—held and taught very

13
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perspicuously and prominently a great variety ot views

which directly involve this doctrine ; and this is the ground

on which the sanction virtually of their authority should

have been claimed, and is the only ground on which such

a claim can with any propriety be advanced.

Thus Edwards, notwithstanding his theory respecting

concreated dispositions and the depravity of nature, held

and taught with his accustomed perspicuity and energy,

that men are moral agents, that they are blameable for

their violations of the divine law, and are under obligation

to reform and yield obedience to the gospel, and proceeded

in all his addresses to their consciences and affections, pre-

cisely as though motives were the only instruments of influ-

encing their conduct, and as though no physical disqualifi-

cation for obedience—such as his theory represents

—

pertained to their constitutions to exculpate them from

blame. But this does not constitute any proof that he did

not hold and teach the doctrine of physical depravity, to-

tally subversive as it is of all these truths ; and no one can,

with any propriety, allege it as such proof. As well might

it be alleged as proof that he did not teach nor hold the

doctrine of imputation, with which it is equally incompati-

ble. As well might the fact that Emmons teaches that men

are moral agents, be adduced as proof that he does not re-

present God as creating their actions. As well, in short,

might it be assumed at once, that no man can hold opinions

inconsistent with each other.

In like manner tlje writer in the Christian Advocate be-

lieves and teaches a great variety of truths according with

and involving this doctrine, and totally contradicting his
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theory respecting human depravity. But no one in his

senses will think of attempting, directly in the teeth of his

assertions, to prove by this fact that he does not hold and
teach that theory ? While, therefore, it neither has nor can

be denied, that the orthodox have universally most distinctly

held and prominently inculcated a great multitude of truths

most clearly involving this doctrine ; it is still equally mani-

fest that in their theoretical views on the nature and origin

of sin, of regeneration, and many other topics, they have

totally overlooked and formally denied it ; and taught, in

contradistinction from it, that the nature of man is sinful as

well as his conduct, and is the sole cause of his exerting

sinful actions.

On the whole, it is matter of much satisfaction that Pro-

fessor Taylor has given publicity to his views on this funda-

mental subject of theology. Though still involved, in my
apprehension, in some inaccuracies which I have thought it

not unimportant to point out, he has thus become the

avowed inculcator of the great scriptural doctrine, so essen-

tial to be held and taught with distinctness and energy,

but which has been for so many ages lost sight of or dis-

carded—that sin is an attribute of voluntary actions only :

a doctrine most indubitably true, and certain ultimately to

prevail and prove eminently fruitful of the blessings of which
truth is customarily productive ; while the errors with which

unhappily, in his exhibition of it, it is still embarrassed will

exert, it is hoped, but a far inferior influence, and speedily

pass away.

As it respects the zealous imputations of error and apos-

tacy, with which the opponents of the doctrine have thought
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proper to assail its friends, they are not—to such as are

satisfied of the justness of their views and conscious of a

capacity to vindicate them—adapted to awaken any very

serious alarm. It will be time enough to indulge in appre-

hensions at their assaults, when they shall have become

able to allege any arguments against the system, of any pre-

tensions to accuracy and force, or to extricate their own

theory from the abysses of error, contradiction, and absur-

dity, which are its native element.
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DR. DWIGHT'S

VIEWS OF THE CAUSE OF SIN.

Since the publication of the last Number of this work,

several disquisitions on some of the subjects of which I

have heretofore treated, have made their appearance, which

merit some attention.

The first which T shall notice, is " An Inquiry into the

Nature of Sin as exhibited in Dr. Dwight's Theology, by

Clericus,"—from the pen, as is too publicly known to leave

any reserve in regard to its origin necessary, of the author

of the discussion in the Christian Spectator respecting

" Edwards's views of Original Sin," and of the Concio ad

Clerum to which he refers,—the object of which is to

vindicate that eminent theologian from the charge of having

taught the doctrine of physical depravit}^

I shall first briefly exhibit Dr. Dwight's views of the

depravity of man, and then notice this gentleman's state-

ments and arguments respecting them. The question to be

determined, as stated by Clericus himself is, whether Dr.

D. " maintained the doctrine of a sinful or corrupt nature,

15
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which is prior to and distinct from all action." The fol-

lowing are the principal passages, from which the reader is

to form his opinion on the subject.

" Since our first parents were entirely holy, how could they be-

come sinful ?

" This question in its simple and proper form is no other than this.

How can a holy being become sinful ? or, How can a holy being

transgress the law of God? This question, to which, perhaps, no

satisfactory philosophical answer can be given, has been unnecessa-

rily embarrassed by the modes in which answers to it have been at-

tempted. The language often adopted has been in a great measure

abstract ; and being supposed to have meaning when it had none, and

to convey ideas which it did not contain, has served only to bewilder,

when it was intended to instruct.

" The common method of conducting the investigation of this sub-

ject has been, to seek for some cause in the nature of man, styled a

principle of action, to which this effect might be fairly attributed.

As the principles of moral action in Adam must have been holy, and

could in no degree have been sinful, it is inquired, How could a holy

principle be the cause of sinful action ?

" It will be obvious to a careful examiner, that in this inquiry the

word principle is intended to denote a fixed unchangeable cause,

productive only of effects of the same moral nature, and is supposed

to exist and to operate during the interval of transgression. On

this foundation the inquiry is made ; and if the foundation be solid

and just, the inquiry cannot be answered ; because in the actual case,

viz. the case of our first parents, there was no other principle of ac-

tion beside a holy principle.

" But in this scheme of thought there is a plain and important fal-

lacy ; not improbably originated and certainly established by the use

of the word principle. I do not deny ; on the contrary I readily

admit, that there is a cause of moral action in intelligent beings, fre-

quently indicated by the words principle, affections, habits, nature,

tendency, propensity, and several others. In this case, however, as

well as in many others, it is carefully to be observed, that these terms

indicate a cause, which to us is wholly unknown, except that its ex-

ietence is proved by its effects. There is, as every man who does
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not embrace the doctrine of casual, ot contingent existence, must

admit, a reason, wh^j one being is holy and another shiful ; or why the

same being is holy at one lime, and sinful at another, as truly as that

there is a reason why he exists. There is also a reason why a being is

at some limes more strongly inclined to the practice of sin or holiness,

than at others. Our judgment respecting moral beings is customa-

rily formed in accordance with these truths. We speak of human

nature as sinful, intending, not the actual commission of sin, but a

general characteristic of man, under the injluence of which he has

committed sins heretofore, and is prepared and prone to commit

others. With the same meaning in our minds we use the phrases,

sinful propensity, corrupt heart, depraved mind ; and the contrary ones,

holy or virtuous disposition, moral rectitude, holiness of character, and

many others of the like import. When we use these kinds of phra-

seology, we intend that a reason really exists, although undefinable

and unintelligible by ourselves, why one mind will either usually or

uniformly be the subject of holy volitions, and another of sinful ones.

We do not intend to assert that any one, or any number of the voli-

tions of the man whom we characterise, has been or will be holy ;

nor do we indeed design to refer immediately to actual volitions at all.

Instead of this we mean to indicate a state of mind generally exist-

ing, out of which holy volitions may in one case be fairly expected to

arise, and sinful ones in another ; such a state as that if it were to

be changed, and the existing state of a holy mind were to become

the same with that of a sinful mind, its volitions would thenceforth

be sinful ; and vice versa. This state is the cause which I have men-

tioned ; a cause the existence of which must be admitted, unless we

acknowledge it to be a perfect casualty that any volition is sinful

rather than holy. This cause is what is so often mentioned in the

scriptures under the name of the heart ; as when it is said. The heart

is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked. I have already re-

marked that this cause is unknown, except by its effects. From these,

however,we learn that it is not so powerful, nor so unchangeable, as to

incline the mind in which it exists so strongly to holiness, as to pre-

vent it absolutely from sinning ; nor so strongly to sin, as to prevent

it absolutely from acting in a holy manner. Both revelation ^and

facts, the only sources from which we derive any knowledge of the

subject, place this truth beyond a reasonable doubt. Beings who
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have sinned, have afterw^ards become holy, and beings who hate

been holy, have afterwards sinned : and nothing more seerns neces-

sary to explain this subject to us sufficiently, than barely to suppose,

what we cannot avoid supposing, that a temptation actually pre-

sented to the mind, is disproportioned in its power to the inclination

of that mind toward resistance."

" There are certain characteristics of human nature, which, con-

isidered by themselves, are innocent. Such are hunger, thirst, the

fear of suffering, and the desire of happiness. All these are insepa-

rable not only from the rational, but also from the animal nature as

existing in this world, and accompany the christian through every

degree of holiness which he attains, as truly as the sinner."

" Some of the natural human characteristics are amiable. Such

are natural affection ; the simplicity and sweetness of disposition in

children, often found also in persons of adult years ; compassion

;

generosity; and what is sometimes called natural conscientiousness."

" These and all other qualities of the mind are however means either of

virtue or sin, according to the nature of that controlling disposition or

energy which constitutes the moral character.

" By this disposition or energy I intend that unknown cause whence

it arises, that the actions of the mind are either sinful or virtuous.

On this energy depends the moral nature of all actions, and the mo-

ral character of every mind. This character and these actions are

variously and extensively modified by the attributes above mentioned.

But the moral nature is not changed. So far as they have a prevail-

ing influence, a sinful disposition is checked and prevented from ope-

rating in the worst manner and degree. Under the prevalence of a

sinful disposition these attributes are partly extinguished, and partly

converted into instruments of sin. In a virtuous mind, they all be-

come means of virtue, and increase the energy of such a mind."

" I shall only add that a cause of human depravity is here alleged,

of which all the characteristics mentioned in the commencement of

this discourse, may be truly predicated, viz. the corruption of thai en-

^i^Sy ^f "'^ mind whence volitions Jlow, and which I have heretofore

asserted to be the seat of moral character in rational beings. This

cause must be acknowledged to be universal ; to be every where the

same ; and not to have always existed. It must also be conceded

that it began to exist, according to the scriptures, as early as the
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effects which have given birth to all our inquiries concerning the

corruption of mankind." Theology, Vol. I. 410, 411, 462, 488.

His characteristic perspicuity in these statements and

reasonings, leaves no room for reasonable question respect-

ing his meaning.

1. He teaches something more in them, than the simple

fact that man exerts sinful actions. His professed object is,

not to demonstrate, but to account for their existence,—to

ascertain and point out the cause of their being exerted in

place of obedient ones.

2. He teaches most explicitly that the cause of the mind's

exerting the kind of moral actions which it does—whether

good or evil,—lies in its own physical nature.

His language is
—" I do not deny ; on the contrary, I

readily admit, that there is a cause of moral action in intelli-

gent beings, {requeni]y indicated by the words principle, ten-

dency, propensity, and several others ;" and this cause he re-

presents as being in the nature ofthe mind itself. "We speak

ofhuman nature SLS sinful, intending wo^ the actual commission

of sin, but a general characteristic of man, under the influ-

ence of which he has committed sins, heretofore, and is pre-

pared and prone to commit others. With the same mean-

ing in our minds, we use the phrases sinful piropensity,

corrupt heart, depraved mind ; and the contrary ones, holy

or virtuous disposition, &fc. When we use these kinds of

phraseology, we mean to indicate a state of mind generally

existing, out of ivhich, holy volitions may in one case be

fairly expected to arise, and sinful ones in another ; such a

state, as that if it were to be changed, and the existing

state of a holy mind were to become the same with that of

a sinful mind, its volitions would thenceforth be sinful.
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This state is the cause which I have mentioned ; a cause

the existence of which must be admitted, unless we acknow-

ledge it to be a perfect casualty that any volition is sinful

rather than holy." " By this disposition or energy, I in-

tend that unknown cause, wlience it arises that the actions

of the mind are either sinful or holy. On this energy de-

pends the moral nature of all actions, and the moral cha-

racter of every mind.^^

What language could possibly have been employed more

explicitly to state, first, that there is a cause that the mind

exerts sinful actions in place of holy ones ; next, that that

cause lies wholly in its own physical nature ; and finally,

that there is no medium between adopting this theory, and

embracing the doctrine that there is no cause whatever that

the mind exerts such actions as it does instead of others ?

3. He represents this cause as a distinct and peculiar

attribute of the mind, wholly different from all its other

constitutional qualities.

" We speak of human nature as sinful, intending a general cha-

racleristic of man, under the influence of which he has committed sins

heretofore, and is prepared and prone to commit others."

" There are certain characteristics of human nature, which consi-

dered by themselves, are innocent. Such are hunger, thirst, the fear

of suffering, and the desire of happiness."

*' Some of the natural human characteristics are amiable. Such are

natural affection, compassion, generosity,modesty,conscientiousness."

" These and all other qualities of the mind, are however means,

either of virtue or sin, according to the nature of that controlling dis-

position or energy which constitutes the moral character."

No room is left in these and the passages previously

quoted, for rational dispute respecting this point. This

characteristic of human nature, is not an act, but an energy
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of the mind ; not an effect, or state resulting from its other

attributes, hvLi a power ^^ controlling^^ all its ^^ other quali-

ties,^^ and rendering them either the means of virtue or sin,

according to its own " nature;" not a voHtion or series of

volitions, but the cause from which alone they derive their

moral character.

4. He regarded the metaphysical nature of this attribute

as entirely unknown.

He not only pronounces it to be " undefinable" and

** wholly unknown," but also " unintelligible,"—Uterally

incomprehensible and inaccessible to our knowledge ; and

this consideration, as well as those before adverted to, is

completely demonstrative of the fact, that he regarded it as

an attribute of the physical constitution, and not in any

sense an effect, result, or operation of that constitution.

5. The error which he imputes to those who use the word

principle in their inquiries on this subject is, not as Clericus

represents, that they teach that a cause exists in the physi-

cal constitution of the mind, which determines the moral

nature of all its actions ; but that iu their statements and

reasonings respecting it, they represent it as " ajixed un-

changeable causey

6. He exhibits this principle, disposition, or energy, as

possessing the same moral character, as the volitions which

flow from it.

He denominates it sinful or holy, according to the nature

of the actions to which it gives birth, and represents it as

constituting the "moral character." The "holy disposition,"

or " relish for spiritual good," he says, " is the charac-

teristical distinction of holy beings, their essential cha-

racteristic, without which they would cease to be holy ; the

want of it, on the contrary, is the primary characteristic of
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sinful beings." The " change of heart is a relish for spi-

ritual objects communicated to it by the power of the Holy

Ghost," and " is the commencement of holiness m the mind."

To this position Clericus himselfmust ofcourse fully assent,

as he has made it the object of his disquisition, to show, that

the terms in question are employed to denote mere volun-

tary actions, in place of physical attributes ; and expressly

ascribes to them the same moral character, as to the subor-

dinate volitions to which, according to his scheme, they

give birth. However therefore he may differ in other points

in respect to Dr. Dwight's theory, he cannot, without aban-

doning his whole argument, deny that Dr. D. attributes to

this unknown cause, the same moral character, as to the

actions of which it is the source.

7. The truth of all these positions is abundantly con-

firmed by the fact, that he represents the views which he

meant to convey, to be precisely those which were commonly

held on the subject, with the exception before noticed res-

pecting the changeableness of the disposition.

That the doctrine of physical depravity, was then, and

is still, generally held, not a solitary individual, so far as I

know, has yet thought proper to deny, except the author of

the Inquiry under consideration, and of an editorial article

in a late number of the Christian Spectator, in which refer-

ence is made to the subject ; and the reluctant admission

has finally been wrung even from this gentleman, that there

are individuals who hold that doctrine, and the undisguised

confession from the Editor of the Spectator, that it is gene-

rally held. Thus this latter gentleman says,

" There are many who have a confused itlea, that there must be in

man a distind and specific tendency to sin, previous to all acts of

clioice: as there is a tendency to food, to drink, and to the pursuit
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of happiness. This they consider as a part of man's nature, like the

constitutional propensities already spoken of; and they of course

consider it as sinful and deserving of punishment." p. 364.

No one, it seems to me, can hesitate to admit the truth of

this representation ; but to whom is it apphcable, if not to

Dr. Dwight, who teaches that,

" Uniform sin proves uniform tendency to sin, for nothing more is

meant by tendency in any case, but an aptitude''in the nature ofa thing

to produce effects of a given kind. With this meaning only in view,

we say that it is the nature or tendency of an apple tree to produce

apples, and of a fig tree to produce figs. In the same manner we

must, I think, say, if we would say the truth, that it is the tendency or

nature of the human heart to sin." Vol. I. p. 484.

This tendency is thus represented as " previous to all

acts of choice," and was, according to the Editor of the

Spectator, " of course considered as a part of man's na-

ture," and as sinful. Its antecedency to the acts of choice

of which it is the cause, is more specifically exhibited in

the following passage.

" This disposition in Adam was the cause whence his virtuous voli-

tions proceeded," and " of necessity preceded these volitions, and

therefore certainly existed in that state of mind which was previous

to hisfirst volition."

What would this language have been considered as

meaning, had it come from the pen of Mr. Harvey, the

reviewer of the Discourses of Professor Fitch in the Chris-

tian Advocate, or any of the many individuals who have

expressed their dissent from the views advanced by this

gentleman f If these statements and reasonings do not con-

vey the doctrine of physical depravity, according to the ac-

16
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count in the foregoing passage from the Spectator, of the

manner in which it is held and taught, I may safely chal-

lenge the author of that statement to verify it in respect to

a solitary individual.

This is a brief and plain statement of Dr. Dwight's theory

on this subject. No denial or mystification of the obvious

meaning of his language, nor any fai'-fetched or absurd

*' principles of interpretation," are employed to make out

any of these positions. They lie on the very face of his

representations, and their truth must, it would seem to me,

be apparent to every discerning and impartial eye.

According to the representations of Clericus, however,

they are all, with the exception of the sixth, entirely erro-

neous, or rather perverse and unpardonable misrepresenta-

tions, indicating a surprising ignorance of language, and

disregard of the true principles of interpretation. So far

from teaching, in the foregoing passages from his volumes,

the doctrines which I ascribe to him, Dr. Dwight affirms

nothing whatever in them of the physical nature of the

mind, but employs the terms " unknown cause," " disposi-

tion," "relish," "principle," "energy," he. to designate

nothing more nor less than a mere volition

!

The reasons for which he solicits the acquiescence of the

public in this representation, I shall now proceed to consider.

And the first thing which merits notice, in his method of

conducting the discussion is, that he has thought proper to

commence it by changing the inquiry from the question at

issue,—whether Dr. Dwight " maintained the doctrine of a

sinful or corrupt nature, which is prior to and distinct from

all action,^'—to his views respecting the nature of sinful

actions. He says

:
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*' I shall dwell on Dr. Dwight's views respecting the nature of sin,

[that is, sinful actions, as his quotations show,] believing that this,

rather than the mode oj" accounting for its existence, [in which he exhi-

bits his views of the nature of the mind itself,'] or the indivisible moment
of its commencement, is the topic of real importance." p. 4.

In thus substituting what Dr. Dwight inculcated on one

subject, for what he taught on another, and making it the

hinge on which his whole argument turns, he has not only

exposed such of his readers as are unwary, to the danger of

becoming bewildered, and mistaking the wrong for the

right, but has rendered all his subsequent reasoning of no

avail, by suspending its force on the assumption thus virtu-

ally made, that the mind and its actions are identically the

same subject, and thence that Dr. Dwight's views respecting

them were precisely the same.

I. Thus the first ground which he presents for the con-

clusion that Dr. Dwight does not teach the doctrine of

physical depravity, is the fact that he represents all the sin

which men commit, or of which they are the causes, as lying

in their voluntary actions ; or in other words, that all their

actions which are sinful, are voluntarily exerted hy themselves.

•* Dr. Dwight says, ' Man is the actor ofhis own sin. His sin, there-

fore is wholly his own, chargeable only to himself,—chosen by him

unnecessarily, while possessed of a power to choose otherwise.' Again
he says,' Sin universally is no other than selfishness, or a preference

of one's self to all other beings, and of one's private interests and

gratifications, to the well-being ofthe universe, of God and the intel-

ligent creation.' ' Selfishness consists in a preference of ourselves

to others, and to all others ; to the universe and to God. This is sin,

and all that in the scriptures is meant by sin.' Now you will notice

that the question is, whether all sin,—sin universally,—consists in

preference, in action, in choice." p. 5.
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111 these passages, Dr. Dwight is expressly treating of

the actions of men, and the fact which he states is, that all

the sin which they exert, lies in their voluntary/ actions ; or

in other words, that the rnode in which their " actual com-

mission of sin" takes place, " under the influence of" that

" cause," of sinning, which, according to his theory, exists in

their constitutions, is that of selfish choices. The position,

however, which this fact is employed by Clericus to demon-

strate is, that he does not " maintain the doctrine of a sinful

or corrupt nature, which is prior to and distin£t from all

action !" The mode in which this inference is obtained,

is simply that of boldly taking for granted the whole ques-

tion at issue, that what Dr. Dwight taught in respect to the

actions of the mind, is precisely accordant with his doctrine

respecting its nature ; or rather that these subjects, and

consequently his views respecting them, are identically the

same. If this is not thus taken for granted, what force or

propriety is there in the argument ^ How, at the very outset

of the discussion, can his doctrine thus stated respecting the

actions of men, prove that he does not maintain the doctrine

of a sinful or corrupt nature, unless it is assumed that these

subjects and his views in respect to them, are precisely the

same .'' But can this method of conducting the inquiry

prove satisfactory ^ Does this writer need to be informed

that there is a distinction between the mind itself and its ac-

tions ; and that to state the views which one entertains on

the one subject, is not of course to state what he believes in

respect to the other ?

The total erroneousness of the conclusion which he thus

draws, is apparent from the consideration, that Dr. Dwight,

in the very passages with which this discussion is concerned,

employs the fact from which he derives that conclusion, to
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demonstrate the very doctrine from which it is the object
of the conclusion to vindicate him ! Thus he alleges the
fact that the mind exerts sinful actions, to prove that its

nature is corrupt. " Uniform sin^ he says, " proves uni-
form ^ewc^ewc^/ to sin ;" and the " existence" of the unknown
cause of sin, which he represents as pertaining to the mind,
and as denoted by the terms sinful propensity, corrupt heart,

&ic. « is proved by its effects,"—the sinful volitions which
flow from it. The whole object, indeed, of his theory re-

specting the depravity of the mind, was to account for its

exertion of sinful actions ; and these actions are all which
he presented as proof of the existence of that depravity.

Yet in the face of this consideration, Clericus alleges the

fact that he exhibits its exercising these sinful volitions, as

the mode in which it commits sin, as proving that he did
not teach this doctrine of a corrupt or sinful nature, which is

prior to and the cause of its exerting sinful actions.

The unjustifiableness of this conclusion maybe illustrated

by reference to the passage in the " Theology," in which
the principal quotation made by Clericus occurs. After
having alleged several arguments against the doctrine of
Emmons, that God creates the sinful actions of men, Dr. D.
remarks in relation to the inquiry—why did God permit
Adam to fall—" It may be proper to state the difference,

which in my own view, exists between permitting, or not
hindering sin, and crm/mo' it. It is this: In the former
case, man is the actor of his own sin. His sin is therefore

wholly his own, chargeable only to himself,—chosen by him
unnecessarily, while possessed of a power to do otherwise."—

" In the latter case, the volitions of man are immediately
produced by Omnipotence ; are the acts of God, himself,

and not at all ofman ; are merely annexed to man as acci-
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dents."—" In the former case, God is supposed to create

beings possessed of the full power to originate any and

every moral action."—" In the latter case, he created their

apostacyy Now if the method of reasoning employed by

Clericus respecting /m';? views, is at all justifiable. Dr. Dwight

can have had no authority whatever for thus representing or

insinuating, that Emmons, or any one else, had taught the

doctrine, of which he here speaks, that God creates the ac-

tions ofmen. For if, as he assumes, the fact that Dr. Dwight

represents men as voluntary in all their actions which are

sinful, is proof that he did not teach the doctrine of physical

depravity in his theory respecting a cause in their nature

of their exerting those actions,—then the fact that Emmons

and others teach with equal perspicuity and distinctness that

men are voluntary in all their agency, will demonstrate that

they did not teach the incompatible doctrine ascribed to

them, that God creates those actions. And if this mode of

reasoning is correct, the premise and conclusion may be re-

versed. The fact that Dr. D. teaches that the nature of

man is corrupt, is as good proof that he did not teach that

men are voluntary, as his teaching the latter is that he did

not inculcate the former doctrine ; and the fact that Emmons
represents God as creating all our actions, is equally demon-

strative, that he does not regard us as voluntary in exerting

them.

He thus rests the whole of his argument on the assump-

tion, that Dr. D. cannot have taught any thing in respect

to the nature of the mind, beyond what appears in his doc-

trine that men are voluntary in all the sin which they exer-

cise ; and proceeding on that assumption—in defiance of the

most perspicuous statements and reasoning to the contrary

—
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alleges what he advances on the latter subject, as completely
decisive of the controversy.

It is hardly credible that this mode of determining the
inquiry, can meet with approbation. Of what use is even
the pretence of reasoning on the subject, if it is to be taken
for granted beforehand, that Dr. D. held nothing amounting
to the doctrine of physical depravity ?—And what is to be
believed in respect to the views of Clericus himself, if the
principle on which he here proceeds, is to be considered as
applicable to his own representations ? How many of the
important positions advanced in the various essays with
which he has favoured the pubhc during the last five or six
years, can be regarded as really held by him, if his having
taught any thing inconsistent with them, is to prove that
they are not his sentiments f

II. His next step is an endeavour to show that Dr. D.
usestheterms " unknown cause" " controlling disposition or
energy," " sinful disposition," " sinful propensity," " cor-
rupt heart," and others of the kind, not to designate a con-
stitutional attribute of the mind, but simply to denote an
act of choice.

" Notwithstanding these explicit declarations of Dr. Dwight, that
all sin consists in preference, it is claimed that he asserts that which
necessarily implies that all sin does not consist in preference or ac-
tion, but is something prior to, or distinct from action. This view of
sm has ever been charged upon the orthodox by Arminian and Uni-
tarian writers, and as often denied by the former to be their view of
the subject. From this charge, as you know, the Christian Specta-
tor took occasion to vindicate the older orthodox writers some years
ago in a controversy with Professor Norton; and I beUeve to the
satisfaction of the clergy generally. It seems however that a few of
our orthodox brethren have fallen into the same errors in interpreting
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the language of later writers, thus subjecting them to the same

oToundless charges of absurdity and inconsistency, which Unitarians

love so well to make and repeat. I say errors in interpreting their

language; for here, if I mistake not, is the true source of all diver-

sity of opinion in respect to the views of these writers. I shall,

therefore, now attempt to show you that such is the fact in respect to

the language of Dr. Dwight, believing that what I shall say will serve

to vindicate him and many others, not only from the imputation of

teaching the doctrine of physical depravity, but also from the most

palpable self-contradiction which must otherwise be charged upon

them.

''I advert in the first place to the views of Dr. Dwight, respecting

disposition as the cause of moral action. He often speaks of the

cause of moral action ; and traces all that is morally excellent in

conduct and character; all volitions and all moral actions, to a cause

which he designates by the terms disposition, relish, heart, principle,

&c. Hence the question arises, how could he regard this disposi-

tion itself as a state of mind involving preference or action ? We
answer, that whether the fact can be explained or not, it is still

a fact that he did so regard it. But the apparent difficulty is easily

explained. Mere verbal incongruities are not, of course, proof of

real contradiction in meaning. Thus Dr. Dwight constantly asserts

that the disposition communicated in regeneration is the commence-

ment of holiness in man. In the very paragraph in which he says,

"it is the tendency of the mind to all that, which in the character is

morally excellent," he calls it an honest and good " heart." Here

then, if you interpret his language to the letter, you must convict him

of the flagrant absurdity of saying that the cause of all moral excel-

lence, is itself moral excellence,—an absurdity not to be charged to

such a writer on slight grounds. But the true usus loquendi will

solve the difficulty. Thus, when we speak of action or conduct in

this connection, i. e. when we trace conduct or character as made up

of conduct, voluntary actions or moral action, to the disposition, ive

always mean those particular or subordinate acts which are dictated by

or Jlow from the disposition, and this without intending to deny that

the disposition itself is a state of mind invoking preference, p. 5. 6.
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I shall not descend to a minute criticism of all that merits

animadversion in these passages. The "k\v orthodox breth-

ren," of whom, as we have already seen, the present Editor

of the Spectator has now become one,—-will undoubtedly

appreciate the courteous insinuation that they have fallen

into a Unitarian error, in ascribing the doctrine of physical

depravity to the later and older orthodox writers;—and

those who are skilled in the discriminating use of language,

will be able to judge how much light is thrown on the ques-

tion by the statement, that if he " mistakes not, the true

source of all diversity of opinion in respect to the views of

these writers is an error" by one or the other of the parties,

who ascribe to it precisely opposite meanings—" ininterpret-

ing their language;''^ and how much hope of a satisfactory

determination of the controversy, is to be derived from the

assurance, that he shall "attempt to show that such is the

fact."

I shall content myself with simply pointing out the erro-

neousness of his interpretation.

1. The first objectipn to it is, that it is a mere assumption

of the point in debate. " When we speak of action or con-

duct in this connection,—we always mean those particular

or subordinate acts, which flow from the disposition," and

this, without intending to deny that the disposition itself, is

a state of mind involving preference." These are undoubt-

edly very confident statements, but can hardly be regarded as

decisive of the controversy, while the whole point at issue is,

what the language in question means—That it would be a

task of some difficulty to establish their truth, will be seen

from the considerations which are yet to be adverted to.

2. That Dr. Dwight did not regard this "energy" or

" disposition" as a voluntary act, is clear from the fact that

17
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he represents its metaphysical nature as " entirely un-

known." " These terms," he says, " indicate a cause, which

to us is wholly unknown ; except that its existence is proved

by its effects." " Of the metaphysical nature of this cause

I am ignorant." " When we use these kinds of phraseolo-

gy, we intend that a reason really exists, although undeflia-

ble and unintelligible by ourselves, why one mind will be the

subject of holy volitions, and another of sinful ones."

But its nature plainly could not have been entirely un-

known to him, nor have been imagined thus utterly to lie

without the sphere of his comprehension, had he regarded

it as a mere voluntary act. If it is in truth nothing more

nor less than a volition, no reason can be given why we

must necessarily be wholly ignorant of its nature, any more

than of any other mental act. It were as unphilosophical

to represent it as thus a mystery, as to disclaim all know-

ledge of every other voluntary action, as reverence, love,

faith, penitence. Did Dr. Dwight regard these affections

as wholly " undefinable and unintelligible," and while en-

forcing the obligation of habitually exercising them, inform

his hearers that still they were utterly incapable of even ap-

proaching a comprehension of their nature .'* Is this " dis-

position," if a volition, virtuous ; and is it thence a duty

to- exercise it ? But how are we to set ourselves to exert it,

if totally unable to form a conception of its nature, and in-

capable even of arriving at the knowledge of its existence,

except by inference from the effects to which it gives birth ?

It will be a formidable task I suspect, to convince the rea-

ders of Dr. Dwight, that he was accustomed to inculcate

such extraordinary absurdities.

This disposition, if a voluntary act, must of course be a

subject of consciousness, and thence its existence and na-
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ture be directly perceived by the mind, as much as those of

any other mental operation. But how is this to be recon-

ciled with the representation that it is wholly " undefinable

and unintelligible" by us, and that we have no method of

learning its existence, except from its effects. He repre-

sents it as an inseparable and essential attribute of the

mind, and so necessary to its exerting volitions, that its

' existence must be admitted, unless we acknowledge it to

be a perfect casualty that any volition is sinful rather than

holy." If then it is a voluntary act, and put forth as it

must be, in the view of motives, it must be unceasingly ex-

erted by the mind. Are any of the sons or daughters of

Adam conscious of such uninterrupted perceptions and af-

fections ^ And if conscious of them, are they still wholly

incapable of defining or comprehending any thing of their

nature f But if thus incapable of a knowledge of their

nature, how is it that they ascertain that they are volitions,

and of a sinful or holy character ? And much more, if

not conscious of them, how is it that they arrive at a know-
ledge of either of these facts ?

3. Dr. Dwight in the most express and absolute manner,

represents this "energy" of the mind as the cause of the

moral character of all its volitions, and thence as existing

antecedently to them, and when nothing belongs to the

mind, except its phjsical attributes.

*' There was, therefore, in the mind of Adam, certainly a cause

which gave birth to the fact, that his volitions were virtuous, and not

sinful. This cause of necessity preceded these volitions, and there-

fore, certainly existed in that state of mind, which was previous to hia

Jirst volition. This state ofmind then, this disposition ofAdam, existing

antecedently to every volition, was the real cause why his volitions sub-

sequently existing, were virtuous. It ought to be remarked here, that
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plain men with truth, as well as with good sense, ascribe all the voli-

tions of mankind to disposition, the very thing here intended^ as their

true cause.''

The necessity of this cause to the very existence of a

volition thus perspicuously stated, and made the foundation

of an argument, and its absolute antecedence in the mind

to every voluntary action, be regarded as so obvious and

incontrovertible, as to render the denial of it identical with

a denial that any cause whatever exists, that its volitions are

exerted by the mind.

No room surely is left for doubt in respect to the import

of his language on this point. If these perspicuous state-

ments do not demonstrate that he regarded this energy as a

constitutional attribute of the mind, existing antecedently

to its first, and every subsequent moral action, and so abun-

dantly too, as to render all denial or question of it entirely

inexcusable ; it is clearly, utterly vain to attempt to ascer-

tain his views, and folly to imagine that any doctrine can

be expressed in any language, with certainty.

The supposition that while he exhibited this energy as

the cause of all vohtions, he still regarded it as itself a vo-

luntary act, is preposterous in the extreme. To teach that

it is itself such an act, and at the same time that it precedes

and is the cause of every volition, is to teach, both that it

exists antecedently to itself, and is the cause of its own ex-

istence; an extraordinary absurdityto be ascribed to such

a writer, and for the purpose of vindicating him from the

charge of having fallen into an error in his theories on this

subject. Let it not be claimed that he did not mean to teach

that this disposition is the cause of all voluntary acts, nor

to imply that it is not such an act itself. This assumption,

made without a shadow of evidence, is wholly refuted by
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the fact, that he expressly represents it as essential to the

very existence of volitions, and that there is no medium be-

tween acknowledging its existence as their cause, and adopt-

ing the doctrine that they come into being without a cause.

If the reason, as he expressly states, for which he thus

adopted and employed it,—to account for the fact that

the mind exerts such moral actions as it does—is of any force

whatever, it is of course as applicable to the first voluntary

actions exerted by the mind, as to any subsequent ones.

4. That Dr. Dwight meant to designate by these terms an

original attribute, and not a voluntary act of the mind, is

apparent from the fact, as he remarks, that that is the import

with which they are generally employed. He states expli-

citly, that they are not employed by himself to express the

fact that men exert sinful actions, but to designate a cause

existing in their nature, which renders it certain that their

actions will be sinful.

" We speak of human nature as sinful, intending not the actual

commission of sin, but a general characteristic of man, under the in-

fluence of which he has committed sins heretofore, and is prepared

and prone to commit others. TFilh the same meaning in our minds, we
use the phrases sinful propensity, corrupt heart, depraved mind, and

the contrary ones holy or virtuous disposition. When we use these

kinds of phraseology, v/e intend that a reason really exists, although

undefinable and unintelligible by ourselves, why one mind will either

usually or uniformly be the subject of holy volitions, and another of

sinful ones."

And this he represents to be the mode in which the terms

are generally used, both in theological discussions and in the

common intercourse of life.

" The common method of conducting the investigation of this sub-

ject has been, to seek for some cause in the nature of vutny styled a
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principle o£ Action, [not an action itself, as Clericus teaches,] to which

this effect might be fairly attributed." " Our judgment concerning

moral beings is customarily formed in accordance with these truths."

" This state of mind then, this dispositiofi of Adam existing antecedently

to every volition, was the real cause why his volitions, subsequently ex-

isting, were virtuous. It ought to be remarked here, that plain men,

with truth as well as with good sense, ascribe all the volitions of mankind

to disposition—the very thing here intended— as their true cause."

The truth of this representation respecting the use of

these terms, cannot be unknown to any at all acquainted

with the controversial theology of the last three or four

centuries, and is capable of as easy and perfect demonstra-

tion, as any fact in the history of human opinions. Thus

if there is any one fact in the annals of this subject, which

cannot with propriety be questioned, it is as Dr. Dwight

states, that theologians generally have proceeded in their

discussions respecting it, on the assumption, that the cause

that men sin, lies in their nature, and is a corruption or de-

pravation of it, a depraved disposition, or corrupt heart, as

it is variously expressed, existing " prior to, and wholly

distinct from all action." This is abundantly clear, both

from the most copious and explicit definitions and statements,

and from the whole tenor of their argumentation. Their

method of reasoning universally, has been from the existence

of the efiect, to the existence of such a cause, and from the

moral character of the efiect, to the character of that cause.

Such is admitted to be the fact by the editor of the Chris-

tian Spectator.

•' The number is not great however, we believe, of tliose who think

these constitutional propensities to be in themselves sinful. But

there are many, who have a confused idea that there must be in

man some distinct and specific tendency to sin, previous to all acts of

choice, as there is a tendency to food, to drink, and to the pursuit of
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happiness. This they consider as a part of man's nature, hke the

constitutional properties already spoken of, and they of course con-

sider it as sinful and deserving of punishment."

" Whence then does it arise that Calvinistic writers, even at the

present day, are occasionally betrayed into unguarded statements of

this kind"—"that nature isitselfsinful'^ " Several reasons occur tons/'

" The first is, the technical language ofa theory, which is now gene-

rally exploded. The statement of Mr. Harvey, that human nature is

itself sinful, was with few exceptions, the general statement of Calvin-

istic divines, until within the last sixty or seventy years. Such state-

ments were founded entirely on one principle, viz. that our whole race

were, in the view of God, one with Adam; and that his sin of eating

the forbidden fruit, was the sin of each one of his descendants. This

utter confusion of personal identity,—this monstrous notion ofsinning

in the act of another, has now passed away ; but the traces which

it has left on the current phraseology of Calvinism, are yet too apparent.

Educated in the use of language formed upon this hypothesis, there

are many who still cling to it with a natural fondness, while they

reject the doctrine of imputation, from which such language was

derived. The old Calvinists were perfectly aware, that the doctrine

of a nature which is itself sinful, rendered them justly liable to the

charge of making God the author of sin, unless that sinful nature

could be traced to Adam as its author, by considering the whole race

as one being with him, and as sinning in his first act of rebeUion. It

was to save them from this charge, that the doctrine of imputation was

devised, and they never, we believe, would have dreamed that any of

their followers could reject that doctrine, and yet retain their state-

ment, in its literal import, that nature is itself sinful."

" The second reason for these unguarded statements, is the gratui-

tous assumption, that the cause of a given effect, must have the same

propensities or attributes as the effect itself. A sinful act, it is said,

can spring only from a sinful cause or nature."

" The fourth reason of the unguarded statement that human "na-

ture is itself sinful," is, " a hasty assumption that the certainty of

man's entire sinfulness from the commencement of moral agency,

cannot be accounted for, without supposing a sinful nature. On this

Mr. Harvey insists in various forms and with great earnestness."

—

pp. 349, 352, 364, 365.
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Here is a full admission of all that Dr. Dwight states,'

and all that I claim in respect to them,—that Calvinists

have as a body, up to the present time, taught that " hu-

man nature is itself sinful, prior to and distinct from all

action," and that this sinfulness of its nature is the cause

of the mind's exerting sinful actions ; and that they have

proceeded in their reasonings respecting it, on " the hasty

assumption," that the mind's exerting these sinful actions

" cannot be accounted for, without supposing a sinful na-

ture" as its cause.

The representation that this doctrine was founded on the

theory of their coexistence and identity with Adam, is how-

ever precisely the reverse of fact, and is expressly contra-

dicted by the writer in the same paragraph, as well as re-

futed by all the other causes alleged by him, of the use of

the phraseology and reasoning in question. It were pre-

posterous to found the doctrine of a sinful nature, on a

theory of oneness with Adam, or of imputation. If it is

based on that theory, on what, I take leave to ask, is that

theory itself founded ? What solitary consideration ever

was or could be alleged to sustain it, that was not derived

either from the fact that men sin, or the assumption that

their nature is depraved ? and if such is the foundation of

the doctrine of a depraved nature, how is it to be explained

that' as this writer himself states, Calvinists have always

employed the sinful actions of men, and not their connec-

tion with Adam, to prove that their nature is itself sinful ?

In place of this, the theory of coexistence and identity with

Adam, and of imputation, as is apparent from their nature,

as is abundantly shown by Edwards, in his discussion on

the subject, and as is confirmed by the representations of

every writer without exception, who has inculcated those

doctrines,—was devised and promulgated, for the sole pur-
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pose of accounting for the existence of a sinful nature, in

consistency with the divine rectitude. Thus Edwards in

his second chapter concerning objections against the doc-

trine of native depravity, presents his theory of the mode

in which the nature of Adam became corrupt, for the express

purpose of vindicating his doctrine from the charge of im-

plying, that God is the author of that depravity : and in

the following chapter, states his theory respecting the coex-

istence and identity of Adam and his posterity, and of the

imputation of his sin to them, expressly, in order likewise to

account for the transmission of a corrupt nature from him to

them, in such a manner as to exempt his doctrine from the

charge, in its reference to them of a similar implication of

the divine character.

The statement of Calvinistic divines, " that human na-

ture is itself sinful," was not " founded," therefore, at all

on the " principle that our whole race were in the view of

God one with Adam, and that his sin of eating the forbid-

den fruit, was the sin of each one of his descendants^

but on the contrary, this whole doctrine of coexistence and

identity with him, is a mere theory of the mode in which it

was supposed the nature of man became thus sinful, and

was devised for the sole purpose of accounting for the ex-

istence of that sinfulness, without implicating the divine

rectitude.—This is in fact, as already remarked, admitted

by the Editor of the Spectator, in the passage under consi-

deration.

" The old Calvinists were perfectly aware, that the doctrine of a

nature which is itself sinful, rendered them justly liable to the charge

of making God the author of sin—unless that sinful nature could be

traced to Adam as its author, by considering the whole race as one

18
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bein<^ vvitli liiiu, and as sinning in his lirst act oi rebellion. It was U>

save themfro»i this charge, that the doctrine of impulalion was devised.''^

The doctrine ' thai human nature is itself sinful," was

held, therefore, before tliis theory of coexisting and sinning

with Adam was thus " devised," for the purpose of vindi-

cating that doctrine ; and " the technical language" of

that " theory," was accordingly the consecjuence of that

doctrine and not its cause ; and the fact—pre-eminently

distinguished as many of them were, for acuteness, learn-

ing, and piety,—that they w^ere driven to the necessity of

" devising this utter confusion of personal identity—this

monstrous notion of sinning in the act of another," at

which credulity itself now stands aghast, in order to sustain

their doctrine of a sinful nature, and that they satisfied

themselves with it for so many ages, shows how deeply that

doctrine was seated in their faith, and how fundamental a

position in their estimation it occupied in their theological

system.

Notwithstanding the error into which the Editor of the

Christian Spectator has thus fallen, in his statement res-

pecting the origin of the doctrine that " human nature is

itself sinful," he has my thanks for his explicit acknow-

ledgment, that that doctrine has been taught by the Cal-

vinistic divines as a body, until within a recent period, and

is still very generally held by them,—an admission of the

more significance, from the circumstance, that the pages of

that work have heretofore been studiously closed against all

proofs and concessions of this fact, and made the vehicle of

a strenuous effort to convince the world, that Calvinists nei-

ther do, nor ever did hold tiiat doctrine.

Of the trutli of the statement of Dr. Dwight, and of tlu
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Editor of the Spectator, respecting the use of the terms in

question, it were easy to adduce a multitude of proofs.—

I

shall select a few only.

Dr. Woods represents " our becoming sinners," as

" owing to a steady law or principle of our nature,^ ^ and as

^' resulting from original constitution,''^ in the same manner

as " original strength of mind."

Dr. Griffin exhibits these terms as employed to denote the

foundation of voluntary actions, and of course as existing

antecedently to, and independently of them. Referring to

the theories of taste and exercises, which have divided the

clergy of New-England for the last forty or fifty years,

—

of which, however, it would seem that Clericus has never

heard—and founding an argument on them, he says,

" If you mean by disposition—a taste or principle that is thefoun-

dation of exercises, then it is still more evident that an object to be

beloved must be adapted to an existing disposition. Of course it had

no influence to produce it. If you admit the existence of a taste or

principle, and call the object, the motive which moves the heart to

action, you will readily allow that the object must be accommodated to

the taste, before it can become a motive, thai is before it can be beloved.

It must^ncZ the disposition prepared to entertain it, before it can move

the heart.-T-The power of the object to become a mo\\\q, presupposes

a disposition in the heart to love it ; of course it did not produce that

disposition, even as a second cause." Park-st. Lect. p. 153, 154.

Has Dr. Griffin ever been accused, or suspected of any

injustice, or inaccuracy, in this exhibition of the theory of

disposition,—in which he represents it as an attribute per-

taining to the mind antecedently to its exerting actions, and

as the foundation, or cause of its exerting such volitions as

it does, under the influence of motives ? Is there a solitary

minister in the Congregational or Presbyterian Church, so
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unacquainted with this subject, as not to know that from

the days of Edwards to the present time, the orthodox

universally,—with the exception of West, Emmons, and

their now rapidly decreasing followers,—have held and in-

culcated this theory ?

This theory was held by Dr. Smalley, and made the

foundation of many of his arguments respecting " original

and actual sin" regeneration, moral influence, and other

correlative topics. Thus he remarks.

" It is agreeable to common sense, and seems plainly supposed in

several texts and doctrines of the Scriptures, that depravity of nature

must be antecedent to all sinful actions, and the cause of them. But

if so, there may be a wicked heart, prior to knowledge. There may

be a propensity to sinful actions in a child, before it has come to years

to choose the evil, and refuse the good. This may be in us, as early

as toe have human souls."

" If man is dead in the moral sense, that is, has lost all principles

of true virtue entirely, he is as absolutely beyond the reach of all

means, as to their bringing him to life again, as one that is dead in

the natural sense. Moral means, can only work upon such moral

principles, as theyJind to work upon. They cannot produce a new

nature, new principles of action, any more than natural means, can

make new life to themselves in a dead carcase."

This doctrine was taught by President Edwards, in still

more strong, if possible, and unequivocal language

—

" Human nature must be created with some dispositions ; a disposition

to relish some things as good and amiable, and to be averse to other

things as odious and disagreeable, othei-wisc it must he without any

such thing as inclination or will, it must be perfectly indifferenl, with-

out prc/erence, without choice, or aversion toward any thing, as agree-

able or disagreeable. But if it had any concrcated dispositions at all,

they must be eitlier right or wrong. "
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He thus represents it as essential, that the mind should

be created with a disposition, in order to its being capable

of exerting a volition. Without it, it would have no foun-

dation in its nature for such an exercise. Motives would

find " nothing in it to work upon," to use the language of

Dr. Smalley, and it must from a physical necessity, no
matter what moral influence was brought to bear on it, re-

main " perfectly indifferent, without preference, without

choice."

Is this teaching that this disposition is itself a volition?

Clericus protests that it is ; and will doubtless continue to

repeat the assertion. " The true usus loquendi," he gravely

tells us, " will solve the difficulty. Thus when we speak

of action or conduct in this connection, i. e. when we trace

voluntary action to the disposition, ice always mean those

'particular or subordinate acts, which are dictated by and

flow from the disposition, and this without intending to deny

that the disposition itself is a state of mind involving pre-

ference.''^

President Edwards then, meant to teach in this passage,

that " human nature must be created" with a volition, in

order to its being physically capable of exercising a choice

;

and accordingly, that a created volition, in the mind, is the

physical cause of all the volitions which it exercises, the

" foundation" of their existence, the only " principle" in

the constitution that moral means can find to " work

upon !" And the reason for which our assent to all this is

claimed, is as alleged in respect to the similar language of

Dr. Dwight, that " if you interpret his language" in any

other way, *' you must convict him of the flagrant absurd-

ity of saying, that the cause of all moral excellence, is

itself moral excellence,—an absurdity not to be charged to
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such a writer on slight grounds." How the doctrine of a

created volUion, which " must be either right or wrong,"

can extricate him from that " flagrant absurdity," anymore

than a created disposition of the same character, Clericus

has not thought proper to inform us.

These writers, however, were not guilty of that absurdity.

They represented an attribute of the physical constitution,

to which they ascribed moral excellence, as the cause of all

the moral excellence of actions ;—not of all moral excel-

lence whatsoever. The flagrant absurdity of making the

cause of all moral excellence of actions, itself, a morally

excellent action, is identically the theory which Clericus

himself endeavours to fasten on them, by making them

teach that this disposition—which they represent as the

cause of all virtuous volitions—is itself such a voluntary

act.

" Human nature," according to this gentleman's inter-

pretation of the language, " must be created with a vo-

lition to relish some things as good and amiable, and to he

averse to other things as odious and disagreeable. Other-

wise it must be without any such thing as choice !" If this

created volition is thus necessary to the exertion of a

choice, it of course must exist in the mind in all instances

antecedently to its exercising a choice, and be attended by

perceptions of the various things, which it is a volition to

be averse to, or to relish. A concreated and perpetual per-

ception in every mind, of all the objects toward which,

during its whole existence, it exercises, or is to exercise,

good or evil volitions, and a perpetually coexisting volition,

to relish or be averse to those various objects ! This Cle-

ricus wishes to persuade the world, was the theory of the

immortal Edwards, whom he professes to approve and fol-

low. Can ho, however, reallv believe that Edwards ever
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held, or dreamed of such a scheme ? Is he himself assured

of its truth ? Is he able to detect in himself any conscious-

ness of these perpetual and unchangeable perceptions and
volitions? Is he conscious, for example, of a clear per-

ception of all the objects, toward which during his future

existence, he is to exert good or evil volitions, and of dis-

tinct and formal volitions to relish or be averse to those ob-
jects ? Was he, antecedently to their publication, conscious
of the contents of these pages, and of the various volitions

to which their perusal has given rise ?

I add another passage from Edwards

—

" The doctrine of original righteousness, or the creation of our first

parents with holy principles and dispositions, has a close connection,
in several respects, with the doctrine of original sin.—Dr. Taylor's
grand objection to this doctrine, which he abundantly insists on, is

this, That it is utterly inconsistent with the nature of virtue, that it

should be concreated with any person ; because ifso, it must be by an
act of God's absolute power, without our knowledge, or concurrence

;

and that moral virtue in its very nature, implieth the choice and con-
sent of the moral agent, without which it cannot be virtue and holi-
ness; that Adam must exist, he must be created, yea he must exer-
cise thought and reflection, before he was righteous.^'—He says, « to
say that God not only endowed Adam with a capacity of being rights
eous, but moreover that righteousness and true holiness were
created with him, or wrought into his nature at the same time he
was made, is to affirm a contradiction, or what is inconsistent with
the very nature of righteousness.

This objection to his theory of physical righteousness
and sin, Edwards endeavours to overturn. He says

" With respect to this, I would observe, that it consists in a notion
of virtue, quite inconsistent with the nature of things, and the com-
nion notions of mankind.

'^ In the first place, I think it a contradiction to the nature of thuigt.
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as judged of by tlic common sense of mankind. It is agreeable to

the sense of tlic minds of men, in all nations and ages, not only that

the fruit or effect of a good choice is virtuous, but the good choice

itself from whence that effect proceeds ; yea and not only so, but also

the antecedent good disposition, temper, or affection of mind, from

whence proceeds that good choice, is virtuous. This is the general

notion, not that principles derive their goodness from actions, but

that actions derive their goodness from the principles whence they

proceed ; and so that the act of choosing that which is good, is no

further virtuous, than as it proceeds from a good principle, or virtuous

disposition of mind. Which supposes that a virtuous disposition of

mind may be before a virtuous act of choice ; and that therefore it

is not necessary that there should first be thought, reflection, andchoice,

before there can be any virtuous disposition. If the choice be first,

before the existence of a good disposition of heart, what signifies

that choice? There can according to our natural notions, be no vir-

tue in a choice, which proceeds from no virtuous principle, but from

mere self love, ambition, or some animal appetite ; and therefore a

virtuous temper of mind may be before a good act of choice, as a tree

may be before the fruit, and the fountain before the stream which

proceeds from it." Vol. vi. p. 267, 268.

Here is a formal attempt, continued through a long se-

ries of pages, to demonstrate that a virtuous disposition does

and must exist in the mind, antecedently to its exerting a

virtuous choice. The proof alleged is, that such a dispo-

sit4on is essential as a cause, to the existence of such an ef-

fect, that consequently common sense and philosopiiy re-

quire the belief of its existence antecedently to thought,

reflection and choice, and render the supposition that there

must "first be thought, reflection and choice, before there

can be a disposition," unnecessary and absurd. This doc-

trine—which accords entirely with all the theoretical views

on the subject presented by him in his treatises on Original

8in, die Will, and the Aft'ections—is here too perspicuously
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taught and zealously defended, to be innocently overlooked

or questioned.

It were easy, if necessary, to show that this theory and

usage of the terms in which it is expressed, were common

both to the principal Calvinistic and Arminian writers, who

preceded Edwards, and to the great body indeed of antece-

dent theologians for many ages. He himself affirms, that

" it is agreeable to the sense of the minds of men, in all

nations and ages.''^ But these passages furnish a suffi-

cient vindication of Dr. Dwight's statement, that he em-

ployed the terms in question in the sense in which they are

generally used, and that by that usage, they designate an

original attribute of the mind, which precedes, and is the

cause of its volitions, and not at all a voluntary act itself,

as Clericus represents.

5. The supposition that this disposition is a voluntary

act, converts the whole scheme into a tissue of mere ab-

surdities.

I deny the existence of any such thing in the mind as a

permanent " immanent" volition, and pronounce the whole

theory erroneous.

It will be admitted that there are but two classes of

truths, at all affeoting its moral character, which can be af-

firmed of the mind ; the one expressing what it is, the other

what it does or suffers. The first ascribes to it what be-

longs to its physical nature, the other the operations of

that nature.

Now whatever may have been the sense in which the

New-England divines, or others have used the terms dispo-

sition, taste, relish, and others of the kind, there plainly is

no such thing in existence as a permanent " immanent" vo-

lition, like that which Clericus wishes us to believe they em-

19
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ployed these terms to denote ; and thcrelore if they used

them to designate such a vohmtary act, they arc convicted

of even a more " flagrant absurdity," than the doctrine of

physical depravity involves.

The statement of Clericus is, that this disposition, which

they represent as the cause of our sinning, is itself a voli-

tion, that it is exerted incessantly by the mind, even during

sleep, and is the cause of its exerting all other voluntary acts.

Now if such a volition exists in the mind, it undoubtedly

must be conscious of it, and enjoy a far more perfect per-

ception of its existence, and knowledge of its nature, than

of any of the transient volitions which it successively exer-

cises. I suspect however no being can be found, so igno-

rant or rash, as to pretend to be conscious of the incessant

exertion of such a volition. But if no one is conscious of

it, how is its existence to be proved ?

If such a volition exists in the mind, it must undoubtedly

be exerted, like all others, in view of motives, and they of

course like the choice itself, must unceasingly exist in the

mind, and be the objects of its attention. Is any one con-

scious of any such set of permanent perceptions, of making

them objects of incessant attention, and of exerting a per-

petual volition under their influence ? If this doctrine of a

perpetual volition in the mind, which is the cause of all

subordinate volitions, is true, it follows that whenever it ex-

erts a subordinate volition, it entertains two distinct sets of

perceptions, makes them objects of formal attention, and

puts forth under their separate influence, two totally distinct

volitions. And not only this, but as according to the

scheme of Clericus, ciiery leading choice, the accomplish-

ment of which requires a series of subordinate volitions, is

a permanent choice, it follows that the mind exerts at the
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same time as many hundreds, thousands, or millions of dis-

tinct volitions, and entertains as many corresponding sets

of perceptions, as equal the number of all the leading

choices it has ever exercised ! This is an extraordinary

picture of the mind, to be drawn by one who professes to

have studied its philosophy. Has Clericus ever found any

one who claims to be conscious of such an innumerable

multitude of cotemporaneous perceptions and volitions ?

If while the existence of these permanent volitions is

taught, it is admitted that the mind is not conscious of their

exertion or existence, it will then follow, that immeasurably

the greatest and most important portion of its moral agency,

is exerted without any consciousness or knowledge of it

whatever. The only volitions of which it is sensible, are

those which are transient, and separated from each other by

intervals occupied by other mental operations, and often

during sleep, by considerable periods of total inaction;

whilst the innumerable cotemporaneous choices which dwell

in it perpetually, and are the causes of all its subordinate

acts, take place wholly without its concurrence, and lie be-

yond the grasp of its knowledge. Is this the theory of Ed-
wards, Smalley, Dwight, and their followers ? The Cal-

vinistic clergy of New-England, undoubtedly know whether

they hold and inculcate such a system, and whether they

have been accustomed to employ the terms, disposition,

taste, relish, corrupt nature, and others of the like import,

and to regard Edwards and Bellamy, Hopkins and Smalley,

Strong and Dwight, as using them to express such a theory,

and I leave it to their consciousness and self-respect to de-

cide whether such is the fact. I leave it to their good sense

also, to determine whether it becomes them to adopt this

contrivance of Clericus, to extricate themselves from the
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charge of teaching the doctrine of physical depravity, and

to suffer it to go forth uncontradicted to the world, that they

hold and inculcate such views.

6. The office which he assigns to this volition as a cause,

is equally novel and unphilosophical.

It gives birth, according to his account of it, to the sub-

ordinate volitions of which it is the cause, simply as a voli-

tion. It is a choice to choose all the subordinate choices

which it causes ! It does not produce its effect at all by the

mind's recollecting that it has exercised such a volition ; in

which case it would exert its influence simply as a motive,

precisely as the perception of any other fact, truth, or object.

It were, indeed, no less absurd, to exhibit it as exerting the

momentous agency ascribed to it, in that manner. It would

be to represent the mind, as making all its sujoordinate

choices,—not from any inducements presented by the ob-

jects chosen,—but solely because it had made a choice of

them in a former instance ;—the sinner, as making sinful

choices, not because the objects afford, or promise such

gratifications as they do ;—and the saint, as placing his af-

fections on things above, not because of any perceptions

which he has of God, or the things of his kingdom ; but

solely because they have respectively chosen those objects

before. This, which is undoubtedly sufliciently absurd, is

not however the absurdity which this theory involves.—Its

doctrine is, that this volition exists permanently, and is an

incessant act of the mind, and exerts its influence therefore,

solely as a choice. Such must of course be the fact, as

there is no oUier mode, except it be as a mere motive, whicli

involves the difficulty already adverted to,—in which it can
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act. It is a choice therefore to choose the subordinate

choices of which it is the cause. President Edwards's

" concreated dispositions," " to relish some things, and to

be averse to others,"—were accordingly choices to choose,

and not to choose those things respectively. Dr. Dwight's

" unknown cause," or " energy of the mind whence voli-

tions flow," was a choice to choose those volitions ; and

Dr. Griffin's " disposition, which is the foundation of exer-

cises," was a fundamental choice to exert those choices !

Has any one beside the author of the Inquiry ever discerned

in these distinguished writers, any traces of this extraordi-

nary doctrine ? He may, as he professes, have always

regarded them as teaching it, and may continue to congratu-

late himself on his superior knowledge of their theory, and

its exact coincidence with his own, which from their un-

happy ignorance of " the true usus loquendi,"—has totally

escaped the discernment of the " few orthodox brethren,"

whom he is kindly endeavouring to enlighten. But as the

praise of this discovery must confessedly be yielded to him

entirely, so I cannot but suspect, the power of detecting any

evidence, or feeling any conviction of its truth, is destined

in like manner to be wholly confined to himself. If this

disposition was thus regarded as a mere volition, by those

who taught its existence, how is it to be explained that they

universally held, that no moral influence whatever could

prevent, nor have any tendency to prevent the mind from

continuing to exert it ? that it must, if superseded at all, be

superseded by a mere physical agency ? If it were a mere

choice, exerted because of the motives which aflect the mind,

would not the removal of those motives, and the substitution

of others, occasion a change of the choice ? And in like

manner, on the supposition that it exerts its agency in the
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production of subordinate choices, simply as a motive,

would not its removal fro» the mind cut off that influence,

and thereby prevent the exertion of those subordinate

choices? How will " the true usus loquendi" solve this

difficulty ?

But Clericus has virtually admitted the total groundless-

ness of all these pretences respecting the views of Edwards

and Dwight, and affixed the seal of error on the '* principles

of interpretation," which he employs to transmute their

theory into his own, by acknowledging that some of the

New-England theologians have taught the doctrine of phy-

sical depravity, as it is ascribed to Dr. Dwight and Presi-

dent Edwards. This fact, the admission of which—though

it is palpable to all other eyes—seems to have been wrung

from him only after a severe struggle, he has at length ad-

mitted in a variety of passages.

" That some, though I think comparatively few, of the preachers

of New-England, have intended, distinctly and unequivocally to as-

sert, that sin pertains to the nature of man, in distinction from every

mental exercise or act, I do not deny." " It seems, however, that a

few of our orthodox brethren have fallen into the same errors in in-

terpreting the language of later writers." " It is true, indeed, that

the Reviewer did understand Mr. Harvey, to mean by the phrase

sinful nature, tliat which excludes all action ; it is true that Mr.

Harvey states the very question to be, ' whether there is no sin ex-

cept such as consists in a man's own act ;' it is true that Mr. Harvey

does say that ' nature is itself sinful, without the act, and previous to

it;' it is true that Mr. Harvey throughout his argument opposes

' native sin,' and ' natural depravity, to all action, and to voluntary

depravity.' But passing all this, and assuming that the Examiner

gives a just account of Mr. Harvey's present opinion, it will follow,

cither that Mr. Harvey has changed his opinion on the main point in

this controversy, or that tiic Reviewer was under a mistake in sup-

posing that what Mr- Harvey su expressly asserted, and so laborimtsly
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attempted to prove, vis^s Mr. Harvey's real opinion. If Mr. Harvey

has changed his opinion—so be it ; and if the Reviewer was truly

under a mistake in supposing that Mr. Harvey said what Mr. Harvey

did infact say—why so be it."

But how is Clericus to sustain himself in this admission,

that the doctrine of physical depravity is indisputably

taught by some of the preachers of New-England, if the

" true usus loquendi," and " principles of interpretation,"

which he employs to vindicate his pretences respecting the

theology of Dwight and Edwards, are to be the tests by

which the views of others are to be determined ! Who are

the "few," though not in his estimation "respectable theo-

logical writers," who have thus asserted, and not uncon-

sciously, or through inadvertence, but who "have intended,

distinctly and unequivocally to assert, the doctrine that sin

pertains to the nature of man, in distinction from every

mental exercise or act." What peculiarity of language

have they employed to express it ; and what are the rea-

sonings on which they have relied for its support, which

can justify him in this accusation .'' Have they taught it in

any other terms, or attempted to sustain it by any other

arguments, than those in which it is presented to us in the

volumes of Edwards and Dwight .'' Are their phraseology

and reasonings so totally diverse from those of Dwight and

Edwards, that the charge of teaching the doctrine is fas-

tened on them, by the same " principles of interpretation,"

which are employed to vindicate these writers from that

imputation ? Has Clericus presented any proof that such

is the fact ^ Can he possibly sustain his assumption of it

by a shadow of evidence, in respect to a solitary indivi-

dual .'' No pretence can be more utterly groundless. I

challenge him to name " a theological writer of New-
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England," "respectable" or not respectable, whom he can

convict of " distinctly and nneqnivocally asserting the doc-

trine, that sin pertains to the nature of man, in distinction

from every mental exercise or act," without a total abandon-

ment of the ground on which he rests his charge, against

those who ascribe that doctrine to Dwight and Edwards, of

" errors in interpreting their language," and causeless im-

putations to them of " absurdity and inconsistency." I

challenge him moreover, without a like abandonment of

every vestige of" the true usus loquendi," and "just prin-

ciples of interpretation," on which he relies to sustain his

views respecting Dr. Dwight and President Edwards, to

prove even that he has himself " distinctly and unequivo-

cally" expressed the doctrine of physical depravity, in any

of the language which he has employed for that purpose
;

or to prove that it can be so expressed, in any other phrase-

ology, which human ingenuity can select.

The language in which he has himself chosen to express

it, and in which he represents it as taught by others, is in

fact either identically the same, or most manifestly precisely

synonymous with that in which it is presented by the very

writers whom he endeavours to vindicate from the charge

of having taught it. Thus he defines it as " the doctrine

of a sinful or corrupt nature, which is prior to and distinct

from all action ;" " the doctrine that sin pertains to the

nature of man, in distinction from every mental exercise or

act ;" and " that nature is itself sinful ;" and represents

Mr. Harvey as teaching it, in the phrases " sinful nature,"

*' nature is itself sinful without the act and prior to it."

But do any of these phrases assert, that "nature is in itself

sinful," any more incontrovertibly or directly, than it is

expressed in the current language employed by Edwards f
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He represents the phrase " original sin," as " meaning the

innate sinful depravity of the heart," and " the conveyance

of a corrupt and sinful nature to Adam's posterity, as the

grand point of the doctrine of original sin ;" and states it

to be his object to prove that " their nature is corrupt and

depraved with a moral depravity ;" and says that " man

as in his whole nature corrupt, is cdWed flesh
;'''' that " flesh

does not mean any thing that is innocent and good in itself

j

that only needs to be restrained and kept in proper hounds,

but something altogether evil which is to he destroyed, and

not merely restrained ;" that " the nature of man, as cor-

rupt and sinful, came to be called flesh," in distinction from

^^that corruption which consists in inordinate hodily appe-

tites, because a corrupt and sinful nature is what properly

belongs to mankind, or the race of Adam, as they are in

themselves, and as they are by nature ;" and finally, that

by " one thing the apostle makes it plain that by flesh

he means something in itself corrupt and sinfulf and that

is, that he expressly calls it sinful flesh. In like manner,

Dr. Dwight states, that he speaks " of human nature as

sinful, intending not the actual commission of sin, but a

general characteristic of man, under the influence of which

he has committed sins heretofore, and is prepared and prone

to commit others ;" and that " with the same meaning," he

uses " the phrases sinful propensity, corrupt heart, de-

praved mind."

Or does any of the language, employed by Clericus

himself to express the sinfulness of nature antecedent-

ly to " every action," present that doctrine with any

more certainty, or perspicuity, than the current state-

ments of Edwards, Smalley, Dwight, and Calvinists gene-

rally f He feels no hesitation in interpreting Mr. Harvey,

20
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as teaching " that sin pertains to the nature of man, in

distinction from every mental exercise or act," when he

says, that " nature is itself sinful without the act, and pre-

vious to it." But is this a stronger, or more indubitable

expression of that doctrine, than the statement of Edwards,

that ** human nature must be created with some disposi-

tions that are either right or wrong," " morally right or

vicious ;" and that in respect to actions, the true " notion"

is,
" not that principles derive their goodness from actions,

but that actions derive their goodness from the principles

whence they proceed ; so that the act of choosing that

which is good, is no farther virtuous than as it proceeds from

a good principle, or virtuous disposition of mind ; which

supposes that a virtuous disposition of mind may be before

a virtuous act of choice ; and that therefore it is not neces-

sary that there should first be thought, reflection, and

choice, before there can be any virtuous disposition." Or

is it stronger than the declaration of Dr. Smalley, " that

depravity of nature, must be antecedent to all sinful actions,

and the cause of them.''"

In like manner, he unhesitatingly represents Mr. Har-

vey as teaching, " that there is a sinful nature in man prior

to, and distinct from all sinful actions," when he " takes

the ground, that there must be a cause of all sinful actions,

which cause is itself sinful, and which of course is not itself

action." Yet that is identically the ground taken by Ed-

wards in the passage just quoted, that " human nature must

be created with some dispositions," from which actions

" proceed ;" that this disposition is of course the cause

of these actions, as without it, nature " must be without

any such thing as inclination, or will,—must be perfectly

indiflferent, without preference, choice, or aversion j" and
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that this disposition is itself sinful, as it imparts its own
character to the sinful actions which proceed from it, and
" must be either right or wrong," as " it is evident there can

be no medium between these."—This assumption is " the

ground," as he expressly states, on which all his reasoning

in proof of original sin proceeds. It is the sole ground, in

like manner, of Dr. Dwight's theory on the subject, as he

most abundantly shows 5 and of the theories and reasonings

of Griffin, Smalley, and the whole Calvinistic world, with-

out exception. Such is expressly admitted to be the fact by
the Editor of the Christian Spectator, who says, that ' the

statement of Mr. Harvey, that human nature is itself sinful,

was, with few exceptions, the general statement of Calvin-

istic divines, until within the last sixty or seventy years ;"

and that they were led to this statement, by the " assump-

tion that the cause of a given effect, must have the same
propensities, or attributes, as the effect itself."

In thus adopting the very language in question, of Ed-
wards, Dwight, Smalley, and other Calvinists, or that

which is precisely coincident with it, for the purpose of ex-

pressing the doctrine of physical depravity, and in inter-

preting it when used by Mr. Harvey, as of course expres-

sing that doctrine, Clericus has, it would seem, shown that

he does himself in truth, regard that as its real import, and
pronounced sentence of condemnation on all his attempts

to fasten on it the opposite meaning, and on all the vaunted

" usus loquendi" and " principles of interpretation," by
which he endeavours to sustain them.

8. The principle on which he founds his interpretation of

Dwight and Edwards, yields as ready aid to overthrow as

to support that interpretation, and is in truth wholly sub-

versive of all certainty in respect to the meaning of their

language.
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The rule which lies at the foundation of all his claims

and reasoning, is, that their language must be regarded as

having been used according to the " nature of the subject,"

as *' known" or understood, by the interpreter himself

;

and no meaning ascribed to it, inconsistent with that nature,

so understood

—

" Here then if you interpret his language to the letter., you must

convict him of the flagrant absurdity of saying, that the cause of all

moral excellence, is itself moral excellence,—an absurdity not to be

charged to such a writer on slight grounds. But the true usus lo-

quendi will solve the difficulty."

" The known nature of the subject, and the manner of speaking,

by rendering the meaning plain, forbid the charge, and even the

thought of real contradiction."

" But it will be asked, how then could Dr. Dwight so explicitly

assert that the moral nature of infants is corrupt. This he might do

with entire self-consistency, according to a correct interpretation of

his language. The principle is, to limit or restrict the meaning of the

word, according to the knnvm nature of the predicate or subject.—Ac-

cordingly though the word nature, in its primary import, denotes the

constitutional and essential properties of a being or thing, yet there

is neither impropriety nor ambiguity in speaking of the holy nature

of God, or of the sinful nature of man. For the known nature of the

predicate holiness, forbids a meaning which excludes all action, and

the word nature is used to express strongly the uniformity, or immu-

tability of the character thus described." p. 6, 13, 14.

By *' the known nature of the subject,''^ is of course

meant, its nature as known or contemplated by the inter-

preter himself,—instead of the writer,—as that is the way,

and the only way, in which Clericus employs this " princi-

ple," and as it were absurd to lay it down as a rule, that

the language of an author should be interpreted according

to " the nature of the subject" of which it treats, as he
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understood it, when the very question at issue is, what were

the views of that subject which he entertained, and meant

to communicate.

This gentleman is the first interpreter, I suspect, who
has ventured to lay down such a canon of criticism. When
the question is whether what an author teaches, is correct or

not, it is proper undoubtedly, and essential to compare what

he states, with the nature of the subject, as already known,

or understood ; that is, in other words, to examine his doc-

trines and the arguments by which they are sustained, by
the knowledge of the subject which we already possess.

But who ever before heard, that a critic should make the

views which he has already adopted on a subject the crite-

rion by which to interpret the language and ascertain the

doctrines of others respecting it ?

The absurdity of this rule scarcely needs illustration. It

would annihilate, if adhered to, all possibility of communi-
cating and acquiring knowledge through the instrumenta-

lity of language, by obliging the learner to see in the terms
of his instructor, no other meaning than what accords with

the views which he already entertains of the subject treated

of. If he has no knowledge at all of it, he of course can
affix no signification whatever to the language. If he al-

ready has, or imagines himself to have some acquaintance

with it, that, whatever it may be, constitutes a limit beyond
which, according to the rule, he is not permitted to advance.

It would oblige every learner to regard all those who
treat of the same subject, as presenting precisely similar

views of it,—whatever he might happen, from " the known
nature of it," to imagine these views to be. Their lan-

guage, not being allowed to express any thing but what
accords with " the nature of the subject," as already
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" known," it must of course, no matter what it is, nor for

what purpose it was employed,—convey to him only that

class of ideas which he previously entertained.

But what are to be the results of this rule, if applied to

the volume of inspiration ? Are all the various classes of

mankind, orthodox and heretical, ignorant and learned, to

be authorised to interpret the Scriptures according to their

preconceived opinions on all the various subjects of which

it treats ? Are Calvinists, in fact, and Arminians,—for

this is the conclusion to which this new " usus loquendi"

will carry us,—Unitarians and Universalists, Catholics, in

short, and Protestants, of whatever sect or faith, all correct

in their several opinions, and equally so ?

And, finally, this rule presents a complete justification of

Mr. Harvey, in regarding Dwight, Edwards, and other

Calvinists, as teaching the doctrine of physical depravity,

as he has in fact interpreted their terms, according to " the

nature of the subject" as already " known," or understood

by himself. It furnishes, also, a similar justification of all

those who regard Clericus as having fallen into a heresy,

as they have done nothing more than ascribe to his lan-

guage that meaning, which, according to their views of the

subject, is truly heretical. Thus obvious is it, that " the

principle" on which he founds his interpretation of the lan-

guage of Dwight and Edwards, yields as ready aid to sub-

vert as to sustain his representations respecting their views
;

and, in fact, sweeps away at once all certainty in respect

to the meaning of their language, and the nature of their

doctrines.

That this gentleman has thought proper to send forth

these representations of the doctrines of Dwight and Ed-

wards, is much to be regretted. The object for which he
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ventured on the task is not such as to recommend it very

strongly to public approbation. It was not in order to the

vindication of the Gospel from any misapprehension, or the

better elucidation of any of its doctrines, nor for the remo-

val of any obstacle to the usefulness of Dwiglit or of Ed-
wards

; but solely, as is abundantly apparent from his own
statements—for the purpose of protecting himself under the

shield of their reputation, from the suspicion of having fallen

into error.—He had stated in the preface to his Concio ad

Clerum, that

" The author of this discourse has no reason to believe, that the

views which it contains, are in any essential respect, diverse from
those of his brethren who heard it. That the general proposition

will meet with the approbation of all who hold the fundamental
doctrines of the Gospel, he has no doubt. In regard to some of the
more specific statements, he supposes that there is in some limited

degree, the semblance of controversy rather than real diversity of
opinion. It may be proper to remark, that he is not aware of any
change in his own views on these points, since he entered the mi-
nistry

; nor of any departure in any article of doctrinal belief from
his revered instructor in theology, the former president of the college.

Facts, however, which are extensively known, furnish, it is believed,

a sufficient apology for the selection of the topic, as well as for the

publication of the discourse."

This declaration was read with surprise, it seems, by his

correspondent, as well as many others ; and led him to state

his belief, that the author of the sermon had " departed from
the views of the later divines of New-England," and to ex-

press his wonder " particularly," that he " should have dis-

claimed all departure in articles of doctrinal belief" from
Dr. Dwight. He intimates, indeed, in the sermon itself,

that he had been accused of heresy, and alludes also in the
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" Inquiry," to an imputation of that nature from Mr. Har-

vey ; and it was to exonerate himself from these imputations

that the " Inquiry" was sent forth.

This, however, was scarcely the course which wisdom

would have dictated. The question which he has to settle

with the public, is simply, whether the system which he

holds, is correct or not. If his views accord with truth, and

are sustained by the Word of God, they are of course vin-

dicated ; and it is a matter of no consequence as far as his

justification is concerned, whether they coincide or not with

those of his predecessor. His orthodoxy depends on his

coincidence with the Scriptures, not on his accordance with

Dr. Dwight. His agreeing with him does not prove him

to be correct.

But if the propriety of resting the justification of his

views on their coincidence with those of Dr. Dwight, is thus

questionable, the method which he has chosen to vindicate

his having " disclaimed all departure in articles of doctrinal

belief from this distinguished theologian," is obnoxious to

still more formidable exceptions. It is by endeavouring

to show, that the phrase, " articles of doctrinal belief," ac-

cording to the " true usus loquendi," denotes " doctrines

in distinction from theories"—he says

'" I would say a word respecting the remark in the preface to the

sermon, in which the author disclaims all departure from Dr. D. in

any article of doctrinal belief. What then are articles of doctrinal

belief? I answer, those general truths which constitute systems of

doctrine, as the Calvinistic system, the Arminian system, &c. ; and

these truths as distinguished from the particular theories or hypothe-

ses, by which different writers attempt to explain them in their con-

nections. In other words, they are doctrines in distinction from

theories. The propriety and the frequency of this distinction are
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undeniable, since m speaking of Hopkins, Emmons, Dwight, and

others, they are always spoken of, notwithstanding their diversities ot

opinion, in respect to theories, and other minute points, as all Calvin-

,sts—all orthodox. This is done solely on the ground of their agree-

ment inthosegencral truths, which properly constitute the Calvinistic

or orthodox system, or its doctrinal articles. ' With this distinc-

tion in view, it will, I think, be understood, how the author is to

be justified in disclaiming a departure from Dr: D. in any article of

doctrinal belief.' He might with exact truth, in my own view, have

said this in respect to orthodox divines universally.—p. 3, 4.

The first thing meriting attention in this explanation is,

that it represents " systems of doctrine," imiversally, as

made up of " truths," in distinction from " the theories and

hypotheses," employed " to explain them in their connec-

tions." This is certainly important information. All " sys-

tems of doctrine," then—no matter what they are—Ma-

nichean or Pelagian, Calvinistic or Arminian, Universalist

or Unitarian, are made up wholly of " truths," and are of

course, therefore, entirely consistent with each other. The

subjects to which " the diversities of opinion" of these va-

rious and conflicting sects relate, are mere " theories and

other minute points," such at least it would seem we are to

believe is the fact in respect to Calvinists and Arminians,

whose systems he specifies as consisting of" general truths,"

as distinguished from the particular theories or hypotheses

by which diflerent writers attempt to explain them in their

connections." As all " truths" are consistent with each

other, these " systems" of" truths" must of course be en-

tirely compatible, and so far forth as their several adherents

are either Calvinists or Arminians, they must entirely agree

in doctrinal belief, or at least can hold only such " arti-

cles" as are consistent with each other ! If such is indeed

the fact, it is as unhappy as it is extraordinary that it was

21
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not discovered ai an earlier day. It would have prevented

a world of embarrassment and contention. Calvinists and

Arminians have certainly regarded themselves as diflering

totally in respect to " articles of doctrinal belief," have held

diametrically opposite views on the same fundamental sub-

jects, and have denounced each other's " doctrines," as well

as " theories," without reserve, as heretical and subversive

of the gospel. But they had not become acquainted with

this gentleman's grand key of knowledge,—" the trueusus

loquendi,"—by which to ascertain each other's meaning.

Had they but followed his rule, and interpreted each other's

language according to " the nature of the subject," as

"known" or understood by themselves respectively, they

would undoubtedly have arrived at this happy conclusion.

No wonder, that with this view of the Calvinistic and Armi-

nian systems, Clericus should have felt authorised to say,

that " he might with exact truth" " have disclaimed all de-

parture" from " orthodox divines universally," as well as

from Dr. Dwight.

The next difficulty attending this explanation of his

terms is, that it does not accord with customary usage.

The term doctrine is universally applied by theological

writers, both to what they themselves hold to be truths of

natural or revealed religion, and to what others regard and

exhibit as such; without any reference to the question,

whether they arc expressly taught in the scriptures, or are

mere inferences from what they teach, or from the existence

and government of the external universe. It is employed

to denote articles of belief simply, without regard to their

nature or origin. Thus the doctrine of eternal generation,

the doctrine of imputation, the doctrine of limited atone-

ment, the doctrine of universal salvation, the doctrine ot
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an eternal sleep, are as customary forms of expression, as

are the phrases, the doctrine of justification, the doctrine of

regeneration, the doctrine of election. We have examples

in the scriptures of a similar use of the term.—"Be not

carried about with diverse and strange doctrines," " with

every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men and cunning

craftiness ;" " after the commandments and doctrines of

men ;" " the doctrine of the Pharisees and of the Saddu-

cees ;" " the doctrine of Balaam who taught Balak to cast a

stumbling block before the children of Israel;" "the doc-

trine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate ;" " a doctrine

of vanities;" "and doctrines of devils." In claiming

therefore that the term properly denotes truths, in distinction

from theories, and that " in all fairness," it should have been

so understood,^ he is totally unauthorized. The usage of

the scriptures and theological writers universally, is wholly

against him. He has no more right to affix to it that signi-

fication, than any other that is totally arbitrary,—nor to

complain that he was not understood as using it in that

sense. The readers of his preface could not with any pro-

priety regard his language as meaning any thing else, than

that he had not departed from Dr. D. in any article of be-

lief, wheth&r right or wrong, doctrinal in the sense in which

he now wishes the term to be interpreted, or theoretical.

But a still greater obstacle to acquiescence in this expla-

nation is, the fact that the sense thus ascribed to it, is not

that in which Clericus himself uses the term. On the very

page in which this explanation occurs, he employs it re-

peatedly to designate hypotheses and theories, in place of

truths ; and it is used with a similar signification in nume-

rous instances in his late publications. Thus in the para-

graph preceding this explanation, he speaks of " the doc-
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trine of the imputation of Adam's sin;" " the doctrine of

a sinful or corrupt nature;" "the doctrine that sin pertains

to the nature of man in distinction from every mental ex-

ercise or act." He also uses the phrase, " the doctrine of

physical depravity," the " theory or doctrine" that sin is

"by the laws of propagation;" "the doctrine that there is

no such thing as a wicked heart considered as a permanent

source of depravity," quoted from the Examiner; and " Mr.

Harvey's doctrine."

Does Clericus wish to be understood as using the term in

these passages to denote " general truths," in distinction

" from theories and hypotheses ;" and thence to be regard-

ed as actually holding the doctrine of imputation, of phy-

sical depravity, of the transmission of sin by propagation,

and " Mr. Harvey's doctrine ?" Or to escape this difficulty,

will he admit that that is not the sense in which he employed

it, and discard his definition as erroneous ?

But it is still more to be regretted that he should have

thus attempted to protect himself from the charge of heresy,

at the expense of Dr. Dwight's reputation. As no pre-

tence could be more totally groundless than that he taught

the theory which Clericus ascribes to him, so none scarcely

could be more utterly incompatible with his high character.

The' time has passed when the construction* of these false

and fantastic theories can reflect honour on their authors.

In philosophy they are justly held to be at best discredita-

ble, as the offspring of ignorance in place of knowledge

;

and in religion, as profane substitutions of human folly, for

divine wisdom. Such especially arc those put forth as es-

sential improvements, which in truth fall far behind the at-

tainments of the age, and overlook the most fundamental

and well ascertained facts. And of liiai character pre-emi-
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nently is this theory of innumerable cotcmporaneous per-

ceptions and volitions pepetually existing in the mind as the

causes of all its subordinate voluntary acts, which he as-

cribes to Dr. Dwight. No powers of intellect nor advan-

tages of condition, are adequate to the support of such a

mass of absurdity. Dr. Dwight, with all his talents and

reputation,—had he been betrayed by any illusion into the

adoption and inculcation of it,—could never have sustained

himself under it for an hour ; but would have sunk from his

high elevation, to the level of other vain conjecturers, who

disregard in their theories, the plainest facts, and subvert

the most essential truths both of philosophy and revelation.

And the ascription of it to him, is an imputation on his

candour, as well as perspicacity. If this representation of

his views by Clericus is just, what confidence can be felt m

respect to any of his statements or reasonings ? What cer-

tainty is there that his language on other subjects may not

have been employed to convey views totally different from

those which he is generally understood to express? The

rules and principles which Clericus employs to vindicate

him from the charge of having held the doctrine of physical

depravity, will prove equally well, either that he never

taught any other doctrine which is found on his pages, or

that he taught any one which is not to be found there.

Such likewise is the fact in respect to President Edwards.

Take for example the doctrine of imputation ;
and according

to the
" true usus loquendi" of this writer, it is as gross m-

iustice to ascribe that doctrine to him, as it is to represent

Dr D. as teaching the doctrine of physical depravity.

Edwards, indeed, formally asserts the coexistence of Adam

and his posterity, their participation in his first act of sin and

the imputation of that sin to them ;
and the Editor of the
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Spectator pronounces it a " monstrous notion," and an

" utter confusion of personal identity." According to the

rule of Clcricus, however, his language is to be interpreted

according to " the nature of the subject" as " known" by

ourselves, and " the known nature of the subject" " forbids

the charge, and even the thought of real contradiction ;"

" for the nature of the predicate sin, forbids a meaning

which excludes all action." No doctrine, however perspi-

cuously stated, or ably sustained, can stand before this

summary process.—There is no alternative, therefore, but

cither totally to reject this writer's representations, or to

abandon all assurance that Dr. Dwight's views can be cer-

tainly known on any subject ; and consequently all confi-

dence that we have in his works, any sure proofs of his

wisdom, learning, or piety.

That any should yield such implicit trust to these repre-

sentations, as to draw such conclusions against Dr. D., may

seem a very improbable extravagance. Yet it is far from

being impossible, that to many who have not the means of

ascertaining the truth, they may seem to be authorized.

What other conclusion could his numerous foreign readers,

for example, naturally adopt, on being informed that this

representation of his doctrine is from the pen of a theologi-

cal professor in the very institution over which he lately

presided, who ought therefore to be accurately acquainted

with his views ; that it has been sanctioned by another pro-

fessor also of that seminary, on the pages of the Quarterly

Christian Spectator ; and, finally, that for so long a period

it has been suftercd to pass uncontradicted. In pointing

out these misrepresentations, therefore, of his views, I am

contributing, I flatter myself, to the vindication of his repu-

tation, as well as subserving the cause of truth.



THE CHRISTIAN SPECTATOR'S

REVIEW
ON THE MEANS OF REGENERATION

The articles under this title, in the Christian Spectator

for 1829, are well known to have proceeded likewise from

the author of the Concio ad Clerum, and are indeed ex-

pressly ascribed to him in the Inquiry. They will, accord-

ingly, in the observations which I am about to offer on them,

be regarded as his, although the Editor of the Spectator

has in his last number, undertaken the task of their vindi-

cation, very much as though their responsibility belonged

to himself.

They are characterised by even more than their author's

usual obscurity, and furnish examples, like the Inquiry, of

unauthorised assumptions, erroneous principles, and reason-

ings which are inconsistent and inconclusive. They present,

also, some important admissions and statements ; the most

essential of which however, and those that impart to the

discussion its chief value,—perhaps from the consciousness

of their inconsistency with some positions which he has long

endeavoured to establish, and coincidence with others which

he has been reluctant to admit,—are uttered with but a

faint and irresolute voice, and are exhibited as conclusions

from positions, with which they have little connexion.
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The perspicuousiiess or obscurity with which an author

writes, corresponds with the energy or feebleness of his

perceptions. If he puts forth only perplexed and indeter-

minate statements, or uses language without meaning, it is

apj)arent that his apprehensions are embarrassed with equal

cloudiness and uncertainty. To the reproach of this fault,

the reviewer is unfortunately eminently obnoxious in respect

to many of his most essential positions. His definition of

" using the means of regeneration," may be taken as an

example.

" The question then naturally arises, what arc the acts which con-

stitute using the means of regeneration ? We answer that by using

the means of regeneration, wc do not understand any acts which

either precede, or are to be distinguished from regeneration itself,

when this term is used in its more common popular import ; but we

understand those acts, which together with another act, are in the

more popular use oflanguage, included under the term regeneration."

p. 16.

This definition, which professes to be the result of an

accurate analysis of the mental states and acts which are

involved in or immediately connected widi regeneration,

and on which the statements and reasonings through a long

series of pages essentially depend, includes by express spe-

cification, a totally unknown quantity, the true value of

which, the eyes of Argus himself would require an addi-

tional gift of perspicacity to ascertain. " By using the

means of regeneration, we do not understand any acts which

either precede, or are to be distinguished from regeneration

itself, when this term is used in its more common pojmlar

import.'''' What, then, is its common and popular import ?

for the language implies, and he elsewhere expressly admits,

that it is used with very various significations. Wliat, espe-
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cially, is the import with which it is used, when employed

in its more common and popular sense ? Certainly not such

as is here represented,—that any acts are included under it

;

as according to the popular doctrine, as he has himself

stated it, the mind is passive instead of acting in regenera-

tion. What then are the acts—those of God, or of man

—

which are to be " distinguished" from regeneration, when

used in that particular sense ? and what is the rule, usage,

or propriety, by which they are to be so distinguished ?

" But we understand those acts which, together with another

act, are in the more popular use of language, included un-

der the term regeneration." But what, again, is that more

popular signification f What are the acts which are thus

included under it ? And what, especially, is that other un-

defined act, with which they are thus coupled ? Is it dis-

tinct from and additional to those, or only one of those acts

themselves ; and if so, which of them ? But it were a for-

midable task, to determine all the queries which need to be

settled, in order to ascertain the exact import of this extra-

ordinary definition.

The following rhetorical passage, in which he treats of

" a desire of an infraction of a principle, that shall sepa-

rate an object of an affection, from a drawback of damna-

tion," is not, to say the least, in the usual, nor the happiest

style of metaphysical discussion.

" And what is this, but desiring such an infraction of the princi-

ples of eternal rectitude, as shall separate from tlie present attract-

ive object of the sinner's affections, the appalling drawback of fu-

ture damnation?"

He at length winds up the argument with the following

recapitulation, showing that iiis premise, his proof, and his

22
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conclusion, are unfortunately only varying; modifications of

the same thing.

" Wc have thus attempted to show, that all the acts of the sinner

which respect divine truth, and are performed while the selfish prin-

ciple remains active in the heart, arc dictated by the selfish principle

and have an exclusive tendency to subserve the selfish purpose of

the heart."

That is, acts that are dictated by selfishness, and are self-

ish, are selfish.

These blemishes—which abound in almost all his pages

—

though thus prejudicial in such discussions, and reprehen-

sible in one in a station like his, are not however to impair

the force of any of his just reasonings, nor detract from

the dignity of the truths which he advances. I have thus

glanced at them, simply, that as well for his own, as the

credit of the institution with which he is connected, he

might guard against their future recurrence; and shall

leave them for the more important task of noticing some of

the principles and positions which are the basis of his pro-

tracted discussion.

I. One of the most noticeable of its characteristics is,

that most of its important statements and reasonings rest on

the assumption, or rather assertion, of the fact that the doc-

trine of physical depravity, and the various erroneous po-

sitions which are naturally connected with it, are generally

held by the Calvinistic clergy.—A fact sufficiently extraor-

dinary, when it is recollected with what diligence and per-

severance he has laboured for the last six years, to convince

the public that no such views are, or ever were held by Cal-

vinists as a body. He introduces the discussion by remark-

ing that,

' We think the gospel w nol now, ac it wao by apostles, brought
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before the human mind in the character and relations ofacaute which

is to produce an immediate effect. It is extensively true that preachers

do net preach, and hearers do not hear the gospel with such an impres-

sion of its efficacy. The sword of the spirit is used under the con-

viction that God in his sovereignty has withdrawn from it its ethereal

temper, and the anticipation of its powerlessness, by palsying the

hand that wields it, becomes the means of its own fulfilment."

"The conviction of the present practicability of duty, is indispen-

sable to the present performance of duty, and no pressure of obliga-

tion is sufficient to counteract the paralyzing persuasion of the utter

uselessness of effi^rt. The opposite conviction is, that it will not now

be done, and the belief that this is certain, though consistent with

the obligation of duty, is fatal to every effort requisite to the present

performance of duty. And such we think is the actual belief adopted

and acted upon by great numbers.''

" In proof of some great dissimilarity between the mode of preach-

ing the gospel in the apostolic age, and at the present day, we ask

whence the undeniable fact of the straight-onward unembarrassed

call to repentance by apostles, contrasted with the conscious hesita-

tion and embarrassment in uttering the same unqualified message on

the part of many a modem preacher?"—" We believe the true an-

swer to these inquiries is to be found in some peculiarity in the mode

of preaching the same gospel in these latter days ; a peculiarity

which so falls in with the tendency of the human mind to avoid the

pressure of present obligation, as to result in the anti-apostolic im-

pression on the minds of many, that nothing is to be done in the work

of conversion, but quietly to wait for a divine influence, as the first

cause of all doings that are not worse than useless." " And why,

we may ask, does the inspired narrative of the effects of the gospel,

exhibit it as uniformly, if effectual at all, of such sudden and power-

ful efficacy upon its listening hearers ? Such however are not the most

common views entertained respecting the preaching of the gospel

in our days. Such is not the honour conferred by the people on God's

own institution ; such is not the magnifying of their office by the mi-

nisters themselves. There is, if the more prevalent opinion be correct,

an indispensable, long, progressive preparation to be made. There

is the waiting attitude of dependent recipients, ready to take what

it may please a sovereign God to give.—But where ts the active moral
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agent, applying his wholo mental energy to the immediate work of

turning to God ?"—pp. 2,3, 4, 5.

Now wliat is all this, but admitting and affirming that the

doctrine which theologians, almost without exception, have

taught for the last fifteen centuries, that man is naturally

incapable, from the depravation of his physical constitution,

of exercising any obedient acts, and that moral means are

consequently utterly incompetent to excite him to exert such

actions, is still as generally held and taught by them ; and

has finally come to be universally believed, and almost in-

stinctively, as it were, acted on as indubitably in accord-

ance with truth ?

" The error then which in our view is the basis of these de-

sires of the sinner, respects the nature of a change of heart, and

the manner qf its production by divine agency. Of the nature of

this change many a sinner has nojust conceptions. The extent of his

views respecting it, is that it is some change, in consequence of

which, the service of God would be rendered easy and even delight-

ful ; a change which is produced by the power qf God exerted upon him

as its passive subject ; a change of course which involves no act qf self-

denial, no voluntary sacrijice—but rather a change like one supernatu-

rally wrought in some of his constitutional propensities or tastes for

certain kinds offood or drink, rendering agreeable what is now un-

pleasant or even loathsome. Hence the practical assumption on the

part of a sinner, that his exemption from punishment depends not at

all on what he does ; but in the most absolute and exclusive manner

on what God does."—" The affections of his heart, as he supposes,

remain fixed on their object the present moment, simply because

God has not detached them from it. He makes no effort to with-

draw them, since God without such effort on his part must, in his

view, do this, if it be done at all. Under this conviction of his own

passivity, each successive moment finds him cherishing still his idola-

trous affection for the world." p. 28, 29.
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But are not these views " of the nature of a change oj

heart, and the manner of its production by divine agency^^^

the result of the doctrine of physical depravity, and of that

only ? Is there any other theory, from which they have

ever been deduced, or with which they are at all compati-

ble ? And are they not identically the views which have

been entertained by Calvinists universally, and inculcated

by Edwards, Smalley, Dwight, Griffin, and this gentleman

himself?

" The necessity of this distinction then, is occasioned by the un-

guarded manner in which the gospel has sometimes been preached.

We refer to the exhibition which we think is often made of the mode

of the sinner's dependence on the grace of God in regeneration

;

a MODE which dispenses with all preliminary acts on the part of

the sinner, and thus denies the doctrine of using the means of re-

generation."

"Nor can we well suppress our surprise at the no uncommon

opinion, that the change in regeneration has no necessary connection

with truth, or with any acts of the sinner employed on the objects

which truth presents ; and that the change itself is of such a nature,

and takes place in such a manner, that it is quite immaterial whether

the sinner be asleep or awake ; we had almost said, whether he be

dead or alive."

—" Very unguarded language is often used on this subject. That

God can regenerate sinners without the use of means on their part

;

that the use of them has no necessary connection with the event

itself; that God can accomplish this change without truth, or atten-

tion to truth, as he can rear a harvest without the cultivation of the

earth, or the planting of the seed, are assertions which arefrequently

made, and which are supposed to express a truth essential tcr secure the

praise of this divine work to Him to whom it is due. And ifwe mistake

not, it is this supposed practical bearing of this view of the subject,

rather than legitimate evidence, wAkA has so extensively exalted it into

an article offaith.

" Where then is the warrant for the opinion, that before there can be
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the least possible fitness in God's moral government to secure its end,

viz. right moral action in men, He must literally recreate them, and

qualify them to perform right action, by changing the substantial pro-

perties oHheit very being." " Those then whose opinions we now con-

trovert, must maintain that the Scriptures teach the necessity ofa change

in the physical properties of the human soul, in order to secure holy ac-

tion in man. We ask then how it happens that they come to think

so ; how is it that they can so interpret the language of the sacred

volume ? In our view it is owing to their philosophy.

"As the basis of these scriptural [?] doctrines then, we say, they

assume as a fundamental and infallible principle that every event must

have a cause—that the cause of voluntary action is an efficient cause

;

i. e. they maintain that the reason why a man performs sinful action,

rather than holy action, and vice versa, is a cause which in its

very nature 'precludes all power in man to act othermse than he

does ; a cause which is connected with its effect by the same kind

of necessity, which connects causes and effects in the physical or

material world. Hence thisform of their doctrine, that man must

possess a sinful nature, as a part of the very substance of the

soul, to be the cause of sinful action ; and also a holy nature, as

a part of the very substance of the soul, to be the cause of holy

action.''''

Who now are they who thus hold and teach these repro-

bated doctrines, and have succeeded in thus diffusing the

fatal belief of them through the community .'' Are they

Arminians will it be pretended, who, though they hold the

doctrine of physical depravity, yet teach that God has pro-

vided a remedy for this incapacity of nature, by the grace

which he imparts to all ^ Is it to them that the discussion

is addressed ; and is it they, as the teachers of this doctrine

are here represented, who constitute the great body of our

clergy, and enjoy so commanding an influence, as to give

this extraordinary currency to their views ^ Or, are they

" Unitarians," who ** love so well to make and repeat"
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these " same charges ofabsurdity and inconsistency" against

Calvinists ? This will not be prenteded.

They are Calvinists then, and Calvinists alone, against

whom he alleges these " charges—which Unitarians love

so well to make and repeat," and which when his Inquiry

made its appearance, none but *' Arminian and Unitarian

writers" and " a few of our orthodox brethren," who " have

fallen into the same errors in interpreting the language of

later writers," were rash enough to bring against them.

Besides, these doctrines of constitutional depravity, physi-

cal regeneration, and the total unadaptedness ofmoral means

to change the heart, are in truth, as we have seen, identi-

cally the doctrines of Calvinists as a body, and have been

held and strenuously maintained by them in every period of

their history. " This form of their doctrine," which he

represents as the result of their false "philosophy," is pre-

cisely that in which they have universally exhibited it, and

this stigmatized method of reasoning from their " funda-

mental and infaUible principle," is that which they have

uniformly employed to sustain it. Such I have already

shown to be the fact in respect to Dwight, Smalley and

Edwards, who expressly state it as the basis of their theory

on the subject ; and such as we have seen is affirmed by the

Editor of the Spectator, to be the fact in respect to the Cal-

vinists in general.

The reviewer thus, so far forth as this discussion is con-

cerned, regards the Calvinists at large as indubitably hold-

ing the doctrine of physical depravity, and the various fa-

tal errors which it immediately involves, and as having

taught it so seriously, so clearly, and so incessantly, as

completely to establish it in the common faith, and give it

an almost resistless influence over the understanding, the
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conscience, and the heart ; and it was solely his overpow-

ering sense of the existence and extent of these evils,

that prompted him to this laborious effort to arrest their

progress, to disentangle the truth from misapprehension, to

revive the apostolic mode of preaching the Gospel, and so

intensely to illuminate the whole subject by the light of his

" true usus loquendi," and accurate analyses, and reason-

ings, as to leave those without excuse who hereafter continue

these fatal perversions.

This is undoubtedly sufficiently extraordinary—consider-

ing the boldness with which, both before and since the ut-

terance of these representations, he has affirmed, and the

efforts with which he has endeavoured to prove, that this

same doctrine is iwt held by the Calvinists either of New-

England, or elsewhere ; and that the ascription of it to

them is a mere Arminian or Unitarian misrepresentation,

the result of ignorance of " the nature of the subject," of

the " true usus loquendi," and of the history of New-Eng-

land theology. Such was his representation in his dis-

quisitions in the Spectator on the views of Edwards, Cal-

vin, and others, respecting original sin, and such likewise

are the intimations in his sermon and its preface, and the

statements in his Inquiry.

He thus stands before the world the bold and reiterating

assertor of these two contradictory representations. Which

of them—it is a matter of some curiosity at least to know

—are we to regard as exhibiting his real views ; or does

he verily entertain them both, and hope to accomplish the

delicate task of sustaining them ? If the New-England

divines are truly regarded as liolding the doctrine of phy-

sical 'depravity, his xcalous efforts to disprove it, when al-

leged by others, must, it would seem, as a matter of course.
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be given Up as erroneous. If they are not regarded as

holding it, then in adopting—after so many years of inqui-

ry and discussion—" the groundless charge" of it " which

Unitarians love so well to make and repeat," he is, it would

seem, guilty at least of as gross and more inexcusable in-

justice, than he has ascribed to them. Or, are we in deter-

mining the truth or error of these Conflicting statements,

to follow the rule of his " true usus loquendi," and by in-

terpreting his language according to " the nature of the

subject," as " known" by ourselves, ascribe to it the same

meaning in each instance, and thus make it the instrument

of uttering but one and the same representation ? I leave

it to the reader to form his own opinion on the subject, and

to him to offer such explanations as he may deem it to ad-

mit or require.

II. The next topic meriting notice, is " the import" with

which he erroneously exhibits the term regeneration, as

used by Calvinistic divines.

He represents it as denoting in its common, popular im-

port,—especially in formal discussions respecting the na-

ture and cause of the effect, of which it is the name,—a se-*

ries of perceiving and voluntary acts-—

" By using the means of regeneration—we understand those acts

which together with another act—are in the more popular use of

language, included under the term regeneration. Regeneration

considered as a moral change of which man is the subject,—in po-

pular use denotes, what in a more analytical mode of speaking, may
be viewed and described as made up of several particular acts and

states of mind, or as a series of such acts and states, which are yet

60 related and connected, that for all ordinary purposes, they are

sufficiently defined, when spoken of in combination, and ns consti-

tuting one act under one name."

23
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Such as are at all acquainted with the doctrines and lan-

guage of Calvinists on this subject, can scarcely need the

aid of proofs from me, to discern that all this is precisely

the reverse of fact. So far is that from being the sense

which Calvinistic usage assigns to the term, or with which

the Calvinistic theory on the subject even permits it to be

literally employed, that not a solitary individual of that

class—I venture to believe—can be pointed out, who has

used it, unless inadvertently and inconsistently with his the-

ory on the subject, with that signification—the disciples of

West and Emmons, who are not Calvinists on this subject,

being of course left out of the question ; or if any bearing

that designation can be found, who have employed it in that

sense, in any other way than inconsistently with their own

theoretical views, that fact alone sufficiently demonstrates

that their views, so far as this subject is concerned, are not

in truth Calvinistic, and that their use of the terms conse-

quently is of no authority in determining what its Calvin-

istic sense is. All this is abundantly apparent from the the-

ory of Calvinists in respect to regeneration as well as from

the most distinct and copious statements and definitions

—

The theory of Calvinists, is and ever has been, that the

mind, instead of acting, is passive in regeneration. This

the reviewer himself, in the foregoing passages, represents

as the prevalent doctrine ; and had he not admitted it, it is

too obviously the fact, to need to be very laboriously pro-

ved.—He says, such an '* exhibition is often made of the

mode of the sinner^s dependence on the grace of God in re-

generation,^^ as *' dispenses mth all preliminary acts on the

part of the sinner, and thus denies the dpctrine of using the

means of regeneration ;" and that it is
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" not an uncommon opinion that the change in regeneration

has no necessary connexion with truth, or with any acts of the

sinner employed on the objects which truth presents : and that

the change itself is of such a nature, and takes place in such a

manner, that it is quite immaterial whether the sinner be asleep

or awake ; we had almost said, whether he be dead or alive.^^—^

" Of the nature of this change many a sinner has no just con-

ceptions. The extent of his views respecting it is, that it is a

change which is produced by the power of God exerted upon him

as its Passive Subject ; a change like one supernaturally

wrought in some of his constitutional properties.

The prevalence of this doctrine is thus adverted to by

Dr. Cox, in his late sermon on the subject.

" One of the capital mistakes in theology, one that has been valued

as a limb of orthodoxy, but which may well be viewed as the great

paralyzer of preaching, is that of the sWegei^ passivity of the subject

in regeneration." " Such passivity, if admitted, would render it

impossible to show any harmony or accordance between regeneration

and accountability—it would paralyze the ministrations of the desk

just in proportion as the truth was manifested ; it would confound

those whom we wish to convince and persuade, and it would counter-

act, if not banish from our spheres, the genuine influences of the

Spirit of God. This lam persuaded it has done in thotuands ofdeplo-

rable instances."

To this doctrine of passivity in regeneration, the Calvi-

nists were necessarily led by their theory of depravity,

which placed the cause of the mind's sinning in the physical

constitution, and consequently made the removal of it by

regeneration, to consist in a change of that constitution, in

the accomplishment of which, the mind itself of course

could not act as the efficient, nor co-operate as a secondary

cause, but must necessarily be wholly passive. Thus

the reviewer himself says, they founded their doctrine on
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the assumption, " that the cause of voluntary action, is an

efficient cause,'"' and " maintain that the reason why a man

performs sinful action, rather than holy action, and vice

versa, \sa cause whichinitsverynature precludes allpower in

man to act otherwise than he does,'''—which of course then

lies in his physical constitution, and if he is unrenewed, is

nothing less than an absolute physical incapacity for exer-

cising obedient actions.—' Hence," he proceeds, " this

form of their doctrine, that man must possess a sinfid na-

ture as a part of the very substance of the soul, to be the

cause of sinful action ; and also a holy nature as a part of

the very substance of the soul, to be the cause of holy actionJ"

The " many[a sinner," therefore, who " has no just con-

ceptions of the nature" of regeneration, is nevertheless

forced irresistibly by the Calvinistic theory of depravity, to

regard it as " wrought in some of his constitutional pro-

perties," in order that " a part of the very substance of the

soul," may be converted into " a holy nature," so as to be-

come " the cause of holy action."

This theory of passivity resulted necessarily, in like

manner, from their doctrine that regeneration is produced

by a divine influence, exerted immediately on the mind, and

independently of all moral means. As the only capacity

for action, which the mind possesses, is that of a moral

agent, and the only mode in which it can exert that capa-

city, is that of volition, and of course therefore under the

influence of motives; it follows necessarily, that it can have

no agency whatever in giving birth to those effects, the mode

of whose production is such, as precludes the intervention

of motives.

Thus manifest is it from their whole theory on this sub-

ject, that the Calvinists regard regeneration as consisting in
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a change of " the very substance of the soul Itself," and not

in the manner of its acting. They of course therefore era-

ploy the term to designate such a change of the physical

constitution, and not a voluntary act, or series of acts ex-

erted by itself, such as the reviewer represents as included

under its " common popular import." Accordingly it were

easy to show by a multitude of quotations, both from the

later and older divines, that the term in its technical and

literal Calvinistic meaning, denotes a change, or what at

least involves a change, of " the substance of the soul

itself," produced by the power of God exerted upon it as

its passive subject," usually described as " the implantation

of a holy principle," or " holy disposition," or •' the com-

munication of holiness to the mind." A few only will be

selected. Dr. Dwight says,

" This cliange of heart consists in a relish for spiritual objects,

communicated to it by the power of the Holy Ghost." " The Spirit

of God does not, in my view, when he regenerates mankind, create

in them any volitions whatever, but merely communicates to them the

relish for spiritual objects, which has been here mentioned." " If the

volitions of man are not immediately created, they are either caused

by something in man, or they are casual. But they are not casual.

—

There was therefore in the mind of Adam certainly, a cause which

gave birth to the fact, that his volitions were virtuous and not sinful.

Thiscauseofnecessity preceded these volitions,and therefore certainly

existed in that state of mind which was previous to his first volition.

This state of inind then, this disposition of Adam existing antece-

dently to every volition, was the real cause why his volitions subse-

quently existing were virtuous."

" In regeneration the very same thing is done by the Spirit ofGod

for the soul, which was done for Adam by the same Divine Agent at

his creation. The soul of Adam was created with a relish for spirit-

ual objects. The soul of every man who becomes a christian is re-

newed by the communication of the same relish. In Adam this dis-
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position produced virtuous volitions. In every child of Adam, who

becomes the subject of virtue, it produces the same effects.''

" This change is the source of new views of spiritual and divine

objects.—It has been extensively supposed that the Spirit of Grace

regenerates mankind by communicating to them new, clearer, and

juster views of spiritual objects.—Yet it appears to me clear that

this account is not scriptural nor just. Without a relish for spiritual

objects, I cannot see that any discoveries concerning them, however

clear and bright, can render them pleasing to the soul. If they are

unpleasing in their very nature, they cannot be made agreeable by

having that nature unfolded more clearly. He who disrelishes the

taste of wine, will not relish it the more, the more distinctly and per-

fectly he perceives that taste.—To enable him to relish it, it seems

indispensable that his own taste should be changed, and in this man-

ner fitted to realize the pleasantness of wine.

" But the great difficulty in the present case is this; the nature of

the object perceived is disrelished. The more then it is perceived,

the more it must be disrelished of course, so long as the present taste

continues. It seems therefore indispensable that in order to the use-

fulness of such superior light to the mind, its relish with respect to

spiritual objects should first be changed. In this case the clearer

and brighter the views of such objects are, the more pleasing they

may be expected to become to the mind.

This I apprehend, is the true progress of this work in the human

soul. A relish for all spiritual objects never before existing in him,

is communicated to every man who is the subject of regeneration, by

the Spirit of God." " This change is instantaneous." " Regenera-

tion, according to every scheme, is the commencement of holiness in

the mind." " All that can be truly said to be gradual, with respect

to the subject is, either thatprocess of thought and affection which pre-

cedes regeneration, or that course of improvement in holiness by which

it is followed. But neither of these is intended in the Scriptures, not

ought to he intended in the conversation and writings of Christians, by

the word Regeneration."

"That act of the Spirit of God by which this disposition is commu-

nicated ; that is, the act of regenerating men ; and the disposition

itself which is communicated, I cannot be expected to describe.
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Neither of these things can in the abstract be known, or even con-
templated by such minds as ours. J^ot a single idea could ever be
formed concerning the nature or existence of either, were they not disco-
vered by their effects. It may however be useful to repeat, that what
I intend by this disposition is, the came which in the mind of man, pro-
duces all virtuous affections and volitions." Theology, Ser. 74. 76.

Nothing can be more obvious than that no acts of the
mind, either of perception or volition, are included under
the term regeneration, as used in these passages ; but that,

on the contrary, it is employed to designate a mere change
of the physical constitution. This is seen from his denial
that motives have any instrumentality in giving birth to it,

as no voluntary acts are ever exerted except under their

influence. He represents it, moreover, as the implantation
of a relish for spiritual things, by which objects of that kind
become motives, and that it is through that medium that it

comes to be the cause of holy volitions. Of course, then,
it must exist antecedently, not only to the exertion of these
volitions, but also to the perceptions themselves of the objects
toward which it exerts them. It takes place then previously
to, and wholly independently of these mental operations,—
which are the only modes in which the mind acts,—and
must therefore consist in a mere change of the nature of the
mind itself.

The term is used with the same import by Dr. Griffin, in
his Park-street Lectures.

" It is impossible, then, that a new disposition should be producedm a natural (I may add or even in a supernatural) way, by the influ-
ence of motives. Motives, as objects of love or aversion, occasion
the heart to act according to its existing disposition; and there their
power ends.

•' The power which changes the heart is immediate, acting through
no second cause, producing its effect by no instrument. '
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" It may then be asked, why should a second cause intervene, which

has no influence ? If divine power produces the whole effect, why

couple itself with a powerless cause ? These questions would be

unanswerable, if there was nothing to be done but to create, and

continue the new disposition ; but there are views, and affections,

and acts of the will, and motions of the body, to be produced, or the

disposition is utterly useless. In the production of all these, both in

their beginning and in all the degrees of their increase, truth, v/hen

it finds the disposition favourable, has the proper influence of a second

cause." " Now the word of God may be considered as acting on the

mind at three different stages : viz. before regeneration, at the time

of conversion, and in the progress of sanctification." " At the time

of conversion, the truths of the word are the instruments of producing

all the thoughts which fill the understanding, all the motions of the

heart, the will, and the body ; and are thus the instruments of pro-

ducing the whole of that turning which the word imports." '' Rege-

neration is the formation of the eye, but light is necessary to actual

vision. Thus conversion is brought about by the instrumentality of

the word."

No definition of the term regeneration can be framed, that

shall more absolutely, than this representation of it, exclude

from it all acts of the mind, and restrict its import to a mere

change of its nature produced by supernatural power. The

obedient acts of the mind are exhibited as the effects of re-

generation, and distinguished from it accordingly by the

term conversion ; and such is unquestionably the meaning

with which these terms are customarily employed. Dr.

Cox, in the sermon already referred to, represents it as one

of the "false and ruinous" dogmas very generally taught,

that

" Regeneration is the implantation of a certain kind of ' principle

of holiness,' which is incapable of definition or demonstration, and has

no connexion with human consciousness ; which precedes all active

mental kolincss, and is antecedent also to all ' the fruit of the spirit,"
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as specified in the New Testament; in the susception and sustentation

of which, the Creator is sole as well as sovereign agent ; man no
agent at all, but only a passive receiver, an unconscious subject

of the mysterious gratuity; and which is the happy contrary of a
principle of sin, which is concreated with us, and is the permanent
fund of all our depravity, in which also we are passive—though quite

active in exercising all the wickedness which flows (full copiously)

from such an inserted fountain, and which has its residence and loca-

tion somewhere in the texture of the soul, which is itself a very
wicked thing some how physiologically, in the very nature of it, an-

tecedent to any agency of ours."

" Regeneration consists in some secret physical motion on the soul,

which restores its dislocated powers, and cures the connatural dis-

eases of its texture."—" The soul is passive, entirely passive, and God
the sole agent in regeneration." p. 6.

The revievi^er's representation, that the term in its

" common popular import," denotes perceiving and volun-

tary acts of the mind, is thus precisely the reverse of fact,

and the reverse likewise of the views which he himself on
the same pages exhibits, as generally entertained respecting

the nature of regeneration itself.

By what inadvertence he fell into this total misapprehen-

sion of so plain a fact, or what advantage can resuh from it,

it is not easy to conjecture. The New-England clergy

will not be very likely to be betrayed by it, against the

testimony of consciousness in respect to themselves, and the

most notorious facts in respect to their cotemporaries and
predecessors, into the assumption that the meaning thus

ascribed to the term, is that with which it has been customa-

rily used.

This representation of its import being thus erroneous,

the various statements and reasonings which he advances

on the assumption of its truth, of course fall to the ground.

24
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If, however, on the other hand, his claims respecting its im-

port are conceded, it then becomes a matter of scarcely less

difficulty, to discern with what propriety it is, that he dwells

on other statements and arguments respecting the subject,

with so much minuteness and zeal. Thus immediately

after presenting us with this account of the popular import

of the term, he proceeds with an air of great originality, as

though advancing in an entirely unexplored path, to state

and prove, that there are mental acts and states which pre-

cede regeneration ; or which, at all events, in the order of

nature, precede the last act in that series which the term,

according to his account of it is employed to denote. Thus

he says:

" Applying the word regeneration then in some limited import not

precisely defined, we affirm that there are and must be certain

mental acts and states, which, in the order of nature at least, pre-

cede regeneration, or which precede, aswe propose to use the term

regeneration, that act of the will or heart, in which God is preferred

to every other object. Of these mental acts and states, our object

does not require that we give an accurate analysis. It is sufficient

for our purpose, to show that there are such acts and states, and

that we so far describe them, that it may be understood what class

of mental acts we designate, as preliminary to regeneration, and as-

constituting using 'the means of regeneration. We proceed to say

then, that before the act of the will or heart, in which the sinner

prefers God to every other object, the object of the preference must

be viewed or estimated as the greatest good. Before the object can

be viewed as the greatest good, it must bo compared with other ob-

jects, as both arc sources or means of good. Before this act of

comparing, there must be an act dictated, not by selfishness, but by

self-love, in which the mind determines to direct its thoughts to the

objects, for the sake of considering their relative value, of forming

a judgment respecting it, and of choosing one or the other as the

'ihief good. These acts also nuply, under a presentation of the ob-

jects »o the mind, an intellectual perception of their adaptcdncss to
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Ihe nature of man, as sources or means of happiness ; and also an
excitement of constitutional susceptibilities in view of the objects ;

i. e. involuntary propensities, inclinations or desires, toward each

object respectively."—pp. 19,20.

This is much as it would be in an optician to aiiirm that

there are, and must be certain acts and states, which in the

order of nature, precede that act which the term seeing is

employed to denote,—that before one can see, he must open

his eyes ; before he can exert that act, he must resolve to

open them ; before he can resolve to open them, he must

compare that with other acts as objects of choice ; before

this act, he must in like manner resolve to compare them

;

and before all this, he must be conscious that he has eyes,

that he can see with them, that there are objects to be seen,

that he is capable of making comparisons, resolutions, and

exerting acts ; and finally, which is the most profound of

all, that " these acts imply under a presentation of ob-

jects to the mind, an intellectual perception of their adapt-

edness to the nature of man, as means of happiness !"

How satisfactory it is to be at once thus easily admitted into

all the mysteries of a subject.

But who now are they, who are thus regarded as needing

this minute analysis and laborious proof, in order to be

convinced that there are acts that precede the last act in that

series, which the term regeneration, according to his state-

ment, is usually, employed to denote ^ Can it be that the

theologians whom he represents as using it in that sense,

still need to be convinced that there are such acts as they

employ the term to designate ? No such affirmations or

proofs can be necessary for the Calvinists, who use the

term, as I have shewn, to denote a change of the physical

constitution, as they have never denied or doubted that
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there are acts which immediately precede regeneration, but

have been fully aware of their existence and importance,

have treated of them in the most distinct and formal man-

ner, under the term conviction, in distinction from regene-

ration and conversion, and have regarded the use of the

means of regeneration as involved at least chiefly in their

excitement.

In like manner, if his representation of the sense in which

the term regeneration is generally used, is to be regarded

as correct, who are they, for whose instruction and convic-

tion, he thought that portion of his review necessary which

is employed in so laboriously proving, that regeneration it-

self, consists in a mere voluntary exertion of the mind, and

not in a change of its physical constitution ; as he there ad-

mits and affirms it is generally held to be. Are the great

body of the clergy and churches with whom he here takes

care to let us understand he is contending, so unfortunate

as really to entertain these precisely opposite views on the

same subject ? or is he so unhappy in all his statements re-

specting their use of the term regeneration, as totally to

misrepresent their doctrine.

III. The error into which he has thus fallen on this sub-

ject, has contributed, it would seem, to perplex his specula-

tions respecting the use of the means of regeneration.

The perpetual discussions and inextricable difficulties,

with which the church has been harassed on this topic,

have had their origin entirely in the prevalent theory of

depravity, and are its legitimate results. That doctrine

exhibits man as naturally totally incapable of acting obe-

diently, from a defect in his physical constitution ; and

consequently represents moral means, as wholly incompe-

tent and unadapted to load liim to obey. These two posi-
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tions have accordingly been formally taught by Calvinists

generally, as indubitably true, and among the most essen-

tial in their system. But it has offered itself resistlessly to

the common sense, both of such as taught, and such as

heard these doctrines, as a natural conclusion from them,

that moral means are then of no utility whatever to the

unrenewed ; and that consequently they are neither under

any obligation, nor rational inducement to use them.

These most manifest and formidable difficulties, presenting

themselves at every step, have been felt by Calvinists most

distressingly to embarrass their system ; and the object of

their discussions on the subject has been to exhibit some

method, by which to evade or surmount them, in consist-

ency with their theory. Accordingly, assuming the truth

of these two positions, they have laboured to rebut the

latter inference, by demonstrating from other sources, such

as the divine requirements, that men are under obligation

to use the means of regeneration, forgetting that their

theory, in denying their ability, necessarily involved a

denial also of their obligation to obey that command.

They have endeavoured in like manner to obviate the

former, by showing, that although the means of grace are

not at all instrumental to the renovation of the mind, yet

they render important services, by demonstrating their own

incapacity to change the heart, by showing the necessity of

a supernatural agent to accomplish that effect, and by illus-

trating the greatness of the power which is exerted in its

production ; and as these difficulties exist only in respect

to such as are unrenewed, their discussion has had refer-

ence only to the influence of the means of grace, antece-

dently to the accomplishment of regeneration. The truth

of all this is, without further proof, sufficiently apparent
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from the passages on the subject, whicli have already been

quoted from Dr. Dwight and Dr. Griffin. Of the exist-

ence of formidable difficulties on tliis subject the reviewer

is aware, and has laboured through a long series of pages

to escape, or overcome them, with what success I shall

now proceed to inquire. The most important of his state-

ments are presented in the following passages.

" Tlio question tlius naturally ariaca, wliat are the acts wliicli con-

stitute using the means of regeneration ? We answer, that by using

the means of regeneration, we do not understand any acts wliich

either precede, or arc to be distinguished from regeneration itself,

when this term is used in its more common popvilar import ; but we

understand those acts, which, together with another act, are in the

more po])ular use of language, included under the term regenera-

tion."

" Now from this more popular and comprehensive import of tlie

term regeneration, we are obliged, by the object in view, to depart,

when we speak of using the means of regeneration." " We suppose

the distinction between using the means of regeneration, and regene-

ration itself, is a theological rather than a scriptural distinction."

" Accordingly, when we apeak of the moans of regeneration, we

shall use the word regeneration, in a more limited import, than its

ordinary popular import, and shall confine it, chiefly for the sake of

convenient phraseology, to the act of the will or heart; in distinction

from other mental acts connected with it, or to that act of the will or

Jicart, which consiats in a preference of God to every other object."

"Jn thus confining the term regeneration to the act of the will or

heart, when we speak of using the means of regeneration, we do not

intend to decide any minute questions respecting the precise thing

done by the agency of the Spirit; nor whether his interposition docs

or docs not influence other acta beside that of the will or heart. All

that our proacut object requires us to say on these topics is, that

regeneration in the popular import of the term, is an event which

depcnda on the interposition of the Holy S])nit ;—that it so depends

on this interposition, that whatsoover part of that process of mental
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acts and states wliicli, in the popular uao of tlie term, constitute

regeneration, is produced by tliis divine interposition ; smnc jntrl

of the process is preliminary to such interposition, and preliminary

also to that, which in the limited use of the word, may be called

regeneration ; and that whatever acts be regarded as thus prelimi-

nary, they are to be regarded and spoken of, either as using the

means of grace, or as using the means of regeneration."

•' No acts of the sinner, done while the selfish principle remains

active in the heart, constitute using the means of regeneration."

" Those acts which are thus dictated by the instinctive desire of

happiness, and which are prior to that act of the will or heart, called

regeneration in the restricted sense of the term, constitute the sin-

ner's using the means of grace."

" The question therefore arises, where do wo place the using of

the means of regeneration ? Wc answer, under regeneration itself

in the comprehensive sense of that term,—in those acts of contem-

plating divine truth, which we have spoken of as necessarily co-

existing with the act of choice or love, denominated regeneration in

the restricted, theological meaning of the word. Up to that moment,

the selfish principle had predominated in the soul, and no acts per-

formed under Its influence, could be a using of the means of grace.

But at that moment, by the influence of the divine Spirit, the scllisli

principle ceases to predominate in the heart. At that moment God

and divine tilings stand before the soul, no longer i)reoccupicd by

supreme selfishness and love of the world. At that moment this

view of God and divine things becomes the iiicana of regenera-

tion:'' pp. 16, 10, 19,22. 210. 694.

These statements, iii place of extricating the subject from

the difficuhies with which it has heretofore been cmbarrasserl,

are themselves involved in extreme perplexity.

He places the use of the means of regeneration, in that

perception of truth, or attention to it, with which the mind

is employed cotcmporancously with the exertion of its first

right act,—" under regeneration itself in tlie cumpre/ienawe

sense of tiiat term—in those acts of contemplating truth,
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act of choice or love, denominated regeneration in the re-

stricted meaning of the word.''

But in placing the " using of the means of regeneration"

at this point, he has rendered it a matter of some difficulty,

to discern the utility or design of that large portion of his es-

say, which he employs in laboriously endeavouring to prove,

that " no acts of the sinner done while the selfish principle

remains active in the heart, constitute using the means of

regeneration." What additional light is thrown on the

subject by the endless repetition of a few common-places,

in all the forms of which they are susceptible, with which

we are served throughout that interminable argument ? So

far as they stand related to this subject, they amount to no-

thing more than showing, that acts of the heart, are not

acts of the understanding, that volitions are not perceptions,

or rather that perceptions which co-exist with selfish choices,

are not perceptions with which benevolent choices are co-

temporaneously exerted. Can it have been necessary to

employ so many pages of mataphysics to demonstrate this

truism ?

He moreover places " the using of the means of regene-

ration" exclusively in the perception of or attention to

truth, as distinguished from the exertion toward that truth

of "the act of choice or love, denominated regeneration in

the restricted meaning of the word." Otherwise he would

make " the using of the means of regeneration," to include

"regeneration itself" "in i\\e restricted me^\\n\^ ',''' which

is directly against his definition. Of what service then, 1

again ask, are all those pages, which are employed in show-

ing, that no selfish acti constitute a using of the means ol'

regeneration ? If the use of them consists in acts of per-
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ception simply, as distinguished from volitions, can it be

necessary to show that volitions are not such acts ? Above all,

if it is stated to consist in mere perceptions that co-exist

with a rigid act of choice, can it still remain necessary so

laboriously to prove, that selfish choices are not such a per-

ception ?

He represents those perceptions of truth, which consti-

tute " the using of the means of regeneration," as taking

place antecedently to the interposition of the Holy Spirit.

" Whatsoever part of that process of mental acts and

states, which in the popular use of the term, constitute re-

generation, is produced by this divine interposition ; some

jmrt of the process is preliminary to such interpositio7i, and

preliminary also to that which in the limited use of the

word, may be called regeneration ; and whatever acts he re-

garded as thus preliminary, they are to he regarded and spo-

ken of as using the means of grace.''''

It will probably be thought a bold act, especially for one

who professes not *' to decide any minute questions respect-

ing the precise thing done by the agency of the Holy Spi-

rit," thus peremptorily to determine when he does, and does

not interpose in accomplishing the work of regeneration.

But this statement is obnoxious to other serious objections.

It involves a denial of his own representation, that the

Spirit renews the mind through the instrumentality of truth,

and implies therefore that he produces that effect by chang-

ing the physical constitution. The only mode in which

regeneration can be produced through the instrumentality

of truth, is manifestly that simply of bringing it before the

mihd, that it may exert on the voluntary powers its natural

and appropriate influence. There is no ground to imagine

that motives are endowed with any supernatural power, or

25
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exert any extraordinary influence in the production of that

change. Their agency takes place on precisely the same

principles, as in all other instances. Such is the testimony

of all experience. The peculiarity in the effect results from

and corresponds to, the peculiarity of the moral influence.

The renewed will undoubtedly universally testify, that the

first right affections of which they were conscious, were exert-

ed under the influence of new and peculiar views of divine

things, and were only the natural and appropriate effects of

such views, and such as those and similar apprehensions are

accustomed to excite. The agency of the Spirit in renew-

ing the mind through their instrumentality, must accord-

ingly be employed in bringing this moral influence to bear

on the mind ;—in presenting to it that array of motives,

which sways it to right feeling. To deny this, and repre-

sent the whole moral influence under which the first right

aflfection is exerted, as acting on the mind before the inter-

position of the Spirit ; is plainly to deny that he renews it

through their instrumentality, and to exhibit his agency as

exerted directly on " the very substance of the soul itself,"

and employed therefore in producing in it a mere physical

change.

And placing, as he thus does, the " using of the means

of regeneration" in the mere perception of truth, which

the mind itself acquires previously to the intervention of the

Holy Spirit, it is not easy to see on what ground, in con-

sistency with this, it is, that he makes so broad a distinction

as he does, between this perception, and others which precede

it ; nor with what propriety he attaches so much import-

ance to his statement, even if admitted to be true, that "the

selfish principle is suspended," when this perception takes

place. Though he exhibits this perception as coexisting
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with the first right act, yet he cannot in consistency, claim

that the reason of the mind's exerting that obediept act, lies

in the nature of this perception, or its influence, as that

would be to represent the cause of the mind's exerting that

act, as existing in, and influencing it, before the Spirit's

intervention, according to his account of it. If the Holy
Spirit renews the mind, andyet does not commence his work,
until all the motives, which are cotemporary with the first

right act, are perceived and exerting their full influence on
the mind, it is incontrovertibly certain that he does not
renew it through their instrumentality, but must produce the

efiect by a change of the physical constitution. Where
then is there any propriety in assigning to this particular

perception only, the titJe of " using the means of regene-
ration," any more than to many others which precede it .?

If using those means lies simply in the perception of truth,

why does not the perception of it, when no right feelings

are exerted toward it, merit that name, as much as when,
from the intervention of another cause, such feelings are ex-

ercised ? Or how can it be made to appear satisfactorily,

that the mind in acquiring it, must be entirely free from
selfishness ^

His statements thus, if admitted, in place of disentang-

ling the subject, only involve it in new and more perplexing
difficulties. And this result is what might naturally be ex-

pected from the method which he takes to disembarrass con-
troverted subjects. This is, to assign such meanings to

the chief terms which are employed, as in his judgment
will make the views which they express consistent, and then
to define, affirm, and argue on the subject, precisely as

though those terms had been always used with these artifi-

cial significations
! Thus he employs a dozen pages or
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more, to prove that the term regeneration may be used, both

in the comprehensive and restricted sense, which he ascribes

to it ; and that it must be so employed, unless used to ex-

press incorrect views, and thence assumes and asserts that

it is actually to be interpreted as used in that manner, and

that by being taken in that sense, the subject is at once re-

lieved from all its difficulties.

" That the word regeneration may be used sometimes in a com-

prehensive, and sometimes in a restricted sense, is obvious—from the

nature of language. Many words in common use are complex terms,

which include a number of particulars, in connection with some one

leading idea." " But on the other hand, when a distinction is spe-

cifically made, when preceding acts of tlie mind are spoken of as means

which terminate in the performance of an act of duty, it is equally

clear that the word expressive of that actor duty, is no longer to be

taken in its comprehensive, but in its limited and specific import.

Yet a want of due attention to this fact, lias been a prolific source

of fierce logomachy respecting the means of regeneration. Previous

to'regeneration in the ordinary sense ofthe term, men are represented

in the Scriptures as enemies to God. Every act is treated as a per-

sistence in rebellion, and the very ' ploughing of the wicked' is de-

clared to be ' sin.' One class of divines, therefore, struck with the

absurdity of considering sinful actions as the means of holiness, have

totally denied that any act of the sinner, previous to a change of

heart, ia a using of the means of regeneration. Another class, ar-

guing correctly from the nature of the human mind, and the express

declarations of the Scriptures, that such means do exist, and must

be used previous to a change of heart, have fallen into the error

of maintaining, that sinful acts and doings constitute a using of

these means."—" Now the obvious distinction to which we have

alluded, between the comprehensive and the restricted import of the

term in question, resolves the whole difficulty. A using of the means

of regeneration there certainly must be, if by regeneration is meant

the final act of giving the heart to God. But if the term regenera-

tion is taken in its popular import, then those preceding acts under
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the influence of the selfish principle on which convicted sinners are

so much accustomed to rely, are not a using of the means of regene-

ration, nor have they any tendency toward such a result. Take the

word regeneration in its limited and specific import in the one case,

and in its ordinary and comprehensive one in the other, and the con-

troversy is ended." pp. 211,212,213.

He here assumes—the reader will perceive—that the

saim term will of course be used to express both these effects

—the first act of love, and those acts which precede it,

—

and intimates that it actually is so used by divines in their

discussions on the subject, and that it is owing wholly to

" want of due attention" to the difference of meaning with

which it is employed in the two cases, that their statements

and reasonings respecting it, have been involved in so much

perplexity. He, however, produces no example of its

having been used in accordance with his definition, and the

whole assumption, as I have already shown, and as his own

complaint indeed of inattention to the different meanings

which he ascribes to it implies, is wholly unauthorised.

The mode accordingly, in which he ends " the controver-

sy," is simply that of assigning to the term, two significa-

tions entirely unknown to former controversialists, and in-

compatible with their theoretical views, in such a manner as

totally to transfer the controversy from the point in debate,

to one where no difficulty whatever is felt, and then assum-

ing that those are its real and proper significations, and

actually expressive of the views which are entertained on

the subject ! a summary process truly to dry up this " pro-

lific source of fierce logomachy."

How this expedient is to " resolve the difficulties" of

those who do not happen to entertain the theory which he

employs the term to express, who regard regeneration, not
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as an act, or series of acts, but as a change of the physical

constitution, it is not easy to discern. Calvinists have not

employed the term regeneration to denote the first right act.

They have regarded that as the consequence of regeneration,

and distinguished it as such by the term conversion. Their

controversy respecting the use of the means of grace has

had no reference whatever to that act, but respected the

agency or period solely which precedes regeneration. Not

a solitary being can be found, I venture to believe, who

ever denied or doubted that the means of grace are used by

the mind, and used aright, at its conversion, or the exertion

of its first obedient act.

The method therefore in which he resolves " the whole

difficulty," is that of quitting the point where difficulties

exist, and carrying the question forward to one in I'espect

to which neither any perplexity is felt, nor any difierence

of opinion entertained

!

All the perplexities and contentions of the Calvinists on

the subject, are thus converted into a mere farce. Their

discussions have truly been " a fierce logomachy," accord-

ing to this account of them. They have involved them-

selves in doubts, contradictions, and endless embarrassments

on the subject, from mere "want of attention" to the fact,

that they had in truth no difficulty nor disagreement what-

ever in regard to it. It makes the question agitated for so

long a period, and with so much perplexity—whether the

unrenewed ever use the means of grace aright,—equally

vain and unmeaning ; as if by using them is meant the

perception of trutii cotemporaneomly tcith loving and ohey-

ing it, no room whatever is left for the inquiry whether they

use them who do not exert those obedient acts.

All these difficulties, both with which the reviewer has
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thus entangled himself, and with which the Calvinistic theory

is embarrassed, are undoubtedly, however, wholly artificial,

and the result of erroneous apprehensions. The subject

has not in itself any more inherent perplexity than any other.

It may, indeed, I think, with propriety, be regarded as one

of the most simple and easily comprehensible in the whole

circle of theology.

The means of grace, it is held on all hands, are the truths

of religion revealed to us in the Scriptures, and made ac-

cessible to our knowledge by the external universe and the

dispensations of Providence. They are means of grace, as

they are inducements to holiness,—instruments, or fitted to

be instruments, of exciting us to obey the gospel. To use

them accordingly, consists in bringing them before the mind,

and regarding them with attention, that they may enjoy an

opportunity of exerting their appropriate influence on the

voluntary powers.—This is undoubtedly the meaning with

which the phrase is used by Calvinists.—Now to such as

regard man as a moral agent, the efficient cause of his vol-

untary acts, capable of acting only in view of motives and

by choice, and as not obstructed by any physical depravity,

nor " selfish principle," which is only the same thing under

anew name, but completely capable of yielding obedience,

and therefore under obligation to obey the gospel ; what

room is there for perplexity here, any more than on any

other point involving our agency and obligations ? To
ask whether men can bring this moral influence to act on

their minds, is only in other words asking whether their

moral powers are such, that they are capable of perceiving

the truths of natural and revealed religion ; a fact which

the persons supposed, have already admitted. To ask

whether they do ever place themselves under this influence.
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is in like manner simply to ask, whether they ever have any

perceptions of divine things. To inquire whether they

ought to open their minds to its access, is asking whether

they ought to love and obey God ; and is only inquiring in

another form, whether they are capable of it, which is again

asking after what is already admitted ; and is as preposte-

rous, as it is to ask whether they are under any other obli-

gation. There is no more ground for raising this question

here, it seems to me, or propriety in it, than there is in

asking whether men generally ought to allow the truths

which relate to the persons, the lives, the rights, and the

property of their fellow-men, to have access to their minds,

and to exert their proper influence over their conduct. In

like manner, the question whether men use these means of

grace aright, is wholly without propriety, unless the object

be to learn whether they use them to that degree to which

they ought ;—a question which may indeed be asked with

good reason, but with as much propriety however in regard

to those who have been renewed, as to those who have not.

It being admitted at the outset, that men are capable of

performing all these various acts, that thence, and from the

divine requirement and its connexion with their happiness,

they are under obligation to perfoi'm them, and that they

neither will nor can pursue any other course, except as they

choose it, there is no room whatever left to raise the inquiry

whether they can or ought to exert them.—It is merely

running in a circle. And if by the question whether the

impenitent ever use them aright, is only meant whether they

have used them to the extent to which they ought, it has

no more appropriateness to them, than to those who are

regenerated.

To these statements, Calvinists themselves would un-
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doubtedly assent, were they to admit the great tact, on which

they all rest, that men possess the requisite capacity for

these acts. But that fact they do not admit, and thence it

is that all their difficulties arise.—They regard the mind as

infected with a physical depravity, which absolutely dis-

qualifies it for right actions, and renders it literally impossi-

ble that the truths of the gospel should excite, or have any

tendency to excite it to obedience. From its want, according

to this scheme, of a right disposition, and subjection to the

control of a wrong one, the only effect which motives can

possibly produce is, to excite to transgression, and conse-

quently the greater the extent is to which their influence is

carried, the greater and more intense will be the depravity

which they will excite. The difficulties, therefore, with

which Calvinists are perplexed on the subject, are the neces-

sary results of their theory, and can never be obviated

while that theory continues to be maintained. On the

ground of that theory, the question is asked with entire pro-

priety, and resistless force, how the means of grace can be

of any use to the unrenewed, and how the impenitent can be

under obligation to place themselves under their influence,

when it can only prove an intense and resistless temptation f

The only method, therefore, of" resolving these difficulties,"

is to give up that theory.—Merely to add—as the reviewer

has done to end the controversy—a new signification to the

terms which are employed to express it, and then apply them

to new subjects, may indeed add something to its confusion,

but will not obviate any difficulties while the errors from

which they spring continue to be held.

IV. The reviewer has fallen into another essential error,

in his representation that the feelings with which the mind

20
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directs its attention to truth, determines the moral character

of the affections, which it exercises under the influence of

that truth ;—that if the choice, by which it brings truth

before its eye, is unholy, all the choices to which the influ-

ence of that truth excites it, will infallibly be of the same

character.

This assumption lies at the foundation of a great portion

of his reasonings, and is incessantly reiterated throughout

his discussion. A single passage will sufficiently exhibit

the mode in which he presents it, and the important station

which it occupies *m his system.

" The'acts of the sinner which we are now considering, have,

while continued, an infalhble tendency to prevent his regeneration.

The tendency of the selfish principle being to subserve and gratify

itself in all specific action, amounts to a tendency to protect and per-

petuate its own existence ; accordingly we shall see that the transi

tion of the mind from the supreme love of the world to the supreme

love of God, without the suspension of the entire influence of the

former, and of all acts dictated by it, is in the most absolute sense

impossible. Before the supreme aifections of the lieart can be trans-

ferred from one object to another, the latter must be made the sub-

ject of consideration, and also of comparison with the former, as the

means of good ; and this must be done with the design of choosing

anew, one or the other as the supreme good. But as long as the self-

ish principle continues active in the mind, the only possible voluntary

acts arc those which are designed and fitted to subserve and gratify

this principle. To this end, all the thouglits, so far as they arc vo-

luntarily employed, are exclusively directed. The purpose being

taken, the grand question in regard to the desirableness of its object

is decided, and the decision supersedes all farther inquiry or consi-

deration in respect to the comparative worth of any other object.

Of course the acts of consideration and comparison requisite to a

new choice, are in the present state of the heart or affectiorvs, effec-
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tually excluded from the mind." " The same fatal tendency may be

traced in all the specific acts of the sinner which are dictated by the

selfish principle." " True it is, the sinner may employ his thoughts

on divine truth ; he may read the Word of God—he may hear the

Gospel preached—he may even speculate on its doctrines as a pro-

fessed and zealous advocate. But never are these things done while

under the active influence of the selfish principle, without proposing

some selfish end. For what other end can he act while under the

influence of the selfish principle .' But are not acts which respect

divine truth done from such a principle, and for such a purpose, as

truly adapted to prevent the sanctifying influence of truth, as any

other acts.' Is not this a palpable perversion of truth—a gross abuse

of it, which must, while persevered in, defeat the end for which it is

revealed ? Nor is this the only light in which the subject ought to

be viewed. Never does the sinner under the influence of the selfish

principle, direct his thoughts in such a manner to divine truth, that

it can reach and break down that principle. Never does he direct his

thoughts, or even suflTer them to be directed to truth, without devising

and adopting some expedient for the very purpose of resisting and

preventing its proper influence on the mind ; never without volunta-

rily forming either by perversions or false connections, or riirect de-

nials, such views of truth, of his relations to it, and its relations to

him, as tend to protect his supreme affection for wordly good ; never

without freely, deliberately, and with fixed purpose of heart, resolving

not to come under the full practical power of the truth. How can

it be otherwise ?"—so entirely does this principle, v/hile active in

the mind, control and direct all the thoughts, and modify and check all

the constitutional emotions and feelings in subserviency to itself; so

entirely does it employ them on the things of earth and time; so ab-

solutely does it enlist the whole man to secure its own gratification,

protection, and perpetuity, that it shuts every avenue of the mind

against the sanctifying approach of truth. No dungeon was ever

more firmly barred, or more deeply dark, than all the inner cham-

bers of the soul, when under the active tyranny of this principle.

How profoundly conscience sleeps ! How is every sensibility to the

excellence and worth of divine realities hushed ! How relentless

too in its dominion, and how desperate and triumphant in its resist-
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ancc of truth, and of the God of trntli. Were there no other access

to the inner man, except through tliis principle of the heart; were

there nothing to which the motives ofthe Gospel could be addressed,

but the hardihood of this fell spirit—no way to overcome this " strong

man," except by direct assault, then for aught we can see, the moral

transformation of the soul were hopeless even to Omnipotence."

—

p. "24—39.

According to these passages then, the choices which the

mind exercises under the influence of truth, are always of

precisely the same moral character as those by which it

fixes its attention on that truth. If it is unholy in its choice

to read, hear, or contemplate the divine word, it will infalli-

bly exhibit the same character in all the affections which it

exercises under its influence. That this is totally at va-

riance with fact, however, it can scarcely be necessary to

prove.

It is nothing more nor less than the Arminian doctrine,

under a new name, of the self-determining power of the

will ; as it represents that the choices which are exerted

under the influence of truth, are not determined by that

truth, but by the previous choices of the mind. It of course

involves a denial that the mind is determined in its volitions

by the influence of motives ; and renders them as inefficient

and useless as they are represented to be in the scheme

which exhibits God as the eflicient cause of our voluntary

acts.

It is totally at variance with all experience. So far is it

from being the fact, that we either do or can determine

the moral nature of our future volitions by our present ones,

or that our next choices will infallibly be of the same cha-

racter as those which we now exert, that no human being

can even in a solitary instance foresee, or predict with cer-
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tainty what the nature of his next voUtion will be ; and for

this plain reason, that the aflections and choices which we

exert,' depend wholly on the motives which influence us.

But we can never foresee for an instant what our next per-

ceptions are to be. We cannot even discern with certainty

to what subject they will relate, much less what their pre-

cise modification will be, their connection with our present

thoughts, their extent and their intensity. Such is preemi-

nently the fact in moments of high excitement, when the

perceptions are rapid, intense, and from the quickened

power of association, transferred from object to object, ap-

parently little connected with each other, with the rapidity

of light. Let any one make the trial, and he will find that

the future is an abyss of darkness, into which his keenest

glances are utterly unable to penetrate. Every hour's ex-

perience thus shows this representation to be wholly erro-

neous.

Our present choices may undoubtedly influence our next

and future volitions, and in two ways ; as they are instru-

mental in determining our perceptions, and as they are

themselves recollected. In the latter case, they become

motives, and exert their influence in precisely the same

manner as others. In the former, their agency is employed

in simply introducing motives to our minds. But they are

not in either case the only cause which acts on us, but are

only one among multitudes ; and the volitions which are

exercised in consequence of their agency, are not necessarily

or uniformly of the same moral character with them, but

depend on the nature of the motives which influence the

mind, by whatever instrumentality they are placed before

it, and are virtuous or sinful as their predominating influ-

ence excites to the one or the other.
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Another insuperable objection to the reviewer's repre-

sentation is, that it exhibits it as utterly impossible, that

the character of our volitions should ever be changed

through the instrumentality Qf moral means. If our present

choice determines what the nature of the next shall be, and

this in like manner determines the nature of that by which

it is followed, and thus each certainly and necessarily trans-

mits its own character to its successor, there is of course

no hope nor possibility that motives should ever prove the

instrument of introducing a change in their character.

The important office of determining the moral nature of

our choices does not pertain to them at all, but belongs

solely to the first volition in the series ; much in the same

manner as the constitution of each generation in a race

of animals, depends on that of their first progenitors.

The only mode in which the agency can be changed is

through a change of the physical constitution. It is, of

course, equally impossible, on this scheme, as I shall have

occasion to show more fully hereafter, that the selfish prin-

ciple, which occupies so important a station in tlie re-

viewer's system, should ever be " suspended," except

through a similar instrumentahty.

This scheme of volitions sustaining towards each other

this relation of cause and effect, and transmitting from one

to the other the same unchanging moral likeness, though

somewhat different, is equally erroneous and absurd, as the

theory of permanent volitions, which in the Inquiry, he

ascribed to Dr. Dwight, and sanctioned by his approval.

V. Another essential error which runs through the whole

web of his speculations, and is the last to which I shall

advert, is that his statements and reasonings, occupying so
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large a portion of his pages, respecting " the selfish prin-

ciple," imply that it is a constitutional attribute of the

mind, and are perplexed accordingly with all the difficul-

ties, and obnoxious to all the objections, which embarrass

the doctrme of physical depravity. This feature of his

theory exhibits itself in a variety of aspects.

Thus " the selfish principle," according to his account

of it, is not a mere characteristic of volitions which are

exerted successively, but exists permanently in the mind,

and imparts its character to those volitions.

" The tendency of the selfish principle being to subserve and

gratify itself in all specific action, amounts to a tendency to protect

and perpetuate its own existence. Accordingly, we shall see that

the transition of the mind from the supreme love of the world, to the

supreme love of God, without the suspension of the entire influence

of the former-, and of all acts dictated by it, is in the most abso-

lute sense impossible." " But so long- as the selfish principle

continues active in the mind, the only possible voluntary acts,

are those which are designed and fitted to subserve this prin-

ciple." " A transition, therefore, from the supreme" love of the

world, to the supreme love of God, without intervening mental acts,

which involve the suspension of the former, and of all acts dic-

tated by it, is impossible." p- 34, 35.

The " selfish principle" is thus exhibited, like the sinful

disposition in the Calvinistic theory, as a " cause whence

volitions flow ;" as dictating them, communicating to them

their character, making them the instruments of its gratifi-

cation, and exerting over them so predominating and re-

sistless an influence, as to render it absolutely impossible

that any other than the selfish volitions to which it gives

birth should be exerted, while it continues to exist in the

mind. But if it is thus the cause of these volitions, it nucst
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of course exist antecedently to their being exerted, and

when therefore nothing but its physical nature is predicablc

of the mind. And as it is the same principle, not a series

of principles, which is thus represented as producing these

effects, it must of course exist permanently in the mind,

and constitute one of its physical attributes.

We are carried to the same conclusion by the broad

dissimilarity which his account of them represents as exist-

ing, between this " selfish principle," and " self love."

He does not regard " this selfish principle" as a mere mo-

dification of the desire of happiness, or mode in which that

desire exerts itself, but exhibits it as a totally distinct, dis-

similar, and even hostile principle.

The desire of happiness is undoubtedly the original of

all the desires, or rather is the sole desire which the mind

exercises. The others, which the common philosophy

exhibits as different species, are only modifications of this,

—the modes in which it exerts itself,—and receive their de-

signation from those modes, or the objects in which it seeks

its gratification. It is the primary impulse in every volun-

tary action, and the ground of the fact that the choices of

the mind are always as the greatest apparent good ; and

the various names by which it is distinguished, are derived

from the varying modes or objects in which it seeks the

enjoyment of that good. It is benevolent, when it exerts

itself consistently with the rights and favourably to the hap-

piness of others ; and selfish when it seeks its object at the

expense of their well-being. It is avarice when it selects

wealth as the chief source of gratification ; ambition when

it seeks it in power, and the love of fame when it fixes on

the admiration of men for that purpose. It of course there-

fore cannot with any propriety be in any of these instances
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denominated a principle of the mind, if the term is employed

to denote an original attribute, in distinction from a mode

of action. It is not itself such a principle, but a mere ope-

ration of the mind, and the result solely of the agency of

motives on it,—so absolutely that were the mind never to

gain perceptions of objects from which happiness is ob-

tained, this desire could never be exerted.

The reverse however of all this are the nature and of-

fice of this selfish principle, as it is exhibited by the re-

viewer. It is not an operation of the mind, as he repre-

sents it, but a principle that acts ; not a mere modification

of the desire of happiness, but a principle unlike and incom-

patible indeed, it would seem with that, and needs to be

"suspended" from its agency, in order that that may rise to

a controlling influence over the mind.

" Is it then said, that the sinner may certainly be induced to look

at the necessity of renouncing the world, to escape future punish-

ment, and that he may thus be led soberly to consider his ways, and

to ponder the wisdom of his present choice, and to bethink himself

whether he will not resort to the only source of true happiness ? This

we readily admit. But the question is, what can prompt to such

acts of consideration ? Not surely the selfish principle. This never

prompted a sinner to such meditations for such a purpose. The self-

ish principle never put a sinner upon a course of sober contemplation,

to frustrate his main object. When was it known that one's go-

verning purpose, employed the mind in devising ways and means of

defeating itself? The acts of consideration now supposed, therefore,

instead of being dictated by the selfish principle, are to be traced

to a very different origin. The truths presented to the mind

have touched some other sensibility of the man. Instead of being

induced to ponder thus soberly, the things of eternity, in order to

subserve the selfish principle, this principle, for the time being,

has lost its controlling power, and his sober contemplations are

prompted by that first and essential principle of our nature, the

desire of happiness. The man is not thinking and acting to ac-

27
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complish any selfish worldly purpose whatsoever; but as a being ca-

pable of happiness, and desirino- it, is considering whether he will

not, for the purpose of obtaining the highest degree of it, renounce

every inferior object of affection for the supreme good. The case

therefore now stated, sliows that the only supposable acts of a sinner,

with which his regeneration can be connected, involve the suspended

influence of the selfish 'principle, and, how impossible it is, that

without such a suspension, the heart should be changed. So en-

tirely does this principle, while active in the mind, control and di-

rect the thoughts, and modify and check all the constitutional

emotions and feelings in subserviency to itself; so entirely does

it employ them on the things of earth and time ; so absolutely does

it enlist the whole man to secure its own gratification, protection,

and perpetuity, that it shuts every avenue of the mind against the

sanctifying approach of truth."—p. 38, 39.

So far is it, therefore, according to this representation,

from being a mere mode in which the desire of happiness

exerts itself, that it is essentially incompatible with and hos-

tile to that desire. Instead of being one of its modifica-

tions, it checks, modifies and controls that and all other

*' constitutional emotions and feelings, in subserviency to

itself." But if it thus controls this desire, it plainly pre-

cedes it in existence, and must therefore belong to the mind

before even those perceptions take place, which are the

instruments of exciting that desire, and antecedently there-

fore to the ^rst operation of the mind, and when nothing

belongs to it, except its physical nature. If it controls and di-

rects all the thoughts, and modifies and checks all the con-

stitutional emotions and feelings, in subserviency to itself, it

manifestly is not itself one of those thoughts or feelings,

and not therefore an operation of the mind, but precedes

them all, and exists when nothing can be ascribed to the

mind, but its constitutional attributes.

This " principle is not governed in its operations," ac-
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cording to his account of it, by the influence of motives, but

on the contrary, determines and controls the influence

r which they exert. If it " entirely controls and directs the

thoughts," which undoubtedly constitute, at least, a large

portion of the motives that influence the mind ; such, of

course, is the fact, so far forth as they are concerned ; and

such must it be, likewise, in respect to all, if it "entirely

modifies and checks all the constitutional emotions and

feelings in subserviency to itself," which are admitted on

all hands, to be governed in their operations by the influ-

ence of motives, and which cannot therefore be thus entirely

controlled by a power lying back of them, except as it exerts

its agency through their instrumentality, and modifies them

also, as well as all " the constitutional emotions and feel-

ings," which are exerted under their influence,—" in sub-

serviency to itself."

Accordingly he says, that " so entirely does this principle

—control and direct the thoughts, and modify and check

all the constitutional emotions and feelings in subserviency

to itself

—

that it shuts every avenue of the mind against the

sanctifying approach of truth. No dungeon icas ever more

firmly barred, or more deeply dark, than all the inner cham-

bers of the soul, when under the active tyranny of this prin-

ciple.—Were there no other access to the inner man except

through this principle of the heart ; were there nothing to

which the motives of the gospel could be addressed, but the

hardihood of this fell spirit, no way to overcome this ' strong

man,' except by direct assault, then for aught we can see,

the moral transformation of the soul were hopeless even to

Omnipotence."

It follows therefore irresistibly, that the only way in

which this " strong man" can be overcome, is by changing
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the physical constitution of the mind. Ifas he thus represents,

it has all the moral influence that ever reaches the mind,

entirely under its control, and " modifies and checks it in

subserviency to itself," if " never does the sinner, under the

influence of the selfish principle, direct his thouf^hts in sibck

a manner to divine truth, that it can reach and break down

that principle ;" if " never does he direct his thoughts, or

even suffer them to be directed to truth, without devising and

adopting some expedient for the very purpose of resisting

and preventing its proper influence ; never without volun-

tarily forming, either by perversions, or false connexions,

or direct denials, such views of truth, of his relations to it,

and its relations to him, as tend to protect his supreme

affection for worldly good ; never, without freely, delibe-

rately, and with fixed purpose of heart, resolving not to

come under the full practical power of the truth ;" and

finally if, as he elsewhere teaches, the feelings with which

the mind turns its attention to the truth, infallibly determine

the nature of the affections which it exerts under its influ-

ence,—each preceding volition transmitting its exact moral

character to its successor,—then it is clear, beyond contro-

versy, that " the hardihood of this fell spirit" can never be

overcome through the instrumentality of a moral influence ;

and if overcome at all, therefore, must be subdued by a

mere physical agency, employed in changing the physical

constitution.

Thus in whatever relation we contemplate his exhibition

of this selfish principle, it wears the aspect of the theory of

physical depravity, and is nothing else than that doctrine

under a new name, without any amendment of its errors, or

diminution of its perplexities.

Many other representations and arguments occur in the
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progress of the review, that are obnoxious to similar ani-

madversion, but I content myself with this notice of the

main pillars of its system, with the subversion of which the

whole fabric necessarily falls to the ground.

I have been led to this exhibition of the " principles"

which the chief statements and reasonings of the reviewer

involve, partly for the purpose of correcting the erroneous

impression, which seems to have gained some currency, that

his doctrines on this subject accord essentially with those

which are held by myself, and that consequently the views

which I have heretofore presented to the public, are obnox-

ious to the objections which so obviously embarrass those

which he has thought proper to advocate. To such as shall

peruse these pages, or those that have preceded them on

the subject, it will become apparent that little reason has

existed for the indulgence of that impression. The system

which it has been the object of this work to exhibit, will not

be found to be encumbered by the " stubble" of a " sinful

disposition," a " selfish principle," an " immanent" and

perpetual " volition," nor any other modification of physi-

cal depravity, but to be simple,—it is believed—consistent,

adjusted to the attributes of our nature, and the principles

of the divine government, and to be commended therefore

to the understanding and the heart, alike by the sanction of

revelation, and the corroborating testimony of conscious-

ness.

So far is the reviewer however from having consistently

adopted it, or advanced—as it would seem—after so many
years of inquiry and discussion, even to a comprehension

of its nature, that he has yet to go through the preliminary

process of deliverance from the theory of physical depra-

vity, in the bewildering mazes of which he still continues
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to wander. In place of extricating himself from that scheme,

he has been endeavouring to incorporate with its unconge-

nial elements, such portions of the opposite system as he

has happened to embrace, and has finally completed their

confusion, by intermingling with the mass, the still more

repugnant ingredients of his doctrine of immanent choices,

and volitions transmitting their moral character from one to

the other.

Those who are acquainted with the history of these dis-

cussions respecting the nature of man and his agency, so

far as I have been concerned in them, are aware that the

views which 1 have exhibited, were not only adopted and

made public without any intercourse whatever with him, but

had long been held, and some of the most essential of them

sent forth from the press, before his attention began to be

attracted to the subject.

For whatever views, therefore, I have advanced, I alone

am responsible, and am responsible for those only. For the

obnoxious theories which the reviewer has attempted to in-

corporate with them, or with other doctrines, whatever

defence or explanation may be thought to be required, must

in like manner, be sought from him.
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THE BIBLICAL REPERTORY'S REVIEW

CALVINISTIC DOCTRINE OF DEPRAVITY

The author of the Review in the Biblical Repertory (of

April last, of Dr. Cox's Sermon on Regeneration, intro-

duces the discussion to which its numerous pages are devo-

ted, by deprecating controversies generally on subjects of

religion ;
—^especially such, it would seem from his intima-

tions, as those respecting moral agency, which have now

for several years, to some extent, attracted public attention,

—

as the offspring of ill-judged zeal, fruitful of obstructions

to the piety and peace of the church, and from the passions

which they are thought to exhibit and to be adapted to ex-

cite, uobecoming the christian name. To the utterance of

this censure, however, he was obviously prompted by the

conviction that the views of those whom he reprehends are

essentially incorrect, and their controversies consequently

tn effect, mere eftbrts to subvert the truth and give currency

to error ; and the justice of his reproach is accordingly

entirely dependent on the propriety of that assumption.

29
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If the system of doctrines which he entertains, is as de-

monstratively the system of the gospel as he imagines it to

be, and is thence causelessly called in question by those

whom he assails, they undoubtedly merit, for intruding

their discussion on the peace of the church, not only his

animadversion, but still severer rebukes from those who

have unhappily been betrayed by their instrumentality into

the adoption of their sentiments.

This, however, it should have occurred to this writer, is

the very point in debate, the assumption of which, apart

from all discussion, can with no more propriety be made by

him, than might a similar assumption by those to whom he

stands opposed, in favour of the sentiments which they en-

tertain. He is undoubtedly sufficiently confident of the

truth of the doctrines which he has undertaken to defend,

and will be happy by his statement and commendation of

them, to persuade others of their truth. But those on

whom he has thought proper to cast his censure for ventu-

ring to teach their differing sentiments, are not less firmly

assured of the truth of their doctrines, and equally regard

themselves as under obligation, and claim an equal right

to inculcate and maintain them.

That he cannot have meant to denounce all theological

controversy without exception, whatever may be its object or

character, is obvious from his having immediately stepped

forth and taken so strenuous a part in this discussion; and

to have advanced such a sentiment, were even worse than

to have taught the doctrine of physical depravity. It

would be to exhibit the circumstance, that others had given

publicity to sentiments peculiar to themselves, no matter to

what subject they might relate, nor how erroneous or hurt-

ful they'might be, as not merely presenting to all others a
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sufficient reason for suppressing their own views, but as de-

volving on them an imperious obligation, in order to avoid

the guilt of controversy, at once to stifle the voice of truth,

and yield to error undisputed and unobstructed sway ;—

a

doctrine that would find as little countenance in the example

of those whom it is the reviewer's object to vindicate, as in

his own. Calvinists and protestants of every name, have

ever claimed it as their inalienable right to judge for them-

selves of the truths of religion, and regarded it as an essen-

tial privilege and imperious duty, to teach and defend, no

matter by what errors or errorists they were opposed, what

they believe to be doctrines of the gospel ; and what they

thus justly claim for themselves, they must of course as

willingly allow to others.

This right of private judgment being thus common and

inalienable, the true course undoubtedly is, for each, with

Christian candour, independence, and decision, to teach and

defend whatever he conscientiously regards as the doctrines

of the gospel, and to oppose and endeavour to overthrow

all sentiments whatever, taught under their name, which are

in his judgment erroneous. To reject this rule on the

ground that controversy is necessarily incompatible with

christian character, were an indignity to religion. It would

be to represent it as incapable of upright, rational, and

conscientious vindication, and to exhibit its friends as at

liberty to leave it without an effort for its defence, to be

overborne and supplanted by error. To reject it on the

ground that discussion can only be productive of evil, were

equally reproachful to the gospel, as it would be to repre-

sent its defence as a task as difficult to achieve, as that of

the errors to which it stands opposed ; and that even less

mischief would result from the undisturbed prevalence of
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false doctrines, than from tlie struggle consequent on an

effort to overthrow them, and give supremacy to truth.

Such being the obvious rights and obligations of all, the

proper method of determining the truth as manifestly, not

that of mere assumption on the one hand, nor denunciation

on the other, but of dispassionate discussion, in which truth

is the sole object sought, and evidence the medium of disco-

vering it. Those, therefore, whom the reviewer assails, will

undoubtedly continue to regard it as within the sphere of

their duty, to pursue their inquiries on these topics, and

give publicity to their views, and to tax those with whom

they disagree, with the task of defending] their opposing

sentiments, until they shall either succeed in gaining a

general prevalence for the doctrines which they hold, or such

superior evidence shall be brought to sustain the system

from which they dissent, as shall convince them and the

public, that they are in error in respect to its character.

Under the impulse, accordingly, of these sentiments, I

shall myself, without feeling that I am trespassing on the

interests of the church, or owe any apology for it to the

public, take leave to point out such difficulties as seem to

me to perplex some of the more important of his represen-

tations, and to ask of him some additional confirmation of

his doctrines, before I yield to them the implicit assent which

he so zealously solicits ; a task on which I enter the more

cheerfully, that the mature consideration of the subject and

logical skill which his discussion exhibits, and the ingenuous

and conciliatory spirit by which it is characterised, are

assurances, that the truth and force of whatever objections

are justly offered to his views, will be adequately seen, and

candidly appreciated.

The object of his discussion is, on the one hand, by quo-

tations from their works, explanations of their views, and ^
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statement of his own theory on the subject, to acquit the

older Calvinists and their modern disciples of the charge

of having taught, expressly or by implication, the doctrines

of physical depravity and regeneration ; and on the other,

to retort and fasten the charge of essential error on the dif-

fering sentiments of those who have imputed to them those

doctrines. Many of his animadversions on this latter topic,

have their chief reference obviously to the perplexed and

vacillating representations on the subject, neither meriting

nor admitting vindication, which had made their appearance

in the Christian Spectator, and which are regarded with as

little approbation by at least most of those to whom this

writer stands opposed, as by himself. The inquiries on

which I am about to enter, are not to be conducted with

any reference whatever to them, but will have it for their

sole object to ascertain the accuracy or error of the reviewer's

statements respecting the Calvinistic doctrine of depravity.

The occasion and object of his discussion, are seen from

the following paragraphs.

" To ascribe to men opinions, which, according to our notions, may

be inferred from the principles which they avow—is an impropriety

of very frequent occurrence, and of which we think we have great

reason to complain in the sermon before us."

" While we give Dr. Cox full credit for sincerity, and acquit him

of entertaining any bad feelings toward his brethren, we still think

that he is chargeable with grossly misrepresenting their opinions,

and holding them up to a contempt and reprobation, due only to his

acknowledged caricatures."

" We have no doubt, that most of what is here stated, was intended

as an exhibition of the doctrines of the old Calvinists. Our reason

for thinking so is, that we are accustomed to see such, and even still

more gross misrepresentations of these doctrines, though we acknow-

ledge not often from such men as Dr. Cox. It is, however, notorious.
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that this class of theologians are constantly represented as maintain-

inor that ' man has no ability, even if he had an inclination, to believe

the gospel, and be saved'—that man's depravity ' is a physical defect'

that regeneration is ' a physical change,' &c. Representations have

been made of these doctrines, which we had supposed no man, who

felt the obligation ' of interpreting language in conformity with the

known and declared nature of the thing described,' could ever allow

himself to make. Belonging as we do to the class, which for the

sake of convenience and distinction we have called old Calvinists, we

feed ourselves aggrieved by such representations, and called upon to

show, that no such doctrines can be fairly imputed to the elder Cal-

vinists. It will not be expected, that in a single article we should go

over the formidable list presented by Dr. Cox. We shall for the

present, at least, confine ourselves to the doctrine of this sermon, and

show that the old standard Calvinistic authors expressly disclaim the

opinions here imputed to them, and that they are not fairly deducible

from any of the principles which they avow. Should we entirely fail

as to the second point, it would still be very unjust to charge men

with holding doctrines which they constantly disclaim, because we

consider them as flowing from their principles.

" The two main points of Dr. Cox's sermon are, first, that regene-

ration is a moral, in distinction from a physical change ; and secondly,

that it occurs in a manner perfectly accordant with the active powers

of the soul. We use the word physical, not as synonymous with

natural, but in the sense in which it is used in this sermon, implying

something referring to the substance or essence. By physical rege-

neration, in this sense, is intended a change in the essence or

essential properties of the soul, or in the language of Dr. Cox, an

influence by which 'the connatural diseases in the texture of the soul

are healed.' Our object is to show that Dr. Cox has misrepresented

the views of his brethren on this subject ; that they hold to no change

in the substance of the soul, nor in any of its essential properties, but

tiniformly teach that the change is a moral one, and takes place in a

manner perfectly congruous to the nature of a rational and active

being. We appeal to the language and doctrines of all the old Cal-

vinistic divines, in support of this assertion." P. 252—255.

These grave asseverations are not offered as the offspring
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of mere conjecture nor hasty and partial inquiry, but as

the result of cautious and thorough investigation, which a

host of proofs concur in sustaining, and nothing is found to

contravene. Is such then the fact, or is it the lot of the

reviewer, in place of those whom he arraigns, to have fallen

into a total misapprehension of the subject ?

To determine this inquiry, I shall offer some observations

on some of the mental operations, which may be regarded

as deriving their distinctive character from the physical na-

ture of the mind, and contrast with them the doctrines of

the Calvinists and the statements and reasonings of the re-

viewer on the subject.

All our knowledge of the mind is derived from its ope-

rations. It is from them that we learn its existence, and

form all our views of its nature. Some of its opera-

tions reveal to us one class of its attributes, and some an-

other. In one variety its active powers are chiefly seen
;

in others its involuntary susceptibilities ; and our conclusions

in regard to the one or the other, are modified as these

operations are seen to derive more or less of their peculia-

rities from the nature of the mind itself, or from the agency
of the external causes which are the occasions of its giving

birth to these effects.

What then must belong to a perception, emotion, or other

mental act, in order that it may properly be regarded as

receiving its peculiarity of character from the physical na-

ture of the mind itself, and as thence forming a fit ground
for ascribing or denying to that nature, a peculiar suscepti-

bility or capacity, as the cause of that effect ?

To this class all those undoubtedly belong, to which it

gives birth from the necessity of its nature, such as percep-

tions and emotions that take place involuntarily. Effects
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ol' external objects, are necessarily referred to its physical

constitution as their cause, and furnish legitimate ground

for inference respecting its nature and capacities.

Of these classes of effects, the first in order is that of the

perceptions, which take place necessarily from the in-

fluence of external objects on the corporeal organs, or

come into existence involuntarily, in association with sensa-

tions or other perceptions, such as the connection of cause

and effect, the proportions of numbers, and the relations of

diflering truths and propositions to one another. All these

perceptions and judgments in respect to them, are clearly

wholly unavoidable by the mind, under the influence which

acts on it, and are the necessary result of its physical

nature.

Another class of its involuntary effects, is that of the emo-

tions, or instinctive feelings of pleasure and pain, which

necessarily spring up in it under the influence of its per-

ceptions, in the same manner as its perceptions are them-

selves produced unavoidably by the agency of external

objects ; and which, like those perceptions, are obviously

mere physical effects, having the whole foundation of tlieir

existence and nature, in the nature of the mind itself. They

form therefore a just ground of inference respecting that

nature, and oblige us to ascribe to it peculiar powers and

susceptibilities, as the causes of these effects. It cannot be

supposed to give birth to effects without a capacity for be-

ing their subject and cause, nor that these differing species

of effects could take place in it, under the corresponding

varieties of influence that act on it, were not its physical

nature what it is ; nor therefore that other kinds of effects

could be i)roduced in it by these same influences, unless
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such a change were previously wrought in its own nature,

as to vary its powers and susceptibilities. Were identically

the same perception which has hitherto instinctively excited

pleasurable emotions, henceforth to awaken those which are

painful ; were danger to inspire tranquillity, and safety to

overwhelm with fear ; were virtue to inflict the horrors of

remorse and guilt to beget a consciousness of rectitude and

self-approbation ; we should be forced to the conclusion

that this change in the effect was the result of a change in

the nature of the mind itself, and should ascribe to it attri-

butes accordingly, the reverse of those Avhich it had previ-

ously possessed.

Beyond its susceptibility of being thus instinctively af-

fected by the perceptions that take place in it, the mind has

the further capacity of voluntarily exerting itself under

their excitement ;—of placing or continuing itself under

their influence, that by their continuance or repetition, the

involuntary emotions which they excite, maybe repeated or

prolonged ; and this capacity likewise has its foundation in

its physical nature.

None of its perceptions ever become motives to voluntary

action, except such as instinctively awaken pleasure or pain.

The choices being always as the greatest apparent good,

can of course be prompted only on the one hand by per-

ceptions which afibrd that happiness, and on the other by

such as are unfavourable to its attainment. A great por-

tion of the perceptions indeed that influence the mind, awa-

ken the pleasurable feelings to which they give birth, chiefly

by their known or imagined subserviency to the attainment

of others, which are adapted to produce that effect more

permanently, and in a greater degree. There are innume-

rable steps for example, in the acquisition of knowledge.

.30
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wealth, iriends, power, and other means of gratification,

which, contemplated apart from the effects to which they

are expected to give birth at some future period, are not

grateful, and even involve a relinquishment of other modes

of present enjoyment. They are pleasurable however from

their known or expected subservience to future gratification,

and possess on that ground their superior influence over

those whose power of exciting pleasure has no connexion

with subsequent events.

The object of the mind in its choices is, to determine the

species or train of perceptions that shall take place in it,

and through that medium the species of pleasurable emo-

tions which it shall enjoy ; and their effect accordingly is,

the mere reproduction of emotions of the same kind as

those of which it had previously been the subject. It does

not create by its volition any new and original species of

enjoyment, which has not its foundation in its physical na-

ture, and which the perceptions under which they are put

forth, had not instinctively excited. As its voluntary agency

is employed in simply reproducing perceptions of the same

kinds as those of which it had already been the subject,

though often in new and perpetually varying modifications,

so its effect is the mere renewal or prolongation of the same

species of instinctive emotions, as it had enjoyed under

their former influence.

- These observations will enable us easily to discriminate

between the physical nature of the mind, and its voluntary

operations, and to determine what representations of its ho-

liness and depravity are obnoxious and what are not, to the

charge of directly or indirectly exhibiting them as physical

attributes. It is apparent from them, that to ascribe to the

mind a specific constitutional taste for divine things, of such
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a nature that they necessarily afi'ect it with pleasure, and to

represent it as thence in itself morally excellent, is to exhi-

bit its holiness, as far as that taste is concerned, as a phy-

sical attribute.

It is equally apparent, that to represent regeneration as

consisting in the implantation in the mind of such a relish

for spiritual things, by which perceptions of those objects

instinctively awaken pleasurable emotions, and thence be-

come motives, exciting the mind to choose them as the su-

preme and final source of happiness, is to represent that

great work as consisting in a change of the physical consti-

tution : since, as we have seen, the susceptibility of being

affected in that manner by perceptions, has its foundation

solely in the nature of the mind itself; and to implant such a

susceptibility, therefore, where it did not before exist, must

of course involve a change of that nature. In like manner,

it is equally clear that to represent, that antecedently to

regeneration a taste or disposition exists in the mind, of a

precisely opposite nature, by which perceptions of divine

things instinctively and necessarily excite aversion, and

become motives to reject and discard those objects, and that

that disposition is thus the cause of the mind's sinning, and

is itself of a moral character, a violation of obligation, and

worthy of punishment in the same manner as sinful actions

are, is to exhibit the mind's depravity as a physical attribute.

To go still further, and represent the mind, antecedently

to regeneration, as incapable even of perceptions of divine

things, and to exhibit that incapacity as the cause of its sin-

ning, and as in itself blameable, is in like manner manifestly

to carry its depravity back of all its operations, into the

constitution of the mind itself, and to exhibit it as an attri-

bute of its physical nature. The same doctrine is involved
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also in the representation, that regeneration is the com-

munication to the mind of a capacity for apprehending

divine things.

Let us now, with these positions in our eye, turn to the

inquiry, whether the current representations presented by

Calvinists, of the nature of man, exhibit his holiness and

depravity as physical attributes.

1. It is a fundamental article of their philosophy, that the

mind must be endowed by creation or regeneration with a

specific constitutional relish for holiness, in order to be ca-

pable of exercising it ; a susceptibility or taste, which has

its foundation in the physical nature of the mind, and con-

stitutes one of its essential attributes. Such is the theory

of the reviewer himself, as is seen from the following pas-

sages.

" But it is not only objected that regeneration is a physical change,

if anything beyond a change in the exercises of the soul is effected;

but it is said, that the thing contended for is utterly uninteUigible, in-

capable of definition or explanation. We are ready to acknowledge

that it admits of no other explanation than that which is derived from

stating its effects, and referring to cases of an analogous kind. There

is in all men a social principle, as it is called, which is something else

than a desire to live in society, because it is connatural, as may be

inferred from its universality. There is a tendency in all men to love

their children, which is something beside loving them ; there is a

tendency in man, also, to sympathize in the sufferings of others. It

-may be said, these are all constitutional tendencies, implanted in our

nature. This is very true ; but does saying this enable us to under-

stand their nature i* May it not be objected to those who employ this

lano"uao-e, You are using words without meaning : what do you know

ofa social principle, distinct from the actual desire to live in society,

or prior to its exercise ? What idea can you form of a principle of

self-love, excepting actually loving one's self.? Are we then to deny

that there are any such original propensities or tendencies as these
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implanted m our nature, because we cannot directly conceive of

them ?' ' On the same principle, we might deny the existence of any

of the original dispositions or tendencies of the soul. For they are

as incapable of being defined, as the holy principle which is produced

in regeneration.'

" If he were to say, that the effect is produced by the Holy Spirit,

we should answer, that this can be done in only one of three ways,

that we can conceive of. First, either by his direct agency producing

the choice, in which case it would be no act of ours ; or, secondly, by

addressing such motives to our constitutional and natural principle

of self-love, as should induce us to make the choice, in which case

there would be no morality in the act ; or thirdly, by producing such

a relish for the divine character, that the soul as spontaneously and as

immediately embraces God as its portion, as it rejoices in the perception

of beauty. The thing contended for is not more unintelligible than

a hundred things, of like nature. Taste is the ready perception and

quick feeling of natural beauty : that is, these are its effects. But no
one can directly conceive of it, as it is an attribute of the mind, either

original or acquired. It is absolutely certain, however, that the man
who does thus readily perceive and feel the beauty of natural objects,

has a quality of mind which a clown does not possess. And we
should be astonished to hear any one maintain, that there was no
such thing as taste, but the exercise; that 'there can bono such
thing as a principle of taste, or sense of beauty, distinct from the ac-

tual love of beauty.' We are disposed to think that no man can
believe this; that the constitution of our nature forces us to admit
that if one man, under all circumstances, and at all times, manifest
this quick sensibility to natural beauty, and another does not, there is

some difference between the two, besides their acts ; that there is

some reason why, when standing before the same picture, one is filled

with pleasure, and the other is utterly insensible. We cannot help
believing, that one has taste, (a quality, principle, or ' inward sense ')

which the other does not possess ; it matters not what it may be
called. It is the ground or reason of the diversity of their exercises,

which lies back of the exercises themselves, and must be assumtd to ac-
count for the difference of their nature. Now there is moral as well
as natural beauty

; and it is no more unintelligible that there should
be a ' sense', or taste, for the one, than for the other. The perfect
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character of God, when exhibited to different men. produces dehght

and desire in some, repugnance in others. We instinctively ask why ?

Why do some perceive and delight in his moral beauty, while others

do not? The answer, some love, and others do not, is no answer at

all : it is merely saying the same thing in other words. There must

be some reason why one perceives this kind of beauty, to which

others are blind ; why one is filled with love the moment it is pre-

sented, and the other with repugnance ; and this reason must lie back

of the mere exercise ofthis affection—must be something besides the

act itself, and such as shall account for its nature."

The following passage, beyond the confirmation which

it furnishes of the representation 1 have given of the re-

viewer's system, particularly merits attention, for the suc-

cessful exhibition it presents of some of the errors with

which the speculations on the subject in the Christian Spec-

tator are fraught.

" It may be said, however, that the cases are not analogous ; that

the emotion excited by beauty is involuntary, while moral objects

address themselves to the voluntary affections ; and that it is admit-

ted, that there is not only ' something' back of each exercise of love,

but we are told distinctly what it is, viz. the soul with its essential

attributes, its ultimate or supreme choice, or dominant affection, and

the object in view of the mind. Accordingly it is easily accounted

for—that when the character of God is presented, one man is filled

with love, another with repugnance. The reason of the difference

of these acts, does indeed lie back of the acts thenjselves ; for it is

found in the ultimate or supreme choice of the different individuals.

But how is this to be accounted for ? [a question which it belongs to

the author in the Christian Spectator of this absurd scheme, to an-

swer, and to him alone]. If there is no necessity for accounting for

the particular character of the first or ultimate choice (if so it must

needs be called ;) there is no need of accounting for the others. The

difficulty is not at all met by this statement. It is only pushed back

from the secondary and subordinate, to the primary and dominant pre-

ference. There it returns. The question still is, why does the soul
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of one man make this supreme choice of God, or m other words, love

him, while another sets his affections on the world ? There is pre-

cisely the same necessity for assuming some ground or reason for the

nature of the first choice as for any acts subordinate and subsequent

to it. Let us suppose two individuals called into existence, in the

full maturity of their faculties ; each has a soul with the same con-

stitutional powers, or essentia] attributes ; the one is filled with de-

light the moment the character of God is presented, and the other is

not ; or the one loves his Maker as soon as the idea of his excellence

is perceived, the other does not. According to this theory there is

no reason for this difference. There is nothing back of the first act

of choice that is not common to both. If instead of two individuals

we suppose two millions, one portion having their affections spontane-

ously called forth on their first view of their Maker, the other unaf-

fected; we have only a greater number of effects without a cause,

but the case is the same. It will not do to answer, that the choice is

made under the influence of the desire of happiness, for this being

common to all. is no reason for the difference of the result, which is

the very thing to be accounted for. To say that the choice is made

under the influence of the desire of happiness, is only to say, that

when the character of God is presented, it gives pleasure. But the

same character is presented in both cases ; the same desire exists in

both, yet in one it gives pleasure, is an object of desire ; in the other

it is not. This is the fact which is left entirely unaccounted for on

the theory in question, and for which the mind as instinctively seeks

a question [? solution] as it does for any other effect."

" We feel therefore a necessity for assuming, that there is 'some-

thing' back of the first moral act, besides the soul and its essential

attributes,which will account for the nature of that act, which consti-

tutes the reason why in the case supposed, the soul of the one indivi-

dual rose immediately to God. and the other did not ; and the ' some-

thing' assumed in this case, is no more indefinite and undefinable than

the constitutional propensity to live in society, to love our children,

or the mental quality called taste, all which are assumed from a neces-

sity not more imperious than that which requires a holy principle to

account for the dehght experienced in view of the character of God.

And if our Maker can endow us not only with the general suscepti-

bility of love, but also with a specific disposition to love our children -.
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if he can give us a discernment and susceptibility of natural beauty,

he may give us a taste for spiritual loveliness. And if that taste by

reason of sin, is vitiated and perverted, he may restore it, by the in-

fluences of his spirit in regeneration."—p. 274-278.

The theory which it is his object in these passages to state

and sustain, thus is, that the mind must possess a peculiar and

specific constitutional relish for divine things, in order to be

capable of loving them; and to this scheme he ascribes the

high honour of enjoying the sanction of reason and nature

so indubitably, as to render the belief of it universal and un-

avoidable—" that the constitution of our nature /orfes us to

admit" it, and of being the only one that can possibly ex-

plain the varying phenomena of human agency.

Thus he exhibits this peculiar susceptibility as having its

foundation in the nature of the mind, in the same manner

as other constitutional susceptibilities, and its existence

as demonstrated by the same considerations, as conduct

us to the belief of their existence, such as the taste

for natural beauty, the susceptibility of affection for off-

spring, of pleasure from society, and of sympathy with suf-

fering. " If our Maker can endow us not only with the

general susceptibility of love, but also with a specific dispo-

sition to love our children ; if he can give us a discernment

and susceptibility of natural beauty, he may give us a taste

for spiritual loveliness. And if that taste by reason of sin,

is vitiated and perverted, he may restore it by the influence

of his spirit in regeneration." " We feel therefore a ne-

cessity for assuming that there is * something' back of the

first moral act, besides the soul and its essential attributes,

which will account for the nature of that act, which consti-

tutes the reason why, in the case supposed, the soul of the

one individual rose immediately to God, and the other did

not : and the ' something' assumed in this case, is no more
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indefinite and undefinable, than the constitutional propengiiy

to live in society, to love our children, or the mental quality,

called taste, all of which are assumedfrom a necessity notmore

imperious than that which requires a holy principle to account

for the delight experienced in view of the character of God.
^^

This " taste for spiritual loveliness" is thus placed on pre-

cisely the same ground as a constitutional quality, as those

other susceptibilities, which confessedly have their founda-

tion in the nature of the soul ; and its existence is exhibited

as assumed from the same " imperious" " necessity" as

theirs, and as demonstrated by the same reasons.

His theory accordingly exhibits the pleasurable emotions

which the perception of divine things thus immediately

awakens in minds endowed with this " taste for spiritual

loveliness," as taking place spontaneously and unavoida-

bly in the same manner as other instinctive emotions.

" God has created man with various susceptibilities, dispositions,

K)r tendencies of mind toward objects without himself." " If a mil-

lion of intelligent beings, the first moment they think of the charac-

ter of God, are filled with desire and delight, it is as evident that they

were created with a proneness or disposition to take pleasure in holi-

ness, as it is that the hearts of mothers have an innate tendency to

love their children, because they glow with delight the first moment

they are given to them. Nothing we think but the most determined

adherence to a speculative opinion, can prevent any man acknowledg-

ing that it is as possible for the mind to be created with this ' in-

stinctive' love of holiness, as with a disposition for any other speci-

fic class of objects. And we think too that the vast body of men

will agree with president Edwards, in thinking that ' such a dispo-

sition's being natural, or from a kind of instinct implanted in the

mind in its creation,' is no objection to its being of a virtuous or mo"-

ral character. Does the maternal instinct cease to be amiable, be-'

cause it is natural ?" " No one would say that the disposition to love

Ourselves or our children, depends on choice." " The affections nt>

31
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mure obey a determination of the mind, than the emotions do. A man
can no more will to love, to hate, to be pleased or displeased, than he

can will to be joyful or sorrowful, gay or sad, or even hot or cold, at

any given moment."—pp. 282, 283, 290, 291.

It is the object Indeed of a number of his pages, to show

that these emotions awakened by divine things, though ex-

cited spontaneously, and ivithout the intervention of choice,

are still of a moral character, and worthy of praise and

blame in the same manner as volitions are, and this exhibi-

tion of them as instinctive, not obeying " a determination of

the mind," and unavoidable, runs through the whole web

of his discussion, and is one of the most essential of his

representations.

In whatever relation then, this " taste for spiritual loveli-

ness" is contemplated, all his descriptions of its nature and

the reasons which he employs to demonstrate its existence,

carry us inevitably to the conclusion, that its foundation

lies—if it have any whatever—in the substance of the mind

itself, and forms an attribute, and one of the most essential of

its physical constitution.

The propriety however of this conclusion, the reviewer

most zealously disowns, and claims that no just ground

whatever exists for the representation that his theory in-

volves the doctrine of physical rectitude or depravity, ei-

ther directly or by implication.

'• The main principle, as before stated, which is assumed by those

who make this charge is, that we can only regard the soul as to its

substance on the one hand, and its actions on the other. If therefore

there be any change wrought in the soul other than its acts, it must

be a physical change. And if any tendency either to sin or holiness,

exist prior to choice, it is a positive existence, a real entity. Thus

the charge of physical depravity and physical regeneration is fairly
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made out. We are constrained to confess, that if the premises are

correct, the conclusions, revolting as they are, and affecting as they

do the fair names of so large a portion of the christian church, are

valid. The principle itself however, we believe to be a gratuitous

assumption."—p. 271.

This is certainly one of the grounds on which the charge

of involving the doctrine of physical depravity and rege-

neration is alleged against his theory,—and a legitimate

one in my judgment ; but it is by no means the only one

by which that imputation is sustained. The chief conside-

ration on which it rests,—of which the assumption he here

inveighs against is one instrument of proving,—is that his

representations of the nature of this " taste for spiritual

loveliness," and mode of giving birth to its effects, and the

reasons on which he relies to demonstrate its existence, all

go to exhibit it as an attribute of the physical nature, and

are dependent on that construction for their whole efficiency

and significance.

Thus he places it, as we have seen in all his statements,

on precisely the same ground as it regards its relation to the

constitution, as the other constitutional susceptibilities of

which he speaks, and which confessedly, in his own and

the judgment of all, have their foundation in the nature of

the mind, and are necessarily ranked among its physical

attributes ; he represents the emotions, moreover, to which

it gives birth on the perception of divine things, as taking

place without the intervention of volition, and unavoidably

in the same manner as the effects of other attributes which

are admitted to have their foundation in the constitution

;

and finally presents the consideration that it thus gives birth

to these effects, as constraining us to admit its existence, by

as " imperious" a " necessity," as that by which we are
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forced to a similai> conclusion in respect to other constitu-

tional attributes. If there is any legitimate method then

whatever, in which a constitutional attribute can be descri-

bed, and its existence demonstrated, this is unquestionably

of that class ; and if this does not amount to such a de-

scription and demonstration, there is no conceivable mode

in which such an attribute can be delineated with any cer-

tainty, or proved to exist ; and we are left at once without

any means of demonstrating that the mind has any physical

attributes whatever, and consequently without any materi-

als for the proof of its being.

The reasons which he alleges of his beliefthat this "prin-

ciple" is " a gratuitous assumption," are as incompatible

with his theory, as is that belief itself.

" It is inconsistent with the common, and, as we beheve, correct

idea of habits, both connatural and acquired. The word habit (ha-

bitus) was used by the old writers precisely in the same sense, as

principle by President Edwards, as explained above, or disposition,

as used and explained by President Dwight. That there are such

habits or dispositions, which can be resolved neither into ' essential

attributes,' nor 'acts,' we maintain to be the common judgment of

mankind. Let us take for illustration, an instance of an acquired

habit of the lowest kind, the skill of an artist. He has a soul with

the same essential attributes as other men ; his body is composed of

the same materials; and the same law regulates the obedience of his

muscular actions to his mind. By constant practice, he has acquired

what is usually denominated skill : an ability to go through the pro-

cesses of his art with greater facility, exactness, and success, than

ordinary men. Take this man while asleep, or engaged in any indif-

ferent occupation ; you have a soul and body not differing in any of

their essential attributes from those of other men. Still there is a

difference. What is it ? Must it be either ' a real existence, an en-

tity,' an act, or nothing ? It cannot be an ' entity,' for it is acquired

;

and it will hardly be maintained that a man can acquire a new essen-
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tial attribute ; neither is it an act, for the man has his skill wiien it

is not exercised. Yet there is certainly 'something,' which is the

ground of certainty, that, when called to go through the peculiar

business of his art, he will do it with an ease and rapidity impossible

for common men. It is as impossible not to admit that this ground

or reason exists, in order to account for the effect, as it is not to

admit the existence of the soul, to account for its exercises. By con-

stant practice, a state of mind and body has been produced, adapted

to secure these results, and which accounts for their character. But

this is the definition of principle or habit as given above; a single

circumstance is here wanting, which is found in other ' habits,' aiid

that is, there is not the tendency or proneness to those particular

acts, to which this state of mind is adapted. This difference, how-

ever, arises not from any difference in the 'habits' themselves, but

from the nature of the faculties in which, so to speak, they inhere.

A principle in the will (in its largest sense, including all the active

powers), is not only a state of mind adapted to certain acts, but prone

to produce them. This is not the case, at least to the same degree,

with intellectual habits. Both classes, however, come within the

definition given by President Edwards and Dr. Dwight—'
a state of

mind,' or ' foundation for any particular kind of exercise of the facul-

ties of the soul.' The same remarks may be made with regard to

habits of a more purely intellectual character. A man, by devothig

himself to any particular pursuit, gradually acquires a facility in put-

ting forth the mental exercises which it requires. This implies no

change of essence in the soul; and it is not merely an act, which is

the result ofthis practice. The result, whatever it is, is an attribute

of the man under all circumstances, and not merely when engaged in

the exercises wherein the habit is acquired. " P. 271
,
272.

This acquired "facility," however, is neither parallel,

nor has any resemblance whatever, to the " taste for spiri-

tual loveliness," which he attributes to the mind. Skill " in

putting forth" a given species of acts, is not like the "spi-

ritual sense," a constitutional attribute, which gives birtli

spontaneously to a peculiar class of eflfects, that have their

whole foundation in that attribute ; but is simply an acquired
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development or successful exercise of its powers, instead of

those powers themselves, or any one of them. It is, in truth,

nothing more nor less than knowledge, obtained by the re-

petition of a given act, or series of acts, in place of consti-

tuting a peculiar attribute or modification of essential attri-

butes. All the attributes requisite for, and exerted in it,

are possessed before the attainment of the skill, and that lies

wholly in knowing how to exert them, so as to accomplish

a given effect with success
;
precisely as the physical attri-

butes exerted in skilful writing, are possessed before the art

of forming letters is acquired ; and the attainment of skill

in that art, consists simply in learning to exert those attri-

butes, in such a manner as to accomplish that effect with

ease. The difference between a good penman, and one

who has not learned the art of writing, has nothing whatever

to do with the magnitude or number of their constitutional

endowments. All the requisite materials for skill in it, as

far as physical attributes are concerned, are possessed by

all, whether cultivated or not.

This knowledge, therefore, has no resemblance to that

"constitutional susceptibility," or "taste," which the re-

viewer ascribes to the mind, and represents as lying back

of all acts whatever, as the cause of that class of acts from

which its existence is inferred, and as giving birth to them

involuntarily by the physical necessity of its nature. This

total want of parallel, he has indeed virtually admitted :
" A

single circumstance is here wanting, which is found in other

' habits,' and that is, there is not the tendency or proneness

to those particular acts, to which this state of mind is adapt-

ed ;' that is, the skill of the artist is not an attribute of his

nature, which is the cause of his acts, and gives birth to

tJiem involuntarily, but is simply a quality of those act?
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themselves ; whilst, on the other hand, the constitutional

" taste for spiritual loveliness", is the sole cause of the acts,

so far as their nature is concerned, from which its existence

is inferred, gives birth to them by the mere necessity of its

nature, and is of course, therefore, an essential attribute

of the mind itself, instead of a mere mode, like the other, in

which it exerts its attributes, or a mere quality of its acts.

The skill of the artist, in place of bearing any resem-

blance to the reviewer's " taste for spiritual loveliness," is

precisely like the facility acquired by practice, in putting

forth the peculiar acts, of which that " taste," according to

his theory, is the foundation and involuntary cause. The

affections are as susceptible, by exercise, of development, as

any other mental attributes, l^y those who cherish them,

by absorbing themselves in the contemplation of the objects

toward which they are exercised, enlarging their views, and

quickening their associations, an ease and intensity in exert-

ing them are acquired, as superior as any that are ever attain-

ed in other modes of mental exertion. This fact, however,

does not furnish any reason for confounding the consti-

tutional properties of the mind with the modes in which it

exerts them. None of his illustrations, therefore, nor rea-

sonings in any of these passages, relieve us from the neces-

sity of regarding this " taste," which he ascribes to the

mind as a physical attribute, nor furnish any evidence that

*' the principle" assumed by those whom he opposes, " that

we can only regard the soul, as to its substance on the one

hand, and its actions on the other," is, as he represents, "a

gratuitous assumption." He adds, on this latter topic, the

following passage :

" But to come nearer to the case in hand. We say, a man has a

malignant disposition, or an amiable disposition. What is to be un-
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derstood by these expressions ? Is it merely tliat he often indulges

malignant or amiable feelings ? or is it not, rather, that there is an

habitual proneness or tendency to their indulgence? Surely the

latter. But if so, the principle stated above, that we can regard the

soul only as to its substance or its actions, cannot be correct ; for the

result of a repetition of acts of the same kind, is an abiding tendency

which is itself neither an act (emanant or immanent), nor an ' en-

tity.' Here, then, is the soul with its essential attributes—an habi-

tual tendency to certain exercises, and the exercises themselves.

The tendency is not an act, nor an active state of the feelings in

question ; for it v/ould be a contradiction to say, that a man, whose

heart was glowing with parental affection, or filled for the time with

any other amiable feeling, had at the same moment the malignant

feelings in an active state, although there might exist the greatest

proneness to their exercise."—p. 273.

Here, however, as in the former instance, the case which

he states has no parallel with, or resemblance to "the taste

for spiritual loveliness," of which he is treating. That

"taste" (a quality, principle, or "inward sense"), "is the

ground or reason" of the exercises, which are referred to it

as their cause, " which lies back of the exercises themselves,

and must be assumed to account for—their nature." But

the " tendency" of which he here treats, is, by his own

statement, " the result of a repetition of acts of the same

kind," is acquired therefore, and stands accordingly on pre-

cisely the same ground as the skill of the artist, and like

that, is a mere facility of putting forth acts of the kind,

arising from the more perfect knowledge of which the mind

has become possessed by experience, or in other words, its

quicker associations and more definite perceptions, conse-

quent on its familiarity with the objects about which its

affections are exercised. He proceeds:

•' Wp have seen no analysis of such dispositions, which satisfies us
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that they can be reduced to acts ; for it is essential to the nature of

an act, that it should be a matter of consciousness. This is true of

those which are immanent acts of the will, or ultimate choices, (by

which a fixed state of the affections is meant to be expressed,) as

well as of all others. But a disposition or principle as explained

above, is not a matter of consciousness ; a man may be aware that

he has a certain disposition, as he is aware of the existence of his

soul, from the consciousness of its acts ; but the disposition itself is

not a subject of direct consciousness. It exists when the man is

asleep, or in a swoon, and unconscious of any thing. Neither can

these habits be with any propriety called a choice or permanent affec-

tion ; for in many cases, they are a mere proneness to acts which

have their foundation in a constitutional principle of the mind. Our
object at present is merely to show, that we must admit that there

are mental habits, which cannot be resolved either into essential

attributes of the soul, fixed preferences, or subordinate acts ; and

consequently, that those who believe in dispositions prior to all acts,

do not necessarily maintain that such dispositions are of the essence

ofthe soul itself. If it be within the compass of the divine power to

produce in us that, which by constant exercise we can produce in

ourselves, then a holy principle or habit may be the result of the

Spirit's influence in regeneration, without any physical change hav-

ing been wrought."—p. 273, 274.

This argument, on the validity of which the success of

his effort to evade the charge of physical depravity, wholly

depends, obviously consists of two steps only ; the assump-

tion on the one hand, that the facility in putting forth a

given species of acts, which is acquired by their repetition,

is a genuine " taste," " abiding tendency," or " disposi-

tion," like that which he ascribes to the mind, and at the

same time, is neither an attribute of the mind, an act, nor

an attribute of an act ; and on the other, the inference from

that assumption, that if this acquired disposition " cannot

be resolved either into essential attributes of the soul, fixed

preferences, or subordinate acts," then the disposition which

32
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he represents as " prior to all acts," may also exist without

being " of the essence of the soul itself," and may there-

fore be taught without involving the doctrine of physical

depravity ;—a slender foundation truly, for the support of

so formidable a conclusion.

The assumption itself has already been proved to be to-

tally unauthorized, by showing that this acquired " facility"

is clearly traceable to a mere change in the perceptions, is

the result of experience or increased knowledge, and ac-

cordingly has no resemblance whatever to attributes that are

prior to all acts, and produce their effects involuntarily.

Its impropriety indeed, it has also been shown, he has

himself substantially conceded, in the admission that this

'* facility," which is " the result of a repetition of acts,"

wsmts the most essential characteristic of the constitutional

disposition which is " prior to all acts ;"—that of a " ten-

dency or proneness to tliose particular acts,"—that, in other

words, of producing its effects instinctively;—" a single

circumstance," that without any further evidence demon-

strates beyond controversy, that the power by which those

effects are thus supposed to be produced, must, if it exist, be

an attribute of the physical nature.

The assumption being thus totally unsustained, the con-

clusion from it is left entirely without support, and the ar-

gument in place of showing that the position which it is its

object to overthrow, is wholly gratuitous, is seen to be itself

dependent on an assumption advanced not only witiiout

proof, but against the most essential and manifest facts.

Nor is there any other conceivable process, by which it can

be shown, that this taste, which he ascribes to the mind, is

not an attribute of its nature. If such involuntary effects

as he ascribes to it, cannot justly be regai^ded as caused by
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the physical nature of the mind, there plainly is no class

whatever, whether of sensation, emotion, or reason, that

can with any propriety be traced to such an origin ; and

we are left without any thing that can be regarded as an

effect of the mind itself, and thence without any means by

which we can either discover its nature, or demonstrate its

existence. There is no alternative thei^fore left us, but

either to regard this taste, if the reviewer's description of

its nature, and mode of producing effects is to be our guide,

as a physical atlribute of the mind, or to deny that any such

attribute whatever, or even the mind itself exists ; nor is

there any alternative left to the reviewer but either to admit

that it belongs to that rank, or wholly to retract his repre-

sentations of its nature, and concede either that it has no

existence whatever, or is a mere attribute of action.

This doctrine of a specific constitutional taste for divine

things, which the reviewer thus employs himself in stating

and endeavouring to sustain, is likewise, and has ever been,

a fundamental article of the Calvinistic system. Such is

of course the reviewer's representation, as it is professedly

in vindication of that scheme that he states and endeavours

to maintain it. It is nothing more nor less than the com-

mon doctrine of taste, disposition, relish, tendency, or prin-

ciple taught in the volumes of Dwight, Smalley, and Ed-
wards, and held by the great body of the clergy of our

country. Of this fact sufficient proof is furnished in the

following passages from the review.

"President Edwards not only admits that moral princi])lcp or habits

may and nnist exist in the soul prior (in the order of nature) to moral

action, but his whole system of practical theology, as it seems to us,

rests on this foundation. The great fundamental principle of his

work on the Aftections is this.—All gracious or spiritual affections
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presuppose and arise from spiritual views of divine trutli. Tiiese

views the natural man neither has, nor can have, while he remains

such. Hence arises the necessity of such a change being wrought in

the state of the soul, that it can perceive the real beauty and excel-

lence of divine things. This change consists in imparting to the

soul what he calls ' anew sense,' or a new taste or relish, or princi-

ple adapted to the perception and love of spiritual excellence.

Were we to attempt to exhibit all the evidence which might be ad-

duced, in proof of the fact that his views were such as we have re-

presented, we should be obliged to quote a great part of the work

just mentioned. We refer the reader especially to what he says on

the first and fourth signs of gracious affections. With regard to the

nature of regeneration, we quote only a single passage. After hav-

ing stated that the exercises of the true christian are specifically dif-

ferent from those of unsanctified men, he infers that if the exercises

are different, the principle whence they proceed must be dfferent, or

there must be, as it were, a new spiritual sense, or a principle of

new kind of perception or spiritual sensation. The nature of this

' new sense' he thus explains.

" ' This new sense and the new dispositions that attend it, are no

newfaculties, but are new principles of nature. I use the word prin-

ciples, for want of a word of a more determinate signification. By

a principle of nature, in this place, I mean that foundation which is

laid in nature, either old or new, for any particular kind, or manner

of exercise of the faculties of the soul ; or a natural habit, or foun-

dation for action, giving a person ability and disposition, to exert the

faculties in exercises of such a certain kind; so that to exert the fa-

culties in that kind of exercises, may be said to be his nature. So

this new spriritual sense, is not a new faculty of understanding, but

it is a new foundation laid in the nature of the soul, for a new kind of

exercises ofthe same faculty of understanding. So that the new holy

disposition of heart that attends this new sense, is not a new faculty

of will, but a foundation laid in the nature of the soul, for a new kind

of exercises of the same faculty of will. The Spirit of God in all

his operations on the minds of natural men, only moves, impresses,

assists, improves, or some way acts upon natural principles ; but

gives no new spiritual principles."
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" We have never met with a stronger, or more formal statement

of the doctrine, which we are endeavouring to support.

" Dr. Bellamy seems to hold the same doctrines as President Ed-

wards with regard to spiritual blindness, the necessity of divine illu-

mination prior to the exercise of any holy affection, and the nature

of regeneration." " Dr. Dwight taught the same doctrine and that

clearly and definitely. In his discourse on the Nature of Regenera-

tion, he says, ' The change of heart consists in a relish for spiritual

objects, communicated to it by the power of the Holy Ghost.' That

' this relish' was antecedent according to his view, to all holy acts,

there can be no doubt. Because he expressly asserts it, and because

his arguments go to prove it." " From various passages which occur

in the pamphlet of Dr. Tyler, we infer that he holds the same doc-

trine. The same principle (that moral disposition may exist antece-

dently to all moral acts), is also frequently and clearly asserted by Dr.

Woods, of Andover, in his controversy with Dr. Ware. We refer

to the opinions of these distinguished men, to show how united Cal-

vinists, old and new, are in their views on this point, and that if the

charge of believing in physical depravity and physical regeneration

be sustained, it lies on almost the whole Calvinistic world." p. 268

—271.

The theory of the reviewer being thus shown by him to

be the common scheme of the Calvinistic world, in proving

that as he has presented it, it exhibits the " taste for spiri-

tual loveliness," which it ascribes to the mind, as a physical

attribute, I have at the same time demonstrated the justice

of representing their theory as involving that doctrine.

2. This taste for spiritual loveliness, which the Calvin-

istic theory thus exhibits as a physical attribute, it also

represents as in itself morally excellent, in precisely the

same sense as obedient volitions are.

Of this sufficient evidence is furnished by the foregoing

quotations, and the following passage from the pages of the

reviewer.
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" That Adam was created holy, that is, with a holy disposition,

which existed prior to his first holy act, though necessarily destruc

tive of the very first principle of the theory referred to, has been

considered as a fixed point among' Calvinists. We have already seen

that Dr. Dwight did not think it necessary to prove it. Because, he

Bays, every man who believes the mind eornething- more than ideae

and exercises, and does not admit the doctrine of casualty, will ac-

knowledge it. President Edwards, in his work on original sin, has

a whole chapter in which he endeavours to prove that oar first pa-

rents were created in righteousness, or as he expresses it, "with

holy principles and dispositions;"—"that a virtuous disposition of

mind may be before a virtuous act of choice, and that it is not neces-

sary that there should first be thought, reflection, and choice, before

there can be any virtuous disjiosition." p. 282.283.

But their representation of this disposition, as in itself

virtuous and holy, is so palpable a characteristic of the quo-

tations already offered, and numerous passages from distin-

guished Calvinistic authors, that are hereafter to occur in

the discussion, and is so fully recognised and sanctioned by

the reviewer, that the exhibition of any further proofs of it

must be unnecessary.

On the whole then, these considerations demonstrate be-

yond all rational controversy, that the Calvinistic theory

respecting the holiness of man, so far as this " taste" is

concerned, exhibits it as a physical attribute.

They prove with equal certainty, that it exhibits his de-

pravity likewise as an attribute of the physical constitution,

in the opposite theory of a " sinful disposition" or *' prin-

ciple," which it ascribes to the mind, and represents as in

like manner " concreated with us," and " the permanent

fund" of all our depraved actions. The evidences which

demonstrate the conclusion of the foregoing argument, con-

cur in sustaining with equal force the propriety of this.
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and render it unnecessary to offer a repetition of the rea-

soning.

Were I, therefore, now to close this discussion, I might

justly regard myself as vindicated from the charge of mis-

representation and mistake, in ascribing the doctrine of

physical depravity to the Calvinistic system. The truth

however of the representations which I have now and here-

tofore given of that theory, is susceptible of so much more

ample demonstration, that it were scarcely compatible with

Justice to the subject to leave its numerous proofs without

some further notice- I shall take leave therefore to point

out several other features of that theory in which this doc-

trine exhibits itself, and varying modes in which it is taught,

and to notice such further statements of the reviewer in re-

ference to them, as require animadversion. It will thus be

seen that the Calvinists have not merely taught the exist-

ence of this specific taste for spiritual loveliness, in their

formal speculations onthe subject, buthave carried it through

all the ramifications of their system, and adjusted to it

their statements and representations on all the various to-

pics with which it stands connected.

I. Thus they represent Adam as having been created

with a constitutional taste for holiness, by which the per-

ception of divine things instinctively and necessarily excited

in him obedient affections.

" When God created Adam, there was a period of his existence

after he began to be, antecedent to that in which he exercised the

first volition. Every man who believes the raind to be something

besides ideas and exercises, and does not admit the doctrine of casu-

alty, will acknowledge, that in this period the mind of Adam was in

such a state, that he was prepense to the exercise of virtuous voli-

tions rather than sinful ones. This state of mind has been com-
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monly styled disposition, temper, inclination, heart, &c.'' '' This

disposition in Adam was the cause whence his virtuous volitions

proceeded; the reason why they were virtuous and not sinful.''

—

Dwight's Theology, vol. i. p. 411.

" Human nature must be created with some dispositions; a dispo-

sition to relish some things as good and amiable, and to be averse to

other things as odious and disagreeable." " If man had at first the

highest relish of those things that were the most excellent and beau-

tiful, a disposition to have the quickest and highest delight in those

things that were the most worthy of it; then his dispositions were

morally right and amiable, and never can be decent and excellent

in a higher sense." " When God made man at first, he implanted in

him two kinds of principles. There was an inferior kind, which may

be called natural, being the principles of mere human nature, such

as self-love, and the natural appetites and passions." " Besides

these there were superior principles that were spiritual, holy, and

divine, summarily comprehended in divine love, wherein consisted

the spiritual image of God, and man's righteousness and true holi-

ness, which are called in scripture the divine nature. These princi-

ples may in some sense be called supernatural, being (however con-

created or connate, yet) such as are above those principles that are

essentially implied in—mere human nature."—Edward's Works

vol. vi. p. 428, 429.

" Created holiness must be prior to knowledge and volition, as

much as native sin. Yet Moses says man i«as created in the image

of God. Solomon lays it down as a certain truth " that God made

man upright." And the apostle Paul speaks of a " new man which

after God is created in righteousness and true holiness." Both the

first and second creation unto good works spoken of in scripture, ne-

cessarily suppose that there may be holiness in man prior to his ha-

ving any actual perceptions or exercises." "If any should say, Wc
know nothing what either a good or a wicked heart is, before or dis-

tinct from all volitions and exercises, and have therefore no reason to

think there is or can be any such thing. To this it may be answer-

ed : We know as well what a good or bad disposition is prior to vir-

tuous or vicious exercises, as we do what reason is prior to rational

actions, as well as we know what a human soul is prior to the opera-

tions of it, and as well as we know what God is distinct from his
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works. No unseen cause, can be known from seen effects, any bet-

ter than the disposition of a man may be known from his words and

actions. We may just as well disbelieve that there is a spirit in man,

or a God that governs the world, as that there is any such thing as a

wicked or good heart."

—

Smalley's Sermons, pp. 88,190.

" There is a two-fold conformity required of man ; a conformity of

the powers of his soul to the law, which you may call habitual right-

eousness ; and a conformity of all his actions to it, which is actual

righteousness. Now God made man habitually righteous ; man was

to make himself actually righteous : the former was the stock God

put into his hand, the latter the improvement he should have made

of it. The sum of what I have said, is that the righteousness where-

in man was created, was the conformity of all the faculties and pow-

ers of his soul to the moral law. This is what we call original

righteousness, which man was originally endowed with. We may

take it up in these three things. First, man's understanding was a

lamp of light. He had perfect knowledge of the law and of his

duty accordingly." " Secondly.

—

His will lay straight with the will

of God. There was no corruption in it, no bent or inclination to

evil." " The will of man then was directed and naturally inclined

to God and goodness, though mutably. It was disposed by its origi-

nal make to follow the Creator's will, as the shadow does the body ;

and was not lefl in an equal balance of good and evil ; for at that

rate he had not been upright, and habitually conform to the law

;

which in no moment can allow the creature not to be inclined toward

God as his chief end, more than it can allow man to be a God to

himself." '' Thirdly.—His affections were orderly, pure, and holy ;

which is a necessary part of that uprightness wherein man was cre-

ated." Man's sensitive appetite was indeed naturally carried out tg-

ward objects grateful to the senses. For seeing man was made up

of body and soul—it is plain that man was naturally inclined both to

spiritual and sensible good ; yet to spiritual good, the chief good as

his ultimate end. And therefore his sensitive motions and inclina-

tions were subordinate to his reason and will, which lay straight with

the will of God, and were not in the least contrary to the same."

—

Boston's Four/old State.

" We learn from the scriptures that man was at first created up-

33
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right allor the image of God, and adorned with purity and rectitude.

It is the dictate also of reason, for God who is supremely pure and

excellent, can give birth to nothing that is not spotless and perfect.

Man however could not have been thus perfect, if destitute of recti-

tude. By his original righteousness is meant, a holy and righteous

habit

—

not acquired, as the schoolmen are accustomed to represent

—

but infused, or rather concreated with man, and so perfecting all hi«

faculties, both superior and inferior, as to render him prepense to

obedience to the will of God.

" But this subject demands a more accurate explication. Socinus

on the one hand totally denies this original righteousness ; the pa-

pists on the other, acknowledge an original righteousness, but do not

admit that it belonged to the nature of man as it was first created,

but hold that it was subsequently added to his nature as a supernatu-

ral gift. Each of these sentiments the reformed reject, and attri-

bute original righteousness to man, as he was created, and affirm

that it was natural to him. To express their views more intelligibly,

they represent it as natural in a three-fold sense; 1st, that it is in

nature, precisely as all parts of man are, with their faculties and

habits ; 2d, that it is by nature, as all actions are that flow from the

nature of mart : 3d, that it is propagated and communicated along

with nature as involved in it, in the same manner as the elements of

constitutional pecuharities are communicated along with nature from

parents to offspring. They accordingly affirm that righteousness was

natural to man as he was created by God, because God endowed his

nature with it. For it belongs to the habits and qualities with which

his nature was gifted as that of a rational creature formed for the

knowledge, love, and praise of God. That therefore, God commu-

nicated it to man along with nature, so that, if man had not sin-

ned, he would through and along with his nature have conveyed to his

posterity the image of God with which he was adorned, his entire

perfectness and original rectitude."

—

Trigland's Refutation of the Re-

monstrants, chap. vii.

The ground in all these passages, on which this original

rectitude or connate " disposition to relish that which is

good," is ascribed to the mind, is thus obviously that on

which the existence of its other constitutional attributes is
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customarily affirmed. It was created, as they represent,

along with the soul, was therefore a real existence, " entity,'

or " quality," as much as any other constitutional attribute.

It is an essential " quality" also, or ingredient of its na-

ture, without which it would not, it is represented, have

possessed any conformity to the divine image. It existed an-

tecedently to the commencement of moral agency, before

either any volitions or perceptions had taken place, and

was " the cause whence volitions proceeded, the reason why
they were virtuous and not sinful," in the same manner as

the understanding is the cause of perceptions, and its na-

ture the reason that such perceptions take place in it as

those which are excited by the influence of external agents.

And it gave birth to its effects spontaneously, precisely as

perceptions take place in the understanding. It was " a

disposition to have the quickest and higliest delight in those

things which were the most worthy of it," which instinc-

tively gave birth to that delight on the perception of the ob-

jects which were adapted to excite it, in the same manner

as other involuntary emotions are excited by the perception

of their appropriate objects. To deny, therefore, after all,

that this disposition was a physical attribute, is manifestly

as inconsistent with all these representations, and as absurd,

as to deny that any of its other attributes are of that nature,

and is to abandon every ground on which any of its essential

qualities can be proved to exist. If a quality which is cre-

ated along with the soul and belongs to its nature, which is

original and not acquired or subsequently superadded to

its constitution, which exists antecedently to all its opera-

tions, and produces effects involuntarily, still is not an at-

tribute of its physical constitution, it is manifestly supreme-

ly idle to claim that nature for any of its attributes, or to
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imagine that any proofs can be found within the sphere of

our knowledge, of the existence of any such qualities.

II. They exhibit this disposition as having been eradi-

cated from the constitution in consequence of the fall.

" When man sinned and broke God's covenant, and fell under his

curse, these superior principles left his heart."

—

Edwards's Works,

vol. v'up. 430.

" As Adam was the root and stock of the whole human family, it

follows that his revolt was a rebellion of the whole race, and that

therefore he involved not only himself, but all his posterity along with

him in that sin and corruption, so that all, through his defection, are

constituted sinners, and born destitute of true righteousness, incapa-

ble of that happiness which is conformed to the divine law, prone to

all evil, and obnoxious to temporal and eternal death.''

—

Trigland's

Refutation, chap. ii.

As that original righteousness was, according to their

theory, an attribute of the physical nature, its expulsion

from the constitution as here described, must of course

have involved a change of that nature.

III. They represent that on the eradication of this attri-

bute, the remaining properties of his nature constituted an

equal and opposite susceptibility of instinctive aversion to

divine things, and pleasure from forbidden objects.

- " The Bible appears to speak of positive sin in the heart of man,

antecedently to sinful actions, or words, or even thoughts, and as be-

ing the cause of all these.

" I do not suppose indeed that there are any evil principles or in-

stincts in us, so radical that they must have been created by the im-

mediate power of God. The corruption of our whole nature I be-

lieve primarily consists in the want of original righteousness, or of a

good disposition. From self-love and those appetites and passions

which arc not in themselves sinful, when one is destitute of virtue,
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that is of the governing love of God and his neighbour, I conceive

will naturally be formed all those roots of bitterness which spring-

ing up, trouble us.

" That there are however propensities to evil actions in depraved

human nature, seems plainly taught in the holy scriptures, and this

appears necessary to be supposed, in order to account for the sinful

volitions of men, and their wicked external conduct." " In these

several passages this idea seems plainly intended and expressed;

that there are in fallen man propensities of nature to moral evil.

And that it must be so, may be concluded from the evil volitions and

actions of men, with as much .certainty as the tree is known by its

fruit, or as any cause can be learnt from its constant visible effects."

—Smalley^s Sermons, pp. 143, 144.

" An hereditary corruption is transmitted to all that naturally de-

scend from him. If Adam had continued in his obedience, the spi-

ritual as well as the natural life, had been conveyed to his children

;

but for his rebellion he lost his primitive rectitude, and contracted

an universal corruption, which he derives to all his posterity. And
as in a disease there is a defect of health, and a distemper of the

humors that affects the body, so in the depravation of nature, there

is, not the mere want of holiness, but a strong proclivity to sin."

—

Bates' Divine Alt, chap. iii.

" Man's sinfulness as fallen, consists in the corruption of his na-

ture, or a propensity or inclination to all evil, which is commonly

called original sin."

—

Ridgely's Body of Divinity.

" There is in the unrenewed will an utter inability for what is truly

good and acceptable in the sight of God," " an averseness to good,"

" a natural proneness to evil," " an awful bent toward sin." " Men
have it by nature. They owe it, not to their nature as qualified at

man's creation by his Maker, but to their nature as vitiated and cor-

rupted by the fall ; to the vicious quality or corruption of their na-

ture, which is their principle of action."

—

Boston's Fourfold State.

" The sinfulness of that estate whereinto man fell, consists in the

guilt of Adam's first sin, the want of original righteousness wherein

he was created, and the corruption of his nature, whereby he is utterly

indisposed, disabled, and made opposite to all that is spiritually good,

and wholly inclined to evil.''

—

Westminster Confession.
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"This sin is called original, or the sin of origin, both because at

the first, or immediately after the first origin of man, it invaded him

and all his faculties with its infection, in consequence of his revolt

from God, and because it is the origin and cause of all his depraved

appetites, and thence of all his actual transgressions."

" Man was created after the image of God, and furnished with the-

gifts and endowments in which that consists ; but after his fall, he

begat a son in his own likeness, bereft of that divine image, and

formed of the vicious qualities which are its opposites."

" That all the posterity of Adam are naturally prepense to the

hatred of God and each other, the Remonstrants must themselves

acknowledge, if they adhere to their confession, in which they state

' that all men, through that one sin of Adam, became divested of true

righteousness, which is necessary to the attainment of eternal life;'

inasmuch as such must necessarily carry in themselves a propensity

to the hatred of God and one another; for that true righteousness,

which is necessary to the attainment of salvation, is the love of God

and man. Man, therefore, divested of that righteousness, must neces-

sarily be prone to its opposite, unless the Remonstrants choose to

represent him as converted into a mere block, without reason, will,

or affection, of any kind whatever."

—

Trigland's Refutation, chap,

xii. p. 51.

" As the spiritual life ofAdam depended on his continued union to

his Creator his alienation from him was the death of his soul. Nor

is it strange that his revolt, which perverted the whole order of na-

ture in- heaven and earth, involved his race in ruin. The whole

creation groans, says Paul, having unwillingly become involved in

corruption. Is the reason asked? It is doubtless visited with a

portion of the punishment which is due to man, for whom it was

created. As, then, in consequence of his transgression, the curse

thus diffused itself in every direction, and spread over the whole

world there is nothing irrational in the doctrine that it was conveyed

by propagation to all his posterity also. After, therefore, the divine

image was obliterated in himself, he not only suffered, in punishment

ofhis sin, the loss ofwisdom, strength, sanctity, truth, righteousness,

the ornaments with which he was originally adorned, and the succes-

sion in their place of the most odious pests, blindness, emptiness.
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impurity, vanity, unrighteousness, but also involved his posterity in

the same evils. This is that hereditary corruption which the ancients

denominated original sin, meaning, by the term sin, the depravation

of that nature which was originally good and pure. This was a sub-

ject ofmuch discussion among them, as nothing is more abhorrent to

common sense, than that all mankind should be held responsible for

the fault of one, and sin thus rendered common to all. This seems

to have been the reason that the earliest teachers in the church re-

ferred to the subject but very obscurely, or at least treated it with

less perspicuity than it merited. Their timidity, however, did not

prevent the rise of Pelagius, and the propagators of his impious pre-

tence, that Adam only injured himself by his transgression ; that no

evil resulted from it to his posterity. By thus craftily veiling the dis-

ease from the eye, it was Satan's intention, obviously, to render it

irremediable. When, however, it was clearly demonstrated from

the Scriptures, that sin was transmitted from Adam to all his poste-

rity, Pelagius perversely asserted that it was conveyed to them

through imitation merely, instead of propagation. In opposition to

this, the orthodox, and Augustine more especially, laboured to de-

monstrate that we are not corrupted by an external and adventitious

viciousness, but bring a natural depravity along with us at our birth.

The denial of this was an act of consummate effrontery; those, how-

ever, who from their acquaintance with the writings of that distin-

guished father, have become aware of the brutish presumption of

Pelagius and his followers in regard to other subjects, will not be

surprised at their rashness in respect to this. It certainly is not a

matter of doubt, that David confesses himself to have been begotten

in iniquity, and that in sin his mother conceived him; nor is he there

referring to the sins of his father or mother, but in order to express

more adequately the goodness of God toward himself, makes confes-

sion of his personal depravity from the period of his conception ; and

as that was not peculiar to him, it should be regarded as denoting

the common lot of the race. All, therefore, who descend from that

impure original, are born infected with the contagion of sin ; yes, in

the sight of God, we are all polluted and odious, before we see the

light of life. Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean? No
one, we are assured. We are thus taught, that the impurity of pa-

rents is so transmitted to their offspring, that all, without exception,
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are defiled in their origin ; and the first rise of this pollution is not to

be found, except by ascending to the first parent of all as its fountain.

It is thus to be regarded as certain, that Adam was not the proge-

nitor only of human nature, but its root, as it were ; and that by his

corruption, accordingly, the whole human race, as a matter of course,

became depraved.

*' But to make myself more thoroughly understood, let me define

original sin. It is not my design critically to examine all the varying

definitions of it which writers have advanced, but simply to offer one

which seems to me most happily expressive of the truth. Let ori-

ginal sin, then, be regarded as an hereditary depravity and corrup-

tion of our nature, diffused through all parts of the mind, which first

makes us obnoxious to the wrath of God, and then produces in us

those works which the scriptures denominate the works of the flesh

;

and it is this, peculiarly, which Paul frequently denominates sin, and

the works which spring from it, such as adulteries, thefts, murders

and the like, he accordingly calls the fruits of sin, though they also

are frequently expressly called sins, both in his writings and in other

portions of the sacred volume.

" Two things then are here distinctly to be observed : that our

nature being thus vitiated in all its parts, we are already, on account

of this corruption alone, justly held convicted and condemned before

God, to whom nothing is acceptable but righteousness and purity ;

and that this perversity never suspends its activity within us, but

perpetually exerts itself in the production of those fruits which I have

epoken ofas the works of the flesh, like a blazing furnace ceaselessly

evolving flames and sparks, or a fountain pouring forth its waters

without end. Those, therefore, who have represented original sin

as consisting in the want of that original righteousness which we

ought to possess, although their definition includes all that is con-

tained in the thing, yet they have not expressed its force and activity

with suflicient emphasis ; for our nature is not only totally empty of

all good, but is so full and fertile of evils of every description, that it

cannot but give birth to them.

" Those who have denominated it concupiscence, would not have

expressed it too strongly, had they stated, that every thing whatever

that there is in man, from his understanding to his wUl, from his apirit
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to his flesh, is totally pervaded and polluted by Uiis concupiscence, or

in one word, that his whole nature of itself is nothing else than

concupiscence.

" I have accordingly represented all parts of the soul as having

become pervaded by sin, since the abandonment by Adam of the

fountain of righteousness ; for he was not only prompted to trans-

gression by the impulses of his inferior appetites, but a heaven-daring

impiety got possession of the very citadel of his understanding, and

pride penetrated the deep recesses of his heart."

" The will is held in such servitude to sin, that it cannot incline,

much kss devote itself to obedience." " The power of exerting vo-

litions, however, still remains,—though it inclines, and rushes as it

were with intense affection, to sin,—since man, in involving himself

in this necessity, did not divest himself of the faculty itself of choice,

but only of its healthfulness."

" But some are perplexed, from their inability to distinguish be-

tween necessity and compulsion. If, however, any one were to ask

them, whether God is not necessarily good, and the devil necessarily

evil, what would be their answer? for such is the connexion of God's

goodness with his divinity, that he is not more necessarily God, than

he is necessarily good. On the other hand, the devil is so alienated

from all good, that he cannot possibly do any thing that is not evil.

Should any one sacrilegiously object, that God can merit but little

praise for his goodness, if thus constrained to preserve it, it is an

obvious and sufficient answer that it is his infinite goodness, and not

a forcible compulsion, that is the reason of his inability to do evil.

If, therefore, the fact that he is under a necessity of doing that which

is good, is no impediment to his acting freely in it, and if the devil

still sins voluntarily, though totally unable to act in any other way
than sinfully ; who will say that man does not sin as voluntarily,

although under an invincible necessity of sinning ? This necessity

Augustine always affirmed ; and even, when urged by the cavils of

Celestius, continued to assert, that it was by liberty that man had

involved himself in sin, but that the penal depravity which followed,

had converted that liberty into a necessity ; and he was accustomed,

whenever he alluded to the subject, to speak in this manner of the

necessary servitude of the will.

34
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" This important distinction ought, then, to be kept m mind, that

man, as depraved by the fall, still sins voluntarily, not unwilling or

by constraint ; from an intense propensity of mind, not from a violent

coaction; from the impulse of his own lust, not from external

force; still, such is the depravity of his nature, that he cannot pos-

sibly be excited nor impelled to anything that is not evil."

—

Calvin's

Institutes, book ii. chap. 1 , 3.

All these descriptions of the condition of the mind after

the fall, thus exhibit its whole nature as converted, as it

were, into a mere susceptibility of sinful emotions. Its de-

pravity is defined as consisting in that constitutional tenden-

cy, and as being such, that the perception of divine things

instinctively and universally awakens aversion, and the

apprehension of other objects excites in like manner invo-

luntary gratification, and hurries it resistlessly to trans-

gression. The existence of these efiects thus ascribed to

the mind, as we have already seen, can never be accounted

for, except as instinctive and unavoidable results of a con-

stitutional susceptibility ; and no such susceptibility can be

conceived to exist, except as it has its foundation in the

physical nature, in the same manner as other essential at-

tributes.

These writers also exhibit this natural propensity to mo-

ral evil as in itself sinful, in the same manner as sinful

actions are. As they hold that the mind, when endowed with

original righteousness, was in its nature conformed to the

divine law, and was thence in itself morally excellent " in

the highest sense ;" so they represent it as having become

by the loss of that rectitude, a violation of that law, and

guilty, consequently, and odious, in the same sense as it is

for disobedient actions. Its nature itself is thus exhibited

as being positively sinful, " antecedently to sinful actions or
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words, or even thoughts, and as the cause of all these
;"

and accordingly is expressly declared to be guilty, for being

what it is, and obnoxious to everlasting punishment. The

language of Calvin is, " that our nature being thus vitiated

in all its parts, we are already, on account of this corrup-

tion alone, justly held convicted and condemned before

God."

IV. In conformity with these views, they regard moral

means, no matter by what agency they are employed, nor

to what extent they are carried, as utterly incompetent, from

their nature, and unadapted to excite the mind in its unre-

generate state to the exercise of obedience.

This is the representation, as I have heretofore had occa-

sion to show, of Dr. Griffin, President Dwight, Dr. Smalley,

President Edwards, and the whole Calvinistic world with-

out exception ; and is the necessary result of the doctrine

that the mind must possess a specific taste for divine things,

in order to be capable of loving them. If such a taste is

essential as a cause to the existence of obedient volitions,

it is clear that no moral influence can ever excite a mind

wholly destitute of it, to the exercise of such acts, nor have

any tendency whatever to the production of them. This

absolute denial to moral means of all adaptation to sway

the mind to obedience, is thus in fact a denial of its physical

capacity for right actions. If such a capacity were pos-

sessed, it would undoubtedly be possible, at least to divine

power, to bring it into exercise, and through the instrumen-

tality therefore of motives, as it is under their influence

alone, that the exertion of the voluntary powers ever does

or can take place. A more absolute denial therefore of the

mind's physical capability of obedience, while unrenewed
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cannot be imagined, than is involved in this doctrine. For

It denies even to tlie ahnighty and omniscient Spirit the

power of bringing it to exert right actions, in that way in

which alone it can possibly be excited to obedience, without

a change of its physical nature ; and if God cannot cause

it to exert such a capacity, it is clear beyond controversy

that it does not possess it.

And in like manner in ascribing to the mind, on the other

hand, a depraved disposition, by which all motives that can

reach it, instinctively excite it to sinful affections, and in

denying to God the possibility of employing a moral influ-

ence that can prompt it to any other actions, they also pre-

sent to us an absolute denial of the mind's capacity for any

other agency, than that which is a violation of the divine

law.

V. From these views of the inadequacy of a moral influ-

ence to change the mind, it follows that a purely physical

agency, must be regarded as necessary to the production of

that eflfect, and consequently that the regenerating influence

of the Holy Spirit is wholly of that kind.

Such accordingly is the current doctrine on the subject,

as is admitted by the reviewer, and as it were easy to show,

were it necessary, by numerous proofs from the most dis-

tinguished writers. Of course, therefore, the agency of the

Spirit, if of that nature, must be employed in producing a

change of the physical constitution.

VI. They accordingly represent regeneration as consist-

ing in the implantation in the mind, of a taste for divine

things, in constitution and moral character, precisely resem-

bling that with which Adam is supposed by them to have
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been originally endowed, and which, therefore, from all their

representations of its nature, and mode of giving birth to

its effects, is obviously, as we have seen, an attribute of the

physical constitution.

This doctrine of physical rectitude and depravity is thus

an essential ingredient of the whole fabric of their theory,

and one of its most distinctive and palpable characteristics.

In place of being indebted at all for its existence to a forced

construction of the terms in which it is expressed, it is itself

the sole ground of the use of that language—is assumed,

affirmed, and taught in as various forms, and as specific a

manner,, as many other essential articles in the Calvinistic

system, and is itself the ground on which not a few of its

subordinate positions are held and inculcated.

The reviewer presents as an additional and important

proof of injustice in ascribing to Calvinists the doctrine in

question, the fact that the statements of so many of that

body are obviously inconsistent with it, and that moreover

by many of them it is distinctly disclaimed. These consi-

derations however furnish but very inadequate ground for

the conclusion which he alleges them to sustain. The fact

thatmany of the most acute,learned, and conscientious among

the Calvinists, and I may add their whole body, entertainmany

positions essentially incompatible with this doctrine, is no de-

cisive proof that the doctrine itself is not in fact an ingredient

of their theoretical system. In place of that, such an inconsist-

ency is what might naturally be expected. It does not follow

from their having fallen into an error in their speculations on

this subject, that their views on all others must be equally

erroneous. In a great portion of their discussions they

proceed on the principles of common sense, and are un-

doubtedly correct, and in many instances their views and
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statements on this subject are so modified by the important

truths which they hold and the powerful influence over them

of consciousness and common sense, as to correspond very

nearly with fact, though at the expense of undermining the

foundation of their theory. Thus they universally urge on

the unregenerate the obligation to repentance and faith,

precisely as though no physical obstacle to their exercise

were imagined to exist in the constitution, and address the

various motives of the gospel to the conscience and

heart, in the same manner as though they were regarded as

appropriate means of exciting to obedience.

All this, however, furnishes no proof that we are not to

be guided in our views of the language in which they treat

of this subject, by the usual laws of interpretation ; nor that

we are not as certain that their statements, reasoning, and

the great principles on which they proceed, necessarily in-

volve this doctrine, as we are that many of their other re-

presentations are essentially inconsistent with it.

Nor is any such proof furnished by the fact, that Calvin-

ists have not been aware that their theory involves the doc-

trine of physical depravity, and have even formally denied

that any of their representations respecting regeneration,

imply that the influence of the Spirit in that work, is incon-

sistent with the nature of the mind, incompatible with moral

freedom, and subversive of our obligations. Such, un-

doubtedly, are and have been their views of their theory.

They have persuaded themselves, that though perplexed with

many difficulties, yet it is not justly open to these formid-

able objections. This, however, does not prove that it is

not so ; and the question at issue is, not whether they have

believed their system to be correct or not, and vindicable

from these exceptions, but whether the reasons on which
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they rest that belief, or any others that can be alleged for its

support, are valid, and form a fit justification of their doc-

trine. The reviewer himself admits, that while they claim

that the Spirit's influence is not compulsory, nor *' inconsis-

tent with the nature of man as a rational and responsible

creature," they still hold that it is " a direct and physical

influence on the soul." The point, then, to be ascertained,

in order to determine whether that influence is "perfectly

congruous to the nature of the soul," or not, is the nature

of the eflfect which they represent it as accomplishing. Is

it employed in simply communicating truth to the mind, or

modifying and determining the moral influence that acts on

it? Such an agency might undoubtedly be direct and

physical, and still be perfectly congruous to the nature of

the soul " of man, as a rational and responsible creature,"

and is the agency, I cannot but believe which is in fact,

exerted by the Holy Spirit. Such, however, are not their

apprehensions. " They mean to assert, that regeneration is

not efiected by mere moral suasion ; that there is sometliing

more than the simple presentation of truth, and urging of

motives. The idea of Calvinists uniformly was, that the

truth, however clearly presented or forcibly urged, would

never produce its full effect without a special influence of

the Holy Spirit;" and they not only held, the reviewer

should have added, that it would never produce the "full

eflfect" required, without such an influence, but would not

produce any portion whatever, or degree of that effect, nor

have any tendency to give existence to such a result; but,

on the contrary, would necessarily prove an unmixed and

triumphant temptation, and become the more intense and

irresistible the farther its agency was carried. Their repre-

sentations go to the length, as we have seen, of denying
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(even to llie omniscient and omnipotent Spirit himself, the

possibility of changing the heart through this instrumenta-

lity, on the ground that the " disposition of the mind whence

volitions flow," on which these motives must waste their

influence, is depraved, and from the necessity of its nature,

can give birth only to sinful affections; that " moral means

can only work upon such moral principles as they find to

work upon," and "cannot produce a new nature, new prin-

ciples of action, any more than natural means can make

new life for themselves to work upon in a dead carcass."

They accordingly regard the eradication of this " sinful

disposition," and the implantation of an opposite relish for

holiness, by which the moral means presented to the mind

shall naturally and efficaciously excite right affections, as

the work accomplished by the regenerating Spirit ; and it

is on this ground solely, that he is regarded as exerting a

direct and physical agency.

" All the old Calvinists, and the great majority, we hope and be-

lieve, of the new school also, hold that the result of the Holy Spirit's

operation on the soul, is a holy principle or disposition. Dr. Cox
says, ifwe understand him, that the result is a holy act. This is the

whole ground of debate, and to lookers on it may appear rather too

narrow to be worth disputing about. Dr. Cox, however, seems to

think that this is a subject of vital importance, affecting deeply our

views of the whole system of divine truth, and our manner of preach-

ing; involving the high questions of the grounds of man's accounta-

bility, the nature of sin and holiness, and of human liberty. And

here, we are sorry to say, we agree with him. We are afraid that

this is a turning point; we do not see how it is possible to hold toge-

ther the tattered shreds of Calvinism, if this ground be assumed.

—

p. 265,266.

The whole discussion thus resolves itself ihto the ques-
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tion, whether such a disposition, if introduced into the mind,

would form an attribute of its physical nature, and thence

whether a change of that nature would be involved in its

implantation there. And such being, as I have shown,

most indubitably the fact, the Calvinistic system is convict-

ed of involving the doctrine of physical holiness and depra-

vity, whether its teachers are aware of the fact, and willing

to admit it, or not.

On the whole, then, I flatter myself it has become suffi-

ciently apparent, that the reviewer has not been successful

in attempting to vindicate the Calvinistic theory from this

representation of its doctrines, nor in fastening the charge

of unfairness or misapprehension on those who have exhi--

bited these dogmas, which he so zealously disclaims, as

among the most essential elements of that system ; nor, with

the exception of some absurd peculiarities in the Christian

Spectator, already referred to—in advancing any adequate

support of the grave imputations of error, with which he

brands the views of those on these points, who dissent from

the Calvinistic scheme. On the latter topic, he has not

indeed, entered at large, but expected his readers, it would

seem, to regard the justice of his charge, as an inevitable

inference from the truth of his own theory.

Nor has he by any means adequately exhibited the diffi-

culties with which the Calvinistic system on this subject is

embarrassed. Had he, in fact, succeeded in demonstrating

the position, on which he relies as the instrument of vindi-

cating his system,—that there may be a "taste for spiritual

loveliness," or sin, which "can be resolved neither into

essential attributes, nor acts,"—it could scarcely have been

regarded as an adequate defence of Calvinism, both because

it leaves many of the most formidable difficulties of that

35
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scheme unnoticed, and because it does not itself accord with

the Calvinistic representations on the subject.

It is not a doctrine of Calvinism, tliat the original right-

eousness and natural depravity of human nature are not "a

real existence, or entity." The theory of the I'evievver is

even more distantly removed, if possible, from that system,

than the representation which he labours to overthrow, that

holiness and sin are only predicable of acts, and not of attri-

butes or physical substances. Calvinists regard the original

rectitude of Adam as "a real existence," an absolute "en-

tity." They teach that God created it, conferred it on

Adam as an endowment, communicated it to him along^

with his nature, that it existed, began to act as a cause,

and produced effects in him, the first moment of his being,

and was such an integral and important part of his nature,

that had he continued obedient, he would have conveyed it

by generation, along with his other constitutional qualities,

to his posterity. But what truth or imaginable significance

can there be in these representations, if that original right-

eousness was after all, as the reviewer wishes us to believe,

nothing more than an indescribable " something," that

" can be resolved neither into an essential attribute, nor an

act," and is neither " a real existence" nor an " entity."

What species of existence can this undefinable and unima-

ginable " something," have been ? Whatever else it may

have been, it was not, we have his repeated assurance, " a

real existence." It was neither the soul itself, nor any por-

tion or attribute of it, nor any one or number of its acts

or operations ; nor was it any relation of parts to each

other, as the mind has no parts, being indivisible and im-

material ; nor was it any relation to it of any thing"

external to itself, of place or time, of cause or efiect, of
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beings or objects, lor it was predicable ol' the soul itself,

and of that only. But if it was thus neither the soul itself,

nor any of its attributes or acts, neither any of its relations

to other things, nor their relations to itself: if, in a word,

it was neither any thing existing within it, nor any thing

without it, it manifestly can have had no existence whatever.

If it was not " a real existence," it must have been a non-

existence ; if it was not an actual " entity," it must have

been a non-entity.

The disciples of the older Calvinists, however, will hardly

be able to recognise, I suspect, any traces of their theory in

this mere tissue of negatives, which thus effectually pushes

their original righteousness and native depravity out of

existence. It is immeasurably more at variance with their

system of doctrines, than even the theory that resolves all

sin into acts ; and will impose, I suspect, a much heavier

tax on the reviewer's powers, in order to its vindication,

than the true Calvinistic theory required. If the original

righteousness, with which Adam is represented to have been

endowed, was thus an absolute non-existence, it would be

satisfactory to be informed, with what meaning it is, that it

is said to have been created ; in what manner it is that an

absolute non-existence is supposed to act as a positive cause,

and produce virtuous volitions ; in what sense it is, that it

is believed to be in itself morally excellent, a conformity to

law, and an object of divine approbation and reward ; in

what mode it was that Adam, had he persevered in obedi-

ence, would have conveyed this non-existence by propaga-

tion to his posterity, along with their nature ; and by what

process it was, that he became deprived of it at his fall.

Did it cease to be a non-existence, by ceasing to exist ? If

the depraved disposition which succeeded in its place, is
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also an absolute non-entity, it would be grateful to be in-

formed, likewise, what it is that constitutes the specific dif-

ferences of these two non-existences, and forms the ground

of the fact, that one, by virtue of its nature, is holy and

excellent in itself " in the highest sense", and the other in

itself as odious and sinful ; and that the one is an " energy

of the mind" whence virtuous volitions flow, and which

renders them virtuous by the necessity of its nature, and

that the other by a similar necessity gives birth to sinful

volitions, " like a blazing furnace, ceaselessly evolving flames

and sparks, or a fountain pouring forth its waters without

end."

Should the reviewer however succeed in disentangling

his representations from these difficulties, he will not thereby

have achieved a vindication of Calvinism ; as the rectitude

and depravity which that ascribes to the nature of man are

not a nonentity, but real existences, and essential ingredi-

ents in his constitution and character. To furnish an ade-

quate defence of the Calvinistic theory from the charge of

involving the doctrine of physical depravity and regenera-

tion, it will be essential to point out some legitimate princi-

ple on which the language in which that theory is customarily

expressed, can be interpreted, so that the depravity which

it ascribes to the mind, not only may not, but cannot with

any fairness be regarded as a physical property ; and to

show with what other legitimate scheme the great funda-

mental principles on which its teachers proceed in their phi-

losophy, and the great arguments on which they rely for its

support, are naturally or even at all compatible.

It will be indispensable also to point out in what manner

that depravity, if not a constitutional attribute, can be con-

veyed from one generation to another by propagation^ how
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it can constitute an " energy" of the mind and produce

physical effects, in precisely the same manner as those attri-

butes which are admitted to belong to the physical nature ;

and finally, how it can itself be the subject of a physical

agency, and require, as is represented, an exertion of al-

mighty power, like that which was put forth at the resurrec-

tion of Christ, to eradicate it from the constitution, and

implant in its place a " taste for spiritual loveliness."

The achievement however of this formidable task is scarce-

ly to be expected from human skill. It is a vexed and

torturing mystery, that has baffled the understanding and

perplexed the faith of the church at large for many ages,

and whose difficulties none even of the myriads of the great-

est, the wisest, and the best, who have attempted to explore

its dark labyrinths, have hitherto found themselves able

either to evade or overcome.



CONSIDERATIONS
ON THE

METHODS OF CONDUCTING

BENEVOLENT UNDERTAKINGS

It is a general law of the divine administration, that the

enterprises of men shall prove successful, in proportion to

the wisdom with which they are conducted. This is not

less the fact in affairs of religion—though often regarded

as the peculiar field of divine sovereignty—than in merely

secular undertakings, but is common to all departments of

human agency. Wisdom in the execution of purposes, lies

in the skilful selection and application of means for their

accomplishment ; and it is the adaptation undoubtedly of

the means thus employed to produce the results which are

sought through their agency, and the fact that they are

formed by the Creator for the purpose of being instrumen-

tal to their attainment, that is the ground of the efficacy

with which he customarily causes them to be attended.

Success is accordingly the natural result of a skilful use of

means, and not the effect of a special interposition of divine

providence ; and defeat is, on the other hand, the fit and ne-

cessary consequence of their unskilful application. It is

God indeed in all instances who giveth the increase, to the

planting of Paul and the watering of Apollos. as well as
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to all humbler agencies, but he gives it in accordance with

established laws, and conformed to the peculiarities of the

agency which is the instrument of its production. Men
never gather grapes of thorns, nor figs of thistles. To ob-

tain those grateful fruits, they must plant their proper seeds

in fitting soils, and at appropriate seasons; It doubtless

sometimes happens that even wise attempts to do good are

unsuccessful. Such was the fact indeed, and in many in-

stances peculiarly, with the ministry of prophets, apostles,

and the Saviour himself, and such is the fact likewise not

unfrequently in merely secular affairs. The race is not al-

ways to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, even when
their powers are dexterously employed, but these deviations

from the general law of providence are not more frequent,

and probably are of more seldom occurrence in the former,

than in the latter class of effects.

In the accomplishment of the great moral ends for which

the world is sustained, a most important office is assigned to

human instrumentality. Each generation of men commen-

ces its career at the same point of total helplessness and ig-

norance, and has to acquire all the knowledge of which it

becomes possessed, and by obedience or resistance to the

favourable influences which reach it, to form for itself its

character, and determine its destiny; and it pertains to

each antecedent in the series, to transmit to its successor

the wisdom which it has gained in the struggle, to point

out to it the true path to happiness, and the dangers with

which it is beset, and to sway it as far as possible to recti-

tude and deter it from guilt, by exerting over it for that end,

all the propitious influences that lie within its power. And
it is by the agency of men on each other almost entirely at

every period of life, and through all the gradations of so-
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ciety, that their character is formed, and their destiny sha-

ped ; that they are influenced to the choice of wise or of

guilty pursuits ; that they are led to combine their agency

for the achievement of great and salutary, or pernicious

objects ; that they are allured to vice, or prompted to vir-

tue. And it is in the exertion of a right influence of this

kind, that the duty of life pre-eminently lies. It forms the

appointed and illimitable field of human usefulness, in whicii

by the gracious decree of providence, success is made to de-

pend on the measure of the wisdom with which it is sought.

The results of new and important efforts for the advance-

ment of religion, are modified still more than ordinarily,

by the character of the measures adopted for the attain-

ment of their object. Such undertakings usually, from

their novelty, their uncertain success, their interference with

established habits and collision with the interests and pre-

judices of men, encounter unforeseen and unexpected de-

grees and forms of opposition and ditliculty ; and neither

good designs, ardent wishes, vigorous efforts, nor great sa-

crifices, alone, are by any means sufficient to ensure their

success. The means for their attainment must be wisely

chosen and skilfully applied. Error in their selection, or

misjudgment in their use, may not only limit the amount of

good attained, or involve a total failure ; but may even

throw affairs into a worse position than they occupied be-

fore, and call into activity and arm with lasting and resist-

less power, innumerable evils that had otherwise never ob-

tained existence. How many unhappy verifications of this

remark are furnished by the history of the church !

Seasons of great and novel enterprises in religion, are

usually seasons of as great danger. The extraordinary

causes which give birth to these enterprises themselves.
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actifflg on communities at large, excite many other passions

and purposes beside such as have the interests of religion

for their object. Periods of improvement of any kind,

are generally periods also of quackery. Attempts at and

pretences to extraordinary discoveries and attainments be-

come fashionable ; the minds of men at large are roused to

unusual action, and give birth to now and extraordinary

forms of folly and error, as well as of wisdom and utility.

The present is undoubtedly an epoch of unusual im-

portance to the churches of our country, from the great

and numerous benevolent undertakings by which it is cha-

racterised, and is destined to exert a more momentous influ-

ence on future generations, than almost any that has prece-

ded it, and one that shall depend, at least in an equal degree

with others, on the character of the measures employed to

attain the great objects sought.

It is a lesson incessantly taught both by history and ex-

perience, that to project, is not of course to secure the ac-

complishment of good ; that it is possible that even the best

undertakings may be defeated by negligence or misma-

nagement; and that nothing but the highest efforts of

skill can ensure, even under the blessing of heaven, the full

accomplishment of the good that is possible, nor secure our

enterprises from giving existence to evils, which may greatly

limit, and possibly far outweigh, the good effects of which

they are the instruments.

The questions therefore,—what are the great principles

on which these important enterprises should be conducted,

and the means by which their objects are to be achieved,

and what are the dangers of defeat or hindrance against

which it is the part of wisdom to guard,—are of the most

36
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essential moment, an<l demand the grave consideration of

the friends of Christianity and happiness.

The ultimate object of these benevolent institutions is,

to promote piety to God and benevolence to man, or in

other words, to bring those, toward whom their agency is

directed, to act in accordance with the two great command-

ments of the gospel, requiring them to love God supreme-

ly, and each other as themselves. A proximate and auxi-

liary object of their agency is, to induce the community to

contribute the pecuniary means, and lend the countenance

and agency, which are necessary to the attainment of that

ultimate end ; and it is to this that the considerations on

which I am about to dwell, will have their chief reference.

The first observation which I have to offer is, that it is

apparent from the very nature of this object, that it is to be

attained only by a moral influence.

It is to be accomplished by the diffusion of knowledge
;

by imparting right views and exciting a just sense of obli-

gation ; by winning the confidence, interesting the affec-

tions, and prompting resolution, by upright and manly per-

suasion. Without this knowledge indeed, it is physically

impossible that these enterprises should become objects of

even ordinary interest. Truth can exert its power over the

mind, only as it is seen, and those themes alone obtain a

commanding influence over the heart, which are clearly,

frequently, and impressively urged on the attention; which

obtain a firm hold of the convictions, and become intimately

associated with the current of habitual thought.

Compulsion is, from the nature of the case, utterly in-

competent to the attainment of the end, and incompatible

with it. Men are not to be forced to the choice of virtue

themselves, nor to the voluntary promotion ol" It in other?.
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Mere legislative enactments, prohibiting the transgression

of the divine law, and enjoining the exercise of justice,

truth, and benevolence, have no adaptation to secure those

results. To lead men to love and obey God, they must be

furnished with those views of him, by which others are ex-

cited to obey him. To prompt them to do justice and

love mercy in their intercourse M'ith each other, and to keep

themselves unspotted from the world, they must be led to

just apprehensions of those duties, and their obligations in

respect to them. Such views are the proper and essential

cause of these effects, without which their existence is as

physically impossible, as the production of effects without

any cause whatever. All that force can do is, to restrain

and modify the external conduct ; and its influence in that re-

spect, when at variance with the predominant principles

and passions, can go but a very Hmited length, and gene-

rally soon defeats itself by producing a reaction that car-

ries public feeling and practice more distantly to the oppo-

site extreme than before. None can be rendered efficient

co-operators in these undertakings, except by inspiring them

with the same views and sentiments, as characterise the en-

lightened, upright, and benevolent individuals who were

led by the impulse of their fixed and legitimate principles

to originate them, and have continued to sustain them hith-

erto by their countenance and agency.

I shall now turn to the notice of some of the dangers

which beset these undertakings, and against which it be-

comes their friends and promoters cautiously to guard.

1. Of these, the first is that of projecting enterprises

which are impracticable, or of doubtful utility, and of ad-
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vancing such as are of subordinate importance, into the

rank of those which are essential.

There are obviously objects enough that are entirely un-

exceptionable, to exhaust all the means, and give employ-

ment to all the agency that are likely to be offered for their

advancement. To intrude among them such as are of

doubtful expediency, were to pervert the bounty of the pub-

lic, and give occasion for distrust in respect to such as are

justly entitled to approbation and confidence. And to the

various objects which have just claims to support, their pro-

per rank should be assigned, according to their several de-

grees of importance. To ascribe to each in succession—no

matter how subordinate its usefulness may be,—as its me-

rits are presented to the public, the highest grade of utility

and consequence, and to exhaust all the efforts to give it

success which the most urgent can call forth, is as injudi-

cious as it is unjust. It is adapted, by the air of extrava-

gance which it throws over the subject, to excite distrust in

respect to all such enterprises, and render them suspected as

the offspring of inconsiderate and enthusiastic passion.

There are fit and adequate reasons enough for sustaining

all legitimate objects of public patronage, without oversta-

ting their merits, exaggerating their promise of usefulness,

or resorting in any manner for their support to the aid of

fiction or extravagance.

Of the various objects which have hitherto been urged

on the patronage of the public, the most essential are un-

questionably fully sanctioned by the gospel, and of the

most obvious utility ; and of several of them it were

scarcely possible to overstate or adequately appreciate the

importance. Such pre-eminently, are those which have for

their object the distribution of the scriptures, and the com-
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inuiiicatioii of the gospel to pagan nations, and to the

destitute of christian lands. These sublime enterprises are

in literal obedience to the command of the Saviour, " Go

ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every crea-

ture," and have hitherto been attended by a most signal

verification of the promise, *<andlo, I am with you always,

even unto the end of the world." Of the others, there un-

doubtedly are several of very subordinate consequence,

and probably some of but questionable expediency. To

the latter class, the society instituted several years since for

the conversion of the sons of Abraham, belongs, in the

judgment of many, from the signal uselessness, thus far, of

the liberal funds with which it was endowed, and the want

of any promise of their more judicious appropriation here-

after.

II. No inducements should be employed to engage men

to co-operate in these undertakings, except such as are de-

rived from religious considerations.

No others are at all appropriate, or can prove efficacious.

It is a desecration of these benevolent objects to resort to

the pride, ambition, or vanity of men, for means for their

accomplishment. It amounts to a tacitjustification of those

evil passions, tends to foster and confirm their predominance,

and involves the false and derogatory assumption, that Chris-

tianity is not fraught with inducements enough to enable us

to accomplish our wise and virtuous designs through its in-

strumentality. No other motives than those of religion are

at all adequate to these important objects. No great un-

dertaking indeed,dependent for its achievement on combined

and long continued efforts, can ever be successfully carried

forward, except by the motives arising from itself. "Who
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goetli a warfare at any time at his own ciiarges f Who
planteth a vineyard and eateth not of the fruit thereof ?"

Such is no less the fact with all such as have the advance-

ment of the gospel and the salvation of souls for their ob-

ject. Where are any fit or adequate motives to be found,

for the gifts, the sacrifices, the sufferings, and all the strenu-

ous and ceaseless efforts, which are requisite to the achieve-

ment of all that is aimed at and practicable in these stupen-

dous enterprises, except in the dread and gracious truths of

the gospel itself, and the illimitable retributions of that fu-

ture being which it reveals to our knowledge ? To rely

for the accomplishment of such objects on mere casual im-

pulses, or distant, dissimilar, and even hostile considerations,

is to forget that effects are not to be brought into existence

except by corresponding causes ; to substitute weak and

childish expectations, for skilful efforts ; and to rush forward

to the certainty of disgraceful defeat, in place of victory.

No irrelevant or subordinate considerations can prove suffi-

cient to sustain the difficulties which attend the execution

of these great undertakings, nor can rationally be expected

to meet the blessing of heaven. The efforts of selfishness

are not accustomed to be accompanied by confidence in

God, and reliance for success on his prospering care, and

having nothing to sustain them but pride, vanity, or mere

worldly hope, soon fall to the ground, and disappoint the

passions they were meant to gratify.

Addresses to these passions indeed often directly defeat

themselves, by exciting disgust in those to whom they arc

offered. They who have talent enough to acquire wealth,

or who enjoy such a rank in society as to render their co-

operation of importance, are generally intelligent enough

to know, that to aggrandise themselves by splendi4 dona-
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tions, which are to be blazoned before the world, and trans-

mit their names to posterity, or by loud and forward pro-

fessions of friendliness and zeal, is not a proper end to be

sought in bequests to religious objects or efforts for their

advancement. And when such inducements are employed,

they not unfi-equently, beside counteracting themselves, in-

spire distrust of the principles of those who offer them. It

is a fair inference that the motives on which men rely to

control the choices of others In cases like these, are such as

have a predominating influence over themselves. If while

professedly employed in the advancement of religion, they

overlook its fit and infinite inducements, and rely on temp-

tations to pride, ambition, or vanity to accomplish their ob-

ject, they have no reason for complaint at the conclusion,

that they are themselves under the control of those passions,

and are false accordingly in their professions of zeal for the

happiness of their fellow-men, and attachment to the cause

of the Redeemer. One misjudged effort of this kind some-

times revives or excites prejudices against religion and its

friends, which no subsequent care can eradicate, and exerts

a lasting and fatal influence on whole families and commu-

nities. How much wiser to rely on the high and holy in-

ducements which religion offers,—inducements whose all-

controlHng influence every mind may be made to feel, which

were formed and adapted to maintain a supremacy in the

heart, and produce affections and principles that are per-

manent and efficacious, and prove sources of immeasurable

good to the individuals in whom they are excited, as well

as to the cause in whose service they are engaged.

III. No institutions for these objects should ever be suf-

fered to become, either openly or indirectly, the instruments

of sectarianism.
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Their proper and sole business is, the dissemination of

the gospel, and so far as a particular explanation of its

truths, or exhibition of its rites may ultimately become ne-

cessary to the attainment of that end, as must be the fact to

a considerable degree in the labours, for example, of mis-

sionaries, they should be conducted on the broadest princi-

ples of impartiality. Such should be the fact especially in

respect to all questions of mere external form, which the

wisest of all sects unite in regarding as of very subordinate

importance, in comparison with the great facts and doctrines

of the gospel. In respect to these and all other points, the

sectarian should ever be wholly lost in the christian ;—the

messenger of particular denominations in the ambassador

of Christ.

It is as much at variance with sound policy, as with the

disinterested spirit of the gospel, to give to these institu-

tions an air of proselytism. The public will not in fact

sustain undertakings of that kind. Their support must,

from the nature of the case, be derived chiefly from the de-

nominations whose peculiarities it is their object to propa-

gate. They involve in their very nature a sort of excom-

munication of other sects, or sentence of exclusion and

declaration of hostility against them, and of course cause

them to withhold their co-operation. Their first effect thus

is greatly to limit their means and possibility of usefulness.

But they generally find as little encouragement from the

best and most efficient of those denominations, whose inte-

rests they are designed to subserve, as from those which it

is their object to supersede. The better class among the

sects which are able and disposed to contribute largely to

benevolent objects, feel but little sympathy comparatively

with mere appeals to their sectarianism. Such individuals
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are not easily to be seduced into so gross an error, as to ima-

gine it to be more important to convert men to presbyteri-

anism, episcopalianism, or any otiier sectarian peculiarity,

than to win them into the ranks of Christ's disciples. How
meagre and wretched indeed are such appeals, depending

chiefly for their success on party passion, contrasted with

those which are derived from the great truths of the gospel,

in which all have a common, an equal, and an infinite inte-

rest. Such undertakings accordingly—deserted by those

who are the most efficient supporters of benevolent objects

—soon flag and fall to the ground, or only prolong a heavv

and inefiective existence. Of their tendency to such re-

sults, several conspicuous examples have already occurred

in the progress of these eflbrts in our country. Of the

liberal contributions for example, of the Episcopal deno-

mination for the gratuitous distribution of the scriptures, a

far greater portion undoubtedly is devoted to the object

through the American Bible Society, which has nothing

sectarian in its character or object, than that which is of-

fered through the society formed solely of the members of

that communion. The oflerings in like manner of Pres-

byterians to the American Home Missionary Societ}', which

has for its object—not at all to disseminate presbyterianism

—but simply to carry the gospel to the destitute parts of

our country, greatly exceed those which the most strenuous

eflbrts have been able to attract into the sectarian treasury

of the Presbyterian Missionary Society ; and the reason is,

that those who are disposed to contribute to the great work

ot diftusing the gospel, have as a general fact, far more

sympathy with Christianity, than sectarianism, and their

hearts consequently instinctively and joyfully respond to

appeals founded on the great principles of the gospel, while

37
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they are repulsed by those which are addressed even in a

subordinate degree to mere denominational attachments.

The result will undoubtedly accordingly be, that the latter

will dwindle and drag on but a feeble existence, while

the former will continue to expand its operations and use-

fulness, become more firmly established in public confi-

dence, and attract to itself the ardent interest and generous

patronage of the wise and beneficent of all classes.

It is, happily, one of the most signal characteristics of

the age, that the church at large is disposed to lay aside,

as of subordinate significance, its denominational peculia-

rities, and to unite in the great and sole work of dissemi-

nating the religion of Christ. The greater number of its

recent benevolent institutions, accordingly, formed on that

evangelical plan, embrace among their directors and patrons

the enlightened and benevolent of all sects. It is a scarcely

less striking and propitious fact, that several undertakings,

put forth under the special charge of particular denomina-

tions, have, in the severe struggles to which they have been

called, soon lost most of their party characteristics, and

assumed the aspect solely of propagators of the gospel.

Such is eminently the fact with the great missionary enter-

prises to the East, to any or all of which, such is the pre-

dominance of their christian character, scarce any denomi-

nation would feel reluctant, from any of their peculiarities,

to contribute for their advancement.

IV. Another evil to be most scrupulously avoided, is that

of the connexion with these objects of any secular enter-

prises, which interfere with the occupations and interests of

others.

To entangle and embarrass them with such undertakings
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is unwise, if tor no other reason, that even if successful,

they can contribute nothing to the advancement of religion.

They have no natural connexion with the accomplishment

of this object, nor adaptation to secure it, any more than

the ordinary employments of men, which do not profess to

be put forth under the special sanctions of the gospel, nor

to have its advancement for their sole object. But that is

not the worst objection against them : they desecrate reli-

gion, by converting it into a mere worldly speculation, and

connecting its dignity and truth, in the eyes of many, with

the success of these enterprises. In place of prompting to

obedience, they naturally and necessarily prove fruitful

sources of temptation. By their collision with the interests

of men in their callings that are lawful, and on which they

are dependent for their livelihood, they excite prejudice,

dislike, and opposition, fill the breast with evil passions,

exhaust the whole interest of the mind in worldly occupa-

tions, and finally render religion and its friends objects of

suspicion, and often of open and rancorous hostility.

We have a signal example of this folly in the crusades

professedly undertaken for the conversion of infidels, and

put forth at the instance of the professed disciples of Christ

and under the awful sanction of his religion ; but which

were in truth mere conquering expeditions, that, had they

fully succeeded in their secular objects, could have done

nothing for Christianity, more than any other conquest for

which the sanction of religion had not been claimed. The
actors themselves in those tragic scenes, exhibited every

thing but religion in the conduct of their enterprises—worse

manners and morals even than those whom it was their pro-

fessed object to convert ; and all the moral influence which

they exerted on them, like that of similar contests, spent
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itseirin the excitement of all the evil passions of which the

hiunan breast is susceptible, and the confirmation and in-

crease of their hostility to Christianity.

Another example of the evil of such undertakings, is seen

in the famous enterprise of the ship Duff, in which religion

and merchandise were forced into a species of co-partner-

ship, and the advancement of the former made to depend

on the success of the last. The baubles which were to

allure the natives of the Friendly Islands from idleness, vice,

and idolatry, only proved temptations to violence, theft,

and murder; and converted those peaceful abodes into

scenes of devastation and bloodshed, in place of the security

and happiness which are the appropriate fruits of religion.

Unhappily, a scarcely less signal illustration of the inju-

diciousness of such undertakings, has been recently furnish-

ed nearer home, in the attempted connexion of the esta-

blishment of stages, to run on week days, with the efforts

to promote a better observance of the sabbath ; an enter-

prise, the bare statement of which cannot be made, without

exposing its enormous folly. The object of the institution

for promoting the observance of the sabbath, is to per-

suade those who are addicted to its violation, to abstain

from their worldly occupations during its sacred hours,

and devote themselves to the service of God. The proper

and only way, accordingly, to accomplish that end is, to

change their views of the institution and obligation of the

day. While their principles and passions remain the same,

no reformation can be expected in their practice. Now

what imaginable adaptation to bring about this change, can

the establishment for the purpose have had, of an addi-

tional line of stages, to run on week days from Albany to

Buffalo ? The scheme carries on its face the obvious marki
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of a childish farce. Can such an enterprise have oflered

any likeHhood or possibility of changing the views and re-

forming the principles of the community, of conveying to

them a better knowledge of the divine institution of the

Lord's day, and their obligations to observe it ; of convin-

cing them of the guilt of its profanation, and finally of

persuading them to honor God, by devoting themselves to

his service during its consecrated hours, as his word re-

quires ? The pretence is an affront to religion and to

common sense. It might as well have been offered as a

remedy for the general prevalence of ignorance, intempe-

rance, or infidelity.

Had we listened, however, to the confident statements

and lofty promises of the originator of this undertaking, we

should have been led to expect that nothing but its trial

could be required, entirely to secure the great object sought.

These stages were to be the very chariots of Aminadab,

that should flash instant conviction from their lightning

wheels, and thunder dismay on all the enemies of the sab-

bath. To doubt of their triumphant success, was to be

guilty of presumptuous unbelief; to oppose or discounte-

nance their establishment, was to join in league with the

open enemies of the sabbath.

But this measure not only had no adaptation radically to

correct the evil, by removing the ignorance, erroneous

views, or wrong principles, which are its cause ; but oflered

no essential promise of even incidental good. That such

multitudes travel on the sabbath, is not, as a general fact,

the result at all of necessity, but of mere choice. Those,

for example, who had travelled from Albany to Buffalo on

the Lord's day, antecedently to the projection of this enter-

prise, cannot, at least to any great extent, have been forced
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lo that measure by the want of suflicient conveyances on

week days. They travelled on that day simply because

they preferred it. No important ground, therefore, of that

kind, existed for the establishment of an additional line of

stages. Had a larger number of conveyances been obvi-

ously necessary, and promised a profit, those who were

already embarked in the business would doubtless have been

regardful enough of their interest, to have furnished them.

As travellers, then, were not primarily and necessarily

prompted to the profanation of the sabbath, by the want of

adequate conveyances on other days of the week, their mere

multiplication plainly can neither have promised a radical

cure, nor any extensive mitigation of the evil. Contem-

plated in its most favourable aspect, therefore, the enter-

prise manifestly from its nature, cannot have had any adap-

tation essentially to promote a better observance of the

sabbath, nor can ever have been imagined to have had, by

any who gave it a thorough consideration.

It must have been, therefore, to its projector, a mere at-

tempt by opposition, to force the owners of conveyances on

the route, to stop their stages on the Lord's day, and thereby

compel the public to travel only on the other days of the

week ; or else a deliberate efibrt to deprive those individuals

of the power of contributing to the profanation of the sab-

bath, by stripping them, by reckless competition, of their

property, and involving them in ruin !

This attempt at coercion, as a matter of course, proved

totally unsuccessful, and became the instrument of multi-

plying to a most frightful extent, the evils which it was its

professed object to remedy. It sunk down at once into a

mere common contest for patronage between rival and oppo-

bilion lines of stages, with this dift'erence only, that one sacrile-
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giously claimed for its object and all the measures which

were employed for its attainment, the special sanction of

Christianity. All its influence accordingly went to desecrate

religion, and defeat the object at which it professed to aim.

It was naturally regarded by those on whose occupations it

thus intruded, not only as an uncourteous and unfair inter-

ference, but as a deliberate and malignant blow at their very

means of subsistence ; and consequently in place of inspir-

ing them with respect for religion, and alluring them to its

service, aroused within them an eager and restless concern

for their worldly interests, wrought up their selfishness, an-

ger, and hostility to intensity, and threw over their cause

and all their efforts for its support, an air of justifiableness

as the necessary measures of self-defence. They were thus

fortified with the feeling that they were resisting an unright-

eous assault on their interests, and became armed with re-

solution obstinately to maintain the struggle, until it should

issue in their triumph. A scene of fierce and bitter strife

and contention of course ensued, in which each party, to

gain the greater share of patronage, resorted to all the vio-

lence, recrimination, and low and dishonourable arts, which

are the usual accompaniments of such struggles. Each en-

deavoured to enlist in its favour the interests of its friends

and the passions of the community ; and those who had

been accustomed to violate the sabbath, were prompted hy

their sympathy with the one, and indignation at the other,

openly to enlist themselves in the strife, and unite their in-

fluence against the sabbath itself, as well as its pretended

vindicators and friends. By this means multitudes were led

to its wanton profanation out of mere dislike to these coer-

cive measures, and spite at their authors and abettors, who

otherwise would never have been seduced into its violation ;
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multitudes became lastingly prejudiced against all organ-

ized societies for the purpose of swaying public opinion, or

influencing public morals, as dangerous interferences with

the rights of the community ; and the quick associations of

multitudes of others with that sacred day, whose consciences

were before on the side of good order and the institutions

of religion, became sickened with disgust and corroded

with aversion. It thus resulted that not a solitary indivi-

dual was reformed by these measures, and that their only

effect was to prejudice, alarm, and provoke the community,

to excite the enemies of religion to open, combined, and

determined opposition to the gospel, and to give to vice and

irreligion on every hand an intense and lasting impulse.

How difi'erent would have been the result, if in place

of thus addressing to the community these fierce and over-

powering temptations to oppose religion, an equal amount

of means and agency had been employed in communicating

the knowledge, and bringing the motives of the gospel to

bear on their understandings and consciences, by dignified

and afiectionate appeals ;—had the proper moral influence,

in short, without an intermixture of temptation, been em-

ployed to accomplish the work ? What a mass of useful

knowledge might have been imparted ? What a heightened

sense of obligation produced ; and what a deep and effica-

cious conviction of the guilt and folly of the profanation of

the sabbath ? How many might have been won from the

ranks of its violators ; how many encouraged and confirmed

in its observance, and all their associations with it rendered

of a grateful and friendly character, unsoured by injury or

prejudice, and unwarped by selfishness or exasperated pas-

sion ? A foundation might have been laid in the increased

knowledge and rectified principles of the public, for a bet-
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ter observance of the day and support of its institutions,

which should have proved enduring, and transmitted a rich

legacy of blessings to many generations.

That such has proved to be the issue of this ill-advised

enterprise, is not to be regarded as singular, or the result of

any pecuhar causes. It is what may be always expected

from such undertakings. There is not a benevolent insti-

tution in the land, that such a course of mismanagement

would not have totally defeated, and converted into an in-

strument of immeasurable mischief. What better eflect

could have been expected, for example, had such a species

of measures been adopted for the purpose of restraining the

evils of intemperance ; had the projectors and agents of

that enterprise, in place of relying on the influence of the

fit and powerful persuasions which the subject itself natu-

rally furnishes, imdertaken to accomplish their object by

coercion ? by refusing to deal or associate with those who

drink, manufacture, or vend the materials of intemperance;

to import or export goods in ships that convey liquors, or

belong to those who are traffickers in them ? Would not

such a measure have infallibly defeated the undertaking, by

Hnnecessarily and foolishly arraying the interests and pas-

sions of the community against it, and inducing an imme-

diate and relentless combination of those who were thus

assailed, in opposition to the enterprise ? What could have

been more unwise than for the friends of temperance—imi-

tating the example on which I have been animadverting,—to

have entered into a war of competition with principals and

accessories in the importation of liquors, by construct-

ing new lines of ships for the conveyance of goods to

and from foreign markets ; and to have attempted to throw

over their undertaking the sanctity of a religious enterprise,

38
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and denounced all who disapproved or opposed it, as tht?

open enemies of religion ^ Who does not see that it would

"inevitably have proved the occasion, by creating twice the

necessary quantity of conveyances for those branches of

commerce, of giving birth to bitter and perpetual strife for

patronage ; of dividing the whole community into parties,

and enlisting their passions in a fierce and relentless contest

;

and ultimately of involving each in immense pecuniary loss ;

that instead of removing the causes, or arresting the pro-

gress of intemperance, it would have led many out of mere

spite and delight in offering offence to their antagonists, to

indulge in excess; and prompted the intemperate of all

classes to combine their efforts for the formal support of

their cause and propagation of their principles ; and finally,

that its only influence on religion would have been, to de-

grade and profane it, and embitter to multitudes of minds,

all their associations with it, by prejudice and a sense of

injury ? Had that society taken such a course, it is not too

much to say, that they not only would not have reformed a

single drunkard, nor gained a solitary advantage over pub-

lic feeling and habit, but would have added a tenfold inten-

sity and permanence to the evil, by rendering itself the ob-

ject of contempt and hati-ed, and prompting the public to

open and organized opposition.

Instead however of pursuing such a course, the friends

of that cause have relied on a moral influence to attain their

object. They have aimed a blow at the root of the evil,

by endeavouring to change the principles and feelings of

the public in respect to intemperance ; by communicating

knowledge, enforcing obligation, and engaging the judg-

ment, the conscience, and all the sympathetic feelings of the

community in their favour. They have proceeded in short
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on the principles of common sense, and treated men as ra-

tional beings, in place of brutes ; and have accordingly

succeeded in reclaiming multitudes who had become deeply

involved in the vice, and in arresting still greater numbers

in their incipient steps toward its fatal vortex, and have laid

in the knowledge which they have diffused, in the princi-

ples which they have called into activity, and in the senti-

ments which they have excited, a foundation for a wide and

continued influence throughout many generations.

V. Another injudicious expedient sometimes resorted

to to procure the observance of religious duties, is that of

legislative enactments enforced by fines and penalties.

Measures of this kind are obnoxious to essentially the same

objections, as that on which I have been animadverting.

They have no adaptation to the end for which they are em-
ployed. They do not enlighten the public mind, transmute

the opinions of the community into a coincidence with their

injunctions, nor establish virtuous principles. They leave

the ground of the evils which it is their object to counter-

act, entirely untouched, and merely attempt violently to re-

strain one of their modes of operation. They are accor-

dingly unsuccessful in countries like this, in all instances

where they are not sustained by a coincidence with the

principles of a large majority of the community. By oth-

ers, they are as a matter of course regarded—whether right

or wrong makes no diflerence as to the result—as unlawful

attempts to coerce their faith and practice, are branded

with the odious names of priestcraft, intolerance and op-

pression, and consequently awaken prejudice and hostility,

and form them into open and organized opposition.

Legislatures are undoubtedly competent to enact laws
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sabbath, and every other form of vice; and are no more

guilty by it of an infringement of the rights of conscience^

than they are in prohibiting perjury, theft, or any other

gross transgression of the divine law that is inconsistent

with public happiness. It is not the business indeed of le-

gislatures to control the conscience, nor is that at all the

object or effect of such enactments. But it is their busi-

ness to establish all such laws as the general happiness re-

quires, and it is entirely on that ground that those laws

rest, which enjoin the exercise of virtue, and prohibit vice.

The proper method however of accomplishing this end is,

not ordinarily that of mere bold enactments, enforced by

no other motives than those of fines and penalties ; but

that of diflusing knowledge, by which the public shall be

led to the adoption of correct views, and prompted through

that medium to the choice of virtue. These naked enact-

ments, when no corresponding sentiment exists in the com-

munity, are not adapted to secure, but to defeat their object.

The only instance in which they can prove expedient is,

where the great majority of the community being favoura-

ble to them, they are merely employed for the purpose of

restraining a scattering few who are exhibiting an example

that may prove the means of propagating vice, and who

froin their rareness and offensiveness to the public at large,

may be thus easily and ellectually restrained.

Of the utter uselessness in general of these legislative

attempts to promote religious observances, history furnishes

a lamentable multitude of examples. A sulliciently con-

vincing illustration of the inexpediency of attempting to

use their instrumentality, has arisen under our own obser-

vation, in the endeavours of the last two years to procure
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a repeal of the law of congress respecting tlie transporta-

tion of the mail on the sabbath. This appeal to the go-

vernment, was perhaps open to as few exceptions, and sus-

tained by as many recommendatory considerations, as any

that could have been selected. Its object was not, as was

erroneously suspected and represented, to impose laws on

the consciences of individuals, nor to offer any interference

whatever with their principles or inclinations in respect to

the observance of the sabbath ; but simply to obtain the

abrogation of the law which now legalizes its violation, by

requiring the conveyance of the mail and the distribution of

letters on that day, thereby devolving on the agents and

officers of government, a task, in many instances extreme-

ly ungrateful to themselves, presenting necessarily to mul-

titudes in the community, strong temptations to yield du-

ring its sacred hours, a partial attention to their secular

business, and exhibiting to the public at large a pernicious

example. All that was solicited of the government was,

that it should testify, by the repeal of this law, the same re-

spect to the day, that it exhibits in the other departments

of its administration, in none of which is a public attention

ever given to business on the sabbath. And to this appeal

its originators were obviously prompted solely by their

conviction of the divine institution of the day, of the pro-

pitious influence of its general observance on the public

character and happiness, and of the injury to morals and

danger to the stabiHty of our useful institutions, with

which its prostration in public respect must be fraught.

In their views moreover of the important benefits that arise

from its sanctification, they enjoyed the sanction not only

of the religious community as a body, but of large num-

bers of the enlightened and patriotic of all 'lasses who are
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interested in the preservation of tiie national character and

welfare, and sensible of the impracticability of perpetuating

our free institutions without the aid of public virtue. The

sentiment is common indeed to all whose knowledge and

observation enable them to form a competent judgment on

the subject, that a general corruption of morals, must in-

volve an inevitable and speedy prostration of public liberty

security and happiness. Few individuals of the least con-

sideration can be found so ignorant as not to know, or so

reckless as not to allow, that public happiness cannot possi-

bly subsist without the support of public morality, and

that morals have their chief foundation and efficiency in re-

ligion. National profligacy and vice are synonymous with

the general prevalence of selfish and unbridled passion, of

falsehood and injustice, treachery and violence, and their

inseparable attendants, insecurity, misery, and bloodshed.

But the state of public morals may generally be very safely

measured by the respect with which the sabbath is regarded.

As they owe their origin and maintenance chiefly to the

sanctions of the gospel, wherever these meet with a respect-

ful recognition, the sabbath will as a matter of course re-

ceive a general regard, as a divine institution, and its salu-

tary influence be felt on the principles and manners of the

community, by the knowledge which the public worship

and instruction to which it is devoted, are the appointed

means of disseminating.

The object at which the authors of this measure aimed,

was thus not only singularly unexceptionable, but eminently

entitled to commendation, honourable to their reverence of

God, and their love ofcountry ; and could it have been appro-

priately attained, would have proved fruitful of benefits to

the public, and furnished distinguished occasion for congra-
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tulatlon to all the friends of happiness and religion. A spec-

tacle more sublime can scarcely be conceived, than that of a

nation like this, offering a voluntary expression of its homage

to the Creator, by suspending its worldly cares on the day

which he has consecrated to himself, and reverently devo-

ting its hours to his service; nor one that, together with

the just principles and enlightened piety that would every

where be found to be its attendants, could furnish juster

ground for the expectation of peculiar manifestations of

his care.

The authors of this measure however, notwithstanding

this obvious propriety of the object at which they aimed,

and the concurrence of so many propitious circumstances

in their favour, missed of their end by misjudging of the

means of its attainment ; by addressing their appeal to the

government before they directed their efforts to the people.

They overlooked the great fact that the proper way to re-

form evils of the kind is, to produce a change of public

opinion and feeling in regard to them ; to impart to the

community just views of their duty, and persuade them to

adopt and act on them ;—not by bare force to restrain their

mere outward exhibition, while the principles and passions/

in which they have their origin, are left untouched.

Its results are accordingly a total failure in the object,

and the excitement of a violent and organized opposition,

which has placed the subject in a far more embarrassed con-

dition than before, and raised in the prejudices and pas-

sions of the ill-affected, a host of formidable obstacles to

future success. And this is certainly what was to have

been expected, and what would have been the result in any

analogous case. Had the friends of temperance, for ex-

ample, sought legislative enactments to aid their work, con-
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stituting drunkenness a capital offence, punishinc; it with

the loss of the elective franchise, or heavy fines, or brand-

ing it with any other mark of dishonour, they would have

taken the surest course to defeat their whole object. All

drunkards and drinkers would of course have regarded it

as a flagrant encroachment on their liberties, would at once

have assumed an attitude of self-defence and hostility, and

combined their efforts to put down the society and its

agents, as the enemies of private rights and public enjoy-

ment.

That this application for legislative interference, for the

purpose of preventing the violation and promoting the ob-

servance of the sabbath, has failed, is probably just matter

of congratulation, rather than regret, to the friends of reli-

gion, and may be regarded as a propitious indication of

Providence in its favour. Had the attempt obtained success,

in the end it would almost certainly have proved more

calamitous a thousand fold, than its defeat. The passage

of a law at the late session of Congress, would not have in-

sured its permanence, but would undoubtedly have given

birth immediately to extensive combinations and strenuous

efforts, to procure its repeal at the next meeting of the

national legislature ; the whole country would have become

parties to the contest, and a fierce excitement ofpassion, and

an open contempt and wanton violation of the day by multi-

tudes, would have been the consequence. A prolongation

of the struggle through successive years, would almost ine-

vitably terminate in a fatal prostration of the day and its

institutions in the public estimation, and in the exulting and

general triumph of open irreligion.

The occurrence of this unhappy error will be the less to

be regretted, should it prove the means of deterring the
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iHeiids ot' religion hereafter, from attempts to gain their

objects by similar measures.

VI. A wise regard to the dignity and prosperity of these

benevolent societies, will lead their managers to restrict

themselves, as far as possible, in the selection of agents, to

men of distinguished competence.

It is a task of no ordinary arduousness and delicacy, suc-

cessfully to present to the public the claims of these various

objects, to convey just views of their nature, practicability,

and the means by which they are to be advanced, and to

awaken toward them an appropriate and permanent interest.

It is not the labours of every individual whose intentions

are unexceptionable, or whose zeal is ardent, that are

adapted to achieve this result. If possessed of no other qua-

lifications than those, if offensive in their manners, inexpe-

rienced in the views and prejudices of men, dictatorial in

their claims or petulant in their rebukes, without the recom-

mendation of learning, or the attractions of a dignified

address, they can scarcely fail to defeat the object at which

they aim. Wisdom will undoubtedly lead, therefore, as a

general rule, to the employment of those only who are

capable of doing justice to the subjects for which they seek

the patronage of the public ; who at least are not distin-

guished for weakness or dogmatism ; but who comprehend
the nature and importance of the objects which they under-

take to advance, are competent to give to them dignity and
weight, and make deep and fit impressions respecting them
on the pubhc mind. To intrust their defence and support

to unskilful hands, were unnecessarily to incur the danger

of rendering them objects of indifference and disgust to the

public, in place of interest and respect.

39
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VII. It is still more essential to the wellbeing of these

institutions, that they continue to be scrupulously guarded

against the contaminating touch of men of disreputable

characters.

Individuals are at evei*y period to be found, who having

by dishonorable lives forfeited their claim to general confi-

dence and respect, are willing to throw a false light over

their evil deeds, and repair their reputation, by publicly

associating themselves with objects which give credit and

influence in the community. But it were an unpardonable

degradation of these pure and dignified objects, to suffer

them to fall into the hands of such beings, to be made the

ostentatious instruments of veiling the dark features of their

deformity, and aggrandizing their pride and ambition.

Their patronage is never worth possessing, and must prove

a fatal blight, if purchased at the price of lending a sanction

to their lives, or degrading the associations to which they

contribute, to a level with themselves. These institutions

can have no right, indeed, to ask or expect public patron-

age, any longer than they continue to be conducted, as

heretofore, by men of known integrity, disinterestedness,

and public spirit, in whose capacity the community can

justly repose their confidence, and to whose fidelity they

can safely entrust their charities. The audacious hands of

others, who may wish merely to transfer its lustre to them-

selves, or to hide their dishonor beneath its glory, must

continue to be unceremoniously thrust at a distance from

the ark of these enterprises, in order that their existence

may be perpetuated, and their usefulness sustained.

VIH. They should continue to be guarded with equal

vigilance against the niachinatious of the ambitious, who
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may attempt to make them the instruments of selfish ag-

grandizement.

This is perhaps an imaginary, rather than a real danger.

The sacred character of these objects, is happily adapted to

keep aloof the open aspirants after worldly distinction ; too

severely rebuking their selfishness, imposing too strong a

restraint on their passioijs, and requiring too rigid and

painful a disguise of the secret sentiments by which they

are actuated. It allows scarcely a larger scope to the vain-

glorious, among those to whom the advancement of religion

is the professed business of life. The stations in these

societies that can impart any important influence, or confer

distinction, require qualifications essentially incompatible

with the selfishness and vanity that would attempt to make

them the instruments of their gratification ;—-a conscientious

aim at the glory of God in place of human applause, a love

of souls instead of self, a superiority to worldly flatteries

and frowns, in place of a spirit of sycophancy, or subservi-

ence to popular opinion. The various bodies, accordingly,

to whidi their direction has hitherto been intrusted, have

been eminently distinguished for the upright and disinter-

ested spirit which these objects require, and have merited

and enjoyed the unlimited confidence both of the friends

and patrons of these several institutions themselves, and of

the intelligent and respectable at large of all classes. If it

has at any time happened, that persons of a diflerent aim

have been thrust within their circle, they have themselves

soon discovered the uncongeniality of the element into which

they were intruded for the pursuit of ends like theirs, and

revealed to those around them the egregious error of call-

ing to the arduous task of conducting the lofty enterprises

of public benevolence, individuals^ whose scanty virtues are
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Insufficient to render them unexceptionable in their private

stations.

To permit these objects to fall into the hands of men who

are capable of making them the tools of their personal

aggrandizement, were fatal alike to their dignity and use-

fulness. Religion is not the proper field for the gratifica-

tions at which persons of that character aim. If they desire

the indulgence of their aspiring passions, let them repair to

the camp, or mingle in the strife of politics, the legitimate

scenes of ambition, selfishness and intrigue, where they

may meet with congenial spirits, and obtain their merited

reward.

IX. A more numerous class of persons whose influence,

if uncounteracted, might prove hurtful to these institutions,

is that of the injudiciously zealous, who substitute passion

in place of knowledge, as the instrument of swaying their

fellow men.

Individuals are at all periods to be seen, who are charac-

terised by indiscreet ardour and misplaced enterprise ; and

of late years more than an ordinary share seems to have

sprung up in some sections of the church. The young,

unlearned, and inexperienced, have been seen venturing to

assume the rights and offices of teachers, and struggling to

advance themselves forward into the rank of guides ; and

impatient of the usual method of controlling men by a moral

influence, of the slow process of persuasion by the commu-

nication of knowledge, they have chosen to rely on cant

and clamour, and in many instances on vulgar and profane

abuse, as a cheaper and less complicated means of giving

an impulse to religion, and multiplying its converts. They

have resorted, indeed, to the novel and tliorny instrumen-
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men from sin, and prompt them to obedience. Tiie great

principle on which they seem to proceed, is that of offering

provocation alike to the better sensibilities and worst pas-

sions of the human breast,—of plunging men into tempta-

tion, instead of delivering them from it,—an extraordinary

method, certainly, of gaining for religion a supremacy in

the heart ; it being precisely that which is employed by the

great adversary of souls for the opposite purpose of accom-

plishing their destruction. It unhappily has not produced

any better results in the hands even of ministers of religion,

some of whom, to their deep disgrace, have adopted it, in

place of following the dictates of common sense, and the

example and direction of the Son of God. It has devas-

tated the church, degraded religion, and proved the means

of filling the minds of multitudes with prejudice and disgust,

in place of alluring them to revere and obey the gospel.

These ardent individuals, however, almost as a matter of

course, advance themselves into notice and influence, over-

bearing by their forwardness the modest and retiring, and
outstripping the discreet, who pause to reflect before acting,

and follow the guidance of reason, instead of the impulses

ofpassion. But they are undesirable auxiliaries, in under-

takings in which wisdom, fortitude, and perseverance are

requisite, and the friends of these great enterprises should

cautiously guard against their intrusion into positions,

where their indiscretions may throw discredit on these ob-

jects, or multiply the obstacles to their success. The e'reat

work of advancing sacred knowledge, reforming the prin-

ciples of men, and turning them into the paths of righteous-

ness and peace, is not to be accomplished nor aided by the

temptations of dogmatism, denunciation, and abuse, nor
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any other violent measure, adapted only to provoke indig-

nation or excite disgust. Men are to be instructed only by

the communication of truth ; to be usefully convinced by

sound evidence and clear reasoning, and effectually won by

appeals that are fraught with the meekness and gentleness

of Christ. And for the accomplishment of all these great

ends, happily ample means exist in the infinite storehouse

of the gospel ; truths to enlighten and convict, to elevate,

excite and impress, and motives exhaustless and all-pow-

erful, that are adapted to reach and control every sensibi-

lity of our nature.

X. The last consideration on which I shall dwell, and

which is applicable to the friends and supporters at large of

these benevolent objects, as well as to those who are in-

trusted with their immediate management, is the necessity

of caution against a forgetfulness of their dependence on the

blessing of the Most High for success, and the importance

of cherishing an habitual reliance on his care.

It is a deep and fixed sense of his universal control and

their dependence, and an habitual trust in him alone, that

can insure the success of even a wise use for these objects

of the means of his appointment. These are the views and

feelings which fit them to receive and appreciate his bless-

ing, and it is to these that his promises are addressed.

With these views and affections, the friends of these

great interests will meet the approval of God in all their

obedient designs, and his prospering care will secure from

defeat all their wise and benevolent undertakings in his

cause. The most decisive indications of their continued

prosperity, abound, indeed, on every hand, to cheer and

excite them onward. Most of the great enterprises in which
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they are engaged, have long since ceased to be experiments.

The practicability of the objects at which they aim, has

been ascertained by success, great and decisive beyond the

most sanguine expectations which they had ventured to in-

dulge. And several of them iiave received a signal sanction

and powerful impulse from the extraordinary interpositions

of Divine Providence in their favour. They have accord-

ingly become firmly established in the approbation and

confidence, and embrace among their active promoters

most, of the greatest and best in the land. Whoever looks

over the long catalogue of their officers and benefactors,

will find comparatively few names wanting that could con-

tribute essentially to their dignity. We see age lending Its

experience to their counsels, and learning offering the tri-

bute of her wisdom and eloquence, wealth and enterprise

pouring their abundance into their treasury, and cheerful toil

and economy presenting their humbler offerings. On all

the peopled hills and beautiful vales of our land, hearts are

found that feel the liveliest sympathy with these great objects,

contemplate their progress with intense interest, and rejoice

to contribute of their means for their advancement, and to

invoke on them the blessing of heaven. And the incidents

to which their progress naturally gives birth, are adapted

to sustain and increase this interest. Even the calamitous

events with which some of them have been visited, have

contributed almost more than their success, to attract to

them the ardent regard of the public. The heroic suffer-

ings in distant and barbarous lands of their missionaries,

their magnanimity patience and fidelity to their Master's

cause, the early and rapid intrusions of death within their

circle, the eloquent appeals from their dying lips that have

come back to their native shores, and the touching memo-
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rials of their piety and zeal which the hand of their asso-

ciates or friends has reared, have made them objects of

deeper and juster interest to all who revere what is great,

or love what is good, than any others that have offered

themselves to the sympathy and admiration of the world.

Thus firmly established in the general confidence, and

giving birth daily to new proofs of their usefulness, and

new incidents adapted to sustain and strengthen their hold

on the public interest, they will under a wise and skilful di-

rection, and the accustomed blessing of heaven, continue to

go on in their career of usefulness and success, with perpe-

tually accumulating power and accelerating rapidity, until

they shall at length have fully accomplished all the great

objects at which they aim.



REV. E. R. TYLER'S SERMON

PREFERABLENESS OF HOLINESS TO SIN.

The unhappy intermixture of error, which this discourse

exhibits, with many obvious and important truths, fits it to

be an instrument of evil as well as good, and entitles it to

pubhc animadversion. I am prompted to solicit attention

to it by the consideration also, that a noticeable resem-

blance of some of its phraseology arguments and doc-

trines to those which characterize the tracts on its subject,

which were ofi'ered by myself to the public several years

since, may possibly betray its readers into the impression,

that its erroneous representations, as well as those which are

just, are in accordance with the views which I then ad-

vanced, and their natural results,—a conclusion at obvious

variance with truth, as the observations I am about to offer,

will render sufficiently apparent.

I shall not pause to construct a refutation of all the ex-

ceptionable statements that may be detected on its pages,

nor offer a commendation of every sentiment that may de-

serve approval, but shall restrict myself to the notice of the

40
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most essential of its errors on the one hand, and of such of

its truths on the other, as are of chief importance in tl)e

discussion.

The object of the discourse is primarily to determine

what the desires are of the Most High, in respect to the

actions of men, and the reasons of the admission of sin into

the universe. To a useful or intelligible discussion of either

of these topics, it is obviously essential that a clear appre-

hension be carried in the mind, of the distinction between

the events of his own agency, and those of the agency of

men, as objects of his desire. All the events with which

this discussion is concerned, are the effects either of his own

efficiency, or of the efficiency of men. In regard to those

to whi€h he iiimself gives existence directly, such as the

creation of worlds and beings, and the acts of his moral and

providential administration, no room is left for question

whether he desires or chooses they should exist, as the fact

that he gives them being, proves his choice of their exist-

ence. The only question open for discussion in regard to

them, respects the ground or reason of that choice.

In regard however to the events to which men give exist-

ence, there is room both for the inquiry whether he desires

that they should exist,—whether they are objects of direct

and absolute preference to others in their place ; and for

question also in regard to the reason of his permit-

ting them to be such as they are, if he desires the exer-

tion of a different series in their stead. There are thus

throughout this wide field, but two topics of legitimate in-

quiry. What are the desires of the Most High in respect

to the voluntary conduct of mankind in the condition in

which he places them ? Does he desire the exertion by

them of precisely that series of actions to winch they in fact
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give existence, or in all instances prefer obedience from

them in place of sin ? And what are the reasons of his

pursuing a course of agency toward them by which they

are permitted to exert their present series of sinful actions,

instead of efficaciously influencing them to exert obedient

ones in their place ?

In respect to the first of these questions, the views that

men have adopted, have depended on the relation which in

their estimation, the events of human agency sustain to the

agency of God. Those who, like Emmons and West, re-

present God as their efficient cause, and exhibit men as vir-

tually their mere passive subjects, of course regard God as

desiring their existence in preference to other actions in their

stead. They consider the fact that they are brought into

being, to be as decisive proof that he prefers their existence

in place of others, as his having called into being the worlds

and creatures that constitute the universe, is that he desires

their existence. And it is clearly a necessary inference from

their doctrine respecting divine efficiency. Thus Emmons,

with the daring that forms the chief peculiarity of his theo-

logical speculations, affirms that " if God meant to display

all his goodness in creation, he was obliged to bring objects

into being, upon whom he might display both his justice

and his mercy." That " the glory of God therefore re-

quired, that just such sinful creatures as mankind are should

exist, that they might be both the monuments of divinejus-

tice and of divine grace." On what ground, however, ac-

cording to his scheme, God can be supposed to desire sin^

or of what instrumentality it can be capable, neither he nor

any of his followers seems to have taken the trouble to in-

quire. It cannot occupy the station of a second cause, nor

be in any sense the means of an effect ; as there are no se-
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cond causes according to that system, and no eflects what-

ever come into existence but such as God creates. To
suppose, therefore, that he desires the existence of sin, in

order that it may be employed as an instrument of display-

ing his aversion to it and love of holiness ;—in other words,

that it may be made the means of exerting a moral influence

on his intelligent subjects, is an obvious solecism ; as by

the terms of the theory, no such influence ever is or can be

exerted. How can sin be imagined to give rise to such an

influence ? It cannot give birth to any perception or feeling

in the minds of dependent beings. The fact that it has

been created in the minds of one world of creatures, cannot

produce any eflfect in the minds of another. They can ne-

ver become aware of its existence unless God create a per-

ception of it in their minds. The sin itself therefore can

never exert any influence on them. Whatever eflect may

take place in respect to it, must arise solely from the per-

ception of it which the Most High creates—not from the

sin itself. But that perception he might obviously as well

create without the existence of tbe sin, as with it, as they

have no possible connexion with each other, as cause and

effect.

But it is a still more formidable objection to this system,

that the perception itself cannot, according to its represen-

tation, contribute any instrumentality to the excitement of

reverence, love, or any other afl'ection toward the Creator,

in the minds of his creatures, nor exert on them any influ-

ence whatever. Perceptions have no agency, according to

its doctrine, in the production of convictions in the judg-

ment, or feelings in the heart, nor motives any influence in

giving birth to aflfections or choices ; but they, like percep-

tions themselves, are the immediate eflect of divine efiiciency.
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Sin therefore, if created, can never have any instrumental

lity whatever, nor be in any conceivable degree or manner,

a means or occasion of exibiting the views of God toward

it. Whatever sense his creatures gain of his aversion to it,

and love of holiness, must be directly created by himself,

and be as independent therefore of the sin itself as his ex-

istence is of theirs, and as capable accordingly of being

produced in them, without the sin, as with it.

This total incompatibility of its two fundamental posi-

tions with each other, is thus a millstone on the neck of this

theory, from which no efforts of its friends can ever extri-

cate it.

Essentially similar views respecting the desires of the

Most High, have been likewise entertained by many Calvin-

ists, on the ground, it would seem, that according to their

theory, no cause exists in the human constitution, or in the

system*of means employed to influence it, that can give birth

to holiness in any other individuals, than those by whom it

is in fact exerted. Inasmuch as physical obstacles lie in

the way of obedience from the impenitent, and God does

not desire impossibilities, it is inferred that he does not de-

sire obedience from them ; and the conclusion would un-

doubtedly be legitimate, were the premise correct. Were the

natures of the unrenewed in truth such as to render it phy-

sically impossible that they should act obediently, it would

be incontrovertibly certain that he could not desire them to

act in that manner, as it would be to desire that effects

should exist without a cause.

To those Calvinists however who regard men universally

as possessing all the requisite capacities for obedience, that

inference is unnecessary, and wholly unauthorised by their

principles. If the endowments of men are such as to form
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a proper ground Ibr God's establishing a moral government

over lliem, and to enable and place them under obligation

to act obediently to his requirements ; if their capacity is

in fact the foundation and measure at once of his claims and

their duty, then obviously, so far as that is concerned, no

ground exists for denying or doubting that he desires them

to exert that capacity in putting forth the actions which he

has required from them in his word.

The position on this subject—that God desires men uni-

versally to obey in place of transgressing his requirements

—

which it was the object of several of the earlier numbers

of this work to sustain, is beyond all legitimate question ex-

pressive of the fact ; and the sermon under consideration, so

far as it is occupied in the inculcation of that doctrine, is

sanctioned by the voice of revelation, and merits the assent

and approbation of the church.

Of the truth of this doctrine I shall neither recapitulate

at large the proofs which are offered in the discourse, nor

repeat those on which I have had occasion to dwell hereto-

fore ; but glance merely at their chief branches.

To deny its truth, is to impeach the sincerity of the Most

High. He has, without any limitation or qualification what-

ever, required from men a perfect obedience to the demands

of his moral government, and given to that requirement

the utmost possible intensity, by the sanction of infinite re-

wards and penalties. And the reason of this solemn act

of his administration of course is, if he is sincere in it, that

he desires that obedience as unconditionally and absolutely

as he requires it. If therefore he does not desire it, the end

at which he aims is obviously totally diverse from that

which he professes to seek, and the enactment accordingly
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conveys to his creatures a false impression of his wishes

and designs.

It is certainly and clearly inferred from the fact that ice

are required to desire the universal obedience of men. The
first aspiration which the Redeemer has taught us to offer to

God in prayer, is, that his name may be hallowed, and his

will done on earth, as it in heaven ;—and this is in accordance

with all the requirements and exhortations of the word of

God, and meant to be expressive of the views and affec-

tions which it becomes us to cherish toward him. But to

present this offering with appropriate sincerity and intense-

ness, the heart must obviously acquiesce in the object in-

voked, as unexceptionably and supremely desirable. To
utter the wish without the desire, were mockery ; to offer it

with the conviction that its fulfilment is undesirable to God,

incompatible with his glory, and hostile to the well-being

of his kingdom at large, were to affront him with the ex-

pression of evil wishes, in place of good. In devolving

on us therefore the duty of cherishing this wish, he has

rendered it necessary for us to act on the assumption that

universal obedience from men is desirable to him also, as

well as to ourselves, and made it incumbent on us accor-

dingly to treat sin in all our views and wishes as an evil to

the universe. But how is this compatible with the senti-

ment that it is essential to the well-being of the divine

kingdom ? that universal holiness were an evil ? Are we
to yield our assent to one doctrine as the revelation of

God, but to act on the assumption that precisely the re-

verse of it is the truth? Are wisdom and benevolence in

us, to be the opposites of what they are in him ? Are we
to delight supremely in his desiring what according to this
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theory he does, and yet at the same time ourselves supremely

to desire a totally difierent object?

But we are not dependent on these general inferences

alone for proofs of this doctrine. It is presented to us

in an express and formal manner in numerous passages of

the sacred volume. Almost the first exhibition on the page

of revelation of the feelings of the Most High in respect

to sin, is that of regret at its prevalence. "And God saw

that the wickedness of man was great on the earth, and

that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was

only evil continually ; and it repented the Lord that he had

made man on the earth, and it grieveti him at his heart."

A clearer contradiction of the doctrine that he desires the

rebellion of his creatures, can scarcely be imagined, than

that which is offered in this passage, or a more solemn as-

sertion that he regards its existence and prevalence with

the aversion which is exhibited in the injunctions and pro-

hibitions of his law.

In the following passages, and numerous others of a si-

milar kind, we are presented with a formal and solemn ex-

pression of his desire of the obedience of those whom
they respect, and grief at their incorrigible rebellion and

consequent ruin. " O that they were wise, that they un-

derstood this, that they would consider their latter end."

" O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets

and stonest them that are sent unto thee, how often would

I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen ga-

thereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not."

" And when he was come near, he beheld the city, and

wept over it, saying ; if thou hadst known, even thou, at

least in this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peace

!

but now they are hid from thine eyes."
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But beyond this, the Most High has specifically dis^

claimed the desire,—imputed to him by the dogma under

consideration,—that his creatures should rebel, in order

that he may display his hatred of sin and love of holiness

by their punishment. " As I live, saith the Lord, I have

no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but that the wicked

turn from his way and live. Turn ye, turn ye, from your

evil ways, for why will ye die, O house of Israel .'"' " I

have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the

Lord God ; wherefore turn yourselves and live ye." We
are thus taught as clearly in these solemn assurances

that he does not desire sin for the sake of the mani-

festations of his justice which are made in its punishment,

as we are in the prohibitions and penalties of his law, that he

does not desire it from an approbation of its nature.

A doctrine thus clearly revealed on the sacred page, and

fortified by so many momentous considerations, must be

perplexed, it would seem, in the eyes of its adversaries, with

insuperable objections, in order to justify the open and un-

hesitating denial of its truth, to which they are accustomed.

What then are the grounds of their rejection of it ? To
meet the difficulties thrown in their way by the solemn de-

clarations of the Most High which have been recited, it

would seem essential that other passages should be produ-

ced exhibiting the opposite sentiment with at least equal ex-

plicitness. Are there then any portions of the word of

God which as expressly assert, or assert at all, that he does

not desire men universally to obey his requirements, but in

place of it prefers the existence of sin to the extent to which

it actually prevails ? No such pretence has ever been made.

Are any declarations or statements to be tbund on the page

of revelation, that by fair and necessary construction in-

41
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volve that inference ? Not a solitary passage of the kind

has ever been produced, nor a syllable alleged in which the

faintest glimmering of such a sentiment can be made to ap-

pear. It is as clearly abhorrent to all the expressions and

manifestations of the divine feelings, as,—what stronger

expression can the language or conceptions of men fur-

nish—as sin itself is. The teachers of this dogma have

never pretended indeed to claim for its support the open

and indubitable voice of revelation, nor scarcely in fact to

derive it from the word of God. They have turned from

the bright pages of inspiration for it, to the dark scenes of

human agency, and founded it, not on what God has said,

but on what man has done !

Their doctrine is a mere inference from the fact, that

men actually commit sin, and the only consideration which

they allege for its corroboration is, the fact that God does

not employ efficacious means for its prevention. The fallacy

of this conclusion is almost too palpable to need exposure,

and the temerity and dangerousness of thus setting aside

the volume of inspiration, its authoritative requirements and

prohibitions, its solemn asseverations and dread denials, as

the revealer to us of the desires of the Most High, and as-

suming that our only clue to his wishes, is furnished by the

rebellious agency of men, too flagrant to require animad-

version. Disentangled from the sophistry and technicalities

In which it is involved, the whole argument on which the

dogma rests, is simply this :—man sins ; therefore God

desires him to. That the word of God cannot be made to

furnish any support of an argument, false in its principle,

and blasphemous in its conclusion like this, no reasoning

can be necessary to show. The wonder is, that its authors

have not themselves been abashed at the startling error with
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which it is Iraught, of discarding the oracles of the Most
High, and substituting in their place the guilt of man, as

the key to the divine desires ; of judging him by the actions

of his creatures in their rebellion against him, instead of
the measures of his own administration, and the declarations

of his word
; a rule which if authorised, must obviously be as

applicable to one portion of the divine affections, as another,

and will force us instantly to the conclusion, that sin is the

object of approbation to him also, as well as to his creatures.

The teachers of this doctrine, in place of sustaining it by
proofs or corroborations from the volume of inspiration,

have been under the necessity first, of employing themselves
in the more perplexing task, of endeavouring to reconcile

it with the assurances with which the word of God abounds,
that he desires men universally to obey his requirements
and is offended and grieved at their sins; and the expedient
to which they have resorted, is as extraordinary as the sen-
timent it is employed to sustain ;—that of ascribing to the
Most High two precisely opposite desires respecting the
actions of men

; one founded on a partial consideration of
their agency, the other on an all-comprehensive and perfect
view of it. The desire which God feels and expresses of a
perfect obedience from man, respects that obedience, they
affirm, in itself considered mly, not in its connexions with
other beings and events. It has its whole foundation, and
is dependent for its existence, on a limited regard of the
interests which it involves, and vanishes from the Divine
mind the instant his views are extended, so as to embrace
all those interests. This distinction has obviously, however,
neither any foundation in fact, nor any adaptation, if ad-
mitted, to relieve the doctrine from any of the difficulties

with which it is perplexed.
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It is, in the first place, like the scheme which it was con-

trived to sustain, wholly unauthorised by the scriptures.

Not a syllable can be alleged from their pages, conveying

an intimation, or authorising an inference, that the desires

in question, which they ascribe to the Most High, are

founded on partial and limited grounds, and are conse-

quently subordinate to and directly the reverse of those which

actually govern his conduct ; but in all their exhibitions of

these desires, he is obviously represented as contemplating

obedience and sin, in precisely the same manner as he is in

his requirements and prohibitions. To present any other

exhibition, is so glaring an impeachment of his wisdom, as

to fill one with amazement that any can have been incon-

siderate or presumptuous enough to offer it.

But this denial, that God actually wishes men to obey

his requirements, to any greater extent than they do, is

embarrassed with the still more formidable difficulty of

being a flat contradiction on the one hand, of the truth of

the declarations which have been recited from his word,

affirming that he has " no pleasure in the death of the

wicked, but that the wicked turn from his evil ways, and

live," and that he " will have all men to repent, and come

to the knowledge of the truth;" and a flagrant violation on

the other, of the direction forbidding us to say when tempt-

ed, ' " I am tempted of God, for God cannot be tempted

of evil, neither tempteth he any man."

The representation, moreover, that the measures of his

moral administration, are founded on partial views of the

interests which they involve, is in effect a denial of his

knowledge, his wisdom, or his rectitude, to a degree to

which we have no means of determining that a limit can be
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assigned. What are the considerations affecting these great

interests, which he is imagined to have overlooked or disre-

garded in the institution of his government ? Did he shut

out from his notice any portion of his own rights, or any

of our capacities or obligations ? Did he disregard any of

his, or our relations to the rest of his kingdom ? Did he

omit to consider the nature either of obedience or sin, or

any of their good or evil tendencies f Some one or more

of these must of course have been the considerations which

were excluded from his notice. But to represent him as

having banished any of these from his regard, is obviously

to detract from his perfection, and to charge him in effect

with infinite folly, or malevolence. No government can be

wise or good, that does not accord with the rights of the

being who institutes it, or correspond to the nature of those

over whom it is established, or that does not consult all the

interests which it is destined to influence, in proportion to

their importance.

This doctrine places the desire of holiness from men,

which it imputes to the Most High, on a level with that

which is felt by his rebellious creatures themselves. There

is not a lost being in this world, nor a spirit in the world of

darkness, that does not desire holiness for as numerous and

cogent reasons, as this dogma permits us to ascribe to the

Holy One of Israel. They do not, indeed, desire it enough

to exercise it, nor does he, according to the scheme, enough

to wish them to. They choose, all things considered, to

continue to sin ; and he in like manner chooses that they

should. The only difference lies in their choosing it for its

immediate, and he for its more remote effects.

It is a manifest and gross contradiction to the whole as-

pect of the divine administration, to represent it as founded
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on only a partial regard to the interests with which it is

connected. What consideration can the teachers of this

doctrine designate, that can with any propriety be imagined

to have been overlooked by the Most High, in the institution

of his government. Was he inattentive in its establishment

to any thing belonging to himself, as an infinite and all-

perfect being, the creator and preserver of this and all

other worlds ? They will scarcely have the rashness to

affirm this, as it is in precisely this character that he presents

himself in all the acts of his administration, and proclaims

his right to our obedience. Did he overlook anything in

the nature, condition, relations, or obligations ofmen? To
assert it, were to offer an equally flagrant contradiction to

the whole character of his enactments. His commands

obviously respect them precisely as they are, in nature and

condition. They contemplate them in all their circum-

stances and relations, extend to all their thoughts, and

form a perfect delineation of their obligations. What

capacity was neglected in the commandment, which re-

quires them " to love him with all the heart, and with all

the understanding, and with all the soul, and with all the

strength" ? What obligations are there, that are not com-

'

prehended in the duties enjoined in the two great com-

mands, on which hang all the law and the prophets ? What

relations or circumstances are there, either public or private,

real or imaginable, for which no applicable precept is to be

found in the gospel .'' Or did he exclude from his conside-

ration the tendencies of obedience or disobedience, or the

influence they were destined to exert on his kingdom at

large ? This supposition is equally contradicted by the

fact, that the rewards and penalties assigned to their agency,

are to extend throughout eternity, and to correspond in
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magnitude as well as duration, to the good or evil efi'ects to

which they give birth. It is clear, then, that nothing can

be designated, having any connexion with the subject, which

the Most High shut from his consideration in the institu-

tion of his government, but that he had in its establishment

a due regard to all the interests that were concerned ; and

it is equally clear, that all the other manifestations which

he has made of his desires, correspond with the expression

of them involved in that act.

This doctrine, moreover, is fraught manifestly with a fatal

tendency to licentiousness. It is obviously neither compa-

tible, if clearly understood and firmly believed, with reve-

rence for God, nor an efficacious sense of obligation ; but

gives the rein to every selfish and desperate passion, by

throwing over it the sanction of divine approval and

public utility. Let it be openly and gravely taught, as a

dictate of reason and a doctrine of revelation, that God

does not desire men to love or obey him, any more than they

do : that he is not only willing, but actually and intensely

wishes them to be as selfish and unjust, as impure and de-

ceitful, as hypocritical and impious, as they in fact are; and

however much it may at first shock the consciences and

convictions of its hearers, they will in multitudes at least,

soon find themselves easily able to triumph over whatever

feeble barriers are left to deter them from unbridled licen-

tiousness and crime. If such effects have not hitherto ex-

tensively resulted from its inculcation, it is not because it is

not adapted to produce them, but is owing to the numerous

contradictory truths which happily have been taught in

connexion with it, and counteracted its pernicious influence.

The boasted distinction in question, thus adds to the dif^

ficulties of the doctrine it is employed to vindicate, in place
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of removing them, and furnishes evidence of nothing but

the egregious error of tlie dogma itself, and the inadequate

apprehensions and consideration of those, who have as-

cribed to it so high an importance, and so confidently

taught it as a doctrine of God.

The question respecting the permission of sin, which re-

mains to be considered, is obviously essentially distinct

—

however intimately they are connected—from that on which

I have been dwelling, and is to be determined by distinct

and different considerations. The answer to the first is

matter of express and obvious revelation ; but our conclu-

sions in respect to the last, are inferences from what God

has revealed.

What views then are we authorised to entertain respect-

ing the reasons of the divine administration in the permis-

sion of sin ? Why does the Most High place his creatures

in such circumstances as to constitute a certainty that they

will transgress his law ? or, which is the same question,

why does he employ only so limited a share of means as he

does, to counteract their temptations, and leave them to be

overborne, without further aid, by the inducements to sin .''

Is it because sin is necessary as a means of advancing his

glory and securing the general happiness of his kingdom .''

and is temptation designed expressly or in any degree to

secure transgression, on the ground that he can pursue a

better course of agency toward that, than toward obedience .'*

Is it, as the discourse under consideration represents, be-

cause no means exist by which sin can be prevented ? that

the nature of moral agents precludes the possibility of se-

curing them from the successful influence of temptation,

and that accordingly to go to any conceivable extent in
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diminishing it, and increasing the inducements to obedi-

ence, would have no tendency whatever to obtain that result ?

Or, is it because it pertains to him as a moral governor,

to place his creatures in such circumstances of trial, as shall

give a high value to their obedience, by making it an ex-

pression of decisive and ardent love to him and his king-

dom? or, which is perhaps the same thing, is it because that

to go farther than he has in the use of means for the preven-

tion of sin, would on the whole be productive of more evil

than good, and involve a course of agency less benevolent

and glorious than that which he now pursues ?

That it is not on the first of these grounds, is seeti with

certainty from the fact, which it has been the object of the

foregoing pages to establish, that God desires men univer-

sally to yield obedience to his revealed will ; as well as from

many of die considerations by which that fact is demon-

strated. To assume that sin is essential as an instrument

to the manifestation of his glory, and advancement of his

creatures' happiness, and assert that it is for that reason that

he permits them to commit it, is in so many words to affirm

that he desires its existence to the extent to which it prevails,

in preference to holiness. If sin is an indispensable means

of the greatest good, and if it is for that reason that he

lays, by the arrangements of his providence, the foundation

of the temptations by which we are incessantly prompted

to it, and leaves us, without any further succour, to be borne

away by their violence ; it is clear beyond question, that he

desires from us tlie commission of sin, in place of obedience.

The proofs, therefore, which have been alleged, that such

are not his wishes, but that he desires nothing except obe-

dience from his creatures, render it equally certain that sin

is not essential, by any natural necessity, to the wellbeing

42
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of the universe ; and that accordingly it is not on that

ground, that it is permitted to exist. This fact is distinctly

taught us also in the passages of the word of God, already

referred to, in which the Most High expressly disclaims,

with the solemnity of an oath, all desire of rebellion from

his creatures, in order that he may enjoy an occasion of

manifesting his justice in its punishment.

Nor is it, it is equally clear, on the ground assigned in

the discourse under consideration, that no means exist by

which dependent beings can be prevented from the commis-

sion of sin. The manner in which this sentiment is exhi-

bited, is seen from the following passages.

" He does not prefer tlie present system to one which might have

presented itself to his choice, had it been possible to retain all moral

beings in obedience, but prefers it to the non-existence of a moral

system, notwithstanding sin is its unavoidable attendant." " The

nature of things as they now exist, forbids, as far as God is concerned,

the more frequent existence of holiness in the place of sin. How
do you know that the influence which ho employs, even in respect to

those who perish, is not all which the nature of the case admits?

How do you know that he can maintain his moral government, or

preserve moral agents in being as such, and prevent sin? Do you

not pass the boundaries of human knowledge in saying, that lie is

able to prevent all sin, while he preserves unimpaired the freedom of

accountable beings ? Such may be the nature of free agents, that

they cannot be governed in a manner to exclude sin, or to restrict it

to a smaller compass than it actually possesses." p. 4, 9.

These passages exhibit the permission of sin as resulting

from a physical necessity, not from moral reasons ; from the

want of adequate power, not from the non-exertion of it

;

or represent it rather, as being committed against the utmost

efforts of the Most High to prevent it, instead of taking
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place by his permission. The error of this representation

is sufficiently apparent from the following considerations.

It implies that God has imparted to his creatures a power,

over which he has no control. If the capacities of moral

agents are such that he cannot determine the mode in which

they are to be exercised, then clearly, they are, by their na-

ture, placed, so far as their voluntary agency is concerned,

beyond the control of his omnipotent hand, and enjoy the

rank of independent beings ;—a sentiment obviously as in-

consistent with all the dictates of philosophy, as with the

decisions of revelation.

It involves the assumption accordingly, that moral agents

are not determined in their conduct by the influence of mo-

tives ; or in other words, that their choices are not founded

on their views of the objects toward which they exert them,

and the agreeable or ungrateful emotions which their per-

ceptions of them awaken. If the perceptions and involun-

tary emotions which take place within them, are the real

objects toward which their volitions are exercised, and con-

stitute the whole reason of their being exerted ; then it

clearly cannot be impossible for God, through that me-

dium, to control their agency, and permit, or prevent their

sin as he pleases. If, therefore, from their nature as moral

agents, as the discourse represents, he cannot prevent them

from sinning, it must be either that he cannot determine the

nature of the moral influence that reaches their minds,

—

which is to represent them as placed without the sphere of

his providential, as well as moral sway,—or else that they

are not determined in their volitions by the influence of mo-

tives ; a supposition that at once contradicts the whole tes-

timony of our consciousness, subverts at a stroke every de-

duction of legitimate philosophy, and contravenes all the
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great doctrines of revelation that respect our agency and

nature.

It accordingly, in denying that motives are the means of

determining the agency of men, involves the conclusion

that the mode of their agency, or the species of actions

which they exert, is a matter of sheer casualty, or else that

it is determined by some mere physical cause, over which

neither the influence of motives, nor the hand of the Crea-

tor, has any efficient control.

It is equivalent to a denial, therefore, that God can se-

cure any degree of obedience from his creatures, or to any

extent determine the nature of their agency. If the man-

ner in which they act, is not in fact determined by any cause

whatever, and none lies within the grasp of omnipotence

by which it can be determined, then the events of their

agency are obviously completely independent of his con-

trol, and he can neither wholly prevent them from sinning,

nor render it certain that they will yield him any degree of

obedience.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that this doctrine does

not enjoy any countenance from the volume of inspiration.

No intimations are presented to us there, that the Creator

has imparted any powers to his creatures that are beyond

his government ; that from the very nature of moral agency,

its events are incapable of subjection to his sway ; that

consequently neither any of his predictions, promises, nor

threatenings, that respect the conduct of men, can have

any certainty of fulfilment ; and that his whole government*

if not a sheer usurpation over beings whose nature renders

them independent of his control, is at best a mere attempt

to accomplish an impossibility. Nor are there any princi-

ples of interpretation, except such as shall wholly reverse
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the meaning of language, by vvhicli the contrar}- repre-

sentations of the sacred volume can be reconciled with this

doctrine.

That portion then of the discourse under notice, which

is employed in the inculcation of this sentiment, is wholly

erroneous, and fraught with the subversion of the whole fa-

bric of evangelical truth.

As then the reason, as we have seen, of the permission

of sin, neither is that it is essential to the Most High, as an

instrument of the greatest good, nor that no means exist

by which he can intercept its exercise ; it follows that the

ground of his allowing it to be exerted is, that less good

could be achieved by the system of measures which must

be pursued in order to prevent its commission, than can be

accomplished by that which permits its existence. The re-

presentation accordingly, which I have heretofore given,

and of which I am now to ofier some additional proofs and

explanations is, that he leaves men to transgress, not be-

cause he cannot hinder them, nor because he prefers trans-

gression in any instance to obedience, but because such a

system must be adopted in order to exclude it, as would be

incompatible with the attainment of as large an amount of

good, as is secured under the present system.

This view of the subject, though obviously far from being

consistent with many of their speculations, is substantially

that which has been entertained by large numbers both of

the most distinguished Calvinistic and Arminian theolo-

gians ; and the obstacle probably to its general reception,

lies chiefly in an imagined difficulty of reconciling the fact

that the Most High does not prevent sin, with the doctrine

on the one hand, that it is not impossible for him to prevent

it, and on the other, that he neither regards it as an essen-
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tial instrumont to the well-being of his kingdom, nor desires

its existence. Admitting—it is asked—that he does not

desire the commission of sin, why is it that he places his

creatures in circumstances of such extreme and incessant

trial as to render it certain that they will transgress, un-

less he goes farther in the use of means to prevent it, than

is ultimately consistent with the highest good of his

kingdom?

Whatever other judgment may be formed on the subject,

it is indubitably certain that this subjection of them to trial

cannot authorise the inference that he desires them to rebel.

To derive from it that conclusion, is not only to contravene

the positions which have already been established, and the

express decisions of the sacred word, but to aim a fatal blow

at the whole system of the divine administration. It is in

effect to assume, that it is incompatible with a desire of

obedience from his creatures, to permit them to be assailed

by any degree of temptation, or not to exempt them wholly

from trial ; an assumption that makes the mere fact that

they are exposed to trial, demonstrative that God does not

wish them to obey :—a sentiment most palpably false, and

which, if adopted, must inevitably prove of the most fatal

practical tendency. It will doubtless, however, be admitted

that this conclusion cannot be supposed to be valid, except

in respect to those temptations which are actually successful.

But that is to admit that the mere fact of their subjection

to trial, is no proof of his desiring them to sin, and is there-

fore to give up the whole ground of the inference, and con-

sequently the inference itself. This limitation, however, of

the conclusion, does not yield it any relief from the objec-

tion, for how is its pernicious tendency to be intercepted in

even any such instance, when, from the issue being still m
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futurity, it cannot possibly be seen that the temptation is

not ultimately to prove triumphant.

The assumption is seen to be unauthorised, moreover,

from the obvious impossibility of moral agents being so

constituted, as wholly to exempt them from temptation ; as

it would require either such a modification of their nature,

as to render them incapable of any degrees or modes of gra-

tification that are sinful, or else such an arrangement of

Providence, that no inducements that could excite to such

gratifications, should ever reach their minds ; which would

obviously involve an absolute incapability of sinning. To

make the assumption, therefore, is in fact to assume that

the mere creation of beings capable of transgression, is de-

monstrative of a desire that they should sin ; or in other

words, that the possibility on their part of sinning, involves

the certainty on the part of God of a desire that they should

sin ! a conclusion which, to pass over other considerations,

is sufiiciently refuted by the very principle on which it rests

;

since as an equal capacity for obedience always co-exists

with that for sin, it must, if the ground of the inference is

admissible, for the same reason constitute as decisive proof

of an opposite, and therefore incompatible, desire of obedi-

ence. Nor can the mere fact, that men are placed in cir-

cumstances of temptation, furnish any ground for the infer-

ence that God desires them to sin, for the same reason, that

if the principle on which the inference rests is valid, the

inference itself is intercepted by the fact, that the induce-

ments to obedience which always co-exist with temptation,

furnish equal ground for precisely the opposite conclusion.

Many of the temptations, however, that incessantly assail

us, and exert by far the most important influence over our

destiny, are not necessarily incident to our existence, but
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wholly adventitious. Such, for example, were the tempta-

tions addressed by the adversary to our first parents. His

intrusion into their presence, cannot be regarded as a neces-

sary consequence of the existence of this world and its

inhabitants, and had he been debarred the gates of Paradise,

there is probably no sufficient reason to infer that the beings

and scenes by which the first pair were surrounded, would

have ever given birth to temptation sufficiently strong to

have overcome their allegiance. On what ground, then, it

is naturally asked, is it to be accounted for, that the Most High

allows his creatures to be assailed by trials so much superior

to those which are unavoidably incident to their existence ^

Whatever other views we may choose to adopt, it is indu-

bitably certain here, as in the former instance, that their

subjection to these extraordinary temptations does not

furnish any ground for the conclusion, that his object in it

is, to involve them in transgression ; since that inference,

were it otherwise legitimate, is totally refuted by the equally

certain and opposite one, which on the same principle must

be drawn, from the adscititious inducements to obedience

which always attend and are expressly instituted for the

purpose of counteracting these temptations. If their extra-

ordinary trials can be imagined to indicate the one, the still

more extraordinary excitements and promptings to holiness,

which are employed to counteract them, indubitably de-

monstrate the other. These adventitious temptations owe

their existence solely to the agency of creatures, of men on

each other, or of the prince of darkness ; but God himself

has interposed to bring to us a supernatural array of mo-

tives to enable us to resist them ; and it becomes us, surely,

to interpret his wishes by his own benignant and miraculous
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interventions in our behalf, and not by the opposing and

malevolent agency of his creatures.

The ground, therefore, of this measure of his adminis-

tration, doubtless is simply, that it pertains to him as the

creator, preserver, and rewarder of his creatures,—in order

alike to his receiving that service from them which is his

due, and to his attaining the highest good of his kingdom,

—to place them in conditions in which they may render an

obedience, corresponding in intenseness and extent to his

rights and their capacities. Their nature lays a foundation

for their exhibiting holiness in a variety of forms, according

to their diversified relations to him, and the various cha-

racters and conditions of their fellow men, and there is obvi-

ously an intrinsic propriety in his placing them in circum-

stances, in which they may manifest their submission to his

rights in those various forms, and fill up, according to its

extent and diversity, the measure of their capacity for his

service.

The value of obedience, moreover, as an expression of

devotedness, obviously depends essentially on the difficulties

which are overcome in its exercise. Fervour and inflex-

ibleness in love, are never so adequately shown, as when it

triumphs over obstacles, and struggles through conflicts
;

and the full measure of homage of which the soul is capa-

ble, is never drawn forth, except by exigencies that excite

all its sensibilities, and summon all its energies to action.

In placing mankind, therefore, in these conditions, he does
but lay the requisite foundation on the one hand, for his

receiving, and for their yielding, on the other, the homage
which is his due, and fulfil the responsibihties of his station

as the ruler, guardian, and rewarder of his creatures ; and
he obviously accomplishes all the dictates of infinite know-
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ledge, justice, and benevolence, in thus placing them in that

series of conditions, in which on the one hand, their obedi-

ence, if rendered, will accomplish the highest sum of good,

and in which, on the other, if not rendered, he can pursue

such a system of administration toward them as transgres-

sors, as to remedy the evils of their rebellion, and give

existence in the end to as great and glorious a system of

events, as though they had maintained their allegiance.

The fact, accordingly, that he places them in circumstances

to make such an exhibition of their regard and render a ser-

vice of high value, in place of sustaining the opposite conclu-

sion, constitutes indubitable proof, that he desires from them

an obedience that accords in energy and completeness with

his rights and their ability.

There is a similar propriety, also, in his requiring such

an exhibition of devotedness, in order that he may appro-

priately treat them as worthy of the rewards which are

assigned to obedience, and confer on them the tokens of

his full approbation. Nothing, obviously, less than a ser-

vice conclusively manifesting a supreme consecration to

him, could constitute an adequate ground for such an ex-

pression of his approval. It were unbecoming his rectitude

and wisdom, to crown inertness with the meed of activity,

indifference with the rewards of zeal, or uselessness with the

honours of beneficence and utility ; or to disregard in the

expression of his approbation, the diflering degrees of his

creatures in these virtues.

Such an obedience from men in the various conditions in

which they are placed, would, moreover, with its attendant

rewards, constitute as great a sum of good, as could be at-

tained by any other system of administration on his part,

or diflering course of agency on theirs; as it would accom-
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plish all the demands of justice on them, and fill up the

measure both of their obligations and their capacities of

doing and enjoying good. And it pertains to him, doubt-

less, as their providential ruler, to place them in the cir-

cumstances in which the discharge of their duty would give

birth to that result. To adopt a system in which, even

were they to render the full extent of service required, only

an inferior degree of good could be attained, were incon-

sistent alike with his justice and benevolence. This great

measure of his administration, thus obviously has its foun-

dation necessarily in their mutual relations as Creator and

creatures, and in the effects that are to result from their

agency.

We are not left, however, to the conclusions of unassisted

reason, for the vindication here offered of the ways of God
to men, nor indebted to them, indeed, for it, as all the great

principles involved in these views are not only recognised,

but expressly taught in the volume of inspiration.

Thus, that the value of obedience is enhanced by the

difficulties under which it is rendered, and the degree of

effort and devotedness which it implies, is taught us in the

great rule of the divine government, of measuring rewards

by the strength and extent of the proofs that are given of

fidelity and zeal. To those in the parable of the servants,

whose usefulness had equalled the extent of their capacity,

corresponding expressions of approval and rewards were

assigned ; while the slothful servant who had hid his money

in the earth, and—like those who attempt to justify their

rebellion by the doctrine which I have been opposing,

—

spent his time in denying his Lord's desire that he sliould

improve the talent with which he was entrusted, and in

questioning his rectitude, was in righteous retribution di-
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vested of the neglected gift, and abandoned to remediless

poverty and suflering. [t is " to him that ovcrcomctli'''—
that the Saviour saith—" will I give to eat of the hidden

liianna," and " to him that overcometk will I grant to sit

with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am sit

down with my Father, in his throne." " They that be

««5e," are they that " shall shine as the brightness of the

firmament, and they that turn many to righteousness, as

the stars for ever and ever."

We are in like manner expressly taught, that the object

of the Most High in these allotments is, to try the hearts of

his creatures, and impose on them a necessity of a decisive

choice of his service, if it is chosen at all, and to call forth

from them an indubitable expression of supreme love.

" Thou shalt remember all the way which the Lord thy God

led thee these forty years in the wilderness, to humble thee

and to prove thee, to know what was in thy heart, whether

thou wouldest keep his commandments, or no : and he

humbled thee, and suffered thee to hunger, and fed thee

with manna which thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers

know, that he might make thee to know, that man doth not

live by bread only, but by every word that proceedeth out

of the mouth of the Lord, doth man live." " Because this

people hath transgressed my covenant, which I commanded

their fathers, and have not hearkened unto my voice, I also

will not henceforth drive out any from before them of the

nations which Joshua left when he died, that through them

I may prove Israel, whether they will keep the way of the

Lord to walk therein, as their fathers did keep it, or not."

And the ends at which he thus aimed in these providential

dispensations, are those for which all the similar measures

of his administration are instituted.
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And finally the great fact is presented to us on the sa-

cred page with equal explicitness and force, that severe

trials of the heart are requisite to fit his creatures for dis-

tinguished blessings, and render it meet for him to confer

on them the tokens of his approbation. Thus the dread

storms of adventitious trial and affliction which the humi-

lity and faith of Job were called to encounter, were ex-

pressly designed to demonstrate the truth and supremacy

of his love, and silence the false suggestions of the adver-

sary, that his expressions of regard were the mere offspring

of selfish gratitude, dependent for their continuance on the

continuance of his prosperity, and that accordingly the

tokens of divine favour with which he was distinguished,

were lavished on hypocrisy and worthlessness. And it is

the usual course of his providence, that great trials of faith

and submission precede the grant of eminent expressions of

his approbation. Abraham was called to the sacrifice of

his son, before being fully constituted the father of the

faithful, and his obedience in that act was treated as a de-

cisive proof of his supreme and lasting regard. " And

the angel of the Lord called to him out of heaven and

said,—now I know that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast

not withheld thy son, thine only son, from me." The youth

of Joseph was long embittered by persecution and servi-

tude, and the age of Jacob overclouded by want and be-

reavement, before the one was made the instrument, and the

other the subject of the signal manifestations of divine

mercy, by which they were advanced to prosperity in Egypt,

and forty years of sufferings and trials in the wilderness,

were appointed to their descendants, before their admission

to the land of promise. The royal psalmist, in his pro-

gress from the sheepfold to the throne, suffered years of
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exilo, want and danger, in which were taught those lessons

of dependence, trust in God, and submission, which the

Spirit of inspiration had destined to be embodied by him in

song, to serve as the vehicle of the adoring acknowledg-

ments, thanks and praises of the church through all suc-

ceeding ages. Nor was the Son of God himself in the

days of his incarnation, exempted from this great law of

the divine administration, but was made like unto his breth-

ren in trials, as well as in nature ; and their propriety and

necessity in order to his exaltation to the mediatorial crown,

are expressly recognised in the sacred volume. " We see

Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels, for the

suffering of death crowned with glory and honour. For

it became him for whom are all things, and by whom are all

things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the cap-

tain of their salvation perfect through sufferings."

These views are moreover sanctioned by the convictions

and testimony of the pious of all ages. They never prac-

tically—in contradiction to the declarations of the divine

word—contemplate the temptations which they are called

to encounter, as indications of a desire on the part of

the Most High that they should yield to their influence.

Such an interpretation of them is as revolting to every sen-

timent of the sanctified mind, as it is impious to God. In

place of that, they are accustomed to regard the chastise-

ments with which they are visited by the hand of provi-

dence, as righteous rebukes of their sins, and the tempta-

tions by which they are assailed, as necessary trials of thei

fidelity, designed and adapted—instead of seducing them

to licentiousness—to develope and give strength to their

faith, submission, and watchfulness. And such are in

truth the effects to which these disciplinary allotments cus-
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tomarily give birth. Seasons of trial to the children of

God, are as a general law, seasons of quickened penitence,

invigorated faith, and brightened hope ; and to the church

at large, as well as to her individual members, her sharp

conflicts contribute to heighten her graces, and give efful-

gence to her armour. That afflictions are thus usually the

means of sanctification, and the ceaseless buffetings and

trials of life, the instruments of accelerated progress in ho-

liness and more decisive victories over the world, is alike

the universal experience and confession of the pious.

Whether therefore we look to the sentiments and convic-

tions which are characteristic of the children of God, to the

deductions of reason, or to the decisions of revelation, we

are conducted with equal certainty to the conclusion which

I have endeavoured to sustain respecting the reasons of the

divine administration in the appointment to his creatures

of this system of trial ; that it is a necessary measure of

his moral government, and is designed and adapted to sub-

serve the well-being of the individuals who are the immedi-

ate subjects of its influences as well as the ultimate interest

of his kingdom at large, and is as expressive and demon-

strative of his desire of their obedience, as are the require-

ments and prohibitions of his law.

I shall only refer in additional corroboration of these

views, to the recommendatory characteristics by which they

are distinguished from the system to which they stand op-

posed.

They are not embarrassed, like that scheme, with the fatal

objection of a palpable contradiction to any of the plain

statements that are presented on the pages of revelation.

They do not require, in order to an accordance with the

word of God, that any of its facts should be denied, or over-
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looked, or any of its representations explained away ; nor

that any double import should be ascribed to its language,

or unnatural limitation imposed on its meaning, in order in

appearance to escape contradictions or elude inconsisten-

cies. Nor do they, that I am able to discover, involve any

positions, like that theory, that cannot be carried out to their

legitimate results, without leading to some collision with the

statements, or subversion of the doctrines of the gospel.

They cannot be accused, like the opposite dognia, of

giving the rein to licentiousness, or at best, of weakening

the inducements to holiness by doubt and perplexity, but

obviously contemplate the capacities and obligations of

men as they are exhibited in the divine requirements, and

give to every motive by which those obligations are urged,

all the force with which it is presented in the injunctions

and sanctions of the sacred volume. And they are indu-

bitably moreover the views on which the children of God
in fact act in all their obedience. They are not accustomed

when assailed by the impulses of temptation, to blunt the

monitions of conscience, or soften the apprehensions of

guilt, by the assumption or hope, that in yielding to trans-

gression they shall fulfil in place of offending the wishes of

infinite purity and benevolence, nor ever impeach God as

their tempter, but conscious that their danger arises from

themselves, rush to him as their deliverer, and gain their

victories through the succours of his grace.

Nor are these views, like those to which they are oppo-

sed, indebted for their foundation to remote and shadowy

inferences from what on the one hand the folly and male-

volence of men have ventured to perpetrate, nor from what

on the other, the wisdom and rectitude of God have not

chosen to achieve ; but have for their support the funda-
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mental principles of the divine administration, and the ob-

vious representations of the volume of truth, and enjoy

moreover the corroborating sanction of an entire accor-

dance with the dictates of conscience and the decisions of

common sense.

They accordingly present an explanation of these great

measures of the divine administration, by which their diffi-

culties are adequately solved, and their claims to the cha-

racter of rectitude and wisdom vindicated; and they are

the only views moreover that exhibit such a justification of

the ways of God to man, or that are not perplexed with in-

superable inconsistencies with the apprehensions of reason,

and the decisions of his word.

I commend them therefore to the calm consideration and

impartial judgment of the friends of religion, in the hope

that they may enjoy their approval, and contribute to con-

firm their convictions of the unimpeachable consistency and

rectitude of all the measures of the divine government.
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THE

CHRISTIAN SPECTATOR'S

REVIEW OF

BELLAMY ON THE PERMISSION OF SIN.

The gentleman on whose attempts to fortify his views of

the nature and cause of sin by the authority of Dr. Dwight

and President Edwards, some remarks were offered in a

former number, has thought proper, in the Christian Spec-

tator for September 1830, to claim the sanction of Dr.

Bellamy for the hypothesis offered by him in his Concio ad

Clerum, respecting the reasons of the admission of sin into

the universe. As his representations intimately concern

the character of that writer,—who has hitherto been ranked

in respect to talents, doctrines, and usefulness, among the

most distinguished of his day,—and involve, indeed, very

essentially the reputation of the clergy at large of New-

England, both of that and the present time, it is a matter

of some importance to ascertain their truth or error. The

inquiry is also fraught with interest to those who look in-

quisitively at the relations of things, by the circumstance

that the theory, which the reviewer himself professes to have

advanced only as a mere " supposition" or conjecture,

without attempting to prove or presuming to affirm its truth,
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or venturing even to " intimate'* that It can possibly be

sustained by any " decisive evidence," and the imputation

ofwhich to him by Dr. Woods in the form of a _" positive as-

sertion,"^he exhibits as utterly unjust and extremely injurious,

he nevertheless represents Dr. Bellamy as having formally

taught, highly to the credit of his genius and wisdom, and

deliberately sustained through a discussion of great length.

To be able to discover in what manner intricacies like these

can be successfully threaded by the reviewer, and the sun-

shine of consistency thrown over such conflicting appear-

ances, cannot fail to yield entertainment to the curious, and

gratification to the lovers of logic.

What the nature of that theory is, is seen from the fol-

lowing passages from the sermon in which it was first pre-

sented to the public, and from the forementioned article in

the Spectator, in which the reviewer professedly gives a re-

statement and explanation of its import.

" Do you say then that God gave man a nature which he knew

would lead him to sin ? What if he did ? Do you know that God

could have done better, better on the whole, or better, if he gave

him existence at all, even for the individual himself? The error lies

in the gratuitous assumption, that God could have adopted a moral

system, and prevented all sin, or at least the present degree of sin.

For no man knows this;—no man can prove it. The assumption,

thercfore,is wholly unauthorized as the basis of the present objection.

" The difficulties on this difficult subject, as it is extensively re-

garded, result in the view of the writer from two very common but

groundless assumptions—assumptions which so long as they are ad-

mitted and reasoned upon, must leave the subject involved in insupe-

rable difficulties.

'' The assumptions are these ; First, that sin is the necessary means

of the greatest good, and as such, sofar as it exists, is preferable on the

whole to holiness in its stead. Secondly, that God could in a moral sys-

tem have prevented all sm, or at least the present degree of sin,"
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" The second assumption now claims our notice ; viz. that God
could have prevented all sin, or at least the present degree of «n, m a

moral system.

" If holiness in a moral system be preferable on the whole to sin in

its stead, why did not a benevolent God, were it possible to him, pre-

vent all sin, and secure the prevalence of universal holiness ? Would
not a moral universe of perfect holiness, and of course of perfect hap-

piness, be happier and better than one comprising sin and its mise-

ries ? Aiid must not infinite benevolence accomplish all the good it

can ? Would not a benevolent God then, had it been possible to him
in the nature of things, have secured the existence of universal holi-

ness in his moral kingdom ?

" Is the reader startled by an inquiry which seems to limit the

power of God ? But does not he equally limit the power of God by
supposing, or, rather, affirming, that God could not secure the

greatest good without the existence of sin ? On either supposition

there is what may be called a limitation of the power of God, by the

nature of things. In the one case the limitation is supposed to re-

sult from the nature of sin ; in the other from the nature of moral
agency. If then one of these suppositions must be made, which is

the most honorable to God ?

" Who does most reverence to God, he who supposes that God
would have prevented all sin in his moral universe, but could not, or

he who affirms that he could^ have' prevented it, but wouldnoi^ Or
is it more honorable to God to suppose that such is the nature of sin

that he could not accomplish the highest good without it, than to sup-

pose that such is the nature o?free agency, that God could not wholly

prevent its perversion ?

" But the main inquiry on this point still remains,—Does the sup-

position that God could not prevent sin in a moral system, limit his

power at all ? To suppose or affirm that God cannot perform what
is impossible in the nature of things, is not properly to limit his power.
Is there then the least particle of evidence that the entire prevention of
sin, in moral beings, is possible to God in the nature ofthings ? Ifnot,

thenwhatbecomes of the very common assumption of such possibility?

" All evidence of the truth of this assumption must be derived ei-

ther from the nature of the subject, or from knownfacts. Is there such

evidence from the nature of the subject? It is here to be remarked.
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that the prevention of sin by any influence that destroys the power to

sin, destroys moral agency. Moral agents then must possess the

power to sin. Who then can prove a priori, or from the nature of the

subject, that a being who can sin, will not sin ? How can it be proved

apriori, or from the nature of the subject, that a thing will not be,

when for aught that appears, it may be ? On this point is it presump-

tuous to bid defiance to the powers of human reason ?

" Is there any evidence from facts 7 Facts, so far as they are

known to us, furnish no support to the assumption, that God could in

a moral system prevent all sin, or even the present degree of sin.

For we know of no creature of God, whose holiness is secured with-

out that influence which results either directly or indirectly, from the

existence ofsin and its punishment. How then can it be shown/rom

facts, that God could secure any of his moral creatures in holiness,

without this influence ; or to what purpose is it to allege instances

of the prevention of sin under this influence, to prove that God could

prevent it without this influence ?''

—" The assumption therefore that God could in a moral system

have prevented all sin, or the present degree of sin, is wholly gratu-

itous and unauthorized, and ought never to be made the basis of an ob-

jection or an argument.'"— Concio ad Clerum, p. 29—33.

" Before we proceed, we wish to be perfectly understood in the

distinction already made between ' a necessary means of the greatest

good,' and ' a necessary incident to a moral system.' The wheels

of a watch are ' a necessary means' of regulating the motion of its

hands ; the friction of those wheels is ' necessarily incidental' to the

existence of such a machine. Each wheel, in its character of a

means, constitutes an integral part of the system of machinery, de-

vised and executed by the artist. Friction is no part of that system

;

it is an evil to which he submits, a limitation on the exercise of his

skill, resulting from the nature of the materials of which the watch

is made. The direct tendency of every wheel, if properly adjusted,

is to produce the desired result. There is no such tendency in fric-

tion, it is an evil to be encountered, and as far as possible to be set

aside. It should be remarked, however, that although friction is thus

an evil, it may in some machines, be converted to a partially valuable

end; it may be useid, for example, to modify or retard their motion.

But although thus overruled in part, for useful purposes, still it is no
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less true, that friction enters into machines as necessarily incidental

to their very existence."

—

Christian Spectator, p. 532.

Whatever may be thought of the relations of this theory

to the decisions of reason and doctrines of revelation, but

one opinion can exist respecting its import.

1. The sole reason it teaches that sin has been permitted

to enter the universe is, that it is physically impossible for

the Almighty Ruler to prevent its commission. This is the

representation conveyed in nearly every sentence of the

forecited passages, and in a still larger number that might

be added from the sermon and review, and is too palpably

the only import that the language can bear, to leave it pos-

sible that any can make it in sobriety a matter of denial or

question. To suppose " that God could in a moral system

have prevented all sin ; or at least tlie present degree of

sin,'' is " a groundless assumption" he assures us ;—an

" assumption," the proof of which by " the least particle

of evidence," " either from the nature of the subject, or

from known facts," bids " defiance to the powers of human

reason" ;—which " ought never," therefore, "to be made

the basis of an objection or an argument" ; and which, as

long as it is " admitted and reasoned upon, must leave the

subject involved in insuperable difficulties." The reason

accordingly, so far as God is concerned, that sin has not

been entirely debarred from existence, is purely of a physi-

cal, in place of a moral nature—-" that the entire preven-

tion of sin in moral beings, is" " impossible" " to God in

the nature of things."

2. That is of course in like manner the reason that " the

present degree of sin" is suffered to exist ; for God car-

ries his efforts at its prevention in every instance, it requires
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us to believe, to tlie utmost extent of which infinite know-

ledge and omnipotence are capable, and fails of his object,

not from any want of will, but solely from the necessary

" limitation" of his efiiciency. Such is indeed the literal

import of his language, and the object of his argument from

the benevolence of God, and cannot be disclaimed without

a retraction of the whole theory. To grant that God in a

solitary instance yields existence to sin, when he has power

to prevent it, is to adopt, according to his representation,

the " very common but groundless assumption" that he

" could in a moral system have prevented" " at least the

present degree of sin"—which as " long" as it is " admit-

ted and reasoned upon, must leave the subject involved in

insuperable difficulties." The mighty one of Jacob is thus

involved, according to the theory, in a perpetual contest

of strength with the creatures of his power, who have " their

foundation in the dust, and are crushed before the moth,"

and is baffled by them in every instance in which they com-

mit a transgression.

3. The cause accordingly, or power that gives birth to

sin in every instance, so far as the production of that eflect

is concerned, is wholly independent of God. It lies entirely

without the sphere of his efficient control, or rises superior

to any force with which he can oppose it. They who com-

mit sin, are " beings who as free agents can sin," and do

sin " in defiance of all preventing influences," and their

" prevention is" absolutely " impossible" from " a limita-

tion of the power of God by the nature of things." They

are as completely independent therefore of his control, so

ftir as sin is concerned, as he is of theirs, and it may as

truly be said of each of them as of him, that " none can

stay his hand, nor say unto him, what doest thou."
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4. The ground he hiforms us of this " limitation of the

power of God," and of their superiority to his efficient

sway, lies in " the nature of moral agency" itself, or the

attributes and powers that necessarily enter into the con-

stitution of a voluntary intelligence. " Moral agents must

possess the power to sin," and all who possess that power,

" are beings who can sin in defiance of all possible influ-

ence to prevent" it. They are necessarily therefore, by the

force of their constitution, wholly independent, so far as sin

is concerned, of the divine control.

5. To prevent beings from sinning, or secure them from

transgression, is so to constitute the succession ofperceptions,

or moral influence that excites them to action, and determines

their choices, as efi'ectually to prompt them to obedience.

To possess the power of preventing them from sin, is, ac-

cordingly, to be able to determine the moral influence that

reaches them, and to cause it to consist of such a series and

combination of views as to constitute a certainty that they

will act without exception in an obedient manner. The

theory of the reviewer, therefore, in denying to God the

possibility of preventing moral agents from sinning, either

denies him the power of determining the motives that control

their conduct, or else denies that their voluntary agency is

in fact determined by the influence of motives. If it denies

him the power of determining that influence, then it exhibits

his creatures as independent of him in respect to perceptions

as well as volitions. If it denies that motives actually de-

termine their mode of action, then it denies that there is any

real moral cause or reason that they exert the volitions

which they do ; and accordingly, that any certainty what-

ever exists beforehand of the manner in which they act.

But in thus denying to God the sole medium of prescience,
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it necessarily denies his prescience itself, and sweeps from

our grasp every ground of confidence in his predictions and

promises that relate to their agency. Neither he nor any

other being has the slightest certainty, that any one of our

race will continue everlastingly to obey him, or be *' kept

by his mighty power through faith unto salvation ;" nor

that any one of the countless multitude of his creatures will

for ever abstain from revolt, nor even that a solitary act of

obedience will ever again transpire in any part of his domi-

nions.

6. If God is thus incompetent to govern his creatures,

and can neither determine nor foresee any event in their

agency, it is clear, if he is a being of wisdom, that he cannot

have undertaken the accomplishment of such effects, and

that therefore his jplan can only have extended to those

events which lie completely within his power. This theory

accordingly represents that his plan or moral system only

embraces the worlds and beings which he has created, and

events to which he himself gives existence by his direct effi-

ciency, and not any of the events of their agency. Thus

in the passages which have been quoted, he exhibits sin as

" incidentar to, or a " consequence^' of the divine system or

plan, not a part of that plan itself; and states in a note,

that "the term incidental is here used in the sense assigned

to it by Johnson, viz. ' falling in beside the main design.'
"

In the illustration, likewise, which he institutes for the pur-

pose of being " perfectly understood," in the distinction

between "a necessary means of the greatest good," and a

" necessary incident to a moral system," he says, " each

wheel in its character of a means, constitutes an integral

part of the system of machinery devised and executed by

the artist : friction," which according to his representation.
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is incidental to the machine as sin is to God's plan, " is no

part of that system." He speaks also in other passages of

the divine plan " in distinction from the evil which is its

consequence," and alleges it as a proof that Dr. Bellamy

held his theory, that " God's plan," " according to Dr.

Bellamy, does not include sin as an integral part of it, but

consists only of what God does ;" and that *'Dr. Bellamy

most explicitly concedes that sin is no part of God's scheme

or plan."

His representation thus is, that the plan of the Most High

includes neither the sin nor obedience of his creatures, but

only consists of what he himself does, or merely embraces

the worlds, beings, and events, of which he is the efficient

cause, to the exclusion alike of the evil and the good which

are the consequences of his agency.

Such is the import of this extraordinary theory, which by

throwing sin wholly without the limits of the divine sway, is

to exonerate the Most High from responsibility respecting

it, and enable *' the mind" " to view" his " character and

government" in a mode " that shows them to be free from

embarrassment !" All these positions enter whh the clearest

certainty into the hypothesis, are graven on its front with a

pen of iron, and cannot be withdrawn from it, nor defaced,

without a total dispersion of its elements.

The manner in which he exhibits Dr. Bellamy as having

held and taught this theory, is seen from the following

passages.

" Dr. Bellamy, in accounting for God's permission of sin, has not

adhered throughout to any one hypothesis. On the contrary, he has

at diiferent times reasoned on at least two different hypotheses, ac-

cording to the nature of the difficulties which were presented to his

view. These are,

47
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" I. That Bin is the necessary mf^ans of the greatest good,

•' 2. That the system or plan which God adopted (not the sin which

was incidental to it, as a certain consequence) is the necessary means

of the greatest good.

" This latter hypothesis, we need hardly say, is the one which we
have affirmed, in common with Dr. Taylor, in his sermon on the na-

ture of sin—not that it is true, or can be supported by absolutely

decisive evidence—but that it may be true, and that it has never yet

been proved to he false. This, we wish it to be remembered, is the

whole extent of our position on this subject.

" It may strike our readers as singular, that a man ofDr. Bellamy's

acuteness and force of mind, should have reasoned in different parts

of his treatise, on different and inconsistent hypotheses. But this

fact is easily accounted for, if we consider the nature and object of

the discussion in which he was engaged. The grand topic of con-

troversy at that period, was the extent of God's decrees and providen-

tial government. Do they include the existence of moral evil.' Can

the character of God be vindicated upon such a supposition ? The
discussion on which Dr. Bellamy entered was not, therefore, as it now
is, an inquiry among Calvinists, which of the various theories to ac-

count for moral evil is the most correct? He was called upon to

defend the general doctrine of the universality of the divine decrees,

and providential government; and the objection which he had to

encounter was this, that they could not be supposed to embrace the

existence of moral evil without impeaching the holiness and perfec-

tion of the divine character. He was not led therefore by the nature

of the discussion to propound any single theory, which might obviate

aiiil the objections alleged. He was aiming to defend the general

doctrine against those who maintained that all the existing theories

on the subject united, could never vindicate the character of God, if

the existence of sin was embraced within his eternal purposes. It is

not surprising, therefore, that in one course of reasoning to prove

the perfection of God's universal government, he should reason upon

one hypothesis ; and yet, when the subject was presented under

entirely another aspect, or when by the pressure of new objections,

his mind was intently fixed on their most effectual refutation, he

should inadvertently found his answer on another hypothesis. Thus

when his object was to account for sin simply in view of the bcnevo-
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lence and omliipotence of God, the theory that ' sin is the necessary

means of the greatest good' would naturally occur. But when the

sincerity of God as a lawgiver was questioned, it would at least be

equally natural to resort to the position, that ' not sin itself in prefe-

rence to holiness, but the system to which sin is incidental, is the ne-

cessary means of the greatest good.'

" In ascribing to Dr. Bellamy the theory, that sin is the necessary

means of the greatest good, it is but just to remark, that he proposes

it often in the form of a mere hypothesis, or as what may be true.

Thus he says, ' it is easy to see how there may be eternally more ho-

liness and happiness in the angelic world, than if sin and misery had

been for ever unknown.' In other instances, however, he adopts the

form of positive assertion. He states, too, that ' if God had pleased,

he could have hindered the existence of sin.' And this he supposes

might have been done in perfect consistency with free agency. It is

obvious, therefore, that Dr. B. in a part of his reasoning, proceeds on

the supposition that sin is the necessary means of the greatest good.

And we are perfectly willing that such statements on his part, should

have all the weight to which they are entitled, in a full view of the

facts. Should it appear, however, that these statements are not more

irreconcileable with the views which we have expressed, than with

many things advanced by himself; that he was led to adopt this

theory through the inadvertence we have already specified ;—that in

stating the question at issue, in many of his reasonings, and especially

in answering objections to the perfection of the divine character and

government, he has virtually adopted the position that ' sin (in respect

to the divine prevention) is incidental to the best system,' then may
his authority be appealed to with equal, or even greater propriety, in

support of the principles which we have advocated on this subject.

" We take leave of this treatise with mingled feelings of pleasure

and regret ;—pleasure, to find Dr. Bellamy meeting the enemies of

divine sovereignty on that vantage ground, which we think ought

never to be relinquished ;—regret, that in any instance, he should

yield it to his opponents, and be thus driven to adopt a theory which made

him inconsistent with himself— Christian Spectator, p. 329. 532. 539.

The representation in these passagesthus is, that although

Dr. Bellamy, " at different times, reasoned on at least two
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different hypotlieses, according to the nature of the difficul-

ties that were presented to his view," yet the theory which

he really held, professed to maintain, and relied on to ob-

viate the great difficulties of his subject, was that of the re-

viewer, which denies that " sin is the necessary means of the

greatest good," and affirms that the sole reason of its being

permitted to take place is, that God is incompetent to ex-

clude it from his kingdom. The other hypothesis he never

formally and intentionally advanced,—the intimation is

—

but only "reasoned on" it " at different times," " through"

mere " inadvertence," without knowing either what he said

or whereof he affirmed. It was only " when the subject was

presented under entirely another aspect, or when by the

pressure of new objections, his mind was intently fixed on

their most effectual refutation,"—an admirable reason for

adopting " groundless assumptions," and arguing on false

principles,—that he "inadvertently founded his answer on

the hypothesis," " that sin is the necessary means of the

greatest good ;" and it was by yielding to " the enemies of

divine sovereignty" the "vantage ground" of the other

hypothesis, that " in any instance" he was " thus driven to

adopt a theory which made him inconsistent with himself."

The reviewer does, indeed, admit, in a faint and stifled

voice, that Dr. Bellamy, " in other instances, adopts the

form of positive assertion" respecting that "groundless as-

sumption," but qualifies it by the " remark," that it is only

" in the form of a mere hypothesis, or as what may be true,"

" that he proposes it often ;" and gains courage at length

as he advances in the discussion, to retract even that con-

cession, and roundly affirm, first, that " the inference is un-

avoidable, that at times, certainly, and with good reason, Dr-

B. regarded sin, not as ' the necessary means of the greatest
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good,' but as a baleful evil incident to the best system
;"

and finally, that " it is manifest from the manner in which

Dr. Bellamy generally speaks of the results of the system,

that he did not regard sin as the necessary means of the

greatest good, but merely as overruled, like friction in the

case already supposed, for the production of much good.''

The reviewer proceeds.

" He asserts nothing so often as that the existing plan is the best

;

but he ordinarily speaks of its ultimate consequences in very guarded

terms. He says, ' we have the greatest reason to believe it will issue

well,' that ' we have a sure prospect of a happy issue,' that ' it is

suited to exalt the Deity,' and that 'perhaps the system will be more

happy, than if sin had never been permitted.' In the last of these

clauses we see a leaning toward the stronger assertions which he has

occasionally advanced. But the preceding ones, together with a great

number of others which might be produced, go to show only that the

present may be better than any other possible system, notwithstanding

the attendant evil of sin, which is thus beneficially overruled. To

this we yield our unqualified assent. But it differs tolo cailo from the

revolting dogma, that sin is necessary in the universe, as the means of

more good than could result from holiness in its place."—p. 539.

The affirmation is thus as direct and explicit, as any lan-

guage at least that the reviewer is accustomed to employ,

can possibly render it, that Dr. Bellamy ex animo held,

and intentionally taught that theory respecting the existence

of sin in the divine kingdom, which the reviewer advanced

in his Concio ad Clerum, and has again undertaken to ex-

plain and defend in the review under consideration ; and

that it was only by " inadvertence," and yielding " to his

opponents" what " ought never to be relinquished," " that

he was driven to adopt," the opposite " hypothesis," " that
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sin is the necessary means of the greatest good," and thus

became " inconsistent with himself."

The reviewer, apprehensive it would seem that his rea-

ders might find some difficulty in crediting this representa-

tion, thought it necessary to endeavor to conciliate their

acquiescence by showing how it *' would naturally occur,"

" that a man of Dr. Bellamy's acuteness and force of

mind," should fall into these extraordinary inconsistencies*

His " hypothesis," however, is unfortunately only *' a

groundless assumption," that in place of yielding to his

representation any additional verisimilitude, is itself per-

plexed, if possible, with stronger improbabilities than the

imaginary " fact" which it is its object to explain.

The first objection to it is, that it proceeds on a total and

flagrant misrepresentation of both the theme and the object

of Dr. Bellamy's " treatise." " This fact," he says

—

" that Dr. Bellamy reasoned on different hypotheses"—'* is

easily accounted for, if we consider the nature and object

of the discussion in which he was engaged. The grand

topic of controversy at that period, was the extent of God's

decrees and providential government." In place of this

however, " the grand" and sole " topic of controversy"

*' in which he was engaged" in the " treatise" was, " the

wisdpm of God in the permission of sin," as the title itself

of the "Sermons" and "Vindication," his statement of

their theme and object, and the whole course of his argu-

mentation indisputably demonstrate. " The extent of

God's decrees and providential government," instead of be-

ing " the grand topic" which it was his object to establish,

is not formally stated, nor attempted to be proved in a so-

litary instance, nor scarcely indeed alluded to throughout

the main body of his discourse, and no reference whatever
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is there made to it, except simply for the purpose of

proving " the wisdom of God in the permission of sin."

He has not in fact made " the extent of God's decrees" a

theme of discussion on a single page of the work, nor " the

extent" of his " providential government," except in his

" Vindication of the wisdom of God in the permission of

sin," published a considerable time subsequently to the

Sermons ; and not even there, until after having finished

his argument, and forced, as he supposed, from the writer

whom he was opposing, a formal confession of his error,

he finally dismisses him with an exhortation to "be firmly

persuaded that not the devil, but God, and God alone, is

the absolute governor of this world,"—in which as it hap-

pens, he employs *' the extent of God's providential govern-

ment" to refute the identical theory which is held by the

reviewer, and ascribed by him to Dr. Bellamy—that sin en-

tered into this " new made world, in spite of the utmost

exertion of infinite wisdom and almighty power!" and to

prove that not a solitary sin either has or can take place,

except by divine permission. He says,

*' Reason teaches, that God never will, and never can voluntarily

give up the government of his own world into the hands of his great-

est enemy, the devil. And if the devil is one of God's creatures, as

God himself has taught us in his word, he is so inferior to the God
that made him, as to he in his hands, as the clay is in the hands of the

potter, absolutely at his control ; unable by power or policy to bring any

thing to pass but by the permission of the great God ; Avho from heaven

hath declared, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I. will do all my
pleasure."—" How then could the devil seduce our first parents, and

break up God's original plan, and ruin his new made world in spite of
the utmost exertions of infinite wisdom and almightypower !"

" The whole tenor of divine revelation leads us to believe, that the

providence of God extends to all things which come to pass. If tho
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devil or wicked men were not under the divine control, we should have

reason tofear them, but our Saviour assures us they cannot hurt an

hair of our he^As without God's permission, whose providence extends

even to the very sparrows."

" But if the providence of God extends to the lesser, how much

more to the greater concerns of the intellectual system. If it ex-

tends to the sinful actions of men in this fallen world, which are com-

paratively of little consequence ; much more to the original introduc-

tion of sin into the moral system ; which was an affair, strictly speak-

ing, of infinite consequence."—" So that we may have the greatest

assurance, that ever since the creation, not one evil thing has come to

pass, but under the eye of the omniscient—determined, permitted,

and overruled by infinite wisdom and perfect rectitude. Do you believe

this, my friend.'"

—

Bellamy's Works, vol. ii. pp. 177-180.

He thus entered on this notice of the universality of God's

" providential governmenJ:," for the express and sole pur-

pose of proving what was " the grand topic of" the " con-

troversy" " in which he was engaged," that " not one evil

thing has come to pass," except by the wise and righteous

*^permission^ ^ of" the absolute governor of the world."

If there are any passages in which he can be regarded as

reasoning respecting " the extent of God's decrees," they

must be such as the following.

" Were there no particular instance in which we could see the

wisdom of God in the permission of sin, yet from the perfections of the

divine nature alone, we have such full evidence that he must always

act in the wisest and best manner, as that we ought not in the least

to doubt it.

" In the days of eternity, long before the foundation of the world

this system now in existence, and this plan which now takes place,

and all other possible systems, and all other possible plans, more in

number perhaps than the very sands on the sea-shore, all equally lay

open to the divine view, and one as easy to Almightiness as another.

He had his choice. He had none to please but himself; beside him
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there was no being. He had a perfectly good taste, and nothing to

bias his judgment, and was infinite in wisdom. This he chose: and

this of all possible systems, </icre/bre, was the best, infinite wisdom and

perfect rectitude being judges." p. 35.

In this passage, however, and others of similar import,

his object is not to prove nor " defend the general doctrine

of the universality of the divine decrees," but solely to de-

monstrate, from God's having chosen this *' system now in

existence," and "from the perfections of the divine nature,"

*' that he must act in the wisest and best manner^'' " in the

permission of sin.^^ So far, however, was he from making

a defence of the ^^ general doctrine of the universality of the

divine decrees," the great theme of his discussion, that he

expressly disclaimed the intention, and denied the necessity

of any disputation on the subject, in order to such a vindi-

cation of the " divine conduct," as was the object of his

argument. He says, in the preface to the " Vindication,"

" If the divine conduct toward the intellectual system can be vindi-

cated, there will be no room for any dispute about his decrees. If God
always does what is best for him to do, his decreeing' from eternity to do

so, cannot be objected against, unless we can suppose it to be wrong

for God to determine upon a conduct in all respects right." " The
whole of the divine conduct toward intelligent beings, after they are

brought into existence, may be arranged under these two general

heads, 1st, what he does : 2d, what hefoj-bears to do." *' If lie al-

ways has a good reason for doing what he does, and for forbearing

what he forbears, then his whole conduct, as comprehending both, is

justijiable.

"To vindicate the conduct of the Holy One of Israel, was
the design of my sermons on the wisdom of God in the permission of

sin." p. 121.

If any additional proof of the trutli of these representa-

tions can be necessary, it is furnished by the statement which
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he gives at its introduction, of the subject and design of his

argument.

The " doctrine" which he offered as the ground of the

discussion is, that •' a sight of the wisdom of God in the

permission of sin, is very useful to promote holiness of heart

and life ;" and he adds, that that being " plain and evident,"

he " shall only attempt to show, first, what we are to under-

stand by God's permitting sin ; and secondly, the wisdom of

God in the permission of sin ; and then conclude with a

practical improvement." The first of these topics occupies

less than a single page. The remainder of the discussion,

extending through more than one hundred and seventy, is

devoted directly and exclusively to the proof of God's

" wisdom in the permission of sin."

*' The hypothesis" of the reviewer respecting " the nature

and object of the discussion in which he was engaged," by

which it "is easily accounted for," " that a man of Dr. Bel-

lamy's acuteness and force of mind, should have reasoned,

in different parts of his treatise, on different and inconsistent

hypotheses," is thus clearly " a wholly gratuitous and un-

authorized assumption." No statement of the nature and

object of his argument, that should exhibit any topic as its

theme, to which any allusion whatever occurs in the course

of */ the discussion," could possibly have been made, more

utterly aside from facts, nor more distantly removed from

the semblance of truth. He might as well have exhibited

the divine omnipotence, omniscience, or rectitude, as *' the

grand topic" of " the controversy ;" the divinity of the

Saviour, the doctrine of original sin, of atonement, or a

"judgment to come ;"—topics, to which at least as much

space is devoted, as to the "extent," either " of God's de-
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crees," or " providential government," and that are as fre-

quently made the basis of an argument.

This total misconception of so essential and palpable a

fact, is certainly extraordinary ; and in whatever manner it

may be "easily accounted for," is adapted to beget a vehe-

ment doubt of the reviewer's competence to the task of

criticism and commentary which he has taken on himself,

on "the respectable theological writers of New-England,"

or of " affirming" theories and hypotheses, for the purpose

of bringing back the clergy of that region to the apostolic

method of preaching, and enabling them " to view the cha-

racter and government of God" in a mode that shows them

to be " free from embarrassment." If he could not succeed

in discovering even " the grand topic" of the work, of which

he has attempted an exposition, how can it be that he can

be qualified to volunteer an explanation of the causes which

led its author to reason, if such were the fact, " in different

parts ofhis treatise, on different and inconsistent hypotheses ?"

If in eagerly searching through the " treatise", for every

sentence, phrase, and word, by which he could sustain his

hope of self-vindication, and exhibit Dr. Bellamy as " lean-

ing" toward the theory which he attributes to him, he still

totally failed of detecting the real " nature and object of

the discussion," can it be that he is competent to affirm with

so much confidence that his own theory is every where

graven on its pages in such bold and indelible characters

as he represents ?

The next objection to the reviewer's statement is, that

even were the fact as he has represented, it would still remain

as "singular" and inexplicable as before, that Dr. Bellamy

" should have reasoned" on such " different and inconsistent

hypotheses." " He was called upon," he says, " to defend
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the general doctrine of the universality of the divine decrees

and providential government. He was not, therefore, led

by the nature of the discussion, to propound any single

theory, which might obviate all the objections alleged."

But why should "different and inconsistent hypotheses" be

any more necessary, or why should they more *' naturally

occur," in obviating objections to " the general doctrine of

the divine decrees " and providential government," than in

vindicating " the wisdom of God in the permission of sin.''"

Are " different and inconsistent hypotheses" actually requi-

site to answer " all objections," either to the " general doc-

trine of the divine decrees and providential government,"

or to *' the conduct of God in permitting" his creatures to

transgress ? Are those decrees or that government any less

"just and true" than are the "ways" of the King of saints .f"

Do the truths of revelation itself need the aid of error and

inconsistency, in order to their support and vindication .'

If not, then it is far from being easy to see how it " would

naturally occur," " that a man of acuteness and force of

mind" should resort to their instrumentality, to defend any

general or particular doctrine of revelation ; and to attempt

to account for it by such an hypothesis, is not merely to tra-

duce Dr. Bellamy, in place of vindicating him, but is to

impeach likewise the wisdom and rectitude of the Creator,

But it seems there were those at that period, " who main-

tained that all existing theories on the subject, united, could

never vindicate the character of God, if the existence of sin

was embraced within his eternal purposes ;" and it was

"against those" that " he aimed to defend the general doc-

trine." According to this, then, " the objection which he

had to encounter," instead of being directed against either

a "general doctrine" of the scriptures, or the theory itself
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ofDr. B. was aimed soldy at a supposititious mixture of" all

the existing theories on the subject." It merely affirmed, that

if" all" those theories—false as well as true, self-contradicto-

ry as well as those which were irreconcilable with one another

—were "wmVec?," they "could never vindicate the character

of God, if the existence of sin was embraced within his

eternal purposes ;"—a safe position certainly, as at least one

ofthose theories expressly denied that " his eternal purposes"

embraced " the existence of sin." And it may doubtless

be affirmed universally, that where truth is grossly adulte-

rated, or essentially lost by intermixture with palpable and

fundamental error, the unnatural mass produced by the

process, cannot "vindicate the character of God." But

how could it result from that, that different and incon-

sistent hypotheses could be necessary either to vindicate the

truth, or overthrow the errors, which that mixture might

contain .'* It might truly " strike readers as singular," and

need to be " accounted for," had " a man of Dr. Bellamy's

acuteness and force of mind," undertaken so ridiculous a

task as to beat down such an objection, and maintain its

converse ; or taken any notice whatever of one that pro-

fessedly aimed neither at his particular theory, nor at a

doctrine of scripture, but only at what was admitted to be a

"groundless assumption." He, however, never attempted

to show " that all the existing theories on the subject united,

could vindicate the character of God," nor dreamed of so

preposterous an enterprise, but simply aimed, on the basis

of his own theory, " to vindicate the conduct of the Holy

One of Israel in the permission of sin."

At length, however, the reviewer closes his apology for

the alleged inconsistency of Dr. Bellamy, by intimating

that no surprise ought in fact to be felt, " that a man of
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acuteness and force of mind should reason" " on hypothe-

ses" wholly inconsistent and subversive of each other ; es-

pecially when he feels " the pressure of new objections,"

and " his mind is intently fixed on their most efFectual re-

futation."

" It is not surprising, therefore, that in one course of reasoning to

prove the perfection of God's universal government, he should reason

upon one hypothesis, and yet when the subject was presented under

entirely another aspect, or when by the pressure of new objections,

his mind was intently fixed on their most efFectual refutation, he

should inadvertently found his answer on another hypothesis." p. 530.

In the judgment of this gentleman then, it seems it is

not to be expected that even a man of " acuteness and force

of mind," who takes upon himself the important task of

vindicating the ways of God to man, or expounding the doc-

trines of his word, will, before venturing to offer his theo-

ries to the public, take care even to convince himself that he

comprehends the subject of which he undertakes to treat,

by tracing its various relations, marking the mutual bear-

ings of the positions which he embraces, and thus proceed-

ing on fixed and consistent principles. In place of that, it

may be anticipated as a matter of course, that he will look

at the subject in only one relation at one time, and " under

entirely another aspect" at another, and will accordingly

shift his hypothesis, as often as he varies " the aspect," or

turns his " course of reasoning." Far less is it to be ex-

pected that he will adhere to any certain and consistent prin-

ciples, when urged by " the pressure of new objections,"

and make it his aim to ascertain and demonstrate the truth,

whether it support, or subvert his own scheme. On the

contrary, it may be taken for granted, that he will intently
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fix his mind on " their most effectual refutation," whether

they are legitimate or not, and adopt whatever hypothesis,

however subversive it may be of his own system, and resort

to whatever expedient can promise to involve his adversary

in embarrassment, and yield to himself an appearance of

triumph.

However much the reviewer may have failed in express-'

ing himself perspicuously on other topics, it cannot be de-

nied that he has spoken intelligibly in this instance, and

given his readers a sufficient clue to the principles on which

he imagines controversies will, as a matter of course, be

conducted, and on which he is accustomed to conduct them

himself. A variety of significant proofs and illustrations

of it, are furnished by his discussions in reference to " the

respectable theological writers of New-England." A sin-

gle one will sufiice, founded like his argument in the present

instance on the acuteness and mental force of the author,

whose sentiments he was endeavoring to expound. " The
pressure of objections" here, led him, as we have seen, to

show that " though or notwithstanding" Dr. Bellamy was d.

man of " acuteness and force of mind," yet it " would na-

turally occur," and " is easily accounted for," " that he
should reason in different parts of his treatise, on different

and inconsistent hypotheses," and assumptions wholly " gra-

tuitous," and subversive alike of his own theory, and the

truth at large. In his " Inquiry," however, " into the na-

ture of sin, as exhibited in Dr. Dwight's Theology," " the

objection which he had then to encounter," led him to em-
ploy that writer's distinction as a theologian, to demonstrate

the utter improbability of his having fallen into " self-con-

tradiction" and " absurdity." Commencing with the as-

sertion that Dr. Dwight had in " explicit declarations,"
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affirmed In accordance with the reviewer's theory, *' that all

sin consists \n preference,''^ he argued from his " acuteness

and force of mind," that the " charges of absurdity and

inconsistency" implied in the supposition that he had taught

the contradictory doctrine, " that all sin does not consist in

preference or action," must be totally " groundless" and

unjust. That Dr. Dwight had apparently reasoned on the

latter hypothesis, he could not deny, but " mere verbal in-

congruities are not of course proof of real contradiction

in meaning ;" and " if you interpret his language to the

letter, you must convict him of the flagrant absurdity of

saying, that the cause of all moral excellence, is itself mo-

ral excellence,"—the identical imputation however which

this gentleman's construction of his language, not the other

involved—"«/z absurdity not to he charged to suchaivri-

ter on slight grounds.''^ " To vindicate him," therefore,

" not only from the imputation of teaching the doctrine of

physical depravity, but also from the most palpable self-con-

tradiction, which must otherwise be charged upon" him, he

resorted to " the true usus loquendi," which solved the

difficulty, by interpreting the language and arguments of

Dr. Dwigiit, not with any reference to their proper mean-

ing, and the end for which he used them, but solely accord-

ing to the nature of the subject, as known and understood

by the reviewer himself! But " the subject" of *' acute-

ness and force of mind," then " presented itself " to the

reviewer " under entirely another aspect," and ** his mind

was intently fixed on the most effectual refutation" of the

charge of having departed " in any article of doctrinal be-

lief from his revered instructor in theology, the former pre-

sident of the college."

But howevec he may think it proper for himself to adopt
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such expedients to escape " the pressure" of the " new oh-

jections" with which his " different and inconsistent liypo-

theses" have become perplexed, the public will scarcely feel

indebted to him for attempting to demonstrate that they are

common to himself, with theological writers at large, and

especially for claiming for all the grosser errors and incon-

sistencies that characterize his speculations, the sanction of

exact precedents in the volumes of Dr. Dwight, Dr. Bella-

my, and President Edwards. •

He seems, from the difficulty he has experienced in inc-

complisliing an " effectual refutation" of the objections with

which his theories have become embarrassed, to have got td

feel a quick sympathy with those whom he deems to have

halted like himself in their metaphysics, and to be endeav-

oring to discover with what great men he can claim such a

companionship in " self-contradiction." It is to this feel-

ing not improbably that we are indebted for the flourish of

sentiment with which he closes his exposition of Dr. Bella-

my's " treatise."

*' We take leave of this treatise with mingled feelings of pleasure

and regret ;—pleasure to find Dr. Bellamy meeting the enemies of

divine sovereignty on that vantage ground, which we think ought

never to he relinquished ; regret that in any instance he should yield

it to his opponents, and be thus driven to adopt a theory which made
him inconsistent with himself. But the circumstances under which
he wrote, fully explain the fact. The men who spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost, are in our view the only exceptions in regard

to inadvertencies of this kind. Tlie imputation is no disparagement

to Dr. Bellamy's mental power, when compared with that of others

of the first order of intellect, and in view of the circumstances of the

case amounts to nothing more than a denial of an infallibility which
none can claim. If an exemption from even more palpable incon-

sistencies is essential to intellectual greatness, tlien must all our ad-
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miration of the gigantic strength of Bacon, Locke, Berkley, and

others, be changed into lamentation over the weakness of the human

intellect. The most that can be said of the greatest men, is, that

while aiming to establish some great and leading truth, they have

been successful and triumphant ; and though not without falling into

occasional incongruities through inadvertence, they deserve the

praise which our admiration confers on the highest intellectual at-

tainments."—pp. 539-540.

It has hitherto been regarded as a disparagement to the

talents, and a formidable obstacle to the Usefulness of men,

to reason on loose, false, and contradictory principles, espe-

cially if discussing the great questions of theology, or at-

tempting to expound the volume of inspiration ; and as no

light evil, to overlook, undermine, or deny eyen inadvert-

ently, the great truths of revelation ; and history has abun-

dantly shown, that no writers are more dangerous to the

gospel and mischievous to the church, than vain and daring

theorizers, who, intent on nothing else than the support of

their baseless hypotheses, resort to whatever expedients can

give currency to their reasonings, and who accordingly sup-

plant the gospel and obstruct the peace and prosperity of

the church, just in proportion to their success. " Things"

however it seems ** are changed." To yield positions

" to the enemies of divine sovereignty" " which ought ne-

ver to be relinquished," adopt theories that circumvent es-

sential truths, introduce " anti-apostolic methods of preach-

ing," and involve " the character and government of

God" in '* embarrassment," are only " inadvertencies," from

which none are "exceptions," and eyils that are " necessa-

rily incidental to the best system." " The imputation" of

them is " no disparagement" to " the first order of intel-

lect." It is only falling short of inspiration. " The men
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who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, are in

our view the only exceptions in regard'*'' to them. A con-

solatory consideration, doubtless, to one who finds his own
history thickly strewn with these inconsistencies. Some
doubtfulness however may be felt, of the appropriateness of

such doctrines for the ear of theological students ; and some

queries may need to be settled in regard to the extent to

which this apology for fundamental or dangerous theologi-

cal error is to be carriedj before it can meet with a safe ac-

quiescence. Is its broad mantle to stretch only over the

regions of nominal orthodoxy, or are " Arminian and Uni-

tarian writers" also to enjoy the privilege of shielding

their errors beneath its folds f Is it not as adequate an ex-

tenuation of the false doctrines of Dr. Bellamy's " oppo-

nents," as of the alleged inconsistencies of Dr. Bellamy

himself .? as ample an apology for the errors of Dr. Tay-
lor of Norwich, respecting moral agency, as for those of

President Edwards of Northampton, respecting imputa-

tion f

*' The most," he proceeds, " that can be said of the

greatest men, is, that while aiming to establish some great

and leading truth, they have been successful and trium-

phant." And that doubtless is to say enough ; but it is a

very different saying from any that he has chosen to utter

in respect to Dr. Bellamy or any others, even " of the first

order of intellect." To be " successful and triumphant"

** while aiming to establish some great and leading truth,"

is a very different thing from yielding " the vantage

ground" of truth to " the enemies of divine sovereignty,"

and reasoning on " gratuitous and unauthorized assump-

tions,'* wholly subversive alike of each other, and the gos-

pel of God. How much commendation, however, he is in
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fact willing the greatest men should enjoy, he gives us again

to understand in the conclusion of the sentence. " And
though not without falling into occasional incongruities,

through inadvertence, they deserve the praise which our

admiration confers on the highest intellectual attainments;"

—" the praise," in other words, involved in the sweeping

asseveration, that there are no exceptions among even those

of " the first order of intellect," from as gross inconsisten-

cies, and fundamental errors, as he has found it necessary to

ascribe to Dr. Bellamy, in order to reduce him to a resem-

blance to himself.

Having thus noticed the chief features of the theory held

-by the reviewer and ascribed by him to Dr. Bellamy, the

mode in which he represents it as taught in the " treatise,"

and the causes to which he attributes the occasional devia-

tions from it, into which he regards Dr. Bellamy as having

fallen *' through inadvertence ;" it remains to examine the

statements and reasonings, to which he has assigned the

place of proof, that Dr. Bellamy taught the theory which

he imputes to him with so much confidence. The question

at issue, is not at all, it will be borne in mind, whether the

views advanced by Dr. Bellamy, are scriptural or correct,

or not ; but solely whether he actually inculcated the theory

which the reviewer ascribes to him. To sustain his allega-

tion', he must at least demonstrate, that Dr. Bellamy held

that " God's plan" " does not include sin as an integral

part of it, but consists only of what God does" ; that the

reason that sin is suffered to take place, is solely, that God

is physically incompetent to prevent it ; and that he actu-

ally carries his efforts at its prevention to the utmost extent

to which infinite power and wisdom are adequate. His first

argument is presented in the following passage

:
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'' In proof that Dr. Bellamy has decisively countenanced the hypo-

thesis, that the system or plan which God has adopted (in distinction

from the sin which is its consequence) is the necessary means of the

greatest good, -we observe,

" 1. He introduces the subject of discussion to his readers on the

basis of this theory. In his preface he says,

" ' I do not imagine mankind would ever have thought of disputing

God's right to lay out a universal plan, had the plan appeared to them

wise and good. We do not dispute our superior's right in time of

war to lay out a plan of operation for an ensuing campaign, although

it is expected it will cost many a precious life, when on the whole

we think the plan is wise and good.' "—p. 7.

" It will be conceded that Dr. Bellamy's design in this example, is

to illustrate the wisdom and goodness of God's ' universal plan.'

The question is, how does he illustrate this ? Is it on the theory or

supposition that the evil is the necessary means of the greatest good,

or on the supposition, that this evil is (in respect to divine prevention)

incidental to the plati which is the necessary means of the greatest

good ? We appeal to the example. Does the commander in adopt-

ing his plan of a campaign, adopt it because the loss of so many va-

luable lives is the necessary means of the victory ; or because the

plan itself, to which such loss is incidental, is the necessary means of

this end ? Surely he who would not adopt the same plan, though it

involved no such calamity, would deserve little credit either for his

wisdom or his goodness. What person ever supposed that the des-

truction of life, is the reason, or any part of the reason, why a bene-

volent leader of an army adopts his plan of operations ? Here then

in introducing the subject to his readers. Dr. Bellamy, if language

can do it, vindicates the government of God in view of existing evil,

on the theory, that ' the evil (in respect to divine prevention) is inci-

dental to the best plan.' His illustration is totally inapposite, if he

did not design it to show, that the existing system in distinction from

the evil which is its consequence, is preferable to any other, which

could have been adopted."—pp. 533, 534.

If the truth and force of this argument are to be deter-

mined by the assurance with which its conclusion is affirmed,
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the position which it is its object to establish, is doubtless

quite indisputable. " Here then," he says, " Dr. Bella-

ray, if language can do it, vindicates the government of

God, in view of existing evil, on the theory that » the evil

(in respect to divine prevention) is incidental to the best

plan,' " and that " his illustration is totally inapposite, if

he did not design to show that the existing system, in dis-

tinction from the evil which is its consequence, is preferable to

any other which could have been adopted." Several dif-

ficulties, however, need to be solved, before these assevera-

tions can safely receive our assent.

In the first place, the reviewer exhibits Dr. Bellamy's

^preface to the Sermons, written at the time of their publi-

cation, not of their composition, and neither containing any

branch of his reasoning, nor any formal statement of his

theory, as an introduction of " the subject of discussion to

his readers on the basis" of the reviewer's theory, and re-

presents him as uttering the passage which he quotes, for

the purpose of illustrating " the wisdom and goodness" of

that theory. His preface however obviously forms no such

introduction, but is employed in stating and tracing to their

results, some " mistaken notions and apprehensions," that

were extensively entertained at that period, which it was the

" chief design" of the sermons " to rectify." The intro-

duction and statement of " the subject of the discussion to

his readers," was made in its proper place, at the com-

mencement of the first sermon, in the following language.

" Doctrine. A sight of the wisdom of God in the permission of sin,

is very useful to promote holiness of heart and life."—" The truth of

the doctrine being plain and evident, I shall only attempt to show,

iBt, What we are to understand by God's permitting sin ; 2d, The

witdom of God in the permission of sin ; and then, 3d, conclude with
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a practical improvement."—"God's permitting sin, consists merely

in not hindering it. He saw that Joseph's brethren, considering

their temper, and how they had their brother out in the field, and

how that the Ishmaelitish merchants would soon come by, &c. would

certainly sell him, unless he interposed to hinder it; and he could

have hindered their selling as easily as he hindered their murdering

him ; but he did not ; he let them take their course.

" And yet it is self-evident, God never permits sin in the character

of an unconcerned spectator, as not caring how affairs go, but as

having weighed all circumstances and consequences. Therefore,

God never permits sin, but only when, on the whole, all things con-

sidered, he judges it best not to hinder it. And therefore, at what-

ever time GoAforbears to interpose to hinder the commission of any

act of sin, he is not only justifiable in his conduct, but even commen-

dable and praiseworthy ; because he has chosen to act in the wisest

and best manner. But this leads me to show the wisdom of God in

the permission of sin." p. 11, 12.

These were the passages, obviously, which the reviewer

should have presented to his readers, had it been his inten-

tion to give them a fair statement of the subject of Dr. Bel-

lamy's sermons, and the great principles which lie at the

foundation of his discussion. They were not suited, how-

ever, to his object. They neither contain nor sanction any

one of the positions which he attempts to fasten on the

" treatise," but on the contrary, either express or involve a

specific denial ofthem all. Thus, Dr. Bellamy affirms, that

God " could have hindered" " Joseph's brethren" from

"selling, as easily as he hindered their murdering him;"

thus denying, both that the reason that sin is suffered to take

place, is that God is incapable of hindering it, and that, he

actually carries his efforts at its prevention in every instance

to the utmost extent of his power. He, moreover, expressly

affirms the theory, which the reviewer represents him as

teaching only " through inadvertence," and by becoming
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" inconsistent with himself,"—that the sole reason that God

does not hinder sin in any and every instance is, that " he

judges it best not to hinder it ;" in other words, that he can

give birth to more good by permitting it, than by its pre-

vention.

In the next place, his statement respecting Dr. Bellamy's

" design in the example," which he quotes from the preface,

does not, unhappily for his argument, enjoy any better cor-

respondence with fact. He says, "it will be conceded that

Dr. Bellamy's design in this example is, to illustrate the

wisdom and goodness of God's universal plan." In place

of that, however, Dr. Bellamy's " design" in the passage

was solely to express what he regarded as the reason that

" mankind ever thought of disputing God's n'o-^^ to lay out

a universal plan." " I do not imagine," he says, " mankind

would ever have thought of disputing God's right to lay

out a universal plan, had the plan appeared to them wise

and good ;'''' and adds, in confirmation of it, that " we do

not dispute our superiors' right, in time of war, to lay

out a plan of operation for an ensuing campaign, al-

though it is expected it will cost many a precious life,

when, on the whole, we think the plan is wise and good^

His object thus was to show, that the reason that mankind

dispute " God's right to lay out a universal plan" is, as he

expresses himself in the following sentence, that they " take

for granted that the present universal plan is unwise and

had, all things going wrong." That the passage does not

in fact, therefore, present any illustration of the wisdom

and goodness of God's universal plan, is as indisputably

clear, as " language can" render it, and it is equally certain

that the language and " example" are " totally inapposite,"

if it was " his design" to present by them any such " illus-
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tration." The reviewer's argument, were it otherwise of

any force, being thus built on a total misconstruction of the

meaning and object of the passage, the conclusion which

he draws from it with so much confidence, is consequently

utterly without support.

But even were what he thus gratuitously assumes, " con-

ceded, that Dr. Bellamy's design in this example is to illus-

trate the wisdom and goodness of God's universal plan," it

could neither sustain his argument nor conclusion, but

would involve the total subversion of each ; as they are

founded on the additional and equally false assumption,

that " God's universal plan" is not in verity "a universal

plan,^^ embracing " whatsoever comes to pass," "sin not

excepted," " but consists only of what God does,^^ " in dis-

tinction from the evil which is its consequence." That " a

universal plan" must include all events that transpire—the

consequences of *' what God does," as well as the acts or

immediate effects of his agency, the language itself sutli-

ciently shows ; and that that was the meaning with which

Dr. Bellamy employed the phrase, is indisputable from the

sentences which precede and follow the reviewer's quotations,

as well as from every other passage in his sermons in which the

terms occur. He says in the former of these sentences, "I

suppose it is generally taken for granted, that it had been

much better, if sin and misery had been for ever unknown
;

and looked upon one of the most unaccountable things, that

God ever suffered affairs in his world to take such a course

as they have ;"—and in the other, " but while mankind take

for granted that the present universal plan is unwise and

bad, all things going wrong, they can by no means believe

that from eternal ages, it was contrived by infinite wisdom

and goodness." " That the present universal plan" includes

50
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" sin and misery," is thus seen from the fact that that if

alleged as the reason " that mankind take for granted" that

it *' is unwise and bad, all things going wrong." To con-

cede, therefore, to the reviewer, " that Dr. Bellamy's design,

in this example," is what he here claims, instead of yielding

him any aid, is utterly to disjoin his premise from his argu-

ment and conclusion, and not only render them *' inappo-

site" and incompatible, but place them in direct and total

opposition to each other ; for the express and sole object of

his reasoning is, to disprove that concession, and show, "if

language can do it," that Dr. Bellamy's design was, not

•' to illustrate the wisdom and goodness of God's universal

flan,''^ including "sin as an integral part of it," as well as

" what God does," but of a plan "that differs toto ccelo^^

from that, and " only consists of what God does," " in dis-

tinction from the evil, which is its consequence;" in other

words, of a partial, in place of " a universal plan :" and it

is this which the reviewer affirms with such dauntless assu-

rance, " if language can do it," Dr. Bellamy has done.

He has not erred, however, in these representations and

reasonings merely ; but if it was his conscientious aim to

exhibit the views of Dr. Bellamy, without disguise or dis-

tortion, he was as singularly unfortunate in his selection of

sentences for that purpose, from the preface, as in his as-

sumptions and arguments respecting their object and

meaning. Their relations to what precedes and follows,

may be seen from the passage at large.

" Great offence hath been taken at the answer the Assembly of

Divines have given to this question, What are the decrees of God?

Answer.—The decrees of God are his eternal purpose, according to

the counsel of his own will, whereby, for his own glory, he hath

foreordained whatsoever comes to pass. Often hath it been said, ' if
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God foreordained whatsoever comes to pass, then he foreordained

sin;' as though it were evidently the greatest absurdity in nature,

to suppose that God really thought it best in the whole, that sin ever

should exist in the world he had made. And I suppose it is generally

taken for granted, that it had been much better if sin and misery

had been for ever unknown ; and looked upon one of the most unac-

countable things that God ever suffered affairs in this world to take

such a course as they have. I do not imagine that mankind would

ever have thought of disputing God's right to lay out a universal

plan, had the plan appeared to them wise and good. We do not dispute

our superior's right in time of war, to lay out a plan of operation for

an ensuing campaign, although it is expected it will cost many a pre-

cious life, when, on the whole, we think the plan is wise and good.

But while mankind take for granted that the present universal plan

is unwise and bad, all things going wrong, they can by no means be-

lieve that from eternal ages it was contrived by infinite wisdom and

goodness ; but are \mder a necessity to suppose that they have taken

a different course from vvhat God intended, and turned out contrary

to his original design and expectation ; and that he is really disap-

pointed and grieved. And doubtless, if God is disappointed and

grieved, all the inhabitants of heaven are very sorry too, so that the

grief and sorrow are universal in the world above; andif it is univer-

sal there, it may well be universal here."—" A chief design of the

following sermons is to rectify these mistaken notions and apprehen-

sions."—p. 7, 8.

It is thus seen from the connexion in which the reviewer's

quotation occurs, that the passage on which he founds his

representation, that Dr. Bellamy introduces the subject of

discussion to his readers, on the basis of the theory imputed

to him by the reviewer, is not only without any semblance

whatever of the meaning which he ascribes to it, but is im-

mediately preceded and followed by others, that both indis-

putably demonstrate that that is not its meaning, and di-

rectly contradict nearly every principal point of the review-

er's theor3^ Thus the definition of the decrees of God,

which Dr. Bellamy quotes with approbation, affirms, that
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they are his eternal purpose according to the counsel of his

own will, whereby, for his ovm glory, he hath foreordained

whatsoever comes to pass; in other words, his eternal

"plan,^^ embracing every event that transpires, evil as well

as good, and embracing it not because the exclusion of sin

" is impossible to him in the nature of things," but " ac-

cording to the counsel of his own ?m7/," and " for his own

glory." But this—we have the reviewer's own assevera-

tion for it,
—" differs toto codo,"*^ from the theory which repre-

sents that God's plan "does not include sin as an integral

part of it, but consists only of what God doesy Those who

thus took offence at the definition of God's decrees, and

offered as an objection to it, that, '* then he foreordained

sin," Dr. Bellamy proceeds in his next sentence, to ridi-

cule for reasoning and objecting, " as though it were evi-

dently the greatest absurdity in nature, to suppose that God

really thought it best on the whole, that sin should ever

exist in the world he had made ;"—thus not only express-

ing in the strongest manner his utter disbelief and rejection

of the reviewer's theory, but treating it as fitter, from its

extreme weaknessjand absurdity, to be assailed with the

shafts of irony, than sober argument. In the sentence

which follows the reviewer's quotation, he represents that

all those who suppose God did not really think it best on

the whole that sin should ever exist in the world, and " take

for granted that the present universal plan is unwise and

bad, all things going wrong," "are under a necessity^ on

the one hand, of denying that God''s plan included sin and

misery, and accordingly of assuming on the other, that

things ^^have takena different coursefrom what God intended,

and turned out contrary to his original design and expecta-

tion,"—the identical denial and inference which constitute
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two of the chief ingredients of the reviewer's own theory.

These views, which he denominates " mistaken notions and

apprehensions," traces to their legitimate and frightful re-

sults, and ridicules for their absurdity, he states in the last

sentence I have quoted, it is ** the chief design" of his

" sermons to rectify." These facts, too certain to be de-

nied with any safety, and too palpaple not to attract the no-

tice of every eye, involve the reviewer in a degree of em-

barrassment, from which it is not easy to see in what man-

ner he can successfully extricate himself. To attempt to

verify his representations, were to insult the reason and rec-

titude of his readers, and set truth at once at open and final

defiance. Did he then really " inadvertently" overlook

every thing in Bellamy's preface, with the exception of the

sentences which he made the basis of his argument, and

ofier his statement with respect to their design and import,

with a clear and conscientious conviction of its incontro-

vertible truth ? Can he expect, or even wish any of his

readers of the least competence to weigh evidence, or judge

of probabilities, to account for his misrepresentations by

such a supposition ? For how then could it have happened,

that he should have felt himself authorized to utter such

bold and sweeping asseverations without any knowledge of

their truth, or inquiry after their accuracy? Or did he

impartially scrutinize the whole preface, and find himself

borne by the resistless force of evidence, to the conclusion

respecting its object and meaning, which he has ex-

pressed in his argument? What then are the infer-

ences to which he must expect his readers may find them-

selves constrained, in regard to his capability of appre-

hending the true import of Dr. Bellamy's " treatise," and

competence to expound the great principles of his theory ?
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The reviewer however seems soon to have become weary

of so circuitous a method of reaching his object, and resorts

in his next argument, to the more expeditious process of

his " true usus loquendi" which disperses at a breath every

difficulty, by making the nature of the subject, as known

or regarded by the reviewer, the sole standard by which the

meaning itself of Dr. Bellamy's language and definitions

is to be determined, as well as the object at which he aimed

in his reasoning.

" 2. Dr. Bellamy uniformly exhibits sin as taking place by God's

"permission.^' Now we ask, why is he always so careful to speak of

it as " permitted ?" Does the Almighty merely "permit" or only " no£

hinder" the existence of that which is really demanded by the su-

preme good of the universe ? If the nature of sin is such as to ren-

der it essential to an object of such infinite magnitude ; or if, as some

viaintain, it is an integral part of the best system, and on the whole

advantageous rather than hurtful,—a good rather than an evil, why

talk of its being only permitted? Is God honoured by being repre-

sented as merely permitting or not hindering the best means of the best

end ? Surely if sin is this means, instead of supposing simply that

God could not hinder it, we ought to believe that he made obvious

and special arrangements for its introduction into the universe, and

that he is in the strict and proper sense the author of sin. The na-

ture of the case requires this supposition. The honour of God and

the good of the universe require it. But this is totall)' incompatible

with the notion of mere permission.

" The phraseology, permitting an evil, or not hindering it, has by

usage, a precise and definite import. It always implies a choice of

evils, and supposes that the prevention of the permitted evil would

involve a greater evil than would follow from its permission. This

is the precise and only fact described by such language in analogous

cases. Hence to talk of permitting an evil, or not hindering an evil,

as a vindication of God's character, when that evil is admitted to be

the necessary means of the greatest good," i. e. a good in i/ia< place,

and not an evil, would bo not only a strange expedient for the pur-
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pose of vindication, but a totally unauthorized use of language. For

example, it will be acknowledged that when sin has been committed,

punishment, though a natural evil, is the necessary means of sustain-

ing the authority of law, and thus of securing the greatest good.

But who would speak of God's ha.rely permiUing punishment ? The

only proper mode of speaking in such a case is, to say he is the cause

or author of the evil. Hence the adoption of this language by some

writers, and its perfect propriety, in respect to sin, if'their theory is

true. This shows that no one can with the least propriety, speak of

permitting an evil, while he views the evil as " the necessary means

of the greatest good." The phrase is exclusively applied to cases in

which the evil is wholly an evil ; and in which the sole reason for

not preventing it is, that its prevention would involve something

worse than its permission. The inference, we think, is unavoidable,

that at times certainly, and with good reason, Dr. B. regarded sin,

not as ' the necessary means of the greatest good,' ' but as a baleful

evil, incident to the best system."—p. 534, 535.

It is thus seen, that in literal accordance with his rule, the

reviewer does not pretend in his argument to produce a so-

litary sentence or syllable in which Dr. Bellamy expresses,

either directly or by implication, what he ascribes to him,

nor ventures, fearless as he is in asseveration, to assert that

any intimation of the kind can be found in what Dr. Bel-

lamy advances on the subject of " permission" ;—a course,

nevertheless, that could scarcely have been expected were

there any thing in what Dr. Bellamy alleges on that topic,

that could clearly make the inference unavoidable, that he

did not regard sin as " the necessary means of the great-

est good," or be made, with any plausibility, the instrument

of sustaining that representation. The exhibition of pas-

sages of that kind, had any been found, could not at all

events have weakened the reviewer's argument, if it could

not, in his judgment, have added any thing to its strength.

He foHnds his unavoidable inference, however, not at all
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even in pretence, on any thing that Dr. Bellamy affirms, or

has intimated, but solely and professedly on what, in his

judgment. Dr. Bellamy ought to have held and taught

;

and this on a subject, not that he had passed in silence, or

left in uncertainty, but on which his views are expressed

with the utmost formality and distinctness.

It is not the most exceptionable feature of these repre-

sentations, however, that they are offered without any au-

thority whatever from the statements of Dr. Bellamy.

Unhappily they bear on their very front, an open contra-

diction to the plainest and most unequivocal expressions of

his sentiments on the subject. The reviewer's statement is,

that " to talk oi permitting an evil, or noi hindering an

evil, as a vindication of God's character, when that evil is

admitted to be the necessary means of the greatest good,"

" would be" "a totally unauthorized use of language ;"

and thence—admitting that " Dr. Bellamy uniformly exhi-

bits sin as taking place by God's permission,"—he draws

his " unavoidable" '* inference," that " at times certainly,"

he did not regard sin as " the necessary means of the great-

est good." The question then is, did Dr. Bellamy, while

he " uniformly exhibits sin as taking place by God's per-

mission," likewise hold and teach, that sin is " the neces-

sary means of the greatest good"—a mere problem of fact

it will be recollected ; having no connexion whatever

with the question, whether his views were correct or not.

But that this is the fact, the reviewer himself admits and

asserts, and protests that he is " perfectly willing that it

should have all the weight to which it is entitled, after a full

view of facts ;" and had he not admitted it, it could not

have escaped the notice of any one who had gained the

slightest gUmpse of the nature and object of the *' treatise."
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The very " design" of liis Sermons was " to rectify" the

" mistaken apprehension," that " it had been much better

if sin and misery had been forever unknown ;" and to show

" how there may be eternally more holiness and happiness"

than if they had never existed in the world. He says, in

his introductory definitions, " God never permits sin, but

only when on the whole all things considered, he judges it

best not to hinder it ;" and on a subsequent page, " the

question is, what" in fact " is wisest and best for God to

do ? To interpose and prevent sin in all cases ; or else in

some cases to suffer his creatures to sin t If God can pro-

mote the glory of God, and good of the system, to better

advantage by the permission of sin, than by hindering it,

it is best on the whole for him to permit it :" and again,

" Did God act wisely in this affair, or did lie not ? He had some

end in view, or no end. Not no end ; for that would reflect upon

his wisdom. If some end, it was a good end, or a bad one. Not a

bad one ; for he is a most perfect being. Therefore it must be a

good one. That is, when God determined to permit sin, upon a full

view of the whole affair, he knew it was wisest and best to permit

it; i.e. he knew that plan in which so much sin and misery should

take place, would be belter on the whole, than a plan in which sin and

misery should for ever be effectually prevented by his constant inter-

position."—pp. 131', 132.

These views it need scarcely be remarked, lie at the very

basis of Dr. Bellamy's theory, are held forth by him in the

boldest prominence at every step of his progress, and sus-

tained in eminent consistency, and are more essential than

any others advanced by him, to give to his discussion even

the least semblance of any rational object, or intelligible

meaning. What were it but the starkest nonsense, to un-

dertake to illustrate the wisdom of God in the permission of
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sin, if it is held and admitted at the outset, that no more

good can be secured by its permission, than by its hin-

drance ; in other words, that there can be no wisdom in its

permission f In place of such wretched inconsistencies,

Dr. Bellamy in the most distinct and formal manner, exhi-

bits it as the reason that " God determined to permit sin,"

" that he knew that plan in which so much sin and misery

should take place, would he better on the ivhole, than apian,

in which sin and misery should for ever be effectually pre-

vented by his constant interposition ;" and it is on that

ground alone that he founded his attempt to vindicate the

divine wisdom in the permission of sin. There is not a

solitary statement, illustration, nor argument, in his whole

discussion, in which this fundamental position is not either

expressed, or assumed ; nor that is not indebted to it for

every particle it can claim of relationship to his object, or

intelligible significancy. And yet in the face of this fact,

blazoned as it is on every page of the "treatise," and

known, admitted, and asserted by the reviewer himself, he

has, in the argument under consideration, laid it down as a

self-evident axiom, that " to talk ofpermitting an evil, or not

hindering an evil, as a vindication of God's character, when

that evil is admitted to be the necessary means of the

greatest good," is a " totally unauthorized use of language;"

and thence announced it to his readers, and called on them

to assent to it as an " unavoidable" " inference," from the

fact that " Dr. Bellamy uniformly exhibits sin as taking

place by God's permission," that " at times certainly" he

did not regard it as the necessary means of the greatest

good." This is to " solve the difficulty" by " the true

usus loquendi."

But the reviewer is as wide of fact, unhappily in his de-
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finitious of the phrases *' permitting" or " not hindering"

sin, as in his reasoning from his criticisms. The ground of

the use of that phraseology undoubtedly is, first, that the

beings who transgress are regarded, in " the strict and

proper sense," as the authors of their sin ; next, that their

sin is a violation of the divine command ; and finally, that

God is regarded as perfectly able, if he pleases, to hinder

them from transgression. Neither its being used, nor its

propriety, has any dependence whatever on the question,

whether sin is to be made the occasion of securing the great-

est sum of good. It is the wisdom of its being permitted,

not the fact itself, with which that inquiry is concerned.

It were absurd indeed, to talk of God's permitting sin, if he

were either, " in the strict and proper sense, the author" of

it, or if—as the reviewer holds—he were not able to hinder

its commission.

When, therefore, the reviewer asks, " why" was Dr.

Bellamy " always so careful to speak of it as * permit-

ted' ?" the answer is, becase he regarded the transgressors

themselves as the authors of their sin ; and because—in

contradiction to what the reviewer represents—he held that

God is able, whenever he pleases, to hinder his creatures

from transgression. The task accordingly, to which the

reviewer's vindication of himself on this point, required him

to direct his whole effort, was, to show why the fact that

" Dr. Bellamy uniformly exhibits sin as taking place by

God's permission," does hot make *' the inference unavoid-

able," that he did not hold the doctrine imputed to him,

that God is unable in every, or any instance, to prevent his

creatures from that sin.

These, however, are not the only exceptionable repre-

sentations, which the reviewer has advanced in this argu-
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nient. He aflirms that " the nature of the case," the " ho-

nor of God, and the good of the universe, require" the

" supposition"—if there is any thing, " the existence" of

" which is really demanded by the supreme good of the

universe," and is " the best means of the best end,"—that

" God is, in the strict and proper sense, the author" of it.

" Surely," he says, " if sin is this means, instead of sup-

posing simply that God would not hinder it, we ought to

believe that he made obvious and special arrangements for

its introduction into the universe, and that he is in the strict

and proper sense the author of sin. The nature of the

case requires this supposition. The honor of God and the

good of the universe require it." But if these positions

are correct, they demonstrate beyond disputation, that God
" is in the strict and proper sense the author" of all the

holiness of his creatures ; for that, it is on all hands admit-

ted and certainly by the reviewer, " is really demanded by

the supreme good of the universe," and is " the best means

of the best end." God then is the efficient cause of all

the holiness of creatures, as truly as he is the father of the

rain, and begets the drops of the dew, and " the onlypro-

jper mode o{ speaking in such a case is, to say lie is the cause

or author" of it. " Hence the adoption of this language

by some writers and its perfect propriety, in respect to" ho-

liness, " if their theory is true."

" If this is not maintaining the doctrine that God is the author" of

holiness, " in its most obnoxious form ; if it is not denying that moral

agents as such possess natural ability to act either right or wrong; if

it is not annihilating moral agency and moral action, and supposing

men to be mere passive recipients of what by a strange misnomer is

called moral action, wo can conceive of no mode of dependence on

God which would imply these things. That a being sliould do right
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wljen he cannot but do it, or when he cannot do wrong, is a solecism.

That moral agents as such—moral agents in their very nature as mo-

ral agents, should be entirely dependent on some ab extra agency for

right and wrong moral action, is another solecism. To say that it

must be so in the nature of things, is to say that God is not a free

moral agent, and that he has not made, and cannot make creatures,,

in his own image."—p. 565

If the reviewer's assumptions, then, and arguments in

these passages, are of any truth, and his method of reason-

ing respecting Dr. Bellamy's doctrines, at all vindicable,

they prove beyond denial, that he holds the dogma which

he here so vehemently reprobates, that God " is in the strict

and proper sense, the author" of at least all obedient moral

actions. But doubtless when he penned this latter passage,

" the subject was presented under entirely another aspect,"

and " his mind was intently fixed on the most effectual re-

futation" of his opponent. Which " punishment," how-

ever, will he deem it best on the whole to " permit,"—that

his readers should regard him as having proceeded on " a

groundless assumption," in his argument respecting Dr.

Bellamy ; or as having merely overthrown himself, in his

fancied triumph over Dr. Woods ? But it is perhaps pre-

sumptuous to imagine that either of these evils is *' neces-

sarily incidental" to his system. " Under the pressure of

new objections" he may possibly succeed in discovering that

in each of these instances, " he was simply reasoning with his

opponents on their own principles ; the argument was ex

concessis,^^ and the assumption that any of his postulates,

proofs, or conclusions, are really expressive of views which

he entertains, is " utterly unfounded in fact."

The object of his next argument is, to demonstrate tliat

" God's plan," " according to Dr. Bellamy, does not include
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sin as an integral part of it, but consists only of what God
does." He says,

" 3. We refer to his statement of the question. He says, < The
grand point of difference is precisely this : I believe that the infinitely

boly and wise God, in every part of his conduct relative to the intel-

lectual system, does that which is really wisest and best for him to

do ; most for his glory and the good of the system, in the whole; and

therefore that God's present plan is of all possible plans the best ;

most for his glory and the good of the system."—p. 127. Now the

reader will observe, that this is ' the grand point in controversy ex-

actly stated.' And what is it ? Why, it respects simply the perfec-

tion of God's plan ; and this plan, according to Dr. Bellamy, does not

include sin as an integral part of it, but consists only of what God
(Zoes."—p. 535.

This representation is not the most happily adapted to

raise our estimate of the reviewer's knowledge of the subject,

on which he speaks so confidently, nor add strength to our

respect for his testimony. Its extreme distance from all

truth, so far as the passage on which it is founded is con-

cerned, cannot need to be demonstrated, as not the slightest

trace exists in it, of an intimation that " God's plan does not

include sin as an integral part of it, but consists only ofwhat

God does ;" nor a shade of any thing, either expressed or

implied, that can give the least air of probability to such a

representation. Its equal distance from all accuracy, as it

respects the " treatise" at large, is seen from what has been

already said on the subject, and could not possibly have

escaped the notice of the reviewer himself had he glanced

his eye even through the paragraph, from which he made

his quotation, or over either the preceding, the following, or

almost any page indeed, either of the sermons or the vindi-

cation. To form an accurate judgment of the character of

his asseveration, the relation must be seen, of the passage
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which he quotes, with what goes before, and succeeds it.

It occurs in the vindication of the sermons, from objections

urged against them, in " a pamphlet entitled an Attempt,"

and is immediately preceded by an enumeration of " several

particulars, in regard to which Dr. Bellamy and his oppo-

nent were " agreed." He says,

" Wc agree, if God had pleased, he could have hindered the exist-

ence of sin, and caused misery to have been for ever unknown in his

dominions, with as much ease as to have suffered things to have taken

their present course. We agree, that God knew with infallible cer-

tainty, that things would take their present course, and issue as they

will issue, in the eternal ruin of millions, unless he himself should in-

terpose and effectually hinder it. We agree, that God did, as it were,

stand by, and take a perfect view of the whole chain of events, in

which his honour and the good of creation were infinitely interested

;

and in a full view, and under a most lively sense of the whole, did

deliberatelyforbear to interpose effectually to hinder the introduction of

sininto his world,whenhe couldhave hinderedit as easily as not." p. 126.

Having thus repeated these and other particulars, which

he " had asserted" in the sermons, and none of which had

his opponent " denied," he then presents " the grand point

in controversy" between them, " exactly stated."

" The grand point of difference is precisely this :
' /believe that the

infinitely holy and wise God, in every part of his conduct, relative to

the intellectual system, does that which is really wisest and best for

him to do ; most for his glory and the good of the system, in the

whole ; and therefore, that God's present plan is of all possible plans

the best ; most for his glory and the good of the system.' On the

contrary, the author of the Attempt believes, that ' God is not obliged

to do, and that in fact he does not do, that which is most for his own
glory, or most for the good of the system ; and is fully persuaded,

that the present plan is so far from being the best, that it had been

infinitely more for the glory of God and the good of the system, if sin

had never happened.' ' And he attempts to prove at large, by nine
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arguments, that it had been much better, on the whole, more for God's

glory, and the general good of the system, if sin and misery had been

for ever unknown.' So that this is the fundamental and most essen-

tial point of difference, and that on which the whole controversy be-

tween him and me turns, viz. whether the whole and every part of the

divine conduct he agreeable to infinite wisdom

;

—or in other words,

whether God means, in the whole and every part of his conduct, to do

that which he knows to be for the best, most for his own glory, and

the good of the system, on the whole. For we both agree, that God

always knows what is best, and never acts under mistake. So that

the only question really is, whether God always means to do what he

knows to be for the best, on the whole ? For if he does, the grand

point is proved. The wisdom of God, in the permission of sin, is de-

monstrated."—p. 127, 128.

From the passage at large, as well as from that part of it

to which the reviewer restricted his quotation, it is thus seen

with the clearest certainty, that the grand point of difterence

between Dr. Bellamy and his opponent, had no reference

whatever—as the reviewer would have his readers believe

—

to the extent of "God's plan," or to the question whether

it included or excluded sin, but related solely to the wisdom

ofwhat God does in the permission ofsin; or the superiority

of his present plan, including " whatsoever comes to pass,"

to all others that are possible. It is equally certain, that

nothing whatever occurs in the passage, that can give the

least colour to the pretence, that Dr. Bellamy exhibited or

regarded the divine plan as consisting " only of what God

does," "in distinction from the evil which is its consequence."

On the contrary, it is indisputably clear, as well from the

whole current of the discussion, as from the most explicit

declarations, that both he, and his opponent likewise, " at

times certainly," regarded that plan as embracing, like the

divine decrees, " whatsoever comes to pass," sin as well as
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obedience, and misery as well as happiness ; and thai the

fact that it includes that sin and misery were, on the one

hand, the ground and the sole ground, on which objection

was offered by his opponent to its wisdom ; and that that

objection was, on the other, the sole objection against which

Dr. Bellamy attempted its vindication. Thus he says, in

contrasting their views, that " the fundamental point of dif-

ference" between them might be distinctly seen,—" I be-

lieve God, in every part of his conduct relative to the in-

tellectual system, does that which is really wisest and best

for him to do ; and therefore, that God's present plan is, of

all possible plans, the best, most for his glory and the good
of the system." " On the contrary, the author of the At-

tempt believes, that God is not obliged to do, and that, in

fact, he does not do, that which is most for his own glory,

or most for the good of the system ;" and adds it as the

reason of his entertaining that belief, that " he is fully per-

suaded that the present plan is so far from being the best,

that it had been infinitely more for the glory of God, and

the good of the system, if sin had never happened;'*

and that accordingly, " he attempts to prove at large, that

it had been much better if sin and misery had been far evei

unknovmy

It is thus indubitably certain, that the question here at

issue, in place of being limited to such parts of the divine

agency as have no connexion whatever with the existence of

sin, as the reviewer represents, relates solely and expressly

to the wisdom of the divine purposes and conduct in the

permission of that evil. Such accordingly Dr. Bellamy

—

that he might force his adversary to face the frightful diffi-

culties to which his objection exposed him—proceeded again

at the close of the passage distinctly to state it. " So that

52
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this," he says, " is the fundamental and most essential point

of difference, and that on which the whole controversy be-

tween him and me turns, viz. whether the whole and every

part of the divine conduct be agreeable to infinite wisdom,"

—" whether God always means to do, what he knows to be

for the best on the whole ? For if he does, the grand point

is proved. The wisdom of God in the permissioti of sin, is

demonstrated.^^ The grand point at issue, thus was the

wisdom of God in thepermission of sin; not in such parts of

his agency as have no connexion with that evil—a suppo-

sition, indeed, that is not only wholly unauthorized, but

converts the whole treatise, from its title to its close, into a

mere farce. Such also he had stated it on the introductory

page of his vindication. "This fact," he says, " that God

permits sin, gives rise to this question, viz. Is it wisest and

best that God should conduct as he does in this affair ?"

Yet, in the face of these facts and representations—repre-

sentations and facts which it would seem scarcely possible

that the humblest rank of intellect could fail to perceive and

comprehend ; and perceiving them, that the lowest grade

of honour could venture to deny—the reviewer presumes

calmly and boldly to assert, that " God's plan," " according

to Dr. Bellamy, does not include sin as an integral part of

it,,but consists only of what God does,^' " in distinction from

the evil which is its consequence." On what pretence he

can offer an exculpation of this extraordinary act, it is not

easy to see. Will he, under the pressure of these " new

objections," protest to us that none of the passages which

thus demonstrate the total error of his representation,

chanced to meet his notice ? It is incontrovertible then

—

as the passage on which he founds his representation, does

not contain any thing whatever that can authorize it—that
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he either cannot iiave possessed any evidence or probability

of its truth, or must have found them wholly in some other

part of the " treatise." But if he really built his repre-

sentation on some other passage, why was it not produced,

and made the ground of his argument ? Or if he looked

into any other part of the discussion for materials for the

verification of his statement, how can it be that all these

passages which refute his representation, could have escaped

him, thickly strewn as they are over every page ?

But we are, perhaps, to find his justification in a sub-

sequent passage, which he quotes from the treatise, and

makes the ground of a repetition of his assertion.

" Proceeding in the discussion, we find his opponent affirming that

' supreme wisdom cannot err. So far as God has been concerned in

the transactions of the system, they must be good, right, best. But

sin is no part of God's scheme, but a device of the devil.' To this.

Dr. B. replies, ' Very well, sir, and do I understand you now? Do

you really mean, that God, in permitting the devil and other wicked

beings to do as they do ; that God in this has done that which was

indeed good, right, best? For if God's conduct is but approved of,

(you may condemn the devil as much as you please) my point is

gained.' Now here Dr. Bellamy most explicitly concedes that sin is

710 part of God's scheme or plan, and affirms, that if God's conduct in

permitting sin be approved of, even without regarding sin as any

part of God's scheme or plan, his point is gained."—p. 535, 536.

It is to be regretted that the reviewer did not do his

readers the favour to show in what part of Dr Bellamy's

reply the concession is so expressly inade. It presented an

opportunity for an exhibition of his " acuteness and force

of mind," which he ought not to have so lightly neglected.

But it seems, after all the severe lessons which his unsup-

ported statements and misjudged assumptions in former dis-

quisitions have procured him, he has not yet become con-
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vincedof the'inexpediency of substituting assertion for proof,

on even the most contested questions, nor gained the wisdom

to abstain from representations, that carry on their very

front the fullest proof of their error.

But it is not the only objection to his assertion in this

instance, that not a trace of any such concession exists in

Dr. Bellamy's repl3^ It involves a virtual asseveration

that his views, on this grand point in controversy, were in

fact identically the same as those of his opponent ; so that

in place of being, as they mutually believed, a point of dif-

ference, it was a point of exact and palpable coincidence, and

ought accordingly to have been placed by Dr. Bellamy among

the " particulars" in respect to M'hich they were "agreed."

If such were indeed the fact, it is certainly very remarka-

ble that "a man of Dr. Bellamy's acuteness and force of

mind" should have been so totally unaware of it; and after

having thus explicitly conceded and positively affirmed all that

his opponent asserted, should, in place of acknowledging

the error of what he had previously taught, and justifying

his opponent, have gone on to rebuke him with the most

unsparing severity, for having " disputed against" the "con-

duct" of God " in the permission of sin," and set it in the

" most horrible deformed light possible." But a full de-

velopment of the reviewer's error requires the exhibition

of the passage at large, with which his quotation is con-

nected.

It was Dr. Bellamy's object in this part of his discussion

to exhibit to his assailant his gross inconsistency in ascribing

wisdom to the Most High, and professing to vindicate his

administration, while he continued strenuously to assert that

"it is a mere fallacy to pretend that the present scheme is
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most for the glory of God," and to avow that he did not

believe, " that God does in fact, or that he is obliged to do,

what is most for his declarative glory." "I am of the

opinion," affirmed the author of the Attempt, "that^t the

day of judgment all God's works and ways will appear to

be good." " What do you mean ?" answered Dr. Bellamy.

"All the divine conduct the result of ' supreme wisdom,

which cannot err ?' What ; will all holy beings, at the day

of judgment, think it best that God has not done best ? and

humbly admire and adore his acting contrary to his own

infinite wisdom, holiness, and goodness, as firmly believing

iliis was the result of ' supreme wisdom, which cannot err?'

Pray explain yourself."

Author. "What I say is really true. ' Supreme wisdom cannot

err.' 'So far as God has been concerned in the transactions of the

system, they must be good, right, best.' But ' sin is no part of God's

scheme, but a device of the devil.'

Bellamy. " Very well sir ; and do I understand you now ? Do you

really mean that God, in permitting the devil and other wicked beings

to do as they do ; that God in this\\B.s done what was indeed ^ good,

right, best?' For if God's conduct is but approved of, (you may con-

demn the devil as much as you please) mypoint is gained; the wisdom

of God in the permission of sin, is acknowledged. Pray speak plainly.

" A. Indeed, sir, ' I do doubt whether God does in fact, and

therefore whether he is obliged to do, what is most for his declarative

glory,' and I do believe it had been infinitely better if sin had never

been.

" B. Why then do you profess firmly to believe, that the whole

of the divine conduct is ' good, right, best,' and that ' supreme wis-

dom cannot err?' and that 'all the divine dispensations are to be

heartily acquiesced in, as being supremely wise ?' How can these

things be consistent ?

" Ha-d you, sir,justified your Maker, fa\]y acknowledged the wis-

dom of God in the permission of sin, and wherein my solutions of
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difficulties appeared to you not sufficient, had you given better, still

endeavoring to justify the ways of God to men, and to assist the peo-

ple of God in their belief of the wisdom of all the divine conduct

;

—you had merited the thanks of the public and the love of all pious

people, and might have been approved of, even in heaven. But do

you think Almighty God will be pleased to have his conduct in the

permission of sin disputed against, and set in the ' most horrible

deformed light possible' by one of his own subjects, who ought

to love him, approve of all his ways, and plead his cause, in this re-

volted world ? Or do you expect that the friends of God in heaven

or earth, will be suited with your Attempt, who are all united in be-

lieving concerning God, as it is written—He is the rock, his work is

perfect ?"—pp. 133, 134.

The detection in this passage of an explicit concession by

Dr. Bellamy, " that sin is no part of God's scheme," and

affirmation " that if God's conduct in permitting sin is ap-

proved of, even without regarding sin as any part of God's

scheme or plan ; his point is gained," is truly worthy of

one who had not succeeded in discovering what the grand

topic is of which the sermons and vindication treat, and

whose sole instrument of determining alike the meaning of

the language and the object of the arguments of an author

is, that of his " true usus loquendi."

The point at which Dr. Bellamy here aimed, as in every

other part of his discussion, it is clear beyond all disputa-

tion is—not the vindication of that part of the divine con-

duct or plan which has no relation whatever to the existence

of sin, as is the reviewer's representation—but solely to

demonstrate his wisdom in the direct and intentional per-

mission of sin,—in standing by and " deliberately" for-

bearing " to interpose effectually to hinder the introduction

of sin into his world, when he could have hindered it, as

easily as not." Thus, he says expressly, " if God's con-
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duct" " in this'^ " is approved of, my point is gained ; the

wisdom of God in the permission of sin is acknmvledged.''*

With this, however, the sentiment imputed to him by the

reviewer forms a very distant contrast. The last member

of that sentence he thought proper to omit, and substituted

for it, what probably in the light of his " true ususloquen-

di" he regards as more happily coincident with the "known"
" nature of the subject,"—" that if God's conduct in per-

mitting sin be approved of

—

even fviihout regarding sin as

any part of God's scheme or plan, his point is gained."

To permit sin as " no part of God's plan," is according to

the reviewer's theory, as we have already seen, to permit it

as an " evil that is necessarily incidental to a moral system;"

an evil the prevention of which is " impossible" to " God

in the nature of things"—lying wholly without the sphere

of his government, and beyond the reach of his control

—

and which accordingly has no connexion with "the transac-

tions" in which God is *' concerned." The permission of

sin, which Dr. Bellamy ascribed to the Most High, is thus

resolved by the reviewer into his not having any concern

whatever with it ; the wisdom of his permitting it, is made

to consist in his not being able to hinder it, and it is by the

extortion from his assailant of the acknowledgment of ihis

wisdom, that Dr. Bellamy's point was gained !

It is equally clear, that instead of making any concession

or acknowledgment whatever himself in this passage. Dr.

Bellamy was merely endeavoring to ascertain whether his

opponent—as his admission that " supreme wisdom cannot

err" implied—really meant to concede the point in debate,

by acknowledging the wisdom of God in the deliberate per-

mission of sin, " when he could have hindered it as easily

as not." " Do I understand you ?" he says : " Do you
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really mean that God in permitting the devil and other

wicked beings to do as they do ; that God in this has done

what was indeed good, right, best?—for ifGod's conduct"

" in this" " is but approved of, my point is gained ; the

wisdom of God in the permission of sin is acknowledged.^^

In place thus of making any concession himself, his ob-

ject clearly was to ascertain whether his opponent really

intended to acknowledge what his language implied. Ac-

cording to the reviewer's representation, however, he had

unfortunately changed sides here with his opponent, and the

acknowledgment in question v/as made solely by himself.

The method therefore on that supposition in which he gained

his point, was that of openly abandoning his own doctrine,

and adopting that of his opponent, which he had before

unsparingly denounced as blasphemous, and which he con-

tinued to reproach as setting the divine conduct in " the

most horrible deformed light possible."

But it is abundantly apparent that Dr. Bellamy not only

did not interpret the author of the Attempt as really intend-

ing to acknowledge the wisdom of God in the permission of

sin; but did not even regard him as holding, either " that

supreme wisdom cannot err," or that " so far as God has

been concerned in the transactions of the system, they must

be .good, right, best ;"—as he represents him as openly ac-

knowledging, in his answer to the inquiry respecting his

meaning, that he doubted " whether God does in fact, and

therefore whether he is obliged to do what is most for his

declarative glory ;" and as avowing his belief, " that it had

been infinitely better if sin had never been :"—and Dr.

Bellamy accordingly in his reply inquires—" why then do

you profess firmly to believe that the whole of the divine

conduct is good right best," and " that supreme wisdom
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cannot err:" " How can these things be consistent r"

—

*' Had you, sir, justified your Maker ; fully acknowledged

the wisdom of God in the permission of sin—you might

have been approved of even in heaven. But do you think

Almighty God will be pleased to have his conduct in the

permission of sin disputed against, and set in the ' most

horrible deformed light possible' ?"

It thus turns out, that no concession was in fact made by
either of the parties in the passage, and that Dr. Bellamy's

object was—not at all to surrender any position which he
had before been endeavoring to sustain—but solely to de-

monstrate that his opponent, in place of justifying *' the

ways of God to man," openly denied his wisdom, and tra-

duced his administration.

The reviewer expresses that part of his fourth argument,
which respects the " treatise," in the following language :

" 4. He teaches that the existence of moral evil is not a necessary
means to the highest glory of God. This he does by stating that
the highest glory of God might exist without the introduction of sin
into a moral system. ' How mvch soever to the honor ofGod and to
the good of the system, and how desirable soever in these two res-
pects it might appear in the sight of God that the intelligent system
should unanimously adhere and cleave/oretcr to the Lord, yet in the
nature of things there could be no'certain security for this unless,'
etc. What is tiiis, but afall admission, that unanimous and eternal
obedience would have been in (he highest degree for God's fflorv '"—
p. 536.

He here exhibited something of his " acuteness and force
of mind" in suspending his quotation before reaching the
end of the sentence of which it forms a part, especially as
by arresting it at that point, no clue whatever was given to

53
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the main proposition which it expresses, as will be seen by

contrasting what he quotes with the sentence at large.

'•' But how much soever to the hoTwr of God, and to the good of

the system, and how desirable soever in these two respects it might

appear in the sight of God, that the intelligent system should unani-

mously adhere and cleave forever to the Lord, yet in the nature of

things there could be no certain security for this unless he himself, the

only immutable being, should undertake, and become surety for all his

creatures."—p. 5o.

Had he continued his citation to the end of the sentence,

his readers might not only have seen its real object and

meaning, but been led to suspect the accuracy of his repre-

sentation respecting Dr. Bellamy's views of the reason of

God's not having undertaken to " become surety for all his

creatures," and prevent the entrance of sin into his king-

dom ; and tempted to believe that it was not a mere matter

of helpless necessity, but of deliberate choice—because,

" on the whole," as Dr. Bellamy expresses himself, " all

things considered, he judged it best not to hinder it," " when

he could have hindered it as easily as not."

But after lopping it as he did, both at its beginning and

its close, its language, to say nothing of its sense, still con-

tiniTed so unsuited to his purpose, as to render it necessary

to superinduce a totally unauthorized signification, in order

to give his proof and conclusion any resemblance to his

proposition. There is no such term in the passage, nor

any that is equivalent to it, as " the highest glory of God."

On the contrary. Dr. Bellamy's language is indefinite, and

leaves the degree of glory to God and good to the system,

involved in an '* unanimous and eternal obedience," wholly

undetermined. " But hmo much soever to the honour of
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God, and to the good of the system, and how desirable soever

in these two respects, it might appear in the sight of God,"

his expressions are—not, but although " that unanimous

and eternal obedience would have been in the highest degree

for God's glory," as the reviewer represents it. It was

by the substitution of the latter for the former—in accord-

ance with his "true usus loquendi,"—that he succeeded in

giving to his conclusion its coincidence with his premise.

But had Dr. Bellamy even expressed in the passage, and

the other shreds of sentences which are quoted in connex-

ion with it, what the reviewer represents, it would still re-

main a matter of scarcely less difficulty to discover of what

service it could possibly prove to the reviewer's cause. It

would only show that Dr. Bellamy, " through inadvertence,"

became " inconsistent with himself." But that fact would

neither demonstrate which, nor whether either of the " dif-

ferent and inconsistent hypotheses" on which he " reasoned,"

is correct ; much less would it lend any sanction to the

main features of the reviewer's system, with which the doc-

trine here ascribed to Dr. Bellamy has no imaginable

connexion.

Unhappily the reviewer, after quitting this point, appears

neither to have retained a distinct recollection of the position

which his purpose required him to sustain, nor to have

paused to discover to what system his arguments were best

fitted to lend their aid. His chief qbject seems to have been

merely to convict Dr. Bellamy of inconsistency ;—an at-

tempt in which, as has already been shown, no success that

he could have wished, could prove of any service to his

cause. In aiming at it, however, he advances positions,

which subvert his own theory, and resorts to arguments that

disprove his pretences in respect to Dr. Bellamy. I shall
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not continue to follow him through all his gyrations, but

simply point out the chief bearings of his course, and desig-

nate the gulf into which he at length precipitates himself.

That would seem to be the object of his fifth argument, in

which he endeavours to show, that sin cannot " be the means

of an end, toward which it has no tendency." Dr. Bella-

my's representation is, as the reviewer himself admits, that

though " sin is the very worst of evils, in its own nature, and

it naturally tends to evil, and only to evil ;" yet that by the

interception and counteraction ofits natural influence through

its punishment and forgiveness, and the exhibition thereby

of attributes and production of effects, for which no oppor-

tunity could otherwise exist, it is rendered by the divine

wisdom, the means, instrument, or occasion, of giving birth

to a greater sum of good, than could be secured by any

system of events, from which sin was excluded. This is

the sense, and the only sense in which Dr. Bellamy repre-

sented it as the " means of the greatest good." But the

fact that it is overruled, and made the occasion of good

—

whether of the highest or only of some subordinate degree

is of no significance to his argument—the reviewer him-

self fully admits, in the paragraph under consideration, as

well as in many other passages. He abandons, therefore,

and contradicts the assumption, which he here made the

ground of his objection to Dr. Bellamy, that sin cannot be

" the means of an end toward which it has no tendency ;"

and levels his argument, accordingly, as much against him-

self as against him.

In this endeavour, however, to convict Dr. Bellamy of

inconsistency, he unhappily involved himself in a difficulty

of a still more singular character. *' It may be overruled,"

he says, " as an instrument of good." But this representa-
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lion is—certainly " if you interpret him to the letter"—that

sin is naturally " an instrument of good," or antecedently

to the interception of the influence which its nature fits it to

exert, but that " it may be overruled as" such—a process

by which, of course, it would become the " means," " in-

strument," or occasion of evil. " Mere verbal incongrui-

ties," however, he will doubtless repeat to us, " are not, of

course, proof of real contradiction in meaning." It would

have been wise, then, not to have made them, at least, so

principal a ground as he has, of his representations respect-

ing Dr. Bellamy.

His sixth argument is employed in beating down his own

theory, retracting his representations respecting the doctrine

of the " treatise," and proving Dr. Bellamy's views to be

what I have represented them. He says, in regard to the

passage in the treatise respecting the unfaithful servant,

" The only possible vindication of the master, in not preventing the

act of disobedience is, that the requisite interposition on his part, i. e.

the requisite change in his plan of government would, in its results,

be a greater evil, than to permit the servant ' to take his course.'

Dr. Bellamy's answer, then, to this objection, rests not on the theory

that ' sin, as a necessary means, is a part of that plan^ but on the

theory, that ' to prevent sin by changing the system/ would be a

greater evil than to permit sin."— p. 537.

Dr. Bellamy's answer then proceeds on the ground, that

the reasons of the Most High for permitting the sin which

takes place in his kingdom, are wholly of a moral, and not

of a physical nature, as the reviewer's theory represents
;

that he suffers it, not because its prevention is ''impossible"

to him, " in the nature of things," but solely because he

" can promote the glory of God and good of the system to
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better advantage, by the permission of sin, than by hinder-

ing it."

He remarks, likewise, in a subsequent paragraph, that

Dr. Bellamy's reply to an objection " is only saying in other

words, that infinite wisdom and goodness forbid that God
should do more than he actually does, for the purpose" of

bringing all to repentance; *' or that he should change the

existing system of influence, because this would be for the

worse instead of for the better." This is indubitably the

ground on which Dr. Bellamy proceeds, in the passage to

which the reviewer here refers, and in every other part of

his discussion. But it is equally clear that it is the precise

reverse of the theory which the reviewer entertains and has

ascribed to him, that the sole reason that sin is admitted into

the divine kingdom is, that its entire prevention is " impos-

sible" " to God in the nature of things ;" and the repre-

sentation, that he carries his efforts in every instance for its

prevention, to the utmost extent to which his infinite attri-

butes are adequate.

The representations of the " treatise," also, respecting

the extent of the divine plan, it would seem from this and

the passage last before quoted, had suddenly become very

essentially extended, in the reviewer's apprehension. In

place of its being so obvious that " this plan, according to

Dr. B. does not include sin as an integral part of it, but

consists only ofwhat God does,^^ the reviewer has discovered,

that in answering objections he was obliged to proceed on

the assumption, that it was an integral part of that plan,

dictated by " infinite wisdom and goodness," to permit sin,

in place of doing " more" than God "actually does," to

prevent it, because to " change the existing system of influ-
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ence," for the purpose of preventing it, " would be for the

worse instead of for the better."

These concessions however respecting the reasons of the

permission of sin, he retracts in his next argument, and re-

sorts again to the representation of his theory, that the

exclusion of sin from the moral system, is *' impossible"

" to God in the nature of things." On the question of Dr.

Bellamy,—" What more could God have done as his moral

governor, to have prevented his apostacy and ruin ?"—that

is, by the enactment of laws or expression of his will, and

enforcement of it by sanctions,—he remarks, " Now what

is all this, but saying, that sin, so far from being introduced

as a necessary means, was a consequence to which the mo-

ral system was Intrinsically liable, and that God, as moral

governor, could not prevent it?" that is, that its permis-

sion was a matter of mere physical necessity, and not of

wise and benevolent choice, because he judged it best not

to hinder it, " when he could have hindered it easily as

not."

His closing argument is presented in the following pas-

sage.

" 8. Dr. Bellamy states, that the eternal well-being of the whole

and all the parts of the system, did not require the existence of moral

evil. In other words, sin is not the necessary means of the greatest

good. ' It would no doubt be better for their uwn interest, if the

rebels in any earthly kingdom would all come in and submit, and they

would in such a conduct show more respect to their lawful Sove-

reign.' p. 100. Now this is altogether beside the purpose, if it does

not import that the moral empire of God would be improved, if sin-

ners would all submit, and thus ' show more respect' to the great

Sovereign himself. ' Pharaoh had shown more respect to God ; and
it had been more for his interest had he repented of his oppressions,

and without delay yielded obedience to the divine command, and let
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Israel go. But no man has reason to think it had been better if God

had said or done more to make him obedient.' p. 101. But if God

would have been more honoured, and the interests of Pharaoh more

promoted by his repentance and obedience, then the same happy con-

sequences must follow, if every sinner were to do his duty ; so that

nothing is wanting to secure the highest glory of God, and welfare

of the whole intellectual system, but the entire exclusion of disobe-

dience from God's dominions." p. 538, 539.

The reviewer has here fallen into the error of represent-

ing Dr. Bellamy's statements respecting the ^ersoraaZ inte-

rests of Pharaoh, and " the rebels of any earthly king-

dom," as relating to the interests of the universe at large,

or of asssuming, because Dr. Bellamy admits that it would

have been more for Pharaoh's " own interest,'' and that of

the rebels of any earthly kingdom, had they repented and

yielded obedience ; that therefore be must have held—unless

his statements were " altogether beside the purpose"—that

it would be more for the interests of God, and " the whole

intellectual system,'' if obedience were rendered universally,

by all the subjects of his sway ; as though Dr. Bellamy or

any other being, ever represented, or imagined, that it would

not be better for any individual who perishes, had he avoid-

ed disobedience, and been made a partaker of eternal life.

His logic is accordingly precisely such as his would be

who should regard the declaration of the Savior, that " it

had been good for that man" " by whom the Son of man

is betrayed," " if he had not been born," as authorizing

the conclusion that it had been better for the universe at

large, had none of the human family ever been born ; and

the assurance that " whoso shall offend one of these little

ones, which believe in me, it were better for him that a mill-

stone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drown-
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ed in the depths of the sea," as forcing us to the inference,

that it were a blessing to the *' intellectual system" at large,

if every individual of our race were actually subjected to

that process.

Such is the extraordinary climax of the reviewer's argu-

ments to prove that Dr. Bellamy's hypothesis respecting the

permission of sin is essentially the same with that which he

is himself endeavoring to maintain.

It is thus not only abundantly apparent that he has

not succeeded in establishing any such identity as he

claims of his own and the views of Dr. Bellamy, and that

all his arguments without exception, for the purpose, are

false alike in their premise, proof, and conclusion, and
fraught with inconcealable and flagrant inconsistencies with

each other, and violence to all established and safe laws of

interpretation and logic to a degree that has scarcely a paral-

lel in the annals of controversy ; but it is equally clear,

that no " acuteness," nor " gigantic strength" " of mind,"

can ever render his attempt successful ; inasmuch as the

views of Dr. Bellamy on every principal branch of the

subject,—expressed with the utmost clearness, made the foun-

dation of his reasoning, and wrought into the whole fabric

of his discussion,—are diametrically the converse of those

which the reviewer imputes to him, and himself entertains.

The renewal by this gentleman of these attempts to sustain

his peculiar views by the authority of " respectable theolo-

gical writers of New-England"—unless it has become a

matter of general conviction that his opinions are not enti-

tled to any respect, and thence of certainty that they cannot

exert any influence—is adapted to excite apprehension as

well as surprise and regret. Of the object of these repeat-

ed and zealous efforts, but one judgment can be formed,

—

54
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that it is simply to persuade the public, that the contested

dogmas, which he has of late made it his chief business to

promulgate, are not such errors as they are generally re-

garded, but have long been the prevalent doctrines of the

churches of New-England, and are among the most distin-

guishing articles of the theological systems of Edwards,

Bellamy, and Dwight ; and thereby to supply the want of

proofs, with names, to evince their truth ; and employ the

shield of authority, in place of reason and revelation, to

rebut the " objections" with which he finds himself assailed.

Of the character, in like manner, of these efforts, but

one impression can exist,—that they exhibit a singular ab-

sence of the endowments, principles, and accomplishments

which become a station like his, and are indispensable in-

deed to the humblest order of those who aspire to instruct

or influence the general mind ;—clear apprehensions, sound

logic, consistency, fairness, justice to the reputation of

those whose doctrines he undertakes to expound, and res-

pect for the discernment, integrity, and independence of his

readers. No one, I venture to believe, of the least capa-

bility to form a just judgment on the subject, who looks

with impartiality into this, and his former efforts of the kind,

can fail to be struck with amazement at the open and per-

petual disregard by which they are marked—whether

intentionally, or through inadvertence, it is neither my busi-

ness to determine nor conjecture,—of the clearest truths,

and flagrant misrepresentations of the most incontrovertible

and palpable facts ; nor resist the conviction, that if the

principles and methods which characterize his discussions,

are legitimate, there is an end at once, so far at least as men

are concerned, to the claims of evidence and the sanctions

of religion ;—that no pretences can be too false or absurd,
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not to be successfully vindicated, nor any cause ever become

hopeless, but that of truth.

And against the continuance of these endeavors, and ex-

tension to other doctrines and writers, as he may broach

other novelties, or need the aid of additional authority, it is

obvious that no guarantee whatever is furnished, either by

the views by which he has hitherto shown himself to be

governed, nor by any such manifestations of his error, or

expressions of disapproval, as have been conveyed to him

by others. What new dogma he may not yet claim to have

found lurking in the temple of orthodoxy, or under the

sanction of what other name he may not next presume to

shield his theories, no one can conjecture.

What consequences, however, must naturally result to

himself, from measures like these, it needs no eye of pro-

phecy to foresee—a total prostration in the general respect

;

a fatal extinction in the minds of multitudes of confidence in

his principles, as well as reliance on his judgment ; and the

final dispersion of all possibility, as well as hope, of future

usefulness. And what conduct then it is toward him, that

kindness to him and fidelity to God demand from his asso-

ciates in the ministry, is equally clear—a frank and full

expression of the disapprobation with which these expedients

to sustain his doctrines are regarded, that shall startle him ef-

fectually from his dreams of safety, and extinguish the vain

expectation of thus tampering with facts, and trifling with

public sentiment, with impunity.



CHRISTIAN SPECTATOR'S

REVIEW OF DR. WOODS' LETTERS.

The reviewer, whom the reader will again recognise as

the author of the Concio ad Clerura—or, as with charac-

teristic delicacy he has thought proper in the discussion

to denominate himself—" the Dwight profefsor of theology

in Yale College"—had scarcely, it seems, taken "leave of

the treatise with mingled feelings of pleasure and regret ;

—

pleasure to find Dr. Bellamy meeting the enemies of divine

sovereignty on that vantage ground, which we think ought

never to be relinquished ; and regret, that in any instance

he should yield it to his opponents, and be thus driven to

adopt a theory which made him inconsistent with himself;''^

before, from the reception of " a copy of Dr. Woods' Let-

ters to Dr. Taylor on the same subject," he unexpectedly

found the system—which he had just informed his readers,

Dr. Bellamy had taught with so much " acuteness and

force," as to " deserve the praise which our admiration

confers on the highest intellectual attainments"—assailed

by such a "pressure of new objections," as to force him

not only, in some instances, to "^found his answer on another
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hypothesis," in order to accomplish " their most effectual

refutation ;" but sturdily to deny that he had himself ever

expressed several of the positions which the theory involves,

and vehemently to renew and repeat the protestation, that

he had never undertaken to advance it in the form of "an

affirmative proposition ;" nor "meant to intimate that men

can know enough on this subject to justify the positive af-

firmation" of it; nor even " given" " a hint" " that a sup-

position of this kind is to be received as an article of faith,

or is capable of direct proo/."

This zealous retraction of " the praise" which his " ad-

miration" conferred on it at its promulgation, as freeing

" the subject from distressing and groundless perplexity,"

and abatement of its claims to unhesitating acceptance, as

presenting " as no other theory in the view of the writer

does present, the moral government of God in its unimpaired

perfection and glory, to deter from sin and allure to holiness

his accountable subjects ;" conjoined as they are with an

instant and strenuous effort to vindicate it from objection

and demonstrate its truth ;
" may," perhaps, " strike our

readers as singular from a man" of his " acuteness and force

of mind." To the uninitiated, particularly, it must naturally

prove a matter of some difficulty to comprehend how one, en-

dowed with so keen an eye as to see his theory written in the

utmost clearness on every pageof "the treatise," should be

so utterly incompetent to discover any traces of an equally

" positive affirmation" of it in his own discussions respecting

it ; and not less perplexing to understand how, if Dr. Bel-

lamy deserves " the praise which our admiration confers on

the highest intellectual attainments," for having taught it

;

the imputation of it to the reviewer by Dr. Woods, can in-

volve so gross a disparagement as he represents, of his in-
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tellect, and impeachment of his character. " This fact,"

however, may not improbably be " easily accounted for, if

we consider the nature and object of the discussion in which

he was engaged,"—that " the subject was presented under

entirely another aspect," and " his mind was intently fixed

on the most effectual refutation" of the charge of having,

'* at different times reasoned on at least" the " two different

and inconsistent hypotheses,"—" that sin is the necessary

means of the greatest good," and that it is not the necessary

means of the greatest good ; but a baleful incident, " the

entire prevention" of which, " in a moral system," is " im-

possible to God in the nature of things." This sudden re-

treat from so essential a point of " the vantage ground" of

the theory, may not, impossibly, have been achieved, too,

without any " disparagement" of his mental power, when

compared with that of others of " the first order of intellect."

A probability, at least, may be thought to be thrown over

this supposition, by the means themselves, through which

it was accomplished—the mere wings of some half dozen of

interrogation points—a flight not surpassed, I venture to

believe, in the annals of literary or even heroic warfare.

The question of his success in this movement is of some

interest to others as well as himself. We have seen on what

principles he conducts his exposition of the sentiments of

*' respectable theological writers of New-England ;"—that

neither the established meaning of language, the plainest

declarations, nor the avowed and most unquestionable ob-

ject for which arguments are employed, are any obstacles to

his discovering on their pages any doctrine that his wants or

wishes may require. It is worth ascertaining whether he

follows the guidance of similar rules when called on to ex-

plain and vindicate the import of his own writings, and is
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essential indeed in order to discover the real nature and ten-

dency of his theory, and form a just judgment of his cha-

racter as a theorizer and controversialist. It is not my

design to enter into a minute examination of all the de-

nials, " evasions," assumptions, statements, nor interroga-

tions, with which he has favored his readers in this part of

his discussion. That task belongs to the gentleman from

whose criticism it was his object in it to defend himself. I shall

rather make it my chief object to ascertain,|whether the

views he has presented of his theory, fairly authorize that

representation of it which is given in the preceding article

—to inquire whether the mode in which he has advanced it,

has given his readers just reason to interpret him as really

regarding it as true and entitled to belief, and as wishing

them to receive it as such, and " dismissing from the mind

the two assumptions" to which it stands opposed, allow the

views which it " exhibits" of " the providential govern-

ment of God," to form " the basis of" their " submission,

confidence, and joy, under all the evils that befall his de-

pendent creatures,"—and finally to endeavor to trace its po-

sitions to their legitimate results, and determine what are

its relations to the doctrines of revelation.

The first inquiry then on which I shall enter is, whether

the reviewer's theory is what it is stated to be on a preced-

ing page, and represented to be ascribed by him to Dr.

Bellamy;—that "from the nature of moral agency" it is

" impossible" to God to prevent " all sin, or at least the

present degree of sin in a moral system ;" that that is the

real and sole reason of its permission in every instance in

which it takes place ; and accordingly, that " God's plan"

" does not include sin as an integral part of it, but consists

only of what God does" " in distinction from the evil which
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is its consequence." Of the equivalence of this, to the

ampler delineation of it which is there given, whatever ad-

ditional proof can be thought to be necessary, will naturally

arise in the progress of the discussion.

No room then in the first place for denial or doubt can

be imagined to exist, that the " supposition" " that God

could" not " have prevented all sin, or at least the present

degree of sin in a moral system" is the " supposition" of

his theory ; as that is the literal statement of it, which he

presented in the sermon and note in which it was first an-

nounced to the public, and which he every where repeats in

his subsequent references to it, in his review of Dr. Bella-

ray and reply to Dr. Woods. Thus, his first annunciation

of it in the sermon is in the assertion, that to suppose " that

God could have adopted a moral system, and prevented all

sin, or at least the present degree of sin," is a " gratuitous

assumption." " For no man knows this—no man can prove

it." And in the note he goes on to inquire, " is there then

the least particle of evidence that the entire prevention of

sin in moral beings is possible to God in the nature of

things ?" '* Is there any such evidence from the nature of

the subject ?" " Who can prove from the nature of the

subject, that a being who can sin, will not sin .f"" " On this

point, is it presumptuous to bid defiance to the powers of

human reason ?" "Is there any evidence from facts .^" "How
can it be proved from facts, that he could have prevented

all sin, or even the present degree of sin in a moral sys-

tem ?" And he winds up with the conclusion that " the as-

sumption therefore that God could in a moral system have

prevented all sin, or the present degree of sin is wholly

gratuitous and unauthorized, and ought never to be mad^

the basis of an objection or an argument."
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Such is likewise the representation of it which lie every

where presents in the review of Dr. Bellamy's " treatise."

" Should it appear," he says, in respect to Dr. Bellamy, " that in

stating the question at issue, in many of his reasonings, and espe-

cially in answering objections to the perfection of the divine charac-

ter and government, he has virtually adopted the position that ' sin

(in respect to the divine prevention) is incidental to the best system'

—then may his authority be appealed to with equal or even greater

propriety in support of the principles which we have advocated on

this subject." " Now this is the way in which we would meet the

opponents of revelation and divine decrees, when they demand a

solution of the difficulties involved in the existence of moral evil.

We throw the question back to them. We deny their right to ask

any solution whatever, until they have first proved that the fact in

question"—" the existence of moral evil"—" is not (as to its entire

prevention by God) a ' condition' or necessary ' incident' in some part

of any possible moral system. We do not ajjirm that this is so. The

burden of proof does not rest on us. But we will not grant them

this preliminary fact, on which their whole objection turns, until they

have proved it. And we say that all theory, all speculation on the

subject must stop, until this fact is proved. What finite being then,

we ask, can know, that a universe of free agents, who possess of

course the potoer of sinning, could have been held back from the ex-

ercise of that power, in every possible conjunction of circumstances,

even by all the influences to obedience which God could exert upon

them without destroying their freedom ."' " This is the ground taken

by the Christian Spectator in common with Dr. Taylor." " No
other position—nothing that can be called a theory but this—have

we ever maintained. And this we shall proceed to show was done

by Dr. Bellamy before us, though not as we have already stated,

with entire self-consistency."

—

Christian Spectator, pp. 532, 533.

In like manner in his remarks on Dr. Woods' Letters, he

represents it as

'' The exact position of Dr. Taylor and his associates,' as for-

merly stated in the Christian Spectator,'' that '• it may be that ' «in

55
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as to God's preventing it—not our committing it—is a necessary in-

cident to a moral system.' " " It was—' necessarily incidental' to

the system, so far as relates to God's prevention of it. He could not

have the system without the sin." "Dr. Taylor simply says, that it

may be true that in any moral system beings who as free agents can

sin, in defiance of all preventing influences, will in some instances

actually sin." " What Dr. Taylor holds is, that the nature of moral

agency is such, that it may be true, that God cannot prevent sin in

all instances under a moral system." "But the question is—what

could God have done to secure more holiness and less sin in a. moral

system ? This is the task then, which devolves on Dr.Woods, viz. to

prove that God could have kept all sin, or the present degree of sin

out of a universal moral system.

" Now we say that this is a task which Dr. Woods cannot accom-

plish; and for this very obvious reason, that the nature of the case

absolutely precludes all proof, being one which may involve a palpa-

ble self-contradiction." " No one can prove that God could prevent

all sin, or the present degree of it in a moral system."—pp. 544, 552,

662, 563.

It is clear then beyond disputation, that " the supposi-

tion" of the theory is, " that God could" not " have pre-

vented all sin, or at least the present degree of sin, in a

moral system." This is the express and sole representa-

tion in all these passages, and in a multitude of others that

might be added, is perpetually repeated in each of the dis-

cussions in which he has treated of the subject, and though

" through inadvertence" not unfrequently abandoned for

" a different hypothesis," is no where openly attempted to

be retracted, nor subjected to modification. The error

which he imputes to Dr. Woods in his " statement of the

question at issue," so far as this topic is concerned, is

—

not that he represents him as having advanced the theory

that the entire prevention of sin in a moral system is impos-

sible to God in the nature of things, in the form of a sup-
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position, but of " an affirmative proposition"—that he

" changed Dr. Taylor's question into an assertion, his Ay-

pothetical s,i?i\.emQwi into di positive affirmation.''''

This feature then, at least, of his hypothesis the reviewer

has stated too explicitly, and repeated too often, to leave

any room for its denial, and it is obviously the most essen-

tial article of his theory, plainly includes the others, and

veould alone carry us substantially both to all the subordi-

nate positions which they express, and the remoter conclu-

sions which are now seen to result from the system at large.

Thus wherever the ground of impossibility to God of pre-

venting all sin, or the present degree of it, may be supposed

to lie, if such an impossibility in fact exists, it is clear be-

yond debate that God cannot effectually govern, or deter-

mine the conduct of moral agents. But if he cannot

constitute a certainty beforehand of the manner in which

they act, it is equally indisputable, both that he cannot fore-

see the events of their agency, and that they are literally

—

whether from their nature or his, is of no significance to the

result—independent of his control. And finally, if sin is

an event which he can neither prevent nor secure, which if

it take place at all, must necessarily take place independ-

ently of his sway, it follows incontrovertibly that his *' plan,"

if he is a being of wisdom, cannot include either its pre-

vention or permission, nor at most contemplate it in any

other relation than that of a mere '* possibility." Several

of these positions, however, the other articles of the theory

directly express or more visibly imply.

Thus its next specification is, that this " limitation of the

power of God" is constituted by the " nature of moral

agency." In the note to the sermon he says.
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" Does not he equally limit the power of God by supposing or ra-

ther affirming that God could not secure the greatest good without

the existence of sin ? On either supposition there is what may be

called a limitation of the power of God by the nature of things. In

the one case, the limitation is supposed to result from the nature of

sin ; in the other from the nature of moral agency. If then one of

these suppositions must be made, which is the most honorable to

God ?'' " Is it more honorable to God to suppose that such is the na-

ture of sin, that he could not accomplish the highest good without it,

than to suppose that such is the nature of_/ree agency ^tha-t God could

not wholly prevent its perversion ?"

He expresses himself in the same manner also, in the re-

view under notice.

" What Dr. Taylor holds is, that the nature of moral agency is

such, that it may be true that God cannot prevent sin in all instances

under a moral system."—p. 552.

After these general statements of his views he proceeds

in other passages to show, that the particular attribute of

moral beings, which he supposes must necessarily impose

this " limitation" on the Holy One of Israel, is their

" power." Thus in the note to the sermon.

" Is there then the least particle of evidence that the entire pre-

vention of sin in moral beings is possible to God in the nature of

things?" " Is there any such evidence from the nature of the sub-

ject ? It is here to be remarked that the prevention of sin by any in-

fluence that destroys </ie pother fo sm, destroys moral agency. Who
then can prove, a priori, or from the nature of the subject, that a be-

ing who CAN sin, will not sin ?"

The same representation is repeated by him in his review

of Dr. Bellamy and Dr. Woods.
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'' What finite being then we ask can know, that a universe of free

agents, who possess of course the power of sinning, could have been
held back from the exercise of that power, in every possible conjunc-

tion of circumstances, even by all the influences to obedience which God
could exert upon themwithouldestroyingtheirfreedom." " This is the task

then which devolves on Dr. Woods, viz. to prove that God could have
kept all sin, or the present degree of sin out of a universal moral
system. Now we say that this is a task which Dr. Woods cannot ac-

complish; and for this very obvious reason, that the nature of the

case absolutely precludes all proof, being one which may involve a

palpable self-contradiction. It will not be denied, that free moral
agents can do wrong under every possible influence to prevent it.

The possibility of a contradiction in supposing them to be prevented
from doing wrong is, therefore, demonstrably certain. Free moral
agents can do wrong under all possible preventing influences. Using
their powers as they maij use them, they will sin, and no one can show-

that some such agents will not use their powers, as they may use
them."—pp. 533, 562,563.

This feature also of the theory is thus expressed with too

great frequency and distinctness to leave it possible for the

reviewer to disown it or attempt its modification, and car-

ries us in like manner with resistless certainty to the con-

clusions respecting God and his government, which we drew
from the former.

The next branch of the theory that demands our notice,

is, its exhibition of this "limitation of the power of God,"
as the real and sole reason of the permission of sin in every

instance in which it takes place.

That such is in truth the representation which it is intended

to express, and inevitably involves, is incontrovertiblv cer-

tain. It is necessarily implied in the act itself, of seriously

constructing a theory on the subject. What imaginable

object can this or any other hypothesis respecting it have, if

it is not solely intended, as it professes, to vindicate the con-
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duct of God in the admission of the sin which exists into his

kingdom ? The supposition that it does not relate to that

admission of it, which actually takes place, converts the pre-

tence of vindicating his character by it and freeing "his go-

vernment from embarrassment," into a mere farce. In place

of solving the difficulties of the administration which he is in

fact exercising, it then becomes only a hypothetical solution

ofa merely hypothetical administration, and leaves the actual

government of God not only unexplained, but utterly un-

affected. Such was not, however, the reviewer's intention

in the construction and promulgation of his hypothesis.

His avowed and sole object was, to exhibit the grounds of

the non-prevention of the sin which actually takes place in

the divine kingdom ; and thereby lead " the mind" " to view

the character and government of God" in a mode that shows

them to be " free from embarrassment." " The supposition"

which he presents is, " that the evil which exists is in respect

to divine prevention, incidental to the best possible system,

and that notwithstanding the evil, God will secure the

greatest good possible to him to secure ;" and that therefore

no one " can impeach either his wisdom or his goodness,

because evil exists." And this " theory," he assures us, in

fact " exhibits the providential government of God as the ba-

sis pf submission, confidence, and joy, under all the evils

that befall his dependent creatures ;^^ and " also presents,

as no other theory, in the view of the writer does present,

the moral government of God in its unimpaired perfection

and glory, to deter from sin and allure to hoUness his ac-

countable subjects." It is not intended, therefore, at all to

•' free" a supposititious " character" " from embarrassment,"

to exhibit an imaginary providence " as the basis of submis-

sion, confidence, and joy, under all the evils that befall his

dependent creatures,''^ nor to " present" a hypothetical
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" moral government of God in its miimpaired perfection

and glory, to deter from sin and allure to holiness his

accountable subjects ;" but to make such an exhibition

of that providential and moral government which he

actually exercises ; and in order that it may prove to the

subjects over whom it is established, " the basis of submis-

sion, confidence, and joy, under all the evils that" " befall"

them.

This, however, is not merely the natural and only con-

sistent construction of the theory, but is the only one that

can be admitted without involving an abandonment of the

hypothesis itself. To grant that God could have prevented

any portion of the sin which he suffers to take place, is to

admit the existence of the very difficulty which it is the

object of the theory to escape, and to disarm it, therefore,

of the possibility of accomplishing the end for which it

was contrived ; for it is its professed and sole design

to elude the difficulties involved in the supposition that

God could have prevented all or any portion of the sin

that exists, and yet did not choose to prevent it. And,

moreover, if it is granted that the permission of a portion of

the evil that exists, is grounded wholly on moral reasons,

and not on a want of power to prevent it, what proof or

probability can there be that such is not the fact in respect

to all ? Where, or how is any limitation to be imposed on

this admission ? Can any sins be designated among those

which take place, which can with any propriety be supposed

to have been more incapable than others of prevention by

infinite wisdom and power ? Can any better reasons exist

for either denying or affirming the truth of the theory in

respect to any one class or portion of those sins, than any

other ? The assumption that such is the fact, is obviously
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wholly unauthorized, and entitled to no more respect than

any other " groundless assumption," that may have been

adopted for the purpose of evading " the difficulties of this

difficult subject." If it is conceded, that the existing evil is

not necessarily incidental to the system in some of the in-

stances in which it is allowed to take place, no reason what-

ever of the least plausibility can be given for supposing that

it sustains any such relation to it in the other instances of its

existence. To admit that the opposite theory is in any degree

true, therefore, is obviously not only to deny the truth of

this to an equal extent, but is to grant the existence of the

difficulty, the admission of which it is its object to escape,

and abandon the only ground on which even a supposition

of its truth can with any propriety be made.

We are carried irresistibly to the same conclusion by his

argument respecting " the nature of moral agency." To
concede that God could have prevented sin in any instRnce

in which it takes place, is to concede that he could have

constituted a certainty before hand, that that sin would not

be exerted. His argument, however, respecting power, to-

tally denies the possibility of constituting such a certainty ;

and it is on that denial that the whole fabric of his theory

rests. The distinctness with which he advances this repre-

sentation, and confidence which he exhibits in its accuracy,

are seen from the following passages :

" It will not be denied, that free moral agents can do wrong, under

every possible influence to prevent it. The possibility of a contra-

diction in supposing them to be prevented from doing wrong, is there-

fore demonstrably certain. Free moral agents can do wrong under

all possible preventing influence. Using their powers, as they may
use them, they will sin ; and no one can show that some such agents

will not use their powere as they vmt/ use them. But to suppose thera
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to use their powers as they may use them, and yet to suppose them

to be prevented from sinning, would be to suppose them both to sin

and to be prevented from sinning at the same time ; which is a con-

tradiction."

" But this possibility that free agents will ein, remains (suppose

what else you will) so long as moral agency remains ; and how can

it be proved that a thing will not be, when, for aught that appears, it

may be? When, in view of all the facts and evidence in the case, it

remains true that it may be, what evidence or proof can exist that it

will not be ? Yea, when to suppose it prevented, may involve, for

aught that appears, a palpable self-contradiction 7 And must we, to

honour God, affirm boldly and confidently that he can do, what may

involve the same contradiction, as to affirm that he can cause a thing

to be and not to be at the same time ? Is God honoured by the as-

sertions of mere ignorance, and by our affirming that to be true of

him, which may be utterly false ?"—p. 563.

The whole intent of his argument thus is, to demonstrate

that no certainty could possibly have been constituted be-

fore hand, that any one of the sins that take place, would

not be exerted. He pronounces the supposition of it to be

utterly self-contradictory. So long as the power of sinning

remained, so long must the possibility of its being exerted

in that mode have remained, and no certainty therefore that

it would not be exerted in that mode, could possibly have^

been constituted. To affirm the contrary is as absurd, he

protests to us, as to affirm " that God can cause a thing to

be and not to be at the same time."

But his reasoning not only represents that God could

not have prevented sin in any of the instances in which

it is exercised, but carries us likewise to the conclu-

sion, that no means that he could have used, could

have contributed any influence or possessed any tendency

whatever toward securing that result. His argument pro-

ceeds on the assumption, that " in view of all the facts

56
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and evidence In the case," the possibility of a being's sin-

ning is exactly co-extensive with his power of sinning ; that

no means therefore that may be employed for the purpose,

can have any tendency to diminish that possibility and con-

stitute a certainty of his exercising obedience, any farther

than their influence diminishes his power itself of sinning
;

and that, accordingly, they cannot be carried to such an

extent as to render it actually certain that he will not trans-

gress, unless it be by the extinction of his powers of moral

agency. The assumption which forms the foundation of

his whole hypothesis, is thus fully equivalent to an asseve-

ration, that it is physically impossible for God to prevent

the commission of sin in any instance in which it takes place,

unless it be by the annihilation of the being by whom it is

exercised.

His representation, also, that " God's plan" " does not

include sin as an integral part of it, but consists only of

what God does,''^ obviously involves the same conclusion.

To admit that he voluntarily permits sin in any instance in

which he might prevent it, is in so many words to admit that

it was an integral part of his plan to permit, in place of pre-

venting it in that instance, and to give up, therefore, that

article of the theory which denies it to have been an integral

part -of his plan. The only mode in which it can be sup-

posed to take place, " without regarding" it "as any part

of God's scheme or plan," is that of coming into existence

without his having foreseen or been able to prevent it ;—the

exact mode in which it must take place, if, as the hypothesis

represents, he cannot constitute any certainty beforehand,

either that it will or will not be exerted.

He presents the same views in the following passage

:
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*' Evasion 2. He represents Dr. Taylor as denying that God has

power to direct and control the human mind as he pleases. Nothing

can be more remote from the fact. Dr. Taylor simply says, that it

may be true, that in any moral system, beings who, as free agents,

ca7i sin, in defiance of all preventing influences, will in some instances

actually sin. Now, if there are such cases, then the divine Being

never pleased, tcilled, or purposed in those cases to prevent the sin.

To suppose, then, that some would sin, whose sin God did not purpose

to prevent, is not inconsistent with God's doing all that he has jpwr-

pased to do ; i. e. doing as he pleases."—p. 552.

Here is no pretence, the reader will notice, that any error

was committed in the representation that he had taught, by

a "hypothetical statement" at least, that God could not

have prevented sin in any instance in which it takes place ;

but his sole object is, to show how that hypothesis may be

consistent with the supposition, that God still "has power

to direct and control the human mind as he pleases,^^ and

the expedient which he employs for that purpose is, not that

ofvindicating his omnipotence, but simply ofcircumscribing

his pleasure within the limits imposed by the theory on his

power. He says, " if there are cases" in which, " in defi

ance of all preventing influences," " beings who as free

agents can sin," " will in some instances actually sin," " then

the divine Being never pleased, loilled, or purposed in those

cases to prevent the sin ;"—and therefore the supposition,

that " from the nature of things," it was impossible for him

to prevent it, does not involve any denial that he " has

power to direct and control the human mind as he pleases.''^

His argument thus openly proceeds on the ground that his

theory supposes that God cannot prevent sin in the instances

in which beings " actually sin," and is expressly intended

to vindicate it from an oh]eci\onfounded on that construction

of it, and not at all to deny the justice of that construction
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itself. It obviously amounts, therefore, to an admission of

the accuracy of that construction.

Additional evidence that this is the legitimate import of

his theory, is furnished by the fact, that when called on to

" solve the difficulties" in which this construction of it in-

volves him, he has not chosen to disown it.

" Evasion 3. Dr. Woods represents Dr. Taylor as holding, that

' the very nature of moral agency is such, that God cannot prevent its

perversion ;' i. e. cannot prevent the commission of sin. Hence, Dr.

Woods infers, that God cannot prevent sin in any instance in which

moral agency exists. What Dr. Taylor holds is, that the nature of

moral agency is such, that it maybe true that God cannot prevent sin

in ALii instances, under a moral system. Can Dr. Woods show, that

it follows from this supposition, that God cannot prevent sin in any

instance in which moral agency exists?"—p. 552.

It is thus expressly offered here in objection to his repre-

sentations respecting the nature of moral agency, that they

authorize the inference " that God cannot prevent sin in any

instance in which moral agency exists ;"

—

an inference,

implying a far greater limitation of God's *' power to direct

arid control" his creatures, than is expressed in that speci-

fication of the theory which is now under consideration.

If then he really regarded the inference as unauthoi'ized and

unjust, and felt himself competent to show it to be a mere

"evasion," it certainly became him both to state that such

was his conviction, and to vindicate his statements by an open

and unanswerable demonstration of the erroneousness of the

objection. It was due to himself and to the public, as well

as to the interests of truth. His vehement protestations,

" that he is not aware of any change in his own views on

these points, since he entered the ministry ; nor of any de-

parture in any article of doctrinal belief, from his revered
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instructor in theology, tlie former president of the college,"

and eager wish to continue to enjoy the reputation of ortho-

doxy, imperiously required him to summon his whole powers

in this exigency, and to beat down for ever, if possible, so

fatal an objection to his system and himself. Not the slightest

attempt, hov/ever, of that kind is made. In place of it, he

merely proceeds to reaffirm that "what Dr. Taylor holds

is," the very theory which Dr. Woods made the ground of

his inference and objection. " What Dr. Taylor holds is,

that the nature of moral agency is such, that it may be true

that God cannot prevent sin in all instances under a moral

system." He thus, while openly avowing this as his hypo-

thesis, neither expressly denies the justice of Dr. Woods'

inference from it, nor takes the trouble even to resort to a

" diflerent and inconsistent hypothesis," in order to escape

the pressure of the objection ;—an instance of very unusual

negligence certainly, if he was really desirous of accom-

plishing its " most effectual refutation." No pretence what-

ever is offered, nor intimation given, that the impossibiUty

of God's preventing sin, may not extend consistently with

his theory, not only to all the instances in which sin actually

takes place, but to every instance also " in which moral

agency exists." The bounds within which this " limitation

of the power of God" may be circumscribed, are left wholly

indeterminate and unrestricted. After thus repealing the

supposition, which Dr. Woods made the ground of his ob-

jection—as though he had hurled a shaft that must inevita-

bly carry discomfiture to his antagonist—he complacently

vaults from the field on the pinions of his favourite interro-

gation : " Can Dr. Woods show that it follows from this

supposition, that God cannot prevent sin in any instance in

which moral agency exists.^" A due degree of justice to

?

V
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Dr. Woods, respect for his readers, or care for his reputation,

would, I cannot but think, have led him, before oftering such

an inquiry, to shoiv that Dr. Woods had not already suc-

ceeded in demonstrating the validity of his inference. This

was " the question" for Dr. Taylor " to answer,''^ not to

address to Dr. Woods. ** Why does he thus evade it ?"—p.

553. Who it is that is in truth here obnoxious to the charge

of "evasion," is no very difficult question to determine, nor

is it a task of any greater perplexity to distinguish the cha-

racter of the imputed from that of the real " evasion." The

evasion with which Dr. Woods is charged, lies in his offer-

ing an objection to the reviewer's theory, so obviously le-

gitimate, that even when subjected to its fatal pressure, he

did not attempt to disprove, nor venture to deny its validity

;

and in sustaining that objection by an open and perspicuous

argument, which, it is no extravagance to affirm, neither

the reviewer nor any other human being can ever refute, as

long as knowledge continues to be the opposite of ignorance,

and truth the reverse offalsehood. The '* evasion" ofwhich

the reviewer is in fact guilty, consists in his making a pre-

tence of vindicating himself, and refuting Dr. Woods' ob-

jection, without in truth doing or undertaking any thing

that can contribute to either ; and in then attempting to

fasten on Dr. Woods the dishonor of employing the artifice

on which he himself rehed for safety, and of which he alone

was either guilty or capable. And this is, unhappily, a

specimen of both the prevalent spirit and reasoning of his

reply to the legitimate questions, fair statements, just ob-

jections, and unanswerable argumentation of that gentle-

man's Letters.

But finally, the reviewer has presented us with the most

abundant certainty, that this is the genuine import of his
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theory, by openly and expressly declaring, that it is not

his " opinion," that God has chosen to admit the existing

sin into the system, on the ground of its being to him *'the

best means of securing his obedient kingdom in perpetual

allegiance ;" as obviously if it is not permitted for that rea-

son, it must be from a mere inability to prevent it, without

the dissolution of the system.

' But we have one thing more to add respecting Dr. Taylor's in-

quiry, ' Can it be proved from facts that God could secure any of

his moral creatures in holiness, without this influence ?' (i. e. of the

punishment of sin.) Dr. Woods supposes Dr. Taylor in this question

to affirm that it could not be done. But the contrary is obvious from

the whole tenor of his remarks. He was simply reasoning with his

opponents on their own principles ; the argument was ex concessit.

' You maintain (what I do not,) that God prefers sin to holiness in its

stead. On your principles, then, I ask, may not God have chosen
to admit the existing sin into the system, as the best means of secur-

ing his obedient kingdom in perpetual allegiance ? May not this be
the good, in view of which he chose not to prevent sin? If so, then

the reason of the choice is a different one from that which you assign.

And until you prove that this was not the reason, you cannot affirm,

that sin entered the system, as ' the necessary means of the great-

est good.' Dr. "Woods then, has confounded an argument ex conces-

sis, with a statement of Dr. Taylor's opinion on this subject; and has

triumphed greatly in the complete overthrow of his opponent, by
that which has no existence, except in the inaccuracy of his own
conceptions." " But we have shown (p. 551) that the supposition al-

luded to by Dr. W. viz. ' that the sin of some might be necessary to

secure the holiness of others,' was no part of Dr. T.'s scheme, that

he made it merely as an argument ex concessis, which was fatal to his

opponent, while he himself places his reliance on a very different suppo-

sition.^'—pp. 551,556.

He thus openly and zealously affirms that neither " the

supposition that the sin of some might be necessary to se-

cure the holiness of others," wzi any part of his scheme

;
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nor the supposition that It offered a better instrumentality

for that end than otlier means that could have been em-

ployed for the purpose. But if it was not admitted into the

system on one or the other of these grounds,—necessity or

expediency for that purpose—it plainly, if God is supremely

wise, cannot have been admitted at all as a means to that

end ; inasmuch as a being of infinite knowledge and good-

ness cannot be supposed to choose a mean, to an ultimate

moral end, which is less adapted to its attainment, than oth-

ers that lie within his power,—and the adoption of which,

therefore, must necessarily obstruct its attainment, limit the

happiness of his kingdosti, and dim the glory of his admi-

nistration ? If its existence or prevention depended solely

on his choice, and no good could be gained by its permis-

sion, which could not be secured equally well by some other

instrumentality, what can be more certain than that God
could not have chosen to permit, in place of preventing it ?

The reviewer, therefore, in thus protesting to us that it is

no part of his scheme to suppose that God has " chosen to

admit the existing sin into the system," on the ground that

any good could be secured by its permission, which could

not have been obtained equally well by some other instru-

mentality, has given us as strong an assurance as he could

have uttered, that " the very different hypothesis" on which

"he places his reliance," is, that the sole reason of its per-

mission in every instance in which it takes place, is, that

" from the nature of things," it is impossible for God to

prevent it, or that, as he elsewhere expresses himself, " he

could not have the system without the sin." To hold that

God permits it for the sake of the good effects to his king-

dom, of which he makes it the instrument, and that yet,

—

evil as it is, and infinite as are the evils to which it gives
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birth—no good results are secured by it, which might not

have been obtained with equal ease by means that would

not have involved any of these evils, is in so many words

to accuse him of infinite folly and malevolence.

This hypothesis therefore—fraught as it is with open con-

tradiction to the attributes of God and doctrines of his

word—is as indisputably as the others, an article of the re-

viewer's theory, and cannot be shuffled from it by any arti-

fice, without a total subversion of the whole fabric.

The last feature of the theory, which this branch of the

discussion requires me to notice is, its exhibition of the

" divine plan," as including neither the good nor evil

agency of his creatures—but consisting " only of what God

does."

That this is an essential branch of his hypothesis, and

indissolubly connected with its other main positions, no

imaginable room is left for disputation or doubt. Of the

" two difierent hypotheses," on which according to his re-

presentation Dr. Bellamy " at different times reasoned,"

one he informs us is,

" That the system or plan, which God adopted, (not the sin which

was incidental to it as a certain consequence,) is the necessary means

of the greatest good."—p. 529.

" God's plan," is thus distinguished not only from the

evil which is its " certain consequence," but likewise from

'' the greatest good"—the holiness and happiness which are

its results. So far is it from embracing any portion of

even these, that it is only " the necessary means''^ of their

production. This hypothesis he immediately proceeds to

avow as his own.

" This latter hypothesis we need hardly smj i? the one wliich \<e

57
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have affirmed, in common with Dr. Taylor in his sermon on the na-

ture of sin."—p. 530.

This is the representation accordingly which he every

where gives of his " opinion on this subject." " We shall

proceed to show" that " Dr. Bellamy before us"—" deci-

sively countenanced the hypothesis, that the system or plan

which God has adopted, (in distinction from the sin ivhick

is its consequence,) is the necessary means of the great-

est good ;" " and this plan, according to Dr. B. does not

include sin as an integral part of it, but consists only of

what God does." " Dr. Bellamy most expHcitly concedes

that sin is no part of God's scheme or plan."

And this is obviously the only hypothesis on the subject

—

as has been already remarked—that can be adopted in any

consistency with the other representations of his theory. If

God neither does nor can determine, the manner in which

his moral creatures act, nor foresee any of the events of

their agency—if their very nature as free agents places them

irrecoverably beyond the reach of his control, he clearly

cannot, consistently with his wisdom, be believed to have

ever attempted or designed to determine definitively the

events of their agency.

Thus obvious is it, that these several positions, which were

represented in the preceding article as involved in his hy-

pothesis, and indissolubly connected with each other, are

openly, expressly, and perpetually exhibited by him as the

grand constituents of his theory.

This theory, however, under "the pressure" of the "new

objections" with which he finds it assailed by Dr. Woods,

the reviewer assures us he has never put forth as having any

real claims to the character.of truth, nor intimated that it

is to be received as " an article of belief;" and passion-
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ately reproaches Dr. Woods as guilty of extreme error and

injustice in conducting the discussion as though he really

regarded it as a just theory, sustained by evidence ; and

desired it to be adopted by the clergy and church as pre-

senting " the moral government of God in its unimpaired

perfection and glory," and employed accordingly to solve

" the difficulties of this difficult subject." All, he protests,

that he has either professed or attempted is, to present it in

the form of a *' hypothetical proposition," " not that it is

true, or can be supported by absolutely decisive evidence ;

but that it mai/ be true, and that it has never yet been

proved to be false."

" Suppose he should seriously contend, that to ask the question,

^lay not this be so, is the same as to affirm in direct terms, It is so ;

and that the hypothetical proposition, ' friction may be a necessary

condition or incident to the existence of the machine,' is an affirma-

tive proposition, that this is the fact. What would be thoughtof such

a mode of meeting an opponent ?

" Now this is exactly what Dr. Woods has done, both in his state-

ment of the point at issue, and in the whole course of his subsequent

reasoning. He has changed Dr. Taylor's question into an assertion

—his hypothetical statement into a positive affirmation. And on

what pretence has he done this ? Without a particle of evidence,

that Dr. Taylor meant any thing different from what he said. He
has indeed shown, that his opponent declines to receive the theory

that sin is ' the necessary means of the greatest good,' until it be

first proved that sin (as to God's prevention), was not like friction in

the machine, a necessary incident to the existence of our system.

But has he shown, that Dr. Taylor any where maintains or ever

meant to intimate, that men can know enough on this subject, to jus-

tify the positive' affirmation, that sin is such a condition or incident i"

No."—'' Not a hint is given that a supposition of this kind is to be

rcceivedas an article offaith, or is capable of direct jproo/". It was suf-

ficient for his purpose, that untU the objector could dwprorc it, hislips

must be forever sealed, aS to replying against God. His statements
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jl) the note are equally guarded. He says, that the theory so gene-

rally relied on to account for the existence of evil, rests on a gratui-

tous assumpUon. But he docs not say or intimate, that the contrary

of that assumption can be established by proof, or should be made an

article of belief. Not one of Dr. Woods' apologies (pp. 23, 24) for

charging this statement upon him, touches this point in the least.

Tliey go only to show that Dr. T. declines to receive the ot^cr-theory.

" Dr. Woods then, virithout the shadow of a reason, has changed

the fundamental position of Dr. Taylor, on which the whole discus-

sion turns, into another, and a different one, which he has never main-

tained."—pp. 541, 542.

It would seem from the vehemence with which these com-

plaints and pretences are uttered, that the reviewer ima-

gined some very important advantages either in its defence,

or his justification, were secured by putting forth his sys-

tem in the attitude of a mere " hypothetical proposition,"

in place of a " positive affirmation," claiming to be found-

ed in truth, and sanctioned by such evidence as to give it a

just passport to general belief It is not easy to discover,

however, what essential difficulties he avoids, or advantages

he gains, in regard either to his character and responsibi-

lity, or the moral influence of his theory, by promulgating

it in the form of a " hypothetical statement ;" inasmuch as

the supposition itself—in the mode in which he offers it

—

that what that statement expresses is true, necessarily in-

volve? a disbelief and denial of all the doctrines and facts

which would be openly denied by directly affirming the

truth of that statement. To allege, as he does, that it may

be true that God cannot prevent all sin, or at least the pre-

sent degree of sin,' in a moral system, is not only to pro-

ceed on the assumption, but is directly to assert, that there

is no certainty or proof that he can prevent that sin ; and

this he openly asserts indeed, and makes it the basis of his
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theory. But this is to assume and act on it as a fact, that

God cannot govern his moral creatures,—and this is to as-

sert that, so far as their agency is concerned, they are wholly

independent of his efficient control ; and to contradict in a

word, every divine attribute, and give up every doctrine of

reason and revelation, that stands opposed to what that

" hypothetical statement" presumes to be true. By this

abandonment, therefore, and contradiction of these truths

and facts, he obviously becomes obnoxious essentially to all

the difficulties and objections in which he could involve

himself by directly asserting the truth of the hypothesis.

But the sole question of the least significance either to him

or the world, respects the truth or error of these doctrines.

If these are not true, it is of very little consequence what

hypothesis it is, that has most of accuracy in it, or error.

Nothing is then left worth contending for, either in philo-

sophy or religion. His error accordingly lies, in making

and promulgating a supposition—no matter in what shape

it is presented, hypothetical or affirmative—which implies

and presumes that God is incompetent to govern his moral

kingdom ; that consequently there is no certainty to him or

his creatures, what are to be its ultimate results ; no just

ground therefore for confidence in his predictions, nor reli-

ance on his promises ; and thence no sufficient reason for

yielding him the homage which he challenges as due to his

power, wisdom, truth, and benevolence. For if the re-

viewer is authorized to offer his theory in even the form of

a hypothetical statement, it is clear beyond question—what-

ever else may, or may not be true,—that there is no truth

in any of those great doctrines of reason and revelation,

tihe falsehood of which his theory assumes and asserts.

Such would be the result of a similar hypothesis respect-
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ing any other doctrinal subject. A denier, for example, of

the divinity of the Son of God, who should choose to put

forth his theory in the form of a supposition, that he is only

a mere man, or at least only a creature, affirming of his

*' hypothesis," " not that it is true, or can be supported by

absolutely decisive evidence ; but that it may be true, and

that it has never yet been p-oved to he false" nor ever can

be proved to be such ; would clearly in that act give up and

deny his divinity, as specifically and totally as though he

had uttered his " hypothetical statement" in the shape of

the most " positive affirmation." And he plainly—if any

thing better than a mere trifler—could never feel authorized

to offer such a supposition, unless he regarded it as at least

iwssihly true, and the doctrine accordingly, which it contra-

dicts, as possibly false ; nor deem himself at all justified in

positively asserting, that " no one can" ever ''prove" his

hypothesis *' to be false" unless he regarded the doctrine of

Christ's divinity as totally unsupported by proof, and un-

worthy of credence. No imaginable advantage, therefore,

could result from his placing his theory in the form of an

hypothesis, instead of a " positive assertion." He could

not retain by that means any juster ground for the pretence,

that he was " not aware" " of any departure in any article

of doctrinal belief" from his cotemporaries who adhere to

the doctrine of Christ's divinity, nor that he had not '* know-

ingly and intentionally" arrayed himself against " the or-

thodox articles of faith." In order to be capable of ofiering

such an hypothesis, he plainly must be a Unitarian in fact,

and in the judgment of common sense, and would be guilty

of as vital a rejection of the truth, and as efiectual a pro-

mulgation of error, and involve himself in every respect in
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as fearful a responsibility as though he •' had changed" his

'* hypothetical statement into a positive affirmation."

No imaginable advantage, therefore, in respect either to

his difficulties or responsibilities, can be gained by the re-

viewer by placing, or inducing his readers to regard him as

placing his theory on the ground of a mere hypothesis.

The only task of any significance that he has to perform is,

to justify his denial of those doctrines which his hypothesis

assumes to be false, and the open abandonment of which,

accordingly, is necessarily involved in the act of making

that supposition. If he accomplishes this task, he will then

find none, I suspect, among his readers, that can deem it

worth while to raise any question, whether his theory pro-

fesses to be only a mere " hypothetical statement," or a de-

monstrated truth.

He, however, not only has not gained any advantage by

limiting his theory to this hypothetical form, but has obvi-

ously added most essentially to the difficulties of his condi-

tion. The attitude in which his scheme is now presented,

is that of a mere hypothesis, that not only does not claim

the character of truth or certainty, but does not pretend to

enjoy the sanction of any " direct proof," nor even to be

" capable" of being " supported by absolutely decisive evi-

dence." He zealously insists, indeed, that all its statements

and suppositions shall be regarded as the mere offspring of

conjecture, unauthorized by any evidence that can give it a

just claim to "be made an article of belief." But this is

obviously to disarm it of all power and adaptation to answer

the ends for which it is designed ; and yield up to those

who doubt or impeach the divine wisdom in the permission

of sin, the whole ground which they make the basis of their

objection. He now, by his own specific admission, enjoys
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no better means of maintaining his theory, than those ob-

jectors whom he employs it to silence, do to sustain their

objections ; or concedes, in other words, the impossibility

of proving his hypothesis, as distinctly as he affirms the im-

possibility of proving theirs. He, therefore, can no more

" throw the question back to them," " when they demand

a solution of the difficulties involved in the existence of moral

evil," than they can throw it back to him ; nor any more

" deny their right to ask any solution whatever, until they

have first proved that the fact in question"—" the existence

of moral evil"—" is not (as to its entire prevention by God)

a ' condition,' or necessary ' incident,' in some part of any

possible moral system," than they can deny his right to

assume or suppose that it is such a " condition," until he

shall have proved that it is.

This expedient of repelling objectors by throwing " the

question back to them," were supremely ridiculous indeed,

had he chosen to present his theory in any other form. It at

least is a matter of extreme difficulty to comprehend how he

can have acquired so extraordinary a right to take it for

granted that his hypothesis is correct. On what better ground

can he put forth these claims that his supposition shall be

considered as of course expressive of fact, until its error is

demonstrated, than can the objectors whom he thus sets at

defiance, that their supposition shall be taken for granted, till

proved to be false ? These pretences are fraught, however,

with still intenscr absurdity, when coupled as they now are,

with an undisguised acknowledgment that the objections

against which they are directed, are in fact completely unan-

swerable. " The opponents ofrevelation and divine decrees,"

whom he wishes to " meet" by his " liypotlietical statement,'*

are now, when he attempts to " throw the question back to
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them," fully authorized to retort, that by his own representa-

tion, his whole supposition ''may''' be false ; and, at all events,

neither ever has, nor ever can he ''"proved'" to be true ; and

claim, accordingly, that " the burden of proof does not rest

on" them ; that they " will not grant" his " preliminary"

assumption, on which his " whole objection turns, until"

he has " proved it ;" and protest that " all theory, all spe-

culation on the subject must stop," and their objection be

considered as valid, until his assumption •' is proved." At

all events, they may claim that it is " sufficient" for their

" purpose," so far as he is concerned, that until he shall

" disprove" his own representation, " his lips must be for

ever sealed as to replying" to their objection, and the "cha-

racter and government of God" continue involved in " em-

barrassment."

This vaunted " vantage ground" of his theory, thus turns

out to be nothing else than an open and eager admission,

that there are in fact no materials within our reach, by which

the conduct of the Most High, in the permission of sin, can

possibly be vindicated ; that the objections offered by his

enemies to his administration, are, at least as far as our

powers of refutation go, entirely unanswerable; and finally,

that the only conceivable expedient by which we can

be *' led to view" his " character and government," in

a mode that shall show them to be " free from embarrass-

ment," is that of " dismissing from the mind" the supposition

that he is responsible in any manner for the existence of

evil, by assuming that the causes that give it existence, lie

wholly without the sphere of his government, and are ne-

cessarily independent of his control :—an extraordinary

method truly, of justifying the ways of God to man, and

causing the lips of" the enemies of divine sovereignty" to

5S
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' be for ever sealed ;" thus gratuitously to concede to them

the whole ground of their objection, and acknowledge it to

be impossible to disprove its validity ; and an equally sin-

gular expedient to exhibit *' the providential government of

God as the basis of submission, confidence, and joy, under

all the evils that befall his dependent creatures," thus zeal-

ously to deny the existence of that government, and throw

those creatures irrecoverably beyond the limits of his sway.

However "incompetent" "ignorance" maybe "to make an

objection," it seems it regards itself as abundantly adequate

to the construction and promulgation of a " hypothetical

statement," and has ventured to vault into the chair of

" the Dwight professor of theology in Yale College," and

present to the public this theory ; and it certainly bears the

most unequivocal marks of its origin.

A condition of more irremediable perplexity than that in

which the reviewer has thus placed himself and his hypothe-

sis, cannot easily be conceived ; nor a more ridiculous atti-

tude imagined than that which he exhibits, when from this

abyss of self-contradiction, confusion, and error, into which

he precipitated himself, to escape the terror of Dr. Woods*

objections, he sends up to us the self-complacent inquiry

:

" Where now are Dr. Woods' reasonings ? Who now is

liable Xo the charge of rashness and metaphysical subtilty f

The man who insists on carrying forward his theories be-

yond this starting point, or the man who stops liereT''

After this full exposition of the ground which he now oc-

cupies in respect to his theory, it is obviously a matter of

but subordinate importance, whether or not, antecedently,

he fairly might have been, and really wished to be regarded

as believing and affirming its truth. It is worth inquiry

chiefly for^hc aid it may furnish in determining what degree
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of confidence can be felt that his genuine intentions are to

be certainly known from any of the expositions which he

has chosen to make of them. The question to be deter-

mined then is, whether his readers were fairly authorized,

by the language and representations of his sermon and note,

to regard him as really believing the theory of which he

there gave them a statement, explanation, and defence ; as

desiring to convince them of its title to their acceptance and

belief; and wishing it to be adopted and employed by them,

for the purpose of freeing " the subject from distressing and

groundless perplexity?"

To form then a just judgment on the subject, it shoiddin

the first place be borne in mind, that neitiier the sermon

nor note presented any statement or intimation that he did

not regard his theory as indubitably expressive of the fact,

and wish to be considered as holding it and desiring its

adoption by others. " Not a hint is given" that he could

possibly receive it as such a trespass on decorum and out-

rage on right, to interpret him as really believing it, and

meaning by his explanations of its import and eflbrts at its

defence, to commend it to the faith of his readers. It was

not until he felt " the pressure of new objections," that he

had recourse to this expedient to accomplish their " effectual

refutation," and convert them into " evasions." What

possible ground then had his readers to take it for granted,

or conjecture, that he had really no confidence himself in

the accuracy of his theory, nor wish that it should meet any

acceptance from others ? What less than a gross impeach-

ment of his good sense and sincerity would it have been,

without any authority for it from him, to have assumed or

suspected that he had put forth such a scheme, and on such

an occasion, without having himself any faith in its repre-
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sentations, or deeming it even creditable or safe to claim

for it the character of truth? And especially what less than

such a disparagement of his discretion could it have been,

to have supposed that without any inducement from a con-

viction of its truth, he could have wantonly advanced a the-

ory so obviously adapted to excite apprehensions respecting

his orthodoxy, when, as he states in his preface, it was one

of his objects in " the selection of the topic," and *' publi-

cation of the sermon," to counteract suspicions that were

extensively entertained, that he had departed in his arti-

cles of "doctrinal belief from his revered instructor, the

former president of the college ?" Could it be credible

without the most " absolutely decisive evidence," that he

would have added to these suspicions, and yielded them

complete justification, by the promulgation of any new

doctrine, unless he had the fullest conviction of its truth,

and felt it to be imperiously his duty to give it publicity ?

His readers plainly had no alternative therefore, but either

to regard him as advancing his theory, solely because he

felt fully assured of its truth and adaptation to answer the

end for which it was constructed, and thence desired it to

become an article of the general faith ; or else to abandon

all respect for his judgment.

Nor had they in the next place any alternative, but either

to interpret him as regarding his theory with these senti-

ments, and prompted by them to its publication, or else to

construe him as admitting, as he now has in effect, that there

are no materials within our grasp but those of groundless

assumptions, for meeting the objections that are offered to

the conduct of God in the permission of sin ; and thus

yielding to " the enemies of revelation and divine decrees,"

the whole extent of their claims. He fully admits " the facts
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on which the objection rests," respecting the introduction of

sin into the divine kingdom,—that God brought " a race of

creatures into existence, and gave them such a nature, that

they will all certainly sin and incur his wrath,"—" that the

objection alluded to in the discourse commonly rises in the

mind in connexion with the subject," and is fraught " as it is

extensively regarded" with great " difficulties,"'—that that

was the reason " that it was thought proper to notice '*,"

and finally, that " he knows of no refutation" of that " ob-

jection," " except the one given" in his theory. To have

supposed therefore, that after all, he had no confidence in

the truth of that theory, and did not consider it as entitled

to credence, would have been to have interpreted him as

clearly regarding the objection as utterly unanswerable,

and openly pronouncing the conduct of the Holy One of

Israel in the permissioji of sin, to be incapable of vindica-

tion. There certainly however was no intimation in the

sermon or note, that could authorize his readers to draw

such a conclusion, or indulge any suspicion that such could

be the fact. All his representations, on the contrary, placed

them under the utmost necessity of regarding him as wholly

disbelieving and denying the justice of the objection, as

putting forth his theory for the purpose of refuting it, and as

possessed of a full conviction that he had accomplished his

object. He states expressly, that the " assumption that God

could have adopted a moral system and prevented all sin, or

at least the present degree of sin," " is wholly unauthorized

as the basis of the present objection, and the objection itself

groundless ;" offers it as *' an apology" for his note, that

**he was desirous of attempting still further to free the sub-

ject from distressing and groundless perplexity," and affirms

that " this is done in his view, by dismissing from the
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mind the two assumptions which have been examined ;" and

finally,that "he knows of no refutation except the one given."

Could his readers then, with these declarations under their

eye, have possibly fell themselves authorized and constrained

to regard him after all, as having no conviction of the truth

of his theory, nor confidence in its title to general accept-

ance ? Could they, against all these manifestations of his

sentiments, have claimed with the least show ofjustice, that

by his placing his theory in the form of a " hypothetical

statement," instead of a " positive assertion," they were

forced to the conclusion, that he not only had no belief that

that statement had any correspondence with fact, but in

truth fully admitted the unanswerableness of the objection,

which it was its object to refute ?

But the -declaration itself, so often repeated by him, that

the " assumption that God could have prevented all sin, or

at least the present degree of sin," " is wholly gratuitous

and unauthorized," incapable of proofby " the least particle

of evidence," " and ought never to be made the basis of an

objection or an argument," is fully equivalent to a formal

assertion of the truth of his theory. There clearly is no

medium between God's being able to prevent all sin, or the

present degree of sin, and not being able to prevent it ; any

more than there is between his really possessing the attri-

bute of power, and not possessing it at all. Nor is there any

medium between supposing him to be able to prevent all sin

or not to be able to prevent it, any more than there is be-

tween supposing that power is either in some degree or other

an attribute of his nature, or is not such an attribute. These

suppositions being the exact converse of each other, an af-

firmation of the one, is as specific a denial of the other.

Does not he who affirms that God has a given degree of
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power, deny the doctrine that he has no power whatever f

Does not he who pronounces the assumption that God has

a given degree of power to be wholly gratuitous, unau-

thorized, and groundless, incapable of proof by the least

particle of evidence, either from the nature of the subject,

or from known facts ; and that therefore " no one has a

right to assert the contrary, or even to thi7ik it," convey to

his readers precisely as much and identically the same evi-

dence that he ex animo believes the opposite proposition,

as that he does not believe the assumption which he de-

nounces? His condition must have become truly hopeless

who feels that the maintenance of his cause requires the as-

sertion of the contrary.

When then the reviewer affirms, that *' the assumption

that God could in a moral system have prevented all sin, or

the present degree of sin, is wholly gratuitous and unau-

thorized," he affirms with equal explicitness that the assump-

tion that he could not have prevented all sin, is not gratui-

tous and unauthorized. When he asserts that the former is

groundless, he equally asserts that the latter is not ground-

less. When he protests that " no one has a right to assert

the contrary" of his " supposition," or" even to think it,^^

he protests with equal earnestness that every one has a

right to assert his supposition, and to regard it as true.

But that he penned the sermon and note under the fullest

conviction that the rejection of the assumption which he pro-

nounces to be groundless,was equivalent to the adoption ofhis

theory, and that the positive denial of the truth of that assump-

tion was identical with the " positive affirmation" of the truth

of his hypothesis, is indisputably clear from his own repre-

sentation. He says, " as an apology for his " note," that

" while he knows of no refutation" of " the objection alluded
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to in the discourse," " except the one given" in his suppo-

sition that God could not have prevented all sin, " he was

desirous of attempting still further to free the subject from

distressing and groundless perplexity ;" and that *' this is

done in his own view, simply by dismissing from the mind

the two assumptions which have been examined. The mode

in which the mind will in this way be led to view the cha-

racter and government of God, may it is believed be shown

to be free from embarrassment, by an example." This

example is that of a father who is supposed to place his

sons at a public seminary, although he knows that he can-

not there possibly prevent them from a course of vice;

and is intended to illustrate " the procedure of God," ac-

cording to the representation of his theory, in bringing a

*' race of creatures into existence," whom he cannot possi-

bly prevent from " all sin, or at least the present degree of

sin." We have thus his own specific assurance that *' sim-

ply by dismissing from the mind the two assumptions which"

he had " examined," his readers would, as a matter of

course *' in his own view," be led to contemplate " the cha-

racter and government of God," in accordance with the

representation of his theory. But he could not have thus

regarded the adoption of his theory as necessarily involved

in the rejection of the other, unless he had felt that there

could be no medium between denying the assumption which

he had undertaken to refute, and assenting to the truth of

his hypothesis. He could scarcely therefore have given us,

had he attempted it, any more convincing evidence than he

thus has, that he regarded the rejection of that assumption,

as involving inevitably the adoption of his theory, and every

argument that proved the groundlessness and impropriety
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of that assumption, as demonstrating with equal certainly

the authenticity and accuracy of his.

Indubitable however as it is, that these were the convic-

tions on which he proceeded in his sermon and note, yet

wlien considerations like these were urged by Dr. Woods as

the ground of his conclusion, that he meant to deny God's

power to prevent all sin, he has thought proper to sneer at

them as groundless assumptions, and " apologies" for im-

puting to him that meaning, that do not touch " the point in

the least.'

" He has changed Dr.Taylor's questioninto an assertion,—his hypo-

thetical statement into dL positive affirmation. And on what pretence has

he done this ? Without a particle of evidence that Dr. Taylor meant

any thing different from what he said. He has indeed shown that his

opponent declines to receive the theory that ' sin is the necessary

means of the greatest good,' until it be first proved that sin (as to

God's prevention) was not like friction in the machine, a necessary

incident to the existence of our system. But has he shown that Dr.

Taylor any where maintains, or ever meant to intimate, that men can

know enough on this subject to justify the positive affirmation, that

sin is such a condition or incident ? No : But he supposes this to be

his meaning! And why? Because ' it is unreasonable to suppose

that a man of his intellectual character had no opinion on a subject

which he had studied so much !' But why may not Dr. Taylor's opi-

nion be, that no man is authorized either to affirm or to deny that

sin (as to its prevention by God) is a necessary incident to a moral

system? and of course that all inquiry must stop here ?''—p. 541.

After the developments he has made of the principles on

which he interprets his own and the statements of others

;

no one perhaps will deem it worth while to determine or

conjecture why " Dr. Taylor's opinion" may not be, that

which he disowns, as well as that which he advocates ; nor

why it may not be, that he has no opinion at all even on

59
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subjects which he lias Ibrmally discussed, and in such a

manner as " in his own view" to free them from " distress-

ing and groundless perplexity." If he wishes however to

know why his readers, " without a particle of evidence that

Dr. Taylor meant any thing different from what he said,"

could not suppose that he had ^^ no opinion on a subject

which he had studied so much," the reason is, that he has

positively, deliberately, and repeatedly expressed an opi-

nion, and that consequently he cannot be supposed not to

have sny, without being regarded as guilty of extreme rash-

ness and duplicity. And in like manner, if he desires to be

informed why they cannot suppose that his opinion may not

be, that " no man is authorized either to affirm or to deny

that sin (as to its prevention by God) is a necessary inci-

dent to a moral system ? and of course that all inquiry on

the subject must stop here" ? the answer is, that he has not

chosen to stop his inquiries at this point, but has afFu'med

without limitation or reserve, that the assumption that " sin

(as to its prevention by God) is" not " a necessary inci-

dent to a moral system," is wholly " gratuitous," " unau-

thorized," " groundless," and an " error."

" The error lies in the gratuitous assumption, that God could have

adopted a moral system, and prevented all sin, or at least the present

degree of sin." " On the supposition that the evil which exists, is in

respect to divine prevention, incidental to tine best possible system,

and that notwithstanding the evil, God will secure the greatest good

possible to him to secure, who can impeach either his wisdom, or his

goodness, because evil exists? I say then, that as ignorance is in-

competent to make au objection, and as no one knows that this sup-

position is not a matter of fact, no one has a right to assert the

contrary, or even to think it."—Sermow, />. 29.
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Here is nn " opinion'" expressed, that " the nssumptlon

that God could have adopted a moral system and prevented

all sin," is an " error ;" and " a positive affirmation," that

" no one has a right to assert," *' or even to think," that

the contrary *' supposition" " is not a matter of fact ;" in

other words, that every one is under obligation to reject

that " error,'" and take itfor granted that his '' supposition"

is expressive of the truth. And if " the assumption, that

God could, in a moral system, have prevented all sin," " is

wholly gratuitous and unauthorized," as he represents, " and

ought never to be made the basis of an objection or an ar-

gument," is a " groundless assumption," and an " error,"

that involves the subject in " distressing perplexity," caa
any one doubt that we are not only " authorized to deny"
it, but under the most imperious obligation to reject it, and
use our utmost endeavours to induce our fellow men also to

dismiss it from their minds ? And if, on the other hand,

" there is not the least particle of evidence that the entire

prevention of sin in moral beings is possible to God in the

nature of things," and "no one has a right to assert," " or

even to think" that it is ; and if the supposition that it is not

possible, frees " the subject from distressing perplexity,"

and leads the mind to view the character and government

of God in a mode that frees them " from embarrassment,"

can there be any doubt of the propriety and obligation of

affirming that supposition, and endeavouring to lead men
to make it an article of belief f If the positive affirmations

then, and denials which he has thus put forth on the subject,

are authorized, it is clearly too late to inquire why it may
not be that lie has " no opinion on a subject which he has

studied so much," nor why it may not be his opinion, that

" no man is authorized either to affirm or to deny" the truth
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of his supposition. He peremptorily determined this ques-

tion long since, and in a manner that renders it quite in-

compatible with his obligations to disparage, as he now

does, the importance of accurate views of the subject, and

claim that it may be consistent with duty to suspend all

inquiry, without adopting any determinate opinion respect-

ing it. If he entertains the sentiments which he has expres-

sed, he is clearly bound by the most sacred obligations to

step forth, and unhesitatingly avow his faith in his theory,

and strenuously affirm and maintain its truth, without any

of the reservations and hypothetical statements with which

he is now endeavouring tp modify and disguise its claims to

general belief. No obstacles which it might oblige him to

encounter, nor sacrifices it might require, should deter him

for an instant from this high duty. No very formidable

difficulties, in fact, could rationally be expected to attend

its fulfillment, nor any thing more than an ordinary degree

of resolution and independence be supposed to be requisite

for its discharge. No very uncommon share of courage

can be imagined to be necessary to enable one either openly

to disown and denounce " a groundless assumption," which

" ought never to be made the basis of an objection or an

argument ;" or positively to avow and affirm a supposition,

which no one can either disprove, or has a right to deny,

either verbally or in thought. It would seem scarcely pos-

sible that any thing above the lowest extreme of timidity,

could be withheld from it by any difficulties to which it

could be thought capable of giving birth, and above all, by

accusations that do not touch " the point in the least," and

arguments that are nothing but " evasions." He, at all

events, who can be frightened into even a smothered retrac-

tion of his favourite doctrines, by the terrors of what he
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professes to regard as nothing more than a sham contest,

shows himself to be but ill qualified to sustain the trials of

the real "battles of orthodoxy."

The last consideration on which I shall dwell in proof

that the reviewer put forth his theory with the fullest con-

viction of its truth, and wish that it should be made univer-

sally an article of belief, is the fact that he claims that its

representations of the government of God are more just

than those of any other theory, and more happily adapted

to exert a propitious influence on his accountable subjects.

" And while the theory now proposed exhibits the providential

government of God as the basis of submission, confidence, and joy,

under all the evils that befall his dependent creatures, it also presents,

as no other theory in the view of the writer does present, the moral

government of God in its unimpaired perfection and glory, to deter

from sin and allure to holiness his accountable subjects."

—

Sermon,

p. 34.

If these representations are expressive of his real senti-

ments, the conviction is irresistible that he must have desired

and meant that his theory should be adopted as an article

of belief, and acted on as a fixed and Influential truth, under

all the evils and temptations that attend our existence. If

it does in truth, as he claims, exhibit " the providential go-

vernment of God as the basis of submission, confidence, and

joy, under all the evils that befall his dependent creatures,"

ought it not to be actually adopted, and made the instrument

of exciting those obedient affections ? Can it be rejected

without obvious danger and extreme guilt .'' If it presents

the moral government of God as fraught with a higher

degree of perfection and glory than any other hypothesis,

and is in truth the only one that does not impair its

perfection, dim its glories, and obstruct its salutary iuflu-
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ence, ought it not to be adopted, avowed, affirmed, incidca-

ted, and enforced with all the energy that so momentous a

theme can command ? If these representations of its nature

and tendency convey to us the views with which he actually

regards it, the conclusion is likewise equally unavoidable,

that he must have considered it as indisputably true, and en-

titled from its character to command an unhesitating belief.

Can it be that false or merely conjectural views of God's

moral administration, can impart to it a more perfect and

glorious aspect, than those which are true, and give it a

more efficacious influence over us than just apprehensions

of its nature ? Can the reviewer possibly wish his readers to

interpret him as believing, that a false or groundless as-

sumption can with any safety be made the basis of any of

the duties enjoined by the Most High ? and ought indeed to

be adopted in preference to the truth itself, as more fruitful

of excitements to piety and benevolence ? Can it be that

he can choose to be understood as openly traducing the ad-

ministration of God, by representing that truth detracts

from its perfection and overclouds its glory, and that the

aid of an hypothesis that is admitted to be incapable of

proof and groundless, is essential to its vindicq^tion ? If

not,—if unwilling to sanction this construction of his lan-

guage, then his readers have no alternative but to regard

liim as having given publicity to his theory from the fullest

conviction of its truth, and with the sole desire and inten-

tion of commending it to general belief

That such also are the views with which he still continues

to regard it, the same and similar considerations compel us

to believe, notwithstanding all his efforts to conceal it, and

maintain the theory in the attitude of a mere " hypothetical

statement."

He presents us with a sufficiently significant indication
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ihat such is the Tact, in the zealous eulogy which he pro-

nounces on Dr. Bellamy for having, as he represents, taught

it with no other inconsistency, than such as occurred

through mere " inadvertence."

" Should it appear, that in stating the question at issue, in many of

his reasonings, and especially in answering objections to the perfec-

tion ofthe divine character and government, he has virtually adopted

the position that sin, (in respect to the divine prevention) is incidental

to the best system ; then may his authority be appealed to with equal

or even greater propriety, in support of the principles wliich we have
advocated on this subject."

" We take leave of this treatise with mingled feelings of pleasure

and regret,—pleasure to find Dr. Bellamy meeting the enemies of

divine sovereignty on that vantage ground which we think ought
never to be relinquished;—regret, that in any instance he should

yield it to his opponents, and be thus driven to adopt a theory which
made him inconsistent with himself." p. 531, 539.

But the " ground" on which Dr. Bellamy proceeded in

meeting his opponents, was indisputably—not that of a

mere " hypothetical statement," or assumption that was ad-

mitted to be incapable of proof—but of positions fully be-

lieved, positively affirmed, and boldly maintained as truths,

placed utterly above the regions of mere conjecture or sup-

position, by the clearest demonstrations of reason, and most
indubitable decisions of the divine word. Such is his own
representation in his preface.

" A chief design of the following sermons is to rectify these mis-
taken notions and apprehensions"—that it is "the greatest ab-
surdity in nature to suppose that God really thought it best in the
whole, that sin ever should exist in the world he had made;"—« no<
bij proposing mere theories, but by turning the reader to a certain
light, which ajunes in thia dark and benighted world, the only sure
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jTuide wc poor mortals have, and to which we do well to give heed.

I mean the holy scriptures, but for which I think we might have

groped in total darkness as to this particular, unable ever to have ex-

tricated ourselves." p. C.

The doctrine then which Dr. Bellamy taught on this sub-

ject—whatever it was—he taught as a doctrine of God,

certainly and indisputably demonstrated by the voice of in-

spiration itself, and possessing as complete claims to be

made an article of belief as any of the truths of revelation.

The wretched artifice of relying on groundless assumptions^

and mere " hypothetical statements," which cannot be

positively affirmed, nor " supported by absolutely decisive

evidence," he totally disclaimed, and denounced as utterly

inadequate to extricate the subject from the difficulties with

which it is perplexed. It is this doctrine thus professedly

taught as incontrovertibly a doctrine of revelation, that the

reviewer affirms, is nothing else than his hypothesis ; and it

was because he flattered himself—as he has attempted to

show,—that Dr. Bellamy had met " the enemies of divine

sovereignty on that vantage ground," which he thinks

" ought never to be relinquished," that he felt pleasure at

taking " leave of the treatise ;" and that " in any instance"

he had yielded it to his opponents, and was thus driven to

adopt a theory which made him *' inconsistent with him-

self," that that pleasure was intermingled with any degree

of " regret." How then is his utterance of these eulogies

to be regarded, unless they were put forth with the fullest

conviction that the theory, on which Dr. Bellamy is thus

represented to have relied for the vindication of the divine

government, indisputably enjoys that character of truth and

certainty, which Dr. Bellamy liiinself ascribed to his doc-
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trine ? Does the reviewer deem it to be befitting liis office,

thus to sanction and commend attempts at vindicating the

conduct of the Most High, by hypotheses and assumptions

that have no claims to authority from his word, or support

from facts ? Can he deem it compatible with the interests

or obligations of religion, to resort to such expedients for

the justification of the ways of God to men, and thus vir-

tually admit, that they are incapable of vindication by the

instrumentality of truth ? If not—and if at the same time

he has no conviction of the truth of the hypothesis which

he affirms Dr. Bellamy employed for the purpose of meeting

the enemies of revelation and divine decrees, how is it that

he uttered these eulogies, without any expression of disap-

proval that Dr. Bellamy claimed for his theory the clear

and indubitable sanction of the word of God ; and restricted

his regret to the circumstance, that "in any instance he

should yield" " that vantage ground which we think

ought never to be relinquished ?" " to his opponents, and

be thus driven to adopt a theory which made him inconsis-

tent with himself.'"' And how is it that he felt himself au-

thorized to pronounce him, for resorting to such rash and

reprehensible expedients—if such they are regarded, as

they should be if no assurance is felt that the hypothesis is

true—entitled to " the praise which our admiration confers

on the highest intellectual attainments ?"

We are forced then irresistibly to the conclusion—unless

we impeach the reviewer's discretion, and regard him as

ready to sanction and eulogize any thing, however repre-

hensible it may be in his own judgment, that yields even a

temporary countenance to his system—that he uttered

these commendations from a hearty approval of the scheme

itself which he ascribes to Dr. Bellamy, and of the manner
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also in which he taught it, if he taught it at all. And we are

carried by an equal necessity to the conviction, that so far

is he from regarding the claims with which Dr. B. put forth

the theory—^whatever it was—which he taught, with disap-

probation, that he would have felt still intenser "pleasure"

and self-gratulation had he been really able to produce any

proofs from " the treatise," that Dr. Bellamy actually held

the scheme vs^hich he imputes to him, and formally taught

it as a doctrine of God. Who can doubt that if a solitary

syllable unquestionably demonstrative of the justice of such

a charge, could have been discovered on Dr. Bellamy's

pages, it would have been blazoned forth to the world with

the utmost triumph, and drawn from the reviewer still

stronger expressions of the praise which his " admiration

confers on the highest intellectual attainments ?"

We are borne to the same conclusion in like manner by

the fact, that w^hen pressed with the objection by Dr. Woods,

he has no where thought proper to give any denial or inti-

mation that his theory is not the object of his full belief;

but merely attempted to shield himself from responsibility

for teaching it, and escape the task of meeting the objec-

tions to which it is obnoxious, by the pretence that he has

not positively affirmed its truth, but merely offered it as a

*' hypothetical statement :" as though the question at issue

between him and Dr. Woods was merely, whether " the

Dwight professor of theology in Yale College," had placed

an interrogation point, a period, a note of exclamation, or

some other equally significant sign at the end of his senten-

ces, and the whole sense and intention of his language was

concentrated within those marks. The only question how-

ever of any moment which he was called on to answer was,

whether he had not placed his readers under a necessity of
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interpreting him as fully believing his theory, and as having

given it to the public from a conviction of its truth, and

with the wish and hope of rendering it an article of general

belief. For if such were the fact, Dr. Woods' representa-

tions were abundantly authorized, and in place of having

met and overthrown them by affirming that they do not

touch " the point," he has only shown that after all his pro-

fessions of desire to bring back the clergy of New-England

to apostolic methods of preaching, and lead them to " view

the character and government of God," in such a mode as

to free them " from embarrassment," and given birth for

that purpose to his theory, which " presents as no other

theory" in his " view does present, the moral government of

God in its unimpaired perfection and glory;" he still has

not courage enough to look his own doctrine in the face, ac-

knowledge it as an article of his belief, and take upon himself

the responsibility of defending its pretensions against the

objections to which it is obnoxious.

If then he does not in fact regard his hypothesis as true,

and wish it to be adopted as such by others, how is it to be

" accounted for," that when thus called on to meet Dr.

Woods' representations and objections founded on that con-

struction of his meaning, he did not openly disavow all

faith in it, and give his readers at once to understand that

he did not deem it entitled either to his or their credence ?

Why limit himself to the denial that he had ever positively

affirmed that it is true, and thereby leave the whole question

respecting his belief or disbelief of it, and intentions in its

publication, totally undetermined ? Why not state that he

had never believed it to be true, as well as that he had never

said that it is? that he had never designed or desired that

it should become an article of faith, as well as that he had
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never said that it should ? Can any believe that he neg-

lected this simple, natural, efficacious, and if authorized by

fact, only appropriate method of terminating the controversy

on this point, for any other reason than that the theory is in

reality the object of his full belief, and the medium through

which he contemplates the providential and moral govern-

ment of God, and makes the one, " in his own view," *' the

basis of submission, confidence, and joy, under all the evils

that befall his dependent creatures," and the other a means

•' to deter from sin and allure to holiness his accountable

subjects ?"

That such is the fact, we are furnished in the review un-

der notice with still further evidences of the same character,

as those that have been already noticed. Thus, in the

following passage, he openly avows the conviction—-on

which he obviously proceeded in all his former discussions

on the subject—that there is no medium between the rejec-

tion of the groundless assumption, " that sin is the necessary

means of the greatest good," which it was his object to re-

fute, and the adoption of his theory.

" Dr. W. maintains that God could have secured universal holiness

in a moral system. ' If then,' said Dr. T. ' it be conceded that holi-

ness is on the vi^hole preferable to sin in its stead, it must be also

conceded, that God is not good enough to accomplish all the good in

his povi^er.' For if God can secure universal holiness, and if universal

holiness would result in the highest happiness, then why does not God

secure universal holiness ? This is the question for Dr. W. to answer.

JVo alternative remains, but either to admit that sin in respect to divine

prevention is incidental to the best system, or to adhere to the position,

that sin in every instance of its occurrence, is on the whole better

than holiness in its stead."—p. 555.

We thus have his " positive affirmation," that there is no

alternative but either to admit the truth of his hypothesis,
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or adhere to the doctrine that sin is in every instance of its

occurrence, better than holiness in its stead ; which he de-

nounces as an " error," and a groundless assumption, that

" ought never to be made the basis of an objection or an

argument." But if the relations of these two hypotheses are

thus such, that there is no alternative but to admit and ad-

here to either one or the other of them, then it is equally

certain that there is no alternative to those who reject ihe

dogma, " that sin is the necessary means of the greatest

good," but to admit and adhere to the reviewer's theory,

" that the entire prevention of sin in moral beings is" " im-

possible" " to God in the nature of things ;" and accord-

ingly, to regard every argument advanced by him to refute

that dogma, as equally designed and adapted to prove the

truth of his hypothesis, and every positive manifestation of

his total disbelief and rejection of the former, as an equally

positive affirmation of his full faith in the latter ;—or, in one

word, to consider the amount of evidence that he ex animo

believes, and conscientiously maintains the truth of his

theory, and desires it to become an article of universal be-

lief, as exactly coincident with the evidence which he has

given, that he rejects the other hypothesis.

If a shade of doubt can yet remain in any mind of the

truth of this conclusion, it must be finally obliterated by the

following passage

:

" Here, too, we might ask, what possible reason can there be for

adopting Dr. Woods' scheme ? Is there not at least as much reason

to suppose that the divine power is restricted by the nature offree

agency, as by the nature of sin? From the nature of the former,

such a limitation may result ; for a free agent can sin in defiance of

any preventing influence ; and it is as we have seen, impossible to

prove a priori that he will not sin. But do the known nature, ten-
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denciee, or relations of sin, furnish a partigle of evidence that God
could not produce greater good by means of holiness in its stead ?

" Whence, then, the reluctance to admit that the limitation may
possibly result from free agency instead of sin ? Will the perfection

of God's moral government be impaired ? Or rather, is there not a

peculiar glory imparted fro it by this theory, as it unfolds the sincerity

of his commands and invitations as a lavt^giver, and creates a peculiar

responsibility on the part of his subjects,.to yield a ready obedience to

an entreating sovereign ? Is the providential government of God, or

the universality of his providential purposes obscured ? These extend

to all events on this scheme, and form the same basis for submission

and prayer, confidence and joy, under the perfect dominion of God,

which exists on the other. Are the reasons for humiliation and in-

genuous repentance on the part of sinners, less real or less apparent ?

Or rather, does not this theory present the only rational foundation

for these christian virtues, and urge to their exercise by the melting

tenderness and solicitude of paternal love ? And what, too, we ask,

is the comparative bearing of the two schemes on Atheism, Infidelity,

Universalism, Arminianiem, &c.? Which scheme is it that furnishes

the supposed infallible principle, that an omnipotent and benevolent

God could prevent all evil, ifhe would, and thus supports the inference

of one, that therefore there is no such God ;— the inference of another,

that the book which reveals so clearly the eternal misery of so many
of his creatures, is not from Him ;—and the inference of a third, that

this book does not and cannot contain such declarations ;—or of a

fourth, that the decrees or purposes of God do not extend to all ac-

tual events ?' Whose philosophy, or rather theology is it, that fur-

nishes the premises for these conclusions ?"—p. 568, 569.

He thus again gives us to understand that he regards

" this theory" as imparting " a peculiar glory" to the mo-

ral government of God, and presenting " the only rational

foundation" for the " christian virtues" of " humiliation

and ingenuous repentance." It results therefore unavoida-

bly—unless he believes that he can conceive of a moral

government more gloriously perfect than that which the
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Most High is exercising,—that he must regard his theory

as exhibiting it, in its actual relations and character, and as

being itself therefore in literal accordance with truth. And

unless he denies that there is in fact any " rational founda-

tion" for the " christian virtues" of " humiliation and in-

genuous repentance," and thence that any such rational

virtues are in reality ever exercised, the conclusion is equally

inevitable, that he regards his theory as literally expressive

of the truth. He has given his readers a right to the infe-

rence likewise that he disbelieves that those " christian vir-

tues" are ever rationally exercised by any except those who

exert them on the foundation of his theory.

These proofs, however, of his full conviction of the ti'uth

of his h^'pothesis, are of light significance compared with

those which he presents in the representation that " the

scheme" which teaches " that an omnipotent and benevo-

lent God could prevent all evil, if he would^'' " mpports

the inference" of the atheist that '•^ there is no such God ;^^

TTTrof the infidel, that the scriptures are not a revelation from

him,-r-of the universalist, that they do not teach the doc-

trine of future punishment—and of the arminian, that his

" decrees or purposes" " do not extend to all events." For

if, as he here gives his readers to understand, he verily be-

lieves that the doctrine " that an omnipotent and benevo-

lent God could prevent all evil if he would," authorizes the

several inferences of the atheist, the infidel, the universa-

list, and the arminian, that there is no such God, no such

divine revelation as the scriptures purport to be, and no such

revealed doctrines as those of future punishment, and the

divine purposesr^as he must believe, unless he has deHbe-

rately uttered the worst imputation on the doctrine of his

opponents that language can express, with a consciousness
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of its total injustice,—then we have proof that his belief is

that his theory expresses the exact truth respecting God and

his government, as ample and demonstrative, as we have that

he ex animo believes in the existence of an omnipotent and

benevolent God, in the inspiration of the scriptures, and in

the doctrines of divine purposes and future punishment.

Every consideration which concerns the subject, thus car-

ries us inevitably to the conclusion, that his hypothesis is

the object of his full and perfect belief. There are—to

sum up the whole argument—but three suppositions that

can be formed respecting the question ; that he has no opi-

nion whatever on the subject—that he does not regard his

theory as having any foundation in truth—or that he be-

lieves it to be literally expressive of the fact.

We cannot suppose him not to have any opinion on the

subject ; inasmuch as he has positively expressed one, in

almost every paragraph and sentence of the discussion, and

alleged it as the reason and made it the foundation of his

whole argumentation ; and that to make that supposition,

therefore, were to suppose him to have deliberately given pub-

licity to views and sentiments of the most momentous import,

on the most momentous subjects, without having any belief

of their accuracy or attaching any importance to their cha-

racter, and to have trifled alike accordingly with the obli-

gations of morality, the sanctions of religion, and the sense

of his readers.

It were to disparage his judgment too, as well as his rec-

titude, and render it utterly inexplicable that he has inter-

meddled in the discussion, or exhibited any interest what-

ever in the subject. What rational or imaginable induce-

ment can he have had to volunteer the expression of one

set of opinions, and the refutation of another, and thus ex-
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pose himself to the danger of defeat, and subject himself

to the imputation of heresy, if he in truth has no settled

opinion on the subject ? We however are not left to this

conclusion alone from the general laws of moral agen-

cy, though so obviously just, but have his explicit tes-

timony for its corroboration ; as he formally and zealously

disclaims all sinister intentions in the adoption and publi-

cation of his views, and protests that they neither ought,

nor can with any plausibility, be imputed to any thing else

than a conscientious conviction of their truth and importance.

" The view of sin or moral depravity maintained in this discourse,

cannot be justly ascribed to mental perversion, or to any sinister or

selfish design. For what possible motive or object can be assigned

us the cause of perverting truth and evidence in such a case ? If

popularity were the object, the charges of having departed from the

true faith by renouncing former opinions, repeated from one end of

the land to the other, show at least in respect to some of us, how ill-

judged has been this expedient to gain popularity. Nor is this view

of sin adopted for the sake of rejecting any one doctrine of ortho-

doxy, or of setting up any anti-orthodox peculiarity. For they who
adopt this view, as fully believe in the certainty of the universal and

entire sinfulness of mankind—they as fully believe this sinfulness or

depravity to be by nature—they as fully believe in the inefficacy of

moral suasion, and in the necessity of the Holy Spirit's agency in re-

generation, as any other men." " The charge then of adopting this

view of sin, for the purpose of opposing any doctrine of orthodoxy,

is a slanderous charge.

" Can any cause of mental perversion be fairly charged ? Tlie

human mind pervert truth and evidence for the sake of behoving

tliat to be sin, which it is agreed on all hands, imparts to sin its most

malignant aspect, and reveals its fellest tendencies ? Men believe

that to be sin, which deserves the deepest damnation which any thing

can deserve, merely because thoy wish to bchevo it ! You may as

well suppose that for a similar reason^ a man should believe hio doom
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already lixed in hell itself.' " Such a view of sin is not a device W
obtain popularity—nor to corrupt the gospel of God. "-Smn.pp.27 ,2oc

These remarks then, though not uttered with sole refe-

rence to the theory under consideration, are equally appli-

cable, and were doubtless meant to be applied, to his con-

duct in respect to that, and fully sustain the conclusions

respecting it, which have just been expressed. Their ap-

plication to that, is indeed fully sanctioned by his represen-

tation that the theory corroborates and gives still higher

intensity to the views of sin to which he here refers, by cre-

ating " a peculiar responsibility on the part of his subjects,

to yield a ready obedience to an entreating sovereign," and

presenting " the only rational foundation" for the " chris-

tian virtues" of " humiliation and ingenuous repentance on

the part of sinners." We have thus his own authority for

regarding him as having advanced the views which he has

on these various topics—not from any insidious or sinister

design whatever—but solely because they are views which

he actually entertains, and deems of high importance^.

Nor for precisely the same and many additional reasons,

can he be supposed to have given publicity to his theory,

without having any faith in its truth. That were equally

to .detract from his discretion, and to impeach him of the

most reprehensible practice as well as the worst of sinister

intentions. But he cannot any more wish or consent that

we should adopt either of these branches of the trilemma,

than we can desire to be forced to such conclusions. The

only alternative is therefore to regard him as having been

prompted through the whole of his discussion respecting

it, by as full and perfect a conviction of its truth, as he has

of the truth of the other articles of his theological creed.
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This conclusion however, more propitious lo him as it is,

than either of the other alternatives, yet presents, it must

be confessed, the expedients for defence to which he has re-

sorted in his reply to Dr. Woods, in a light that is far from

flattering. His eflbrts to escape responsibility for his the-

ory and evade the objections with which it is perplexed, by

the pretence that he had never positively affirmed it to be

" a matter of fact," but only offered it as a " hypothetical

statement," can scarcely be interpreted, in consistency with

it, as the offspring of zeal for what he regards as the truth,

or honored with the praise which our admiration confers on

the " highest intellectual attainments." Nor will it aMow

us any more to yield the credit of discretion and candor to

ins complaints of injustice in Dr. Woods, in interpreting

his hypothetical statement as equivalent to an intentional

affirmation of the truth of his theory. We have already seen

indeed that he is not wholly incapable " under the pressure

of new objections," of raising the cry of " evasion," when

resorting to it himself ; nor of imputing to another the in-

justice of which he is the sole perpetrator. Notwithstand-

ing all these artifices however. Dr. Woods' representations

must continue to be authorized, and his argumentation re-

main unrefuted and irrefutable, until the reviewer shall sub-

vert the foregoing conclusion, and demonstrate beyond dis-

putation that he has neither ever believed his theor}^ nor

given to his readers just occasion to regard him as believing

it, and prompted to its publication and defence, by a con-

viction of its truth, and wish to promote its adoption by

others.

It now remains to look at the grounds on which his hy-

pothesis relies for support, and to trace its relations to the

doctrines of the gospel.
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And in llie first place, the reviewer not only has not de-

monstrated its truth, but zealously protests, as we have seen,

that he has never even ascribed to it that character, nor

ventured to intimate that it is capable of direct proof. This

utter and admitted absence of all decisive evidence of its

accuracy, ought, one would imagine, to have excluded it

for ever from his theological speculations, and caused its

total rejection. Far different, however, are his apprehen-

sions. He strenuously claims the right of assuming that it

may be true, and employing it for the purpose of freeing

the measures of the divine government from distressing per-

plexity, until his opponents shall prove it to be false ; and

with equal vehemence, on the other hand, denies to them

the right, until they shall have demonstrated the error of

his assumption, either of asserting the truth of their hypo-

thesis, or even thinking it to be true.

" Now this is the way in which we would meet the opponents of

revelation and divine decrees, when they demand a solution of the

difficulties involved in the existence of moral evil. We throw the

question back to them. We deny their right to ask any solution what-

ever, until they have first proved, that the fact in question is not (as

to its entire prevention by God) a ' condition' or necessary ' incident,'

in some part of any possible moral system. We do not affirm that

it is so. The burden of proof does not rest on us. But we will not

orant them this preliminary fact, on wliich their whole objection

turns, until they have proved it. And we say, that all theory, all

speculation on the subject must stop, until this fact is proved. "—^p.533.

" I say then, that as ignorance is incompetent to make an objection,

and as no one knows that this supposition is not a matter of fact, uo

one has a right to assert the contrary, or even to think it."

—

Sermon,

p. 29.

It would seem from the tone of confidence in which these

declarations are uttered, that he regards himself in this po-
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sition as completely impregnable. An assumption more

utterly unauthorized however, more singularly ridiculous,

or totally at variance with the pretence on which he relies

to escape the " statement" of Dr. Woods, cannot easily be

imagined. How has it happened, that " the Dwight pro-

fessor of theology in Yale College," can have become pos-

sessed of the extraordinary right,—without daring to afilirm

that they are true, or venturing to intimate that they are

'* capable of direct proof,"—to take it for granted that his

assertions and denials on topics of such infinite moment, are

" a matter of fact," and to call thus on the world at large

to submit, without resistance or question, to his authoritative

decisions, until they shall be shown to be erroneous ? Has

he exhibited any proofs in his discussions, of such " gigantic

strength of mind," or such knowledge or candour, as to

give him any better ground than his opponents, to claim

that his hypothesis shall be believed without evidence ? Is

there any thing more in his assumption that God cannot

prevent all sin, than in theirs that he can, that can entitle it

to be implicitly received until it is proved to be falsevf* Can

he give any better reason that the burden of proof does not

rest on him, than they can that it does not rest on them f

Can he offer any better reason for setting up such claims

in regard to this, than any of the other subjects which his

controversies affect :—the doctrines of Bellamy, Edwards,

Dwight, " the true usus loquendi," the use " of the means

of regeneration," " the suspension of the selfish principle,"

the doctrine of perpetual perceptions and volitions ? Can

he exhibit any juster ground for demanding this implicit

submission to his authority in matters of faith, than can

Catholics, Universalists, Unitarians, or Atheists, that their
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respective doctrines shall be admitted to be true, until shown

to be false ?

A more consummate farce than this vaunted expedient of

throwing the question back to his opponents, and denying

their right either to ask any solution of it whatever, or even

" to think" for themselves, till they have disproved his hy-

pothesis, cannot well be conceived. This part of the " van-

tage ground" of his system thus proves, on being explored,

to consist in the assumption, that mankind are under obli-

gation to admit the theory of " the Dwight professor of

theology in Yale College," and yield up their right even to

indulge any conceptions that are at variance with his " hy-

pothetical statement," till that shall have been proved not

to be " a matter of fact :" and that cannot be, it would

seem, until he shall himself condescend to subvert his own

system ;—as if he is to enjoy the sole right of either assert-

ing or even thinking " the contrary," his assumption can

never be disproved by others, without a trespass on his

privilege, and a violation of their obligations. And he has

allowed himself to believe, it would appear, that his readers

would really find themselves constrained thus to resign their

reason, judgment, consciences, and faith, to his arbitrary

dictation, without a question or scruple. If this is the only

instrument, however, on which he relies for the support of

his system, he will find some difficulty, I suspect, in sustain-

ing its claims. However supple disciples his pupils may

prove, men of sense will be likely to take the liberty to throw

his theory back to him, and ask for some proof of its truth,

or some better evidence of their obligation to submit to his

arbitrary lordship, before they yield this implicit faith to his

hypothesis.

These pretences appear scarcely less ridiculous, when
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contrasted with the loud complaints with which they art.

conjoined, that Dr. Woods has totally misrepresented him,

in conducting the discussion as though he had directly taught

that God cannot prevent all sin in a moral system. One of

tlie chief reasons of his dissatisfaction with this " statement

of the question at issue," appears to be, that it is an en-

croachment on his exclusive right, and devolves on him a

necessity of proving his doctrine.

" Dr. Woods then, without the shadow of a reason, has changed

the fundamental position of Dr. Taylor, on which the whole discus-

sion turns, into another and a different one, which he has never main-

tained. The advantage thus gained is indeed obvious. It relieves

him/rom the burden ofproof."—p. 542.

He has never, it seems, " maintained" his theory by formal-

ly attempting to demonstrate its truth. He has only placed it

on the basis of a self-evident proposition that needs no proof,

and claimed exemption from all obligation positively to

affirm or evince it to be " a matter of fact," on the ground

that his opponents are neither able to disprove it, nor have

any right to ask for any demonstration of its accuracy.

This, however, it appears, is not to utter a positive affirma-

tion of it. It is only to exhibit it in the form of a " hypo-

thetical statement."

The assumptions and arguments by which he attempts

to show that the main doctrine of his theory—that God can-

not prevent all sin, or at least the present degree of sin in

a moral system—can never be proved to be false, are fraught

with equal error and absurdity ; and indicate but a slight

knowledge of the nature of moral agency on which they

profess to be founded. They are all erected on " the

groundless assumption," that the mere capacity for exerting
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volitions, alaiic determines, or may alone determine, the

mode in which that power is exerted, or the species and

series of volitions which are put forth.

" This is the task then which devolves on Dr. Woods, viz. to prove

that God could have kept all sin, or the present degree of sin, out of

a universal moral system.

" Now we say, that this is a task which Dr. Woods cannot accora-

phsh ; and for this very obvious reason, that the nature of the case

absolutely precludes all proof, being one which may involve a palpable

self-contradiction. It will not be denied, that free moral agents can

do wrong, under every possible influence to prevent it. The possi-

bility of a contradiction in supposing them to be prevented from doing

wrong is, therefore, demonstrably certain. Free moral agents can

do wrong, under all possible preventing influence. Using their pow-

ers as they may use them, they will sin ; and no one can show that

some such agents will not use their powers as they may use them.

But to suppose them to use their powers as they may use them, and

yet to suppose them to be prevented from sinning, would be to suppose

tliem both to sin and to be prevented from sinning at the same time

;

which is a contradiction."—p. 563.

The representation thus is, that as the power of exerting

sinful volitions remains unimpaired, under every possible

influence to prevent its being exerted in that mode, there-

fore no certainty can be coastituted, nor without self-con-

tradiction be imagined to be constituted by that influence,

that it will not actually give birth to those volitions ;—that

the supposition of its being really prevented by that influence

from exerting them, is fraught with intrinsic and palpable

absurdity. But this is obviously to afiirni, that it may be

that the moral influence under which the mind acts, is not

the means of determining the choices which it puts forth,

but that it exerts its volitions in " spite," or wholly inde-

pendently and irrc4;pectivc of all such influence. TJiif
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however, is to assert, that its power itself of exerting voli-

tions, may be the sole ground or reason of its pulling forth

t'hose volitions which it does ; and if this may be the fact in

any degree, it clearly can never be shown that it is not the

fact in all instances.

This assumption—in which the reader will recognise the

Arminian dogma of the self-determining power of the will

—

is admirably fitted, from the blank and hopeless inattention

which it indicates, to the nature of moral agency, to be joined

in its intimate association with that which we have just dis-

missed from our consideration. The slightest glance at the

subject will show that it not only does not possess a shade

of truth or probability, but is fraught with utter and irre-

concilable contradiction to both. To suppose it to express

the fact, were indeed to suppose the powers of moral agency

annihilated, or utterly reversed in their nature, and every

thing like certainty, truth and morals blotted from existence.

The mere power of exerting choices, not only does not

solely determine the mode in which it is exerted, or consti-

tute the reason that precisely those volitions are put forth,

which are, in place of others ; but it has no voice or influ-

ence whatever in that determination ; as the mind is prompted

to exert those choices, exclusively by the moral influence

which excites it to action. This fact is demonstrable from

the nature itself of volitions, and is the subject of universal

consciousness, is a first principle in metaphysics, lies at

the foundation of all religion, morals, government, and per-

suasion, and has been acted on by every moral being in the

universe, in every voluntary act, from the foundation of the

world, and will ever continue to be. What kind of volition

would that be, which should be put forth wholly irrespective

of the object chosen or rejected, and without any connexion
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whatever with or relation to the mind's perceptions and emo-

tions, and be accordingly a mere unintelUgent and mecha-

nical effect of a physical cause ? A more extraordinary

complication of contradictions to fact, reason, and religion,

than lies wrapped up in this vaunted position, cannot easily

be conceived. If it may be that it is the capacity solely to

exert volitions, and not the motives under whose influence

they are put forth, that determines moral beings in their

choices, then it obviously may be that there has never been

but one and identically the same reason—that capacity—for

all the diversified volitions that have ever been put forth ;

and that motives, accordingly, have never had any agency

whatever throughout this immense series and infinite diver-

sity ofvoluntary actions. But ifthe whole reason of choices

always is or may be identically the same, how happens it

that the choices themselves exhibit such an endless dissimi-

larity, and accord, too, in all instances, with the nature of

the moral influence under which they are exerted ?

If this main " pillar and ground" of the reviewer's sys-

tem is correct, we clearly can have no certainty that the

ends which men apparently seek in their agency, are really

in any instance the objects at which they aim. What we

are accustomed to denominate their designs, may have no

existence whatever. We have no possible clue to their in-

tentions, nor any evidence that they ever have any aims

that can involve a moral character. The distinctions be-

tween virtue and vice, religion and irreligion, innocence

and guilt, are " wholly gratuitous and unauthorized, and

ought never to be made the basis of an objection, or an ar-

gument." The murderer cannot be convicted of having

acted with malice prepense ; for no means exist for demon-

strating either with certainty or probability, that the mo-
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lives that were acting on him, had any influence in deter-

mining him to the crime for which he is arraigned. His

volition may have sprung forth from his mere power of

making choices, without any end whatever. Nor are there

any means of determining that there is any morality in

any of our volitions. If they are not exerted for the moral

reasons involved in the motives that are present to the mind,

when they are put forth, they clearly cannot be for any such

reasons whatever : but must take place instinctively, or by a

mere blind and unintelligent impulse. Does this doctrine

correspond with the reviewer's experience ? Does he ever

find volitions springing up in his mind without any con-

nexion with his perception or emotions f Is he conscious that

he has no moral reasons for the choices which he puts forth?

If this part of his metaphysical system exhibits a true pic-

ture of his own voluntary agency, and he reasons from that,

to the nature and agency of others, how is it that he under-

took in the sermon to shield himself from the suspicion of

*' mental perversion" and " sinister motives" in the adop-

tion of his peculiar views, on the ground that men are solely

actuated in their agency by motives, and cannot without

slander, be accused of conduct for which no rational in-

ducements exist f Did he ever address his fellow-men on

the assumption that motives may have no influence in deter-

mining their agency ? Is it this part of his theory that

" presents the moral government of God in its unimpaired

perfection and glory, to deter from sin and allure to holi-

ness his accountable subjects," by representing that possi-

bly it may never exert a shade of influence on his creatures

throughout the whole range of their existence ? But it

cannot be necessary to dwell at greater length on this

new modification of Arminianism, which has been refuted
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so freqnently by the " respectable theological writers of

New-England" in their controversies with " the enemies

of divine decrees." To haye reproduced it at the present

day, and set it forth as an irresistible instrument of beating

down the identical scheme of which it is the chief foundation

and main pillar, and lauded it to the skies as the very van-

tage ground of truth, from which alone any successful onset

can be made on the enemies of revelation and the universal

purposes and providence of God, is a climax of absurdity

of which it may safely be believed, no one but the " Dvvight

professor of theology in Yale College" is capable. It is of

this assumption which thus embodies in itself the whole es-

sence of Arminianism, that he inquires in such a menacing

tone— " on this point, is it presumptuous to bid defiance

to the powers of human reason ?" How he could have set

them more thoroughly at defiance, is a matter of no ordinary

difficulty to imagine. What " dungeon was ever more

firmly barred, or more deeply dark, than all the inner

chambers of the soul, when under the active tyranny of this

principle ? How profoundly conscience [common sense]

sleeps !" It is this grand point—the doctrine of a self-de-

termining power of the mind—for which Clark, Whitby,

Taylor of Norwich, and West of New-Bedford contended

so zealously, that he so confidently affirms Dr. Woods can

never disprove.

He has thus founded his unqualified assertion that no

one can prove that God can prevent all sin, on a total mis-

conception of the nature of free agency, and of the causes

that determine moral beings in their volitions ; having con-

ducted his argument respecting it, and erected his whole

hypothesis on " the groundless assumption," that power to

exert choices, really is, or may be, the only thhig to be re-
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garded, in determining the question whether a certainty can

be constituted beforehand of the manner in which beings

will act, or an agency exerted on them that shall infalli-

bly sway them to a given course of conduct ;—whereas in

truth, their mere power to exert volitions, is not even among

the considerations that concern that question, any more than

the power of walking has any thing to do in determining

the direction in which its possessor shall walk, or than the

power of a steam-engine has any concern with the inquiry

whether the vessel which it propels, shall move east or west,

north or south. Were his assumption correct, the only

mode in which God could prevent a being from sinning,

would be that of divesting him of his powers of moral

agency, by converting him into an idiot, or blotting him

from existence ; and that is obviously the reviewer's concep-

tion of the subject ; as his hypothesis represents the Most

High as having no alternative, but either to create a uni-

verse of beings of such a nature as to render it impossi-

ble to prevent them from sin, or to create no moral system

whatever.

Why however the powers of moral agency should be

imagined to present any obstacle to their possessor's being

controlled in their exercise, it is difficult to conceive. Those

powers must of course be possessed in their " unimpaired

perfection," in order to their being exerted in moral choices

and are identically the same when exerted in volition, as

antecedently and subsequently, and the same whether the

choices put forth are obedient or sinful. If then no vio-

lence whatever is done to them, in their being exerted in

putting forth any supposable volition, how can any such

violence or injury be involved, in their being excited to

any supposable volition, by motives, under whose influ-
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dice, if presented to them, it will be in perfect accordance

with their nature to exert that choice ? But if it is not

inconsistent with their nature to put forth such a volition

when under the excitement of those motives, and if the in-

fluence itself of the motives involves no injury to their na-

ture, nor obstruction to their legitimate exercise, how can

their presentation itself involve any such obstruction, or in-

jury ? But if neither their influence nor introduction to

the mind, can present any obstacle to their legitimate exer-

tion, how can any be imagined to be involved, in there be-

ing a previous certainty that those identical motives will be

presented at that instant, and exert that identical influence ?

These clearly were the questions which it became the re-

viewer to settle, before uttering his " positive afiirmation,"

that no one can ever prove that God could in a moral sys-

tem prevent all sin. He now, not only has not demonstra-

ted his assertion, nor advanced any thing that can lend it

any support, but he has not even approached the real point

at issue, in any of his reasonings. He has only sufiered

" ignorance," " incompetent" as it is, " to make an objec-

tion," and " bid defiance to the powers ofhuman reason."

He can never be authorized to assert that, from the nature

of moral agency, no one can prove that God can prevent

all sin, until he has demonstrated that those powers actually

present an insuperable obstacle to their being controlled in

their exercise. This however it is scarcely to be expected

he can ever do. He at all events cannot do it, without ex-

hibiting an " order of intellect" of which iew indications

have hitherto been seen in his speculations, and earning

a title to " the praise which our admiration confers on the

highest intellectual attainments ;" for he cannot do it, with-

out completely establishing the greatcentral dogma of Ai-
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minianism respecting the self-determining power of the will,

subverting forever the reasonings respecting it of Presi-

dent Edwards, by which he chiefly laid the broad foun-

dations of his imperishable fame, and demonstrating that

there is an irreconcilable and total contradiction between

the nature of moral agency itself, and all the facts of con-

sciousness and experience, on the one hand, and all the

great doctrines of revelation that have any respect to our

agency, on the other.

Were we then to extend our inquiries no farther than this

assumption, that the mere powers of moral agency them-

selves, may alone determine what volitions are exercised ; it

is abundantly clear that the hypothesis which he founds on

it, that God cannot prevent all sin in a moral system, is to-

tally untenable. But this will become still more apparent,

if we look at its relations to the mode in which moral be-

ings are in fact controlled in their conduct.

To control beings in their voluntary agency, and prevent

them, for example, from sinning, is not to arrest their mental

activity, chain their powers in quiescence, or extinguish all

perception, feeling, and volition : that were to prevent a moral

system itself. Nor is it by an arbitrary act of omnipotence,

to create in them a series of obedient actions. That were like-

wise to prevent a moral system, and substitute a mechanical

one in its place. But it is solely and simply to convey to

their minds—whatever may be the mode in which it may be

supposed to be accomplished—such amoral influence as infal-

libly to prompt them to exert only obedient choices. There,

clearly, is no other manner in which it can be accomplished.

Choices are never exerted but as they are the acts of the

beings in whom they take place ; nor except in the presence

and from the excitement of motives ; nor but as they are
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choices, or refusals of those motives, or the objects which

they represent, according as from their influence in exciting

involuntary pleasure, or pain, they arc regarded as the

greatest or least good. There is, therefore, no known, or

imaginable mode of influencing beings so as to prevent them

from sinning, but that of acting on them through this instru-

mentality—whatever may be the channel by which it may be

supposed to be conveyed to the mind and rendered what it is

—of determining, in other words, the moral influence which

reaches them, and causing it to consist of such a series and

combination ofviews, as certainly to sway them to obedience.

This is the doctrine of the Edwardses, and the great fact

on which they relied for the subversion of the Arminian the-

ory, of a self-determining power of the will, and is in like

manner the doctrine of Bellamy, Sraalley, Dwight, Griffin,

Woods, and—leaving the followers of Emmons out of the

question—every respectable writer and minister of New

England, with the sole exception of Arminians, and " the

Dwight professor of theology in Yale College," his fellow-

labourer the editor of the Christian Spectator, and their

disciples, rari nantes in gurgite vasfo. No disagreement

whatever respecting this fact exists among orthodox theolo-

gians, Itowever much they may differ in their views, of the

modes in which moral influences are conveyed to the mind,

and rendered what they are ;—whether through the instru-

mentality of a constitutional taste for sin,—through a con-

stitutional relish for holiness, implanted by regeneration,

—

through the communication of perceptions by the direct

agency of the Holy Spirit,—by the agency of created in-

telligences, or other second causes,—by their excitement by

the action of the mind itself,—or by part or all of these

united. However much their views may vary in regard to
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these points, the doctrine is common to them all, that the

choices of the mind are always as the greatest apparent

good ;—in other words, that the real and sole reason of its

choosing as it does, lies in its views of the objects chosen,

and the emotions they excite, and that the medium, accord-

ingly, through which its choices are determined, is that ex-

clusively of the moral influence under which it acts. The

Ruler ofthe universe himself obviously proceeds on this great

fact, in all the measures of his administration. Were it not

a fact, indeed, the very conception of a moral government

were an absui'dity. Of what service could it be to promul-

gate laws, and attempt to enforce them by rewards and pun-

ishments, if from the very nature of moral agency they can

have no influence either to prompt to obedience or withhold

from transgression ? What better than a mere complication

of folly, is the stupendous system of persuasion addressed

to men in the gospel, if motives are not the means that de-

termine them in their choices ? This great fact lies, in like

manner, at the foundation of all human governments. Their

professed and sole aim is, to control the conduct of men

through the medium of moral suasion, and it is to this

great law of moral agency that their enactments owe their

whole efficiency. This fact is, indeed, acted on by every

human being, in every effort to influence the conduct of

others. It is on this that the judge proceeds in enforcing

the penalties of law, as well as the ruler in appointing pun-

ishments for crimes; on this that the orator proceeds in

endeavouring to sway the purposes of his fellow men ; the

minister, in aiming to turn them to righteousness ; and men

universally, in every eflbrt at persuasion. " The Dvvight

professor of theology in Yale College" himself, cannot ad-

vance a hair's breadth, in fulfilling the duties of his office,

63
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wiiliout proceeding on this great fact, and tiainj)ling- his

own system in tlie dust. Why should he ever address a

lecture to his pupils, and endeavour to lead them to the

adoption of his theological views, if their choice between his

and other systems is to be determined, not by rational con-

siderations, but by their mere power of putting forth choices,

independently of all moral inlluence f Why, if he acts on

his theory, did he attempt, in his Concio ad Clerum, by

reasoning and exhortation, to convince the clergy of Con-

necticut of the truth, and lead them to the adoption of his

views, of the nature of sin, and the reasons of its admission

into the divine kingdom ? And if the undisguised truth

could have liad no decisive influence against him in his

controversy with Dr. Woods, why did he decline openly and

fairly to meet the objections of that gentleman, and frankly

to admit the inconsistencies into which he was shown to

have fallen, and renounce the errors of which he was con-

victed ; instead of resorting to the pretence in order to es-

cape the force of those objections, that one of the doctrines

imputed to him, he had only uttered in the form of a " hy-

pothetical statement," in place of a " positive affirmation ;"

and that another, he had merely advanced in an argument,

" ex concessis ?" He clearly proceeded on " a diflerent and

inconsistent hypothesis," in these efibrts to accomplish " an

eflectual refutation" of those objections.

The fact, then, being thus clear and indisputable, that

moral beings act universally and solely from motives, in all

their voluntary agency, the literal import of the doctrine

that God cannot prevent all sin in a moral system is,

that he cannot communicate to all the intelligences in

a system, or through any possible instrumentality,

cause such a series of perccptioub to take place in them
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as shall ipfallibly counteract the temptations to which

4hey are necessarily exposed, and sway them to obedience.

This, accordingly, was the position which the reviewer

should have demonstrated, in order to have authorized his

" positive assertion," that no one can ever prove the false-

hood of his " hypothetical statement," that God cannot

*' prevent all sin, or at least the present degree of sin," in a

moral system. Nothing can be clearer, therefore, than tliat

his mere statements and reasonings to show that moral be-

ings must at all events continue to possess the powers of

moral agency, in order to be competent to exert moral ac-

tions, have no concern whatever with the question, whether

God cannot infallibly lead them to exert that capacity obe-

diently. Those powers must of course continue to be pos-

sessed, and must remain the same, whether exerted obediently

or disobediently ; and as far as they alone are considered,

the possibility and probability of their being exerted in one

way, are as great as of their being exerted in any other.

The only mode in which the reviewer can sustain his de-

claration, is to show, that " though or notwithstanding" it

is a known and indisputable fact, that motives alone deter-

mine the conduct of men, yet that God cannot control them

in their agency ; and the only way in which he can demon-

strate that, obviously is, either that of showing that God

cannot determine the moral influence that acts on their

minds, or that there is no combination of views and

emotions of which they are capable, that is adequate

to lead them uniformly to holiness. Neither of these,

however, can he ever demonstrate. To attempt the first,

were only to repeat the error in another form, into which

he has already fallen, of endeavouring to demonstrate

that men are in fact, so far as their agency is concerned,
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completely independent of God ; or placed for ever, by their

very nature, beyond the reach of his control. To assert

the latter, were in so many words to deny that men are

physically capable of a perfect obedience, to contradict those

powers of moral agency whose prerogative he is so zealous

to defend, and plunge back into the central depths of con-

stitutional depravity, from which he professes to have es-

caped. To affirm, that in every or any instance, no com-

bination whatever of motives that can be brought to act on

a being, can lead him to obedience, is to affirm that no

combination of views can be communicated to him, but what

will prove a successful temptation to sin. But that clearly

cannot be, unless he is so constituted as to be totally inca-

pable of excitement to any other choices, than such as are

sinful, and that is to be constitutionally incapable of holiness,

or to be physically depraved. To admit him to be capable

of any excitement to an obedient action, were to admit that

there are motives that are adapted to prompt him to such an

act, and that, therefore, if they were given to exert on him

their uncounteracted influence, he might be infallibly excited

to obedience.

Were we then to carry our inquiries respecting the re-

viewer's hypothesis no farther than to its relations to the

nature of moral agency, we have from those alone abundant

evidence of its total error. That however, is but one source

of argument against it. Still more momentous proofs of its

fatal contradiction to truth, are seen from its relations to

the declarations and doctrines of revelation, and the attri-

butes of God.

Thus it presents an open and undisguised denial of the doc-

trine every where engraven on the sacred page, of God's uni-

versal providence over the thoughts, affections, and actions
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of men, and all the causes thai influence their agency. They

exhibit his knowledge, power, and providence alike as ex-

tending perpetually to every being to whom he gives exist-

ence, and every event that transpires throughout his vast

empire. And it is as indubitably the dictate of reason, as

it is the representation of the divine word. It is indispu-

tably certain, from the light of philosophy, that God can

determine every perception that shall reach the mind of an

intelligent being, and accordingly through that—the only

medium of influencing his conduct—determine with invinci-

ble certainty, the manner in which he will act. Every percep-

tion is an eflect and is produced therefore by a cause. That

cause must obviously be either God himself, or some depen-

dent existence, which he has created and continues in being,

and which owes to him its whole power and opportunity

to act, through every successive moment. To question

this, were in so many words to question the dependence on

him of his works, and deny his power over matter as well

as mind. " He that planteth the ear, shall he not hear f

He that formed the eye, shall he not see ?" He that created

every instrument through which perceptions are conveyed

to the mind, and endowed the soul itself with its power of

receiving them, and all its secret grounds of emotion and

springs of activity, cannot he still retain them within his

grasp, and determine what influences shall reach and excite

them ? Has he communicated to any part of his works a

superiority to himself, imparted powers which he has not

retained, or thrown any portion of his empire beyond the

limits of his sway ? It certainly is not a dictate of reason,

nor compatible with its clearest decisions. He who can de-

monstrate that there is a solitary spirit existing within the

universe, or an atom floating within its illimitable cir-
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cuit, that maintains its being independently of him, or has

gained in the humblest afiection of which it can be supposed

to be capable, an exemption from his complete control, can

cut the sinews for ever of every argument for the being of

God himself, from his works, and render it as possible

and easy to demonstrate that no Almighty Creator and Ru-

ler exists.

The reviewer's theory thus stands in open contradiction

to all those statements on the sacred page, that represent

the world of minds as wholly subject to the divine control

;

and accordingly denies the universality of God's provi-

dence over them, and the causes that influence their agency.

If a solitary perception ever leaps into existence in any

created intellect, or a single emotion springs up in the se-

cret depths of any dependent spirit, that does not take place

wholly by his permission, and result from a cause which he

can entirely control and might intercept from that agency,

then that event clearly takes place independently, and with

out the circle, of his providence. And if events take place

in that manner in every moral being, and the very powers

of moral agency are such that God cannot prevent their

occurrence, then indisputably every such being is to that

extent, absolutely exempt from his sway, and can no more

be claimed to be a subject of his providential government,

than though no such government were attempted to be

exercised by the Most High.

The reviewer's supposition accordingly, that God cannot

prevent all sin, is a supposition that he cannot exert an effi-

cient providence over all the causes that influence the conduct

of his moral subjects; and his " positive assertion" that

no one cdm prove that God can prevent all sin, is a " posi-

tive affirmation" that no gnc can demonstrate the scriptu-
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ral doctrine of flie universality of his providential sway.

The grand representation of his theory is thus a flat denial

of " the general doctrine of the universality of the divine

decrees and providential government," which according to

his statement Dr. Bellamy made it his principal object in

his " treatise" to assert and defend.

But in thus "denying God's universal providence over the

causes that determine the moral conduct of men, he ofTers

an equal denial of all the declarations and doctrines of the

divine word, which imply that he exerts, and are dependent

for their truth on his exercising such an absolute control

over the means by which they are determined in their actions.

Such are his predictions of the future events of their

agency. If he cannot control the causes that are actually

to determine men in their future actions, it is indisputably

certain, that he can neither determine their actions them-

selves, nor foresee what they are to be ; and can possess no

means therefore whatever, of a certainty that he can ever

verify any of his predictions, or fulfill any of his promises

to his church that relate to the agency of men. If the

powers of moral agency are such as from their very nature

to be incapable of an efficient control, then it may be that

he may be thwarted at every step in his efforts to accomplish

his purposes. He can have no more certainty in regard to

the elect themselves, who were given to Christ before the

foundation of the world, and have been redeemed by his

blood, and made kings and priests unto God ; than in re-

gard to any others. Though no one else can pluck them

from his hand, yet they may themselves escape without ex-

ception, and in defiance of every possible preventing influ-

ence, remain in alienation from him for ever. The review-

er's assumptions and reasonings on this subject, are in every
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respect as applicable to the regenerated, as to the Hiire-

newcd—for their powers of moral agency are identically

the same—and to the inhabitants of heaven, as to those of

earth. If because a being must continue to possess the

powers of moral agency under every influence that is em-

ployed to determine his conduct, it may be that he will ex-

ert them sinfully, and therefore no one can prove that he

will not sin, nor has a right to assert, or think that he will

not
J it is of course as true of any one being who possesses

those powers, as of any other. The proposition is predicated

solely of those powers, without any limitation or qualifica-

tion from the circumstances in which their possessor is

placed, his relations to other beings or events, or the moral

influences under which he is to exert his agency ; and there-

fore as those powers are the same in all intelligences, and

governed by the same causes and by the same general laws,

if his affirmations hold true of a single individual in the in-

numerable throng, they are equally true of every other. He
can never prove therefore, on the ground of his reasonings,

that there is or can be any certainty to either creatures or

God himself, that a solitary subject of his empire will con-

tinue to obey him for ever ; that a single individual of the

human family of this, or any subsequent generation either

will or can be kept by his mighty power through faith unto

salvation ; nor that even a solitary sentiment of obedience

will ever again swell the heart of a dependent being through-

out the illimitable ages of futurity.

Nor can he, for the same reasons, ever prove on the other

iiaiid, that there is or can be any certainty that any inhabi-

tant of the divine kingdom will continue for ever to sin, or

that cither a solitary individual of our race on earth, or of

ihose who are already lost, will ever again transgress the
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divine law ; and were all who ever obey to be immediately

admitted to heaven, and all who revolt expelled from those

abodes, then for aught we could know, those who now lament

and rebel in the lowest depths of hell, might yet reign in hea-

ven, and thosewho reign in heaven, lament in hell ; nor could

we tell that they might not thus often exchange characters

and abodes, during the progress of their interminable ex-

istence.

No powers of intellect, or efforts of art can ever cover

up this horrible feature of his theory. Let him at-

tempt, if he pleases, to escape these conclusions. He will

find it as hopeless and absurd a task as was ever undertaken.

His vaunted argument may be thrown back to him at every

step, and utterly baffle all his efforts.

" Now we say that this is a task which Dr, Woods cannot accom-

phsh; and for this very obvious reason, that the nature of the case

absolutely precludes all proof, being one which may involve a palpa-

ble self-contradiction. It will not be denied, that free moral agents

can do wrong, under every possible influence to prevent it. The
possibility of a contradiction in supposing thevi to be prevented from

doing wrong, is therefore demonstrably certain. Free moral agents

can do wrong under all possible preventing influence. Using their

powers as they may use them, they will sin ; and no one can show

that some such agents will not use their powers, as they may use

them." " But this possibility that free agents will sin, remains [sup-

pose what else you will,) so long as moral agency remains ; and how
can it be proved that a thing will not be, when for aught that appears

it may be ^ When in view of all the facts and evidence in the case^ it

remains true that it may be, what evidence or proof can exist, that it

wiW not he? Yea, when to suppose it prevented, may involve, for

aught that appears, a palpable self-contradiction ? And must we, to

honor God, afflrra boldly and confidently that he can do, what may

involve the same contradiction as to afiirm that he can cause a thing

to be and not to be at the same time ? Is God honored by the asser-

64
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tions of mere ignorance, and by our aftirimng that to be true of him,

which may be utterly false ?"—pp. 562, 563.

He has thus bound himself down with a weight of chains

and fetters that no artifice can sunder or relax, from the

possibility of demonstrating that either men or God can

have any certainty in regard to any event, or the charac-

ter of any event, that is ever to transpire in the agency of

creatures ; as he cannot without an affront to common sense

attempt to offer a proof or pretence that his reasonings in

this and similar passages, are not in every respect as appli-

cable to any one subject of the divine kingdom, as to any

other.

His theory thus offers an instant and blank denial of

every doctrine of the gospel that respects the character and

condition of intelligences in futurity, divests alike the pre-

dictions and threatenings of God of every shade of cer-

tainty, and empties all the promises of his word, of all their

claims to our reliance, and all the consolations with which

they are fraught to us amid the temptations and sorrows

of life.

It levels as fatal a blow, in like manner, at all those du-

ties of piety, to the offering of which it is essential that

God should be regarded as exerting an efficient sway over

his creatures, and able to fulfil all his purposes and wishes.

Its relation to the promises of God, and our reliance on

their fulfillment, has already been adverted to. How can a be-

ing look up from amid the storms and perils of existence here,

and intrust to him his immortal interests to be watched over,

defended and kept in safety through all the trials by which

he is to be buffetted, and rely with unshaken confidence on

his power, wisdom, and faithfulness to cause all things to
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work together for his good until he shall reach tlie gates of

heaven, if he at the same time carries in his mind a clear

and fixed conviction, that from the very nature of his pow-

ers as a voluntary agent, God cannot control the influences

that are to reach him, and determine his conduct and des-

tiny ?

It obviously offers obstacles equally insurmountable to

the duty of prayer. What better could it be than an affront

to the Most High, to ask of him not to lead us into tempta-

tion, but to deliver us from evil, were it believed and felt

that these are blessings that are beyond his power to give ?

Or with what better consistency could supplications be of-

fered for any of the secular bounties or spiritual blessings

that are conveyed to us or others through the instrumentality

of our fellow men ?—peace, safety, domestic bliss, social

enjoyments, knowledge, the means and opportunity of use-

fulness, or the sanctification of friends, the perpetuity, safety,

and prosperity of the church, the salvation of the world ?

It is clear, if the reviewer's theory is true, that no certainty

can exist, or assurance be rationally felt, that any one of

these blessings can ever lie within the gift of the Creator

;

and were it to be universally acted on, the voice of prayer

would henceforth be stifled for ever, and a night of endless

despair difluse its pall over all the hopes and happiness of

our world, that have their foundation in confidence in God.

The triumphs of God's children would be quenched by it,

and their peace extinguished in even the seasons of the

clearest manifestations of his favour, and consternation be

carried into the ranks themselves of heaven ; for whatever

might be the character ofthe present, a cloud ofimpenetrable

darkness and hopeless uncertainty must brood for ever over

the future. Our strongest assurance, in like manner, of the
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safety and happiness of those whom death has snatched

away amid the brightest demonstrations of reconciliation to

God, and preparation for his kingdom, and whose expiring

accents were fraught with the ecstatic praises and thanks-

givings of the blessed, would inevitably yield under it, to

uncertainty and apprehension. For if the arm of the Om-

nipotent Creator himself is not competent to protect them
;

if all the infinite efforts of that unquenchable love that re-

deemed and forgave them, are insufficient to shield them

from overpowering tempests of temptation ; what might or

benevolence can be expected to conduct them to the dwel-

lings of abiding purity and salvation ; or who can tell into

what hopeless depths of sin and misery they may not again

have plunged ?

But ifthese conclusions are thus legitimate, what are those

to which this scheme must carry us respecting the character

of the Creator and Preserver of this boundless universe,

whose destiny is thus utterly uncertain, and whose ultimate

catastrophe may so possibly be one of unmixed guilt and

misery ? Where can we, on this theory, have any decisive

proofs or probabilities of his infinite wisdom, or perfect

benevolence ?

Such are some of the dire results to which the great

principles of the reviewer's scheme, if traced to the conclu-

sions which they authorize, inevitably force us ; such the

total absence of every evidence of its truth, and the resistless

demonstrations of its contradiction, to some of the most

certain and fundamental doctrines of the gospel, and hostility

to many of the most sacred duties, precious enjoyments, and

heaven-born hopes of piety.

Some of these representations, however, of his theory he

may not improbably again disclaim, as he has the just de-
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lineations of it by Dr. Woods, protest to us perhaps that no

such reasonings as these can touch " tlie point ;" and repeat

complaints of error and injustice, in deducing conclusions

from his system, that stand in open opposition to doctrines

which on the pages themselves of his sermon and review, he

frequently professes to hold. No repetition, however, of

those complaints, nor renewal of those professions, can alter

the facts, or affect the points that are here in question, in

the humblest degree. The sole inquiry with which this

discussion has any concern is, whether the passages which

are transferred from his review and sermon to these pages,

are rightly interpreted, and the principles and doctrines

which they express, traced to their legitimate results. His

not having followed them to those results, or dreamed of the

consequences to which they inevitably conduct, has nothing

to do with the truth or force of any of the foregoing repre-

sentations or reasonings ; nor has his profession or belief of

any or all of the doctrines which his hypothesis so clearly

contradicts. Nor can his zealous protestation, that he is

neither a full disciple, nor partial votary of Arminianism,

demonstrate that his theory is not, from its lowest foundation

to its upmost topstone, a mere reconstruction of that system,

and every where pervaded by even a worse spirit than has

usually characterized that. And if there are any who can

need any additional evidence that such is the fact, let them

look into the pages of the Edwardses, in which they con-

troverted that scheme, and they will find that the great

principles, doctrines, and arguments, which were opposed

by them, are identically those that form the essence and

constitute the character of the reviewer's theory. If he has

not himself yet discovered this coincidence of his system

with that, nor—after having studied so long and so success-
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fully, as he professes, the pages of the elder Edwards, and

attempted even to convince the respectable clergy of New
England, that they have hitherto essentially misunderstood

the import of some of his most important doctrines—has

ever even suspected that in every effort he has made to build

up his system, he has only been labouring to beat down that

which it was the object of that great divine, in his treatise

on the will, to sustain,—it may doubtless furnish just matter

of wonder, and make shipwreck of all confidence in his

qualifications for the discussion of such subjects—but it will

be far enough from yielding him an}' means of invalidating

any of the arguments with which his speculations are here

assailed, or throwing a shade of uncertainty over any of the

facts or principles on which they are founded.

Nor can his urgent asseveration, that ** the charge is

utterly unfounded in fact," that he has made " an attack on

several of the orthodox articles of faith," and " that there

is nothing to excuse or palliate such an accusation," ever

disprove that charge, or constitute any presumption against

its perfect justice. That question is to be determined solely

by facts, not protestations, and facts of which his readers

will probably feel themselves authorized to form their own

opinion, and take the liberty accordingly to call for proofs

in place of assertions, and arguments instead of hypothetical

and equivocal statements, in which he has already shown,

by the arbitrary rules to which he has resorted in interpret-

ing his terms, that but little confidence can with any safety

be placed. The whole question at issue, therefore, between

him and the public is, what the theory is which he has ad-

vanced, and the conclusions which it authorizes ; not what

he has heretofore believed, or may believe hereafter. Whe-

ther he has ever gained a full comprehension of the character
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and tendency of his system, or what other inconsistent doc-

trines, true or false, he may carry in his mind along with itj

are points with which this controversy has no possible con-

nexion. Unless he can demonstrate that his theory is totally

unlike what he has hitherto represented it to be, no denial

that he can offer, can render it any the less certain, that he

has abandoned in it many of the most essential doctrines of

New England orthodoxy, and entered on as real and direct

a war against them, as was ever waged by any of their

enemies.

This then is the inquiry which he is to meet, openly, fairly,

and fully, without resorting to any new and arbitrary defi-

nitions of his terms, to adjust them to " the pressure of new

objections," or to the aid of " hypothetical statements," and
** evasions" of the points at issue, or blank denials, under

the pretence of arguing ^^ ex concessis,^^ of statements and

arguments as incontrovertibly meant to be expressive of his

own views, and as demonstratively relied on as any others that

are to be found on his pages. If he shall thus openly meet

this question, and vindicate his system from objections, he

will not only gain a full acquittal and honourable justifica-

tion, but deserve and doubtless receive from all, " the praise

which our admiration confers on the highest intellectual

attainments." If he shall not, he may assure himself but

one alternative can remain—frankly, unhesitatingly, and

publicly to acknowledge the errors of his speculations, and

totally to abjure them ;—or hopelessly to sink beneath the

weight of the just distrust and odium which his principles

must inevitably call down upon him. The fancy that either

by open efibrt, or secret artifice, currency can ever be

given to such a reproduction as his, of the worst errors and

grossest absurdities of Arminianism, without a solitary
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support within, or prop without, to sustain them, or single

grace of talent, learning, or sentiment to yield them recom-

mendation, must soon reveal its hopelessness, and meet a

fit and final disappointment.

The intimation too may be again renewed, perhaps, that

however any may be perplexed or alarmed at the doctrines

of this theory, God himself, in making the regions where

its friends and teachers labour, the scenes of signal efiusions

of his Spirit, has given it a sanction that sufficiently au-

thorizes their continuing to maintain and endeavouring to

diffuse its principles. Those gracious visitations from above,

whatever may be thought to be the reasons of their gift,

are matters of joy to all, and at least not less in these than

other instances. To the dispassionate, however, if they

are to be contemplated in any relation to the propagation

of this scheme, they must seem adapted to beget far difierent

impressions from those which the reviewer and his friends

have shown themselves to be not unwilling they should ex-

cite. They present, it is indisputably clear, whatever else

may be thought of them, as instant and resistless a demon-

stration of the total error of his system, as a voice from

heaven itself, or a thousand miracles could yield. Every

being rescued by the Almighty Spirit from the empire of

sin, is a living proof of the falsehood of his whole doctrine ;

and every flash of conviction darted into the secret depths

of conscience, a flaming thunderbolt hurled against the

tottering fabric of his theory. How wise, how wonder-

ful, that the Omnipotent One, whose empire has thus

been questioned and power denied,—dispensing with all

created agencies—should himself descend with his re-

sistless grace to refute these fatal errors on the scene

where they have arisen, and thus re-vindicate to an ador-
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ing church his attributes, and re-assert his truth. Who
not utterly lost to all the force of evidence and fear of

God, could stand amid the wonders of such a scene, and

utter or cherish a denial of his power to pluck his creatures

from the ranks of sin whenever he pleases, and impress on

them the lineaments of his image ! Welcome interpositions

like these. Widely may they be diffused, and ever may

they continue. They will be hailed with thanksgivings by

every lover of truth and friend of righteousness ; and thou-

sands doubtless who have knelt in supplication that the dan-

gers threatened to the church by these portentous specula-

tions might be averted, will see in them tokens that their

prayers are not unheard, nor the blessings they have soli-

cited, utterly withheld.

Such then is the system which the reviewer and those

who act with him are so zealously endeavoring to dissemi-

nate through the churches, and to which, to give it a readier

currency, it is claimed, that many of the distinguished

clergy of that land of intelligence and caution have yielded

their assent, and are lending their sanction.

On those then the task is devolved of determining whether

the public are to be allowed to believe or suspect that they

have thus abandoned the doctrines of their churches and

principles of their fathers, and become the disciples and pro-

pagators of this theory ; or whether those representations

which have been so industriously circulated, are to be pub-

licly repelled, and their open and decisive influence given

to the cause of truth.

By the clergy at large in like manner of those churches,

and those churches themselves, it is to be determined, whe-

ther it can be safe for the interests of truth, or compatible

with their obligations, to leave these errors unrebuked and

(35
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unresisted still to be propagated wherever they may ; or

whether the imperious claims of duty, and the example of

their predecessors, do not rather call them to a public and

concentrated manifestation of the sentiments with which

they regard them, and a united and decisive effort to arrest

their threatening progress, and extinguish their disastrous

influence.
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